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iSUMMARY
The successful city of the 21st Century will be a city of culture. Culture does not
just mean cultural products – whether ‘high’ or ‘popular’, local or global – it
means ways of living and acting, of expressing, of thinking and learning. Cities
have always been about culture – but culture has now emerged as a central
strategic axis for the development of cities. Economic, social, technological and
educational strategies are increasingly linked to this cultural axis. The cities that
learn to respond to the cultural challenge will emerge best equipped in a
competitive world where information, knowledge and content creation represent
the keys to a sustainable local economy.
In the last decades cultural policy has been concerned to use traditional,
contemporary and popular culture to promote the image of the city as forward
looking and dynamic, a place for investment and re-location as well as a tourist
destination. Investment in infrastructure has frequently been accompanied by an
emphasis on extending access to, and participation in, cultural products and
activity. The challenge now is to place culture in all its aspects at the centre of
the new city. This demands new understandings, new modes of governance,
new structures that can only emerge from a city capable of engaging in a
strategic process of reflection, learning and imagination.
This study is a contribution to that process. It is concerned with cultural
production, the creation of new content at local level and the promotion of this
production at national and international levels. Cultural economy is part of
global flow but in this the distinctiveness of local business clusters is crucial.
The ability to take advantage of these global flows, to develop a local
infrastructure to mobilise the full range of local talents and experience – these
are the key elements of this strategy.
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Sources of Information
1Background to the Report
1i This report was commissioned in August 1997 by Manchester City Council
(MCC) in association with North West Arts Board and Manchester TEC.
The research was commissioned to provide MCC and the City Pride partnership
with an overall mapping of the cultural sector; a detailed understanding of the
dynamics, needs and potential of the sector; and to inform strategies for
intervention and support.
The research builds on two earlier studies and forms part of an on-going action
research and policy development process within the city.
The first was an overview of existing research and information sources
concerning the cultural sector at national, regional and local levels. The purpose
was to determine the research requirements necessary to underpin a strategic
approach to the support and development of the cultural sector in the City Pride
area of Manchester, Salford, Trafford and Tameside. The report, Review of
Existing Research presented in April 1997, concluded that there was a clear lack
of both quantitative and qualitative knowledge of the sector at national, regional
and local levels.
The second examined the provision of sector and sub-sector specific
information, advice and guidance at formal and informal levels and lead to a
feasibility study for a Cultural Industries Development Service (CIDS). Based
on literature review and interviews with support agencies, representative bodies,
local cultural organisations and businesses; the report found (i) there was a great
need for sector specific information and advice; (ii) that this was not being
provided within the City Pride area; (iii) cultural institutions and businesses
were themselves providing a great deal of this advice and information at an
unpaid, informal level. Based on a small survey of 25 individuals/organisations,
the report calculated the time spent by providing this informal support amounted
to around 300 hours per week.
1ii This study (Initial Feasibility for CIDS May 1997) formed the basis for a CIDS
business plan produced by Burns-Owens Partnership (BOP) and MIPC. The
business plan underpinned an ERDF application by Manchester City Council
which has been successful (June 1999) in drawing down £ ¾ million over 3
years for CIDS, itself sat within a local ERDF Action Plan for Tourism and
Cultural Industries of around £5 million.
1iii The two reports - Review of Existing Research and Initial Feasibility for CIDS -
were commissioned by MCC based on the advice of a wider Cultural Production
Steering Committee. The CPSC is made up of around 15 people drawn from
across the sector (including Higher and Further Education). This group passed
the initial brief for the CPRS and was consulted at intervals on the progress of
the research. A final meeting was scheduled for January1999.
2The CPRS was overseen on a more day to day level by a smaller management
group made up of MCC, NWAB, City Pride partners (Salford and Tameside
MBC), Manchester TEC and MIDAS. These meetings took place at 3 monthly
intervals. Members of the wider steering group and other interested parties and
individuals were invited to these meetings as necessary.
1iv Towards the end of the research process the management group began to build
an advocacy strategy as part of the feedback process (see Chapter 2). This
involved a series of presentations to the MIDAS Officer working group and
Board (Including leaders and Chief Executives) a Key Players seminar (20
people) and a one-day seminar for the cultural sector (80 people). There was
also a presentation of the research to an informal meeting of European Culture
Ministers during the UK EC presidency, at Shrigley Hall in March 1998.
1v The CPRS and CIDS form part of a series of case studies concerned with local
and regional cultural industries strategies presented at a one day seminar in
February 1999 convened by Government Office for Yorkshire and The Humber
and the FOCI network. This included 4 representatives from the 9 regions of
England and Wales (Government Offices, Regional Cultural Forums, Regional
Chambers, RDAs) and from the DCMS and Creative Industries task Force.
Manchester’s cultural production strategy will be central to the ICISS project, a
case study of cultural industry initiatives in 9 European cities led by MIPC. The
cultural sector in Manchester also forms part of a case study survey and growth
sector identification by Eurocur, commissioned through the Eurocities
Economic Development and Urban Regeneration Committee
32 Research Strategy
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The full brief for this study can be found in the appendix. Previous research had
shown a lack of quantitative and qualitative data on the sector both locally and
nationally. In this research we wanted to address this lack through a series of
related research operations.
2i The Research team
The research team consisted of a full time Researcher employed for 7 months -
Michelle Reeves - and a core research team of Josephine Burns (Burns-Owens
Partnership), Dave Clarke (Dave Clarke Associates) and Dr. Justin O’Connor
(MIPC).
There was regular input from Charles Landry of Comedia.
Specialist advice on database construction was provided by Lucy McCall
(Cultural Enterprise Service, Cardiff).
Input on gender issues was provided by Dr. Katie Milestone (MIPC), director of
the CIREN project (Women in the Cultural Industries)
Additional input on Music Industry issues was provided by Dr. Adam Brown
(MIPC). Additional input on the night time economy was provided by Andy
Lovatt (MIPC).
Occasional advice was provided by Derek Wynne (MIPC), Paul Owens (BOP)
and Sara Cohen (Institute for Popular Music).
Responsibility for content lies with the core research team.
The research was managed by Dr. Justin O’Connor.
2ii Database Creation
We set out to construct a database of the cultural sector (see methodology).
The aims of the database are:
1.
 
To provide a realistic empirical/statistical basis for measuring employment
and enterprise size by sector and sub-sector in the City Pride area.
 
2.
 
To provide this in a form that could allow for further, more extensive
questionnaire research; the setting up of monitoring and evaluation
frameworks and the tracking of cultural sector change over specified time
periods.
 
43.
 
To provide an information tool for CIDS to target its intervention within the
sector and begin the process of sector wide contact, dissemination,
networking and consultation.
 
4.
 
To provide the germ of an information and communications structure within
which CIDS can link its strategic and lead body function with the need for a
flexible response to the needs and requirements of the sector.
2iii  Information Search
As part of the database creation (see methodology) we also conducted a search
on all available information from contact lists to high level research on the
cultural industries at national, regional and local level by sector and sub-sector.
The priority in this task was to find employment data; other economic
indicators; market assessment and key trends at national level; market
assessment and key trends at local level with a view to establishing the
competitive position of the sector and sub-sectors within the City Pride area.
2iv Survey Work
This search was then supplemented by a series of postal, telephone and personal
enquiries/interviews conducted by Michelle Reeves over a 7 month period
October 1997 - April 1998. These interviews concerned:
1.
 
Available information on the sector (see 2iii) and relevant contact lists/data
sets;
 
2.
 
Informed views on the position and strengths of the sector/sub-sectors (see
2iii);
 
3.
 
Informed views on the needs/requirements of the sector/sub-sectors;
 
4.
 
General comments on the Cultural Production research and potential future
strategic intervention.
2v Key Player Questionnaire Response
In the later period of analysis we circulated a questionnaire to key players asking
for responses on strengths/weakness, needs/potentials of the local sector/sub-
sectors.
2vi Employment Survey
In this later period Michelle Reeves used the database to obtain (via postal,
telephone and personal enquiries) firm employment data for a series of
enterprises banded by sub-sector and size (see methodology).
52vii Key Player Discussion Groups
From December 1997 - February 1998 we convened a series of 10 small
workshop groups covering the sub-sectors (some were broken down slightly
further to facilitate discussion). The meeting involved 3/4 sector representatives
and at least 2 members of the research team. Meetings lasted a minimum of 1 ½
hours each.
2viii Desktop Research and Model Building
In addition to the fieldwork above we also began to review the research and
theoretical literature which would allow us to interpret the data and set it within
a strategic context. This was done within the context of a series of research team
meetings, together with a continual dialogue by phone and e-mail.
We felt that this was a key element of the research and would allow the
productive linkage of statistical data, qualitative survey data, opinion /comment
and the wider theoretical literature. This element formed a major part of the
writing up process and is central to this final report.
2ix Feedback
Linked to an advocacy strategy we also began a process of gathering feedback.
This is always a difficult process, balancing the need to finish the report with the
need to take on board comments and additions from a range of sources. This has
been further complicated by opening of the ERDF bids within the Cultural
Industries Action Plan. The final months (Oct-Nov 1998) have seen a parallel
process of the production of the final report to inform general strategy; the
production of the report to inform decision making around the ERDF bid
process; the need to get feedback; and the need to build consensus around the
report.
The research team ran a small key player session in September, followed by a
day seminar at MMU where outline research findings were presented in
conjunction with the presentation information around the ERDF bidding
process. Four workshops were organised to provide feedback on both general
and sub-sectoral issues. These have been incorporated into the findings.
2x Dissemination
For the purpose of advocacy and dissemination it was decided to provide three
documents.
1.
 
A short 4 page advocacy document produced to high design and production
standards, incorporating images.
 
2.
 
A longer 16 page summary document which would give more detail; printed
to a good standard this would be primarily text based.
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3.
 
A full report detailing methodology, findings, strategic overview and more
detailed priorities and tools for intervention.
 
4.
 
These three deliverables will be accompanied by the hand-over of the
Database.
2xi Limits of this Research
As can be seen (Appendix) the brief was very wide-ranging. The priority of the
research team was to establish the database of contacts; the competitive position
of the sector; the key issues for the sector; key issues for sub-sectors; prioritise
areas of intervention; suggest tools for intervention; establish a framework for
further evaluation, monitoring and research.
This document does not pretend to a high level of detail in terms of the sub-
sectors; its purpose is to establish their general position and key issues within
them, with a view to guiding further intervention. Part of this intervention will
be the identification and/or development of sector lead bodies or capacity
building organisations working alongside the Cultural Industries Development
Service. The lead bodies will require a much higher degree of detailed sub-
sector knowledge than is presented here. Some of this they will possess as part
of their existing practice, some they will have to acquire by new research.
What applies to the sub-sector will apply to CIDS - it will need to continually
review and update its database, but also its knowledge of the sector and its
trends. Which is to say, whilst hopefully this research can give it a broad
orientation and some initial guidelines for action it is not written in stone.
73 Standard Definition of the Cultural Industries
The growing importance of culture is closely linked to recent economic trends. Firstly the
expansion of culture is related to the evolution of societies away from traditional industries
towards the service sector. Secondly, the changing way of life and growing leisure time create
more demand for leisure activities including culture. Both trends tend to encourage the
economically viable aspects of culture.
The cultural sector is characterised by growing close and varied interrelations between cultural
life... and cultural economy...
In this context culture can contribute significantly to employment. Cultural products and
industries offer opportunities for job creation, adding significantly to the effects of more
'classical' measures such as the preservation of cultural heritage. Culture is not merely a public
occupation creating extra costs but also an increasingly important part of the private economy
with considerable growth potential, fostering creative, innovative and productive effects for
regional and local economies.
CULTURE AND STRUCTURAL POLICIES: A Contribution to Employment
Wulf-Mathies, member of the European Commission responsible for regional policy and cohesion.
Meeting of Ministers responsible for Regional Policy and Spatial Planning Venice, 3-4 May 1996.
3i Introduction
All discussions of the cultural industries start off with the problem of definition.
The terms used are immediately questioned and qualified: cultural industries;
creative industries; cultural and creative industries; cultural sector; arts and
cultural industries; arts and applied arts; cultural and informational industries;
service sector and so on.
This problem is not one of boundaries - what is in, what is out - it is a
conceptual problem. What allows us to group certain activities together; what
are their common elements; how are they differentiated from other activities?
What do they do, how do they do it, what structures and dynamics organise
these activities? Only when these questions are more clear can we begin to think
about intervention - through training, business advice and support, marketing,
product development etc. - and about the appropriateness, extent, prioritisation
and implementation of that intervention.
Why Cultural Production?
Before we begin we should say a word about the term ‘Cultural Production’.
This word was used in preference to ‘cultural industries’, ‘creative industries’
and ‘cultural sector’. It does not exclude any of these definitions or attempt to
set up an alternative definition. The term was used deliberately to focus
attention on those involved in the production of cultural goods - on the strengths
8and weaknesses of the local sector, on its needs and possibilities and how these
could form the basis of strategic intervention.
It is not an ‘economic impact’ study; these attempt to assess the economic
benefit of the cultural sector in terms of the related spin-offs of the consumption
of cultural goods (cafes, restaurants, over-night stays, shops etc.). Nor does it
attempt any ‘economic impact’ in terms of employment; these studies use
multipliers which calculate how many indirect jobs are generated by FTEs and
how this impacts on local GDP. Because we are dealing in employment figures
we give some basic figures using standard multipliers - but these are not our
multipliers and we do not discuss here their methodological basis or validity.
It is not an audit of arts and cultural provision. We do not claim to be assessing
the cultural infrastructure in terms of cultural consumption or audience
development. Whilst we make clear that this has important effects, our main
concern lies with how this relates to the wider context for the production of
cultural goods and services.
In terms of statistical data our main focus has been on employment. This is in
line with a general concern across the EC that economic growth should translate
into actual and ‘worthwhile’ jobs. Employment creation has also been a key
concern of local authorities - and Manchester is no exception to this. Our
research in the sector has therefore emphasised local economic benefit primarily
in terms of local employment.
The term ‘Cultural Production’ also focused on the creative end of this sector -
those involved in the creation of new product or content, which is the basis for
the creation of value across the sector. However (see below) this is not to
emphasise creative production at the expense of the complex context or
infrastructure within which this takes place; nor at the expense of ‘distribution’
which involves some of the more complex elements of the sector and is in many
ways key to understanding the dynamics of the sector. Nor is it to emphasise
‘artists’ or ‘creatives’ at the expense of all those others that are vital to the sector
as a whole. However, as we shall see, as a local strategy concerned with realistic
intervention, access to employment, and the development of new and innovative
cultural products we do place the promotion of creativity as a central focus of
our research.
3ii The Standard Statistical Definition of the Cultural Sector
There are now a number of statistical definitions that, over the last 5 years, have
established themselves as fairly standard guides for the purposes of the
measurement of the cultural sector. These rely on the interrogation of existing
statistical data based on Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) and Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC). The SIC and SOC codes are generally
accepted to be unsatisfactory, in that they systematically break down
manufacturing industries (though often based on outdated forms) but do not
really do the same for service industries. They certainly do not pick up the
9dynamic changes that are now sweeping not only the cultural sector but the
economy as a whole, with its greater emphasis on information, knowledge and
ideas as the key sources of value. For the time being we have to work with them.
The standard definition, as used by O’Brien and Feist in ‘Employment in the
Arts and Cultural Industries: an analysis of the 1991 census’, for the Arts
Council of England (henceforth referred to as the ACE report) is as follows:
Table 1: Numbers of Individuals Employed in Specified Cultural
Industries, 1991
Source: ACE Report from Census of Employment
INDUSTRY NUMBER PERCEN
T
Gramophone Records and Pre-recorded Tapes 5,200 1
Printing and Publishing of Newspapers 79,000 20
Printing and Publishing of Periodicals 21,600 5
Printing and Publishing of Books 20,200 5
Musical Instruments 4,300 1
Film Production, Distribution and Exhibition 24,000 6
Radio and Television Services, Theatres etc. 81,300 21
Authors, Music Composers, other own Account
Artists
85,000 22
Libraries, Museums, Art Galleries etc. 71,600 22
TOTAL 393,700 100
Table 2: Numbers of Individuals Employed in Specified Cultural
Occupations, 1991
Source: ACE Report from Census of Employment
Occupation Number %
Entertainment and sports Managers 48,500 12
Architects 35,500 8
Librarians 16,000 4
Archivists and curators 6,500 2
Authors, writers, journalists 82,000 19
Artists, commercial artists, graphic designers 93,200 22
Industrial designers 11,600 3
Clothing designers 8,100 2
Actors, entertainers, stage managers, producers and
directors
53,400 13
Musicians 21,700 5
Photographers, camera, sound and video equipment
operators
41,000 10
Musical instrument makers, piano tuners 4,300 1
TOTAL 421,700 100
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The sources of these statistics are most often the Labour Force Survey, the
Census of Employment and the Census of Population. The relative merits of
these surveys and the uses to which they have been put have been extensively
discussed in the following (amongst others): Policy Studies Institute Cultural
Trends 20 and 25; Arts Council Of England (Jane O’Brien and Andy Feist)
Employment in the Arts and Cultural Industries: an Analysis of the 1991
Census; Dr. Andy Pratt’s LSE Research Paper (Environmental and Spatial
Analysis) No. 41
 The Cultural Industries Sector: its definition and character
from secondary sources on employment and trade, Britain 1984-91.
The Census of Population is by far the most detailed source of statistical
evidence. This formed the basis of the ACE report. Cultural Trends used the
Labour Force Survey, but many others have used the Census of Employment
(CE) ‘due to its widespread availability, its use in local planning practice, the
workplace basis, and the regularity of collection and publication’ (Andy Pratt:
18). The reconciliation of these sources is discussed in CT 25.
The CE is used by Manchester TEC (and most others). Its drawback is that it
does not include self-employed people (being a survey of employers). Andy
Pratt notes:
A recent report by the Arts Council conducting a similar survey used the Census
of Population and compared results with the CE both for 1991; results were of
a similar order except in the category… ‘Artists, music composers and own
account artists’ where they reported CE 10,900 persons and the CP 85,400 in
GB (O’Brien and Feist 1996: 117). This clearly shows the concentration of self
employed and small employers in this category. So, use of the CE will yield
significant under-reporting in this category; otherwise it seems robust.’(18)
We would argue that these are rather more important than this would suggest,
especially at local level and especially in the context of a cultural production
strategy.
3iii Definition Used by the Standard Model
The standard definition of the sector includes those industries directly concerned
with the production and distribution of cultural goods. That is, the traditional
arts sector of the performing arts, visual arts, literary creation, museums etc.
with the addition of those more commercial sectors which tend to deal in large
scale (re)production and distribution. The position of craft or artisan skills have
always been ambiguous in this definition - with musical instrument makers
sometimes in and sometimes out. The commercial sector is sometimes extended
to include advertising and indeed marketing. The definition is also extended to
cover certain sites of consumption beyond the traditional galleries, theatres,
concert halls and museums and cinemas - these have included bookshops, night-
clubs, pop music venues, restaurants and café bars. The inclusion of these is
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based on the fact that they are sites of the production and consumption of
culture.
In terms of statistical definition of the sector the latter present great difficulty.
They are part of an evolving, dynamic sector - where café bars show new art
work and book shops have the best literary performances in town; where chefs
are as feted as painters and ‘food is the new rock ‘n’ roll’. There is no way at
present of statistically pulling out these more dynamic parts of the sector from
the rest. This can only be a matter of informed judgement at a local level.
A more complicated sector is that of multimedia, or ‘new media’. A new
industry, this hardly shows up in statistics and even more detailed sources such
as yellow pages and other directories cannot identify software, Internet and
programme work concerned with cultural products (this is, of course, more than
simply a statistical problem).
In making these judgements about what is and is not to be included there are
thus considerations about statistical availability and implicit and explicit guiding
definitions or models. But we can say generally that the definition of the cultural
sector used in the standard definition is that of the production and distribution of
goods and services whose primary value derives from their function as carriers
of meaning - in images, signs, symbols, words, sounds, etc.
This cannot be fixed entirely - information has clear links to cultural goods;
some material goods have strong ‘positional’ or ‘image’ functions, or even carry
strong cultural meanings such as food (in Italy food is placed within the cultural
industries for purposes of statistical analysis); but the key emphasis is on those
activities whose primary purpose is the production and distribution of meaning.
3iv The ACE Report
The most comprehensive review of the cultural sector was done using the
Census of Population (ACE report) 1991. This is obviously out of date, but not
so much as to undermine the usefulness of the wealth of data not available
anywhere else in such detail. We shall concentrate on the ACE report here.
The definition for statistical purposes used by the ACE report (and Cultural
Trends) includes both industrial and occupational categories. That is, they
include not simply those businesses concerned with cultural goods and services
but also those individuals who have a cultural occupation (see Table 2 above)
and who may work outside these cultural industries. The use of this definition
has certain statistical consequences in terms of measuring sector size, but it also
has important consequences for the way we approach the sector.
For the ACE report employment in the cultural sector is thus given as all those
employed in the cultural industries (some of whom may not have a cultural
occupation) plus those with a cultural occupation (who may not work in a
cultural industry e.g. an industrial designer).
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On this basis the total given by the ACE report was 648,900 in 1991 - 2.4% of
the active population. With self-employed crafts people this was 664,400.
Table 3: Employment Totals in the Cultural Sector
REPORT SOURCE TOTAL % - AGE
Arts Council of England Census of Population 648,900 2.4
Cultural Trends 25 Labour Force Survey 560,000 2.0
LSE Report Census of Employment 972,000 4.5
Spectrum Report Not stated (CE?) 975,000 4.5
3v Figures for Manchester and North West based on ACE Report
Model
North West Figures
Local figures are difficult to come by. The ACE report broke down the census
information to Regional Arts Board level - which give a regional figure of 1.1%
of the active population with cultural employment for the north west.
Figures generated for this study by Manchester TEC, measuring employment in
the cultural industries using the CE for 1995 were as in Table 4.
Table 4: Manchester TEC Figures Based on Census of Employment
Census of Employment Total %-age workforce
Manchester 5,293 2.1
Manchester TEC 6,473 1.3
Greater Manchester 10,123 1.0
North west 21,457 0.9
Great Britain 309,966 1.4
The national figure (309,966) is almost 50% down on the ACE report -
reflecting the more thorough nature of the CP, the exclusion of self-employed
from the CE and the exclusion of those with cultural occupations outside the
cultural sector.
However, the figures for both the national and north west levels compared to
those given by the ACE report for employment in cultural industries alone is
only around 25% down (Table 5).
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Table 5: ACE Report - Local/National Figures
No. Employed in Cultural Industries
National 393,700
North West 29,100
No. Persons with Cultural Occupations
National 424,200
North West 32, 000
The shortfall of around 25% between TEC figures and ACE figures for
employment in the cultural industries comes from the absence of the self-
employed and from the much less thorough nature of CE collection.
We can get total cultural sector size using both SIC and SOC data. The ACE
formula is:
In order to estimate the total size of the cultural sector, the number of
individuals with cultural occupations in both cultural and other industries are
added together with the number of individuals in the cultural industries who do
not have cultural occupations.
The breakdown was as follows:
Table 6: ACE Report - Employment Totals
Individuals in Cultural Industries with Cultural
Occupations
166,600 25%
Individuals in Cultural Industries without Cultural
Occupations
227,200 35%
Individuals with cultural occupations outside Cultural
Industries
255,200 40%
                                                              Total 648,900 100%
We can do a crude numbers exercise here to find total cultural employment for
the north west. If those employed in the cultural industries account for 60% of
total then we can estimate at a north west level the size of cultural sector
employment. If 29,100 was the north west ACE total for cultural industries
employment (see Table 7) then we could estimate total cultural sector
employment as around 50,000 for the north west, if we assume that
proportions given in Table 6 are the same across the country.
The figure of 1.1% given by ACE for the north west for those with cultural
occupations can thus be revised upwards to around 1.8% for total cultural
sector employment.
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Manchester Figures
We believed that the figures for Manchester would be higher than the north west
average. However, the TEC figures show 1.3% for the City Pride area and 2.1%
for Greater Manchester (Table 4).
Our figures gave a number of 18,058 persons employed in the cultural
industries, or 3.6% of the active population - in the City Pride area.
Extrapolated to Greater Manchester this figure rises to 28,241. These figures are
over three times those given by the TEC analysis. They are just under the figures
given by the ACE report for the whole of the north west (29,100).
It should be noted that our definition used categories wider than the ACE report
in respect of advertising and the addition of those in the education sector
directly concerned with cultural training. These however do not account for the
difference. It should also be noted that our figures do not include those with
cultural occupation outside the cultural industries. Any overlap here would
include those who declared themselves as cultural workers in one of our various
lists but actually work for a non-cultural organisation. We suspect these are few.
Indeed, if we use the ACE proportions between those in the cultural
industries and those with cultural occupations outside the cultural
industries (Table 6) this would give a total cultural sector employment as
not 3.6% but nearer 6% of the economically active population.
Manchester Cultural Production Audit
Craft/Design Performance Music
Visual Art Photography Heritage
Multimedia Film/Media Advertising
Architecture Authorship Education
Our approach was to conduct an audit of the sector - constructing a database
of the sector, which would allow further interrogation. In this way our
research method becomes a tool for further research and development work.
The audit involved the collection of all available sources of information on
cultural sector companies and practitioners: mailing lists, arts and business
directories, lists of funded organisations, trade publications, memberships of
organisations and trade associations - and the sophistication of these sources
by networking and database checking within the known sector.
We created 3,734 records - where each record is a business or a sole
practitioner i.e. 3,734 enterprise. The geographical focus was the Manchester
TEC area. Our survey work within this database was restricted to
employment levels. The database remains a tool for any future survey and
advocacy work. The use of the database means that our figures are more
reliable than any other previously obtained for a local city area in England.
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Conclusions
If our figures are correct then employment in the cultural industries in the
City Pride area is three times the total of the TEC figures, two times
greater than total cultural employment using ACE figures (i.e. 1.8%) and
over 3 times greater if we include our estimated total employment figure of
6%.
Our direct figures place the cultural sector just short of the construction industry
(4%). If we include our estimated total cultural sector employment (6%) then it
is nearer Transport and Communications (10.4%) and accounts for over half the
figure for manufacturing in Manchester (11.1%) - though this latter goes up to
21.1% at a Greater Manchester level.
Table 7: Estimated North West and Manchester Figures
Area Sector Measured Numbers % -age Comments
north west Total Cultural Sector Empl. 50,000 1.8 Estimate
City Pride Cultural Industry Empl. 18,058 3.6 Database
Grter. Man. Cultural Industry Empl. 28,241 3.0 Estimate
City Pride Total Cultural Sector Empl. 31,500 6.0 Estimate
Grter. Man. Total Cultural Sector Empl. 47,000 4.9 Estimate
City Pride Turnover from CI Empl. £627 m -------- Estimate
City Pride Cultural Industry GDP £627 m 3.48 Estimate
These figures, it must be remembered, are generated by multiplying our
database figures by the percentage differentials given in TEC figures (i.e. we
assume that the under-estimation at City Pride level will be the same rate of
under-estimation at Greater Manchester level) and by assuming that the ratio in
the ACE report between cultural industries employment and non-cultural
industries based cultural occupations are nationally uniform (Table 8).
The estimated figures for the north west (50,000) based on the CP (though
generated by this report) are much lower than one would expect if our figures
are to be believed. Just adding Merseyside figures would take us over the figure
for the north west.
Rather than try yet more (and more inaccurate) numbers games we would
merely note that Manchester is clearly acting as a regional centre for the
cultural sector. As such Manchester has to recognise its role as regional
leader just as regional bodies have to acknowledge the clear strategic
position of Manchester.
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Other Cities
It is worthwhile comparing these with figures produced for other UK cities by
the Policy Research Institute in Leeds. Reviewing studies on the different cities
they warn that each is compiled on a different basis.
Table 8: Inter-city Comparison of Cultural Industries Employment
Source: Policy Research Institute
CITY SOURCE EMPLOYMENT
Manchester MMU 9,000
Newcastle Arts Business Ltd. 2,000 (fte)
Merseyside Liverpool City Council 4,750
Glasgow Glasgow City Council 9,000
Birmingham Birmingham Post 8,000
Cardiff Cardiff  City Council 3,600
This survey was completed by an analysis of the Census of Employment
statistics (1991) for cultural industries employment.
Table 9: Cultural Industries Employment using Census of Employment
Source: NOMIS (Policy Research Institute)
CITY EMPLOYMENT %WORKFORCE
London 108,600 3.3
Glasgow 6,070 1.8
Birmingham 5,970 1.3
Manchester 5,310 2.0
Leeds 5,250 1.7
Bristol 3,490 1.7
Edinburgh 3,210 1.3
Cardiff 3,140 2.1
Liverpool 2,760 1.4
Newcastle 2,570 1.7
Southampton 1,940 1.9
Nottingham 1,720 1.1
Sheffield 1,680 0.8
Leicester 1,660 1.1
Bradford 1,410 0.8
Plymouth 1,380 1.4
It should be noted - especially where comparisons with Leeds are concerned -
that ‘Manchester’ has a particularly restricted base whereas Leeds has one of the
largest statistical definitions of any Metropolitan Council - hence some of the
statistics claiming high economic growth for Leeds. This is also reflected in the
fact that Manchester has the second highest percentage (after Cardiff, as a small
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capital city), indicating its metropolitan centre status but restricted statistical
base.
The above figure for Manchester is similar to that provided for 1991 by the TEC
- 5,736. If we use the City Pride area figures provided by the TEC for 1991 we
get 6,842, which takes Manchester into second place after London.
It should be noted again that our figures show three times this amount. This
differential should be expected in the other cities (this was the case in Cardiff,
which used a similar exercise to our own).
Nevertheless, this comparison confirms Manchester’s status as the UK’s
second cultural city in terms of employment.
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4 Expanded Definitions of the Cultural Industries
Sector
4i Introduction
The standard definition of what is included in the cultural sector has been
expanded recently by two studies.
A report by Spectrum consultancy included advertising, antiques, computer
games and software. These were not measured in employment terms but through
various wealth creation indicators (see Chris Smith - Creative Britain,
Appendix). It is not clear on what basis employment figures were compiled. It
also claimed:
‘The creative industries generated £55bn in revenues last year and
accounted for 975,000 jobs. If the sector grew by only 4% a year to 2007 it
would then generate £81bn in revenues and account for 1.5 million jobs.
But there is no reason we should not set a bolder target - with a 10%
growth rate, the annual revenues of the creative industries would reach
£142bn in 10 years’ (Independent on Sunday, 15th February 1998).
A more systematic analysis was made by Dr. Andy Pratt in the report The
Cultural Industries Sector: its definition and character from secondary sources
on employment and trade, Britain 1984-91, (henceforth LSE report). In the
absence of any detailed figures from the Spectrum report we will concentrate on
the LSE report.
This is useful for two reasons. Firstly, it gives some interesting comparative
figures with regards to regional and metropolitan cultural industries; secondly,
by expanding the definition of the cultural industries sector it opens up
questions of the relationship between the sector and the wider economy. In the
following sections we shall examine the LSE figures for the light they throw,
firstly on the north west; then on metropolitan concentration; and secondly on
the relationship between cultural production and manufacture.
4ii Expanded Statistical Definition of Sector Size
In the LSE report Dr. Andy Pratt added the following categories to the SIC list:
 advertising
 retail distribution, books
 night clubs
 other printing and publishing
Importantly he added a range of industries described as ‘infrastructure’ which
have not previously been included in cultural industries surveys (except musical
instruments). The LSE report argues we should move from ‘the cultural
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industries to the cultural industries sector’. The sectoral model emphasises the
‘social institutions, the technologies, and the economic relations of cultural
industries’ production…’ Thus [this report labels] individual industries that fall
under the cultural umbrella as ‘cultural industries’ and [groups] those that have
a strong internal relation as the ‘cultural industries sector’.(6)
This addition gives a cultural industries sector total of 792,000 or 4.5% of the
economically active population. Presumably the Spectrum report drew on
similar sources. (See Table 3)
The LSE figure is 1/3 larger than the ACE; however, if we remove infrastructure
(except for musical instruments) we get a figure of 638,000. If we remove other
‘non-standard’ categories such as ‘Other Printing and Publishing’ we get
423,500 - a figure much lower than the ACE report (648,900 - see Table 3) even
with the addition of categories such as advertising, night clubs and book retail
that are not included there.
This is accounted for mainly by the absence of the self-employed (ACE: 74,500)
and those with cultural employment outside the cultural industries.
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Table 10: Cultural Industries Employment, 1991 and %-age Change.
Source: Office of National Statistics [Adapted from LSE report]
CULTURAL INDUSTRY TOTAL 1991 %- CHANGE 1984-
91
ORIGINAL PRODUCTION
Advertising 45,000 8.2%
Film Producers 24,000 -3.7%
Radio and TV Services 74,500 4.7%
Authors and Composers 11,000 -3.8%
INFRASTRUCTURE
Printing ink 5,500 7.2%
Photographic Materials 7,500 -11.6%
Printing and Book binding 12,500 -4.4%
Radio and Electronic Goods 50,000 -31.6%
Active Components 34,000 -47.7%
Electronic Consumer Goods 65,000 16.5%
Photographic Equipment 6,000 -23.8%
Musical Instruments 2,000 -29.3%
Photographic Processing 17,500 2.0%
REPRODUCTION
Gramophone Records 4,500 -21.5%
Printing and Publishing Newspapers 76,000 -27%
Printing and Publishing Periodicals 20,500 4.3%
Printing and Publishing Books 19,500 50.8%
Other Printing and Publishing 214,000 5.5%
EXCHANGE
Retail Distribution, Books 70,500 56.9%
Night Clubs, 141,000 1.3%
Libraries, Museums and Art
Galleries
68,000 17.8%
TOTAL: All Cultural Industries 972,000 -1.7%
We would make a number of points in connection with the above.
1.
 
Some of the statistics need to be approached with caution. In ‘reproduction’,
‘other Printing and Publishing’, there is some doubt, given the removal of
newspapers, periodicals and books, as to what this covers. It is likely that a
lot of this would be packaging - which would use designers but sits
uncomfortably within ‘reproduction’ and grossly inflates the figures for this
group. In ‘exchange’, the figure for night-clubs seems extremely high. In
 The
Value of Music Dave Laing gives a total music sector employment figure
(including retail, education, collection societies, recording etc.) of 115,163.
To introduce a figure for night-clubs nearly one third as big again and
representing the second largest sub-sector in the whole list needs some
explanation. To introduce such a large figure without explanation is to
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introduce too many questions and is hardly helpful in understanding the
dynamics of the sector. These questions of definition are discussed below.
 
2.
 
The whole ‘exchange’ section fails to deal with the explosion of retail across
all categories - the SIC/SOC statistics do not pick these up at all.
 
3.
 
We would note that ‘infrastructure’ is mostly manufacturing. The report
concludes: ‘the decline overall is much in line with general manufacturing
decline which dominates this sector; except that there are massive collapse[s]
of three industries: radio/electrical (-32%), active components (-48%), and
musical instruments (-29%)’. (21) We discuss this further below, but we
would argue that this is a wrong use of the term ‘infrastructure’ in terms of
the cultural sector.
 
4.
 
The report notes that the big decline in reproduction is in gramophone
records - a small industry affected by the shift to CDs - and newspapers (a
loss of 29,000 employees). This decline is related to the post-Wapping re-
organisation of the industry. (However, in the City Pride area TEC figures
show an increase 1991-1995 of 1,357 to 1,711). A major increase is book
publishing.
 
5.
 
The category of ‘Original Production’ as we have noted already, does not
include self-employed or those with cultural occupations in non-cultural
industries. Thus the slight decline (-3.8%) in ‘Authors and Composers’
conflicts with the ACE figure of a 34% growth in numbers with cultural
occupations 1981-91, a 16% growth in numbers employed in the cultural
industries, and an 81% growth in those self-employed with cultural
occupations.
It is worth comparing the ACE figures for employment in the cultural
industries (Table 1). This gives us a picture of the cultural sector very
different from that presented by the LSE report. In the ACE figures ‘Original
Production’ makes up nearly one half (as opposed to one sixth) of the whole
sector.
4iii Regional Position Using Expanded Definition
Employment
The LSE report’s more expanded definition of the cultural industries sector
gives, not surprisingly, some different statistical results. Most notably, the figure
of 3.7% for cultural industries employment for the north west (Table 11).
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Table 11: Regional Concentration of Cultural Industries Sector.
Source: Office of National Statistics [Adapted from LSE report]
REGION CIS as %-age of Regional Total (1991)
RoSE 5.0%
East Anglia 4.4%
London 7.1%
South West 4.4%
West Midlands 3.2%
East Midlands 3.7%
Yorks. and Humber 3.7%
North west 3.7%
North 3.7%
Wales 4.2%
Scotland 3.6%
Great Britain 4.5%
The figure of 3.7% for the whole of the north west is much bigger than the
percentage given by the TEC and ACE reports. More strikingly the percentage is
larger than our figure for the City Pride area alone of 3.6%. This is accounted
for by the wider definition used by the report (see above).
Table 12: Employment in the CIS, by Group
Source: Office of National Statistics [Taken from LSE report]
GROUP 1991: TOTAL 1991: %-AGE CHANGE:
1984-91
Original Production 155,000 15.9% 3.7%
Infrastructure 201,000 20.7% -19.4%
Reproduction 336,000 34.6% -3.5%
Exchange 280,000 28.8% 15.6%
TOTAL 972,000 100% -1.7%
As we can see from Table 12 above, 20% of the LSE figure relates to
‘infrastructure’ (see Table 10 for breakdown), 34.6% to ‘reproduction’ and 28%
to ‘exchange’. As noted above neither the TEC, ACE nor this report includes
infrastructure; nor do they include ‘Other printing and publishing’, ‘night clubs’
or ‘retail distribution, books’.
Nevertheless, the figure is still somewhat high given the tendencies of other
studies to report a much higher concentration of the cultural industries sector in
the City. This points to a dispersal of ‘infrastructure’, ‘reproduction’ and
‘exchange’ to non-metropolitan areas (see below).
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Comparison with LSE figures: Regional Size
The LSE report also gives a breakdown of the cultural industries by region.
Table 13: Distribution of Cultural Industries Sector, by Region and
Change 1984-91 Compared to All Industry. [Source Office of National
Statistics: Adapted from LSE report]
REGION Total
(1984)
%
(1984)
Total
(1991)
%
(1991)
CIS:
Change
1984-91
All GB
Ind
Change:
84-91
RoSE 215000 27.7% 199,500 20.5% -7.1% 5.5%
East Anglia 30500 3.1% 34,500 3.5% 12.5% 9.8%
London 266500 26.9% 229,000 23.6% -13.9% -6.0%
South West 67000 6.8% 75,000 7.7% 11.9% 10.4%
West Midlands 61500 6.2% 66,000 6.8% 7.7% 2.7%
East Midlands 47000 4.7% 57,000 5.9% 21.7% 4.8%
Yorksand
Humb
595000 6.0% 69,000 7.1% 16% 4.6%
North west 92500 9.3% 88,500 9.1% -4.2% 3.3%
North 42500 4.3% 40,500 4.2% -4.7% 3.6%
Wales 33500 3.4% 40,000 4.1% 20% 8.8%
Scotland 74500 7.5% 72,000 7.5% -2.4% 5.3%
GB 989000 100% 972,000 100% -1.7% 3.5%
We must remember the wide definition used by the LSE report. However, we
can note:
1.
 
The enormous concentration of cultural industries in London and the Region
of the South East - making up 45% of the total national sector.
 
2.
 
That the north west has the third largest CI sector - bigger than Scotland!
 
3.
 
That the sector in the north west has contracted by 4.2% between 1984-91
whereas other regions have expanded rapidly - especially East Midlands
(+21.7%) and Yorkshire and Humberside (16%).
As Andy Pratt notes, between 1984-91, ‘the only notable change has been a
decline in the south east and London and growth elsewhere: a group of regions
have experienced more than 10% growth in regional employment (East
Midlands, Wales, Yorkshire and Humberside, East Anglia and the South West).
In effect this has created a slight dispersive redistribution of employment across
the regions…However, aside from London the greatest rates of change result
from calculation on a small initial base.’(26)
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For the north west, the picture is one of a slight contraction at a time when
other regions have grown. It remains the biggest region after London, and
it is most likely that rates of growth elsewhere will have levelled off
between 1991-1999. However, it is clear that the situation both with respect
to London and other regions is one of growing competition. And that if the
north west is to either to retain its lead and begin to grow the sector then
this will be much more difficult than in the past (though the same will be
true of other regions).
However, we need to be more specific here. On the narrower definition of the
cultural industries sector used by the ACE report, the north west comes out in
the bottom third, with 7% of the total, behind London at 29%. This discrepancy
can only point to the concentration of those which the ACE report excludes.
Thus to use another example; the South East has only 8% of total employment
on ACE figures as opposed to 20.5% above. Unless there is some large scale
discrepancy between the LSE and ACE definition of South East it is clear that
this region is very well represented by those industries included in the expanded
definition of the sector (advertising, book retailing, night clubs, printing).
Put another way, these figures point to a north west regional strength in
‘infrastructure’ - mainly manufacturing (especially if we include ‘other
printing and publishing’). We could also add elements of the textile
industry absent from these figures. It indicates that there are historic
connections between the manufacturing sector and the cultural industries
which should be explored as a matter of priority rather than opposing ‘old’
to ‘new’ industries. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
4iv Metropolitan Concentration of Cultural Industries
This report places great emphasis on the role of Manchester as a metropolitan
centre and regional leader for the cultural sector. However, according to Table
14, only 40.1% of total cultural industries sector employment is taking place in
the Metropolitan Regions (Greater London, West Midlands, South Yorkshire,
Greater Manchester, Merseyside, Tyne and wear, Lothian and Strathclyde). The
report concludes: ‘nationally cultural industries are not primarily metropolitan in
character’.(26)
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Table 14: Concentration of Cultural Industries in Major Cities: 1991
Source: office of National Statistics [Taken from LSE report]
GROUP GB:
Total
All Cities London Cities as
%of GB
London as %
of GB
Original
Production
155,000 102,000 78,000 65.7% 50.4%
Infrastructur
e
201,000 52,000 24,000 26.1% 12.0%
Reproductio
n
336,000 129,000 87,000 38.4% 26.0%
Exchange 280,000 106,000 40,000 38.0% 14.3%
TOTAL 972,000 390,000 230,000 40.1% 23.6%
This claim results from the expanded definition of the sector. If we look at Table
14 we see that ‘original production’ is indeed a predominantly metropolitan
affair, with 65% of such work taking place in cities. If we exclude Infrastructure
and those added elements of Reproduction and Exchange (see above) we would
get a total cultural industries sector employment figure for the metropolitan
regions of around 65%. However, the LSE report excludes 74,000 self-
employed, again, mostly in Original Production. If we add these (we do not
know the distribution in metropolitan/non-metropolitan terms but can assume at
least a 2/3 metropolitan bias) we would begin to get figures of 70% at least.
So we can say that in terms of the standard definition of the cultural
industries that they are an overwhelmingly metropolitan phenomenon.
It is clear is that in terms of original production cities represent clear centres of
concentration; and that infrastructure, reproduction and exchange activities are
more dispersed - and especially so in term of infrastructure. This has
implications for a regional strategy.
4v The Cultural Sector and Manufacture
There are two aspects to this question. Firstly, the relationship between the
manufacture of materials and equipment used directly by the cultural industries
(whether production, distribution or consumption) and the local cultural
industries sector. Secondly, a wider question of the relationship between culture
and traditional commodity production represented by manufacture. In the
following, we discuss only the first. The second aspect will be discussed in the
next chapter.
Sectoral Relationship?
The LSE report uses an expanded definition because it wants to include non-
cultural industries - what it calls ‘infrastructure’. However, we would argue that
in this context ‘infrastructure’ makes more sense understood as ‘equipment’,
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both in terms of production and consumption - most can be used to produce
cultural goods and to consume them. Thus musical instruments and electronic
goods can be used to produce music (performance, recording) and to consume it
(records, tapes, CDs, sheet music). Even printing ink may be included with the
emergence of PCs and easy to use DTP hardware and software, but cartridges
will not necessarily show up on the figures.
In this sense it is difficult to see the ‘strong internal relation’ between this aspect
and the other elements of the cultural industries sector. There is obviously a
relation - the recording industry drives new consumer goods; the broadcasting
industry is intimately related to new distribution technologies which feed into
electronic consumer goods - satellite dishes, modems, decoders, VCRs etc. But
the nature of the product is not primarily cultural - the value derives from its
ability to perform a particular technological function within a competitive price
range.
Manufacture of cultural equipment certainly does have a relationship to the
cultural production and distribution sector - but it is one not primarily concerned
with cultural content, with cultural goods as carriers of symbolic value. They are
outside the value chain circuit within which cultural goods take form.
The industries where this separation is less clear do not figure anywhere in the
LSE categories - furniture and product design, and fashion/textiles (computing
is too recent). Here there are long standing linkages between cultural input and
manufacture; but they do not appear as distinct SIC sectors, though they appear
as clearly growing occupational sectors (see Design in Key Sub-sectors). Table
2 gives figures.
How the cultural sector uses, adapts and transforms equipment is a complex
question - so too is how the manufacturing companies respond (or not) to the
sector. What is clear is that the sectors producing mass electronic goods,
photographic equipment and musical instruments have experienced rapid
decline in the UK, reflecting the long-term problems of the manufacturing sector
in the UK. Those that have stepped in have been more innovative, responsive
and economically competitive. In terms of equipment and technology a great
proportion of the cultural sector now relates to global supply companies, and it
may be the case that there exists a more dynamic exchange between cultural
businesses in Manchester and market researchers working for a Japanese, or
German or US company than with a local ‘infrastructure’.
It is often the case that large manufacturers have moved directly into the field of
cultural production - Sony is a well-known case. The struggles to develop
formats and platforms are obviously central to the business strategies of these
big conglomerates; but the format is not the content. The vertical integration of
production, distribution and retail that takes place at the global level is not the
same circuit of value as that of manufacturing the format or platform or
equipment, though one can be used to sell the other.
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Spatial Relationship?
We saw above that the cultural industries (in the standard definition) were
metropolitan centred, but that ‘infrastructure’ if understood as related
manufacture, was definitely non-metropolitan. The LSE report makes the point:
‘At a time of convergence both within cultural industry technologies and within
cultural industry content, intuitively one might expect that an advantage would
be had by closer (spatial and organisation) integration of “research and
development”, production and market. Clearly, the viability of a “creative”
cultural industry divorced from its “infrastructure” is an unknown quantity’.(29)
There are a number of points to made in this connection.
It may well be the case - and part of a long-term tendency - for the manufacture
(i.e. ‘production’ in the above quote) of products to move elsewhere whilst
R&D and control functions remain in the city centre, or at least not close to the
manufacturing location. Thus some functions - such as CDs - are clearly apt for
relocation to cheap labour economies (in this instance Eastern Europe). This
does not necessarily mean that the music industry - recording studios, record
labels, distribution companies etc. - has gone with them. If the cultural industry
in question requires services and equipment closely linked to the evolving
dynamics of the cultural product then they will tend to move towards the central
cluster; but large scale manufacturing can be done anywhere.
It may be that R&D functions are located in the metropolitan centre and
manufacture in the region. The connections may well be made somewhere in the
metropolitan centre - but certainly at ‘headquarters’ level, wherever these are
(and they tend to be in the centre). The key point here is that ‘R&D, production
(i.e. manufacturing) and market’ certainly can be geographically separate.
If R&D needs to cluster then manufacture does not need to do so. If it does
cluster it is because of its relationship to other skills, not those of the cultural
sector. The local connections between the cultural sector clustered in the
metropolitan centre and the manufacturing sector on the periphery are not
automatically given - in a global economy they have to be protected, developed
and/or created.
This is not to deny any spatial role. There is a plethora of literature on
geographical areas or ‘industrial districts’ which have managed to remain
innovative and competitive, where complex business networks have allowed
flexible response to global economic change. This model has been used to
characterise the cultural sector (creative quarters etc.) and the way it operates;
but it has not been used to link the cultural sector with the manufacturing sector
except in particular areas and particular industries (a classic case being
Hollywood).
It is clear that there have been historic connections between the cultural sector
and manufacturing - the relationship between publishing and printing is one that
still persists. But the emergence of global competition has undermined any
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simple equation between local cultural production and local manufacture. This
is most clearly the case in electronic goods (hi-fis, audio-visual equipment,
musical instruments, computers etc.) as the figures show.
There are still necessary connections between cultural and non-cultural skills,
most obviously at the craft and artisan levels. These may include electricians
and carpenters on set design or tour operations; bespoke tools and materials
production; it may even go to more specialist lighting engineers and builders
working on cultural/leisure sites. These represent a much ignored cluster whose
existence is a crucial element of the cultural infrastructure of cities and regions.
Another area is new technology. Here the creative development of content, of
software, of computing and communications technology is in a rapidly evolving
situation. It is these, not picked up by SIC codes, that are most likely to be
drawn to the city. It is here that the spatial and organisational (though this may
mean highly networked) elements of R&D, production and markets are closely
intertwined. This does not mean that computers need to be manufactured in the
city, but software and new computing and communications applications most
frequently are. In this field networking, creativity and communication are key -
which is why San Francisco is seen as both a model and unique structure.
But such connections don’t simply happen - nor can they simply be made. But it
does point us towards new technology and applications - new, innovative
creative solutions with the cultural sector actually leading the way and opening
up new markets for other sectors, including manufacture. This is in fact pointing
us towards the use of the cultural sector in promoting a wider creativity.
A counter example is the textile sector in the north west (which has as much
right to be included in the ‘infrastructure’ as photographic processing or printing
ink). Here a network of skills, know-how, connections has declined
dramatically, for reasons to do with lack of innovation and the inability to
foreground R&D and design functions. The fashion designer sector in
Manchester, which is small but has a number of real success stories, has grown
up in complete isolation from this older textile sector - manufacturing and
wholesale. The connections are there to be made but they are not being made at
the moment.
4vi A Regional Strategy for Manufacturing
We have seen the strength of the north west cultural industries sector - second to
London in the LSE definition. A strategic priority has to be to protect and
develop existing links between regional manufacturing and the cultural sector -
and to create new ones. The LSE figures make it clear that the relationship
between the cultural industries and the related manufacturing sector is one
between metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas. This is not surprising given
the general tendency of manufacture to relocate out of the city centre.
However, the figures also make it clear that there is no automatic local
connection between cultural industries and a manufacturing sector. Global
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tendencies have definitely undermined this connection in the cultural industries
sector - even in historic industries such as textiles and printing. Cities across
Europe with such closely connected industries are having to protect these
established connections. In the north west much of the damage has already been
done.
A regional cultural production strategy can make links with the manufacturing
sector. It is not simply about the transfer of ‘creativity’ but of encouraging more
systematic networks of exchange, information and co-operation. Elements of a
regional strategy would include:
 An audit of existing links between the cultural sector and manufacture in the
north west; what are the strong sectors (printing?), what are the weak
(textiles?), what are the potential growth areas (new technology,
sportswear?);
 
 What are the potential new links with new industries (electronics, computing,
communications) but also new links for older sectors (printing, publishing,
textiles);
 
 Identification of gaps - what manufacturing industries could be attracted to
the north west based on existing cultural strengths in production and
consumption; what are the attractions, how could they be marketed by
Midas?
 
 A closer examination of supply chains in selected cultural industries - the
fashion and 3-D design sector could benefit here;
 
 An information strategy to help link cultural producers to regional
manufacturing and other services; this would include the development of a
sophisticated database service;
 
 Encouraging the use of innovative design and product development strategies
through pilot schemes and competitions for companies and cultural producers
(cf. the Creative Solutions scheme in Bolton).
Such a strategy needs to be fully integrated within a north west economic
strategy. The establishment of the RDAs, the emergence of regional forums,
regional chambers and the new devolved powers for the Regional Arts Board
presents a unique opportunity. Forging links with those agencies concerned with
economic strategy and business development is as crucial at regional level as it
is at the local city level.
However, a regional strategy has to take into account the relationship between
metropolitan centres, the smaller towns, the ex-urban and the rural. It cannot
simply pay lip service to these different elements but needs to a clear set of
differentiated and targeted priorities. As such it demands clear understanding of
how the cultural sector operates at a regional level, how it relates to the wider
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industrial picture and how these relationships are spatially mapped. Thus is may
well be the case that localities with a particular strength in manufacture could
explore potential links with elements of the cultural sector elsewhere in the
region.
A regional strategy could help broker these exchanges.
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5 Understanding the Cultural Industries
5i Culture and Industry
Our claim is that ordinary manufacturing industry is becoming more and more
like the production of culture. It is not that commodity manufacture provides the
template, and culture follows, but that cultural industries themselves have
provided the template (Lash and Urry, Economies of Signs and Space, 1994).
The previous chapters have addressed measurement of the sector. All
measurements have an implied definition. The use of SIC codes brings with it a
whole host of assumptions about what a ‘real’ industry looks like and how it
should be structured. This report argues that the cultural sector cannot be
understood using these traditional models.
The LSE report attempted to move ‘from cultural industries to the cultural
industries sector’. This is a welcome move and is a precondition of the sort of
strategic intervention envisaged in this report. It is a logical extension of the idea
of ‘cultural industries’ themselves - moving away from an ‘arts’ based definition
towards the integration of the commercial sector. It is also crucial to emphasise
the ‘social institutions, the technologies, and the economic relations of cultural
industries’ production…’(6)
However, this report disagrees with the inclusion of manufacturing industries
‘that have a strong internal relation’ to the cultural industries within an
expanded
 of the ‘cultural industries sector’, for two reasons;
Firstly, the connections between cultural industries and wider manufacture are
not given even at the national level. There may be arguments for including
certain non-cultural groups within a ‘cultural sector’ but this has to be made at
the level of particular industries, or cities, or regions. Thus furniture makers
would be included in Milan, glass makers in Helsinki, textiles in Lyon,
couturiers in Paris etc. but these connections are specific and historical not
based on standard definitions. This is even more so given the outdated
classifications of SIC/SOC codes.
Secondly, and this follows from the first, the task is to understand the dynamics
of the sector which derive from the central role of the production of cultural
value. Other industries are to be included in or excluded from the sector to the
extent to which they participate in the creation of this value. Other industries are
to be understood in their relation to this value creation. Statistical agglomeration
does not allow us to understand these relationships and dynamics.
The LSE report makes the point that ‘original production’ accounts for only 1/6
of the whole sector, and that ‘the artist is just the visible ‘tip of the iceberg’ of
employment in the cultural industries’ (19). We have argued above that this
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figure seriously underestimates the ‘original production’ section itself.
Ultimately, however, the real problem is that it underestimates the relative
importance of ‘original production’ (and indeed ‘reproduction’) within the
sector as a whole, and that the restriction of ‘original production’ to ‘the artist’
actually returns us to the opposition between ‘arts’ and ‘commerce’ from which
we were trying to escape.
In order to understand the dynamics of the cultural industries sector we
have used the definition: that group of activities primarily concerned with the
production and distribution of symbolic goods - goods whose primary value
derives from their function as carriers of meaning.
This allows us to understand the more profound relationship being established
between manufacture and the cultural industries. The growth in leisure time and
disposable income has expanded the market for cultural goods - from computer
games and video-on-demand, through tourism, to 'art'. Digital technologies
allow distribution on a mass but highly niched scale (internet, cable TV) - a
demand for varied content production is growing across all media.
This is part of a new importance for ideas generation, information and
communication. As the Independent Business Supplement put it: ‘the need for a
greater research or knowledge element in all products and services will continue
to increase, for this is the only way in which high-wage countries can
differentiate their products and services from those made in low wage ones’. But
there is a specific new role for symbolic value.
The consumer market generally has seen a shift towards the positional or
'image-value' of goods and services. Goods and services that had a functional
value now also have an image or fashion value. Consumption is becoming more
cultural and the exploitation of these new markets relies on innovative design
and creative ideas.
There are three areas where this connects with manufacture.
1.
 
The ability to deal in symbolic ideas and information depends on a wider
cultural capacity, hence the linkages between a 'creativity' traditionally
associated with 'the arts and culture' and these wider spheres of economic
innovation and competitiveness.
 
2.
 
This new consumption saw a shift from ‘fordist’ mass production to ‘post-
fordist’ small batch, short run and highly niched production - ‘flexible
specialisation’ means that production had to follow and anticipate market
trends to survive. Production moved to small businesses operating in
networks and clusters, valuing creativity and initiative rather than fixed,
hierarchical operations. Cultural industries display these tendencies very
markedly and many of their working practices (emphasising creative talent)
are setting the pace for other industries
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3.
 
However, the key aspect is the role of symbolic knowledge in production.
Increasingly in manufacture it is the ‘idea’, with its consequent licensing of
production, which is the key element. It is this close integration of design and
manufacture that represents a major driver for economic growth. It is the
ability to link creative design and industry that has begun to mark off
successful regions across Europe - Milan, Barcelona, Helsinki, Lyon to name
but a few. To repeat: this linkage is not given but has to be created using the
best of the traditional business and craft skills and the new creative
entrepreneurs and businesses.
To conclude this section - the real potential of the link between culture and
industry lies not in the production of related equipment but in the
integration of the symbolic and design skills of the cultural sector into the
heart of the manufacturing sector. This is both an economic and a cultural
task.
5ii Industry Structure
This definition points us away from forcing the cultural industries into a
traditional industrial model towards a more fluid understanding. The categories
of ‘original production’, ‘infrastructure’, ‘reproduction and distribution’ and
‘exchange’ derived from SIC codes are not particularly helpful. In the following
sections we examine how the cultural sector involves more complex dynamics
than these.
5ii a) Infrastructure
In section 4v we argued that what the LSE report calls ‘infrastructure’ would be
better understood as ‘equipment’. The report later calls ‘infrastructure’ the
‘production of the means of production’. This is another example of the
confusion caused by importing old industrial categories into the ‘post-
industrial’. The ‘means of production’ now apply just as well to ideas,
creativity, innovation, educational levels, ambition etc. - the cultural industries
add value by cultural input not primarily by the technological. What used to be
called ‘fixed capital’ - machines, buildings etc. - is increasingly about
intellectual capital, goodwill, brand loyalty, reputation, etc. Accountants are
currently struggling with how to value firms with few fixed assets but a lot of
intellectual capital and other intangible assets.
Infrastructure is most often the term used for those institutions, structures,
facilities and other, ‘soft infrastructure’ assets, such as networks, know-how,
creativity etc. which allow the cultural industries sector to innovate, to develop,
to market and to re-invest. It usually includes galleries, theatres, museums,
broadcasting companies, higher education, cultural quarters and clusters,
networking opportunities, business support, training etc.
It is also, crucially about the city. The reason why 70% of ‘original production’
takes place in the metropolitan areas is because the city is a central part of the
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infrastructure of the cultural industries. This includes the educational and
cultural institutions, the ‘soft infrastructure’ mentioned above, and even more
amorphous aspects such as a local ‘structure of feeling’, a local cultural ‘feel’.
But it also includes the buildings and the spaces of the city, the quality of the
public realm, the image and buzz of the city. This idea of city as infrastructure is
central to this cultural production strategy.
5ii b)  Reproduction
We need to be careful with the notion of reproduction in the cultural field.
‘Reproduction’ is often opposed to ‘original production’ as an activity that deals
with a finished ‘original product’ such as a pop song, or script, or performance
and reproduces it as multiple copies. In fact it is frequently difficult to separate
these elements. ‘Original production’ should not be conceived as a distinct
sector which comes organisationally and chronologically prior to reproduction.
In many respects, in those cultural sectors geared to an extended market, the
product to be ‘reproduced’ never existed outside the fact of its production for
mass distribution. The record should not be conceived as a reproduced ‘song’
but as an original reproduced product.
The cultural industries deal with reproducible products - that is their ‘original
production’. ‘Reproduction’ is a manufacturing activity - records, CDs, tapes,
newspapers, periodicals and books, prints etc. This can be a purely technological
process - CD pressing - or it can include a range of specialist skills upon which
successful reproduction relies - clothing/textiles, bespoke furniture, ceramics
etc. Increasingly value is derived from the cultural input rather than the skills
input into this reproduction process - though the latter is still very important in
certain areas (witness the failure of British designers to get good manufacturing
services in this country). Increasingly information technology will allow
bespoke and one-off designs to be made on a much wider scale, making the
process even more design-led rather than manufacture-led.
The problems this brings for traditional statistical categories can be seen in ‘the
printing and publishing of newspapers’. This clearly no longer makes sense as a
distinct category - it lumps the production of the text/layout and the
reproduction process. If traditionally these two were closely linked, with the
advent of new technologies this is no longer so. The ‘product’ is made in one
location by journalists, designers, advertisement sellers, marketing etc. and is
sent to a manufacturer for printing. The same is true of periodicals and books
(except some ‘specialist’ printing).
5ii c)  Distribution
Reproduction is not the same as ‘mass distribution’. It cannot be equated with
the manufacture of cultural goods (printing, pressing). Distribution certainly
involves the physical distribution of product - but, outside the newspaper
industry, this is its least important aspect.
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However, with radio and TV, and later digital technologies, reproduction and
distribution become inseparable. In the process it changes both. If a product is
amenable to digitalisation then reproducibility implies unlimited, instant
distribution. Equally, if a product is digital then distribution is less about
‘sending out goods’ than about opening access to potential purchasers.
Distribution implies a market transaction.
Distribution certainly involves access to retail outlets - whether shops selling
books, computer games, pictures, music, fashion etc. - and to ‘performance’
sites - cinemas, concert halls, galleries, music venues etc. These are still crucial
to the cultural sector and will continue to be so. But even here ‘distribution’ is
not about the task of shifting physical product but about ‘deals’ - that is, about
access to sites of sale. In some cases this presence at the point of sale is central -
fashion, crafts, furniture etc. In others this presence is secondary to a market-
place constructed outside the shop, in ‘the media’, or wider circuits of cultural
value - CDs, videos, computer games, books to a lesser extent, are bought in
shops but marketed elsewhere. This is more so with cinema where a
‘distribution deal’ is the only means of ensuring that there is in fact product to
be bought/sold, in a market constructed almost entirely outside the point of
purchase/site of consumption.
Distribution in the cultural sector is thus about providing access to
markets.
This is clearly the case in digital products.
Increasingly cultural goods are distributed digitally through new information
and communication technologies to the home. Thus ‘broadcasting’, which was
free except for a licence and equipment, is now accompanied by pay-to-view
TV, involving subscription as well as equipment, and with a far greater volume
of product and flexibility of choice. These new means of distribution
increasingly include goods previously delivered in other formats - music on-line,
publishing on-line will come soon (they are already present to some degree on
the Internet); and include the ability to view and order goods previously
displayed exclusively in shops and other performance sites (cultural shopping
on-line).
Distribution is less and less to do with distribution of physical product and
more to do with accessing markets. Access to distribution is thus about
access to markets. New means of distribution create new markets for
cultural goods.
This new sense of distribution being different from moving physical product can
be seen in  the royalties system, where the money earned by the producer
(whoever that may be) derives from selling rights to use the product rather than
a purchase by the ultimate audience. Record plays on TV and radio can bring in
more money that actual sales. This increases exponentially when the ‘product’
becomes the basis for exploitation through another medium - songs on film,
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right through to brands, logos, characters, ‘original ideas’ etc. all organised
around an intellectual copyright framework.
Many of the larger cultural industries are mostly organised around the
exploitation of these cross-platform rights and most smaller companies and
individuals are increasingly confronted with the issue of intellectual property as
a source of income and as a recourse against ‘intellectual theft’.
For all of these reasons there is a general tendency for a fragmentation of
the production process and an agglomeration of distribution. Controlling
distribution is key to the accumulation of profit. It is also key to the
question of cultural diversity and freedom of expression. In both senses
distribution as access to markets/access to ‘audience’ is a crucial aspect of a
local cultural policy.
5ii d)  Exchange
The LSE report terms this ‘sites of exchange of rights to consume’. It is not
made clear what this actually means. Placed in this category are book retailing,
night clubs and ‘libraries, museums and art galleries’.
The inclusion of book retailing would presumably mean that retail of CDs,
tapes, videos and computer games would also be included if the SIC codes were
available. Retail and related sites of cultural consumption have been a rapidly
growing sector - record shops, cinemas, café-bars, computer games and video
stores, music venues, designer outlets etc. have all become both bigger and (in
large part) more powerful players within the cultural sector as a whole. This is
because they control access to markets, what is and what is not available on the
market.
This is not to say that they determine what is produced - though in cases such as
film this often seems the case - but they do act as gatekeepers of what is being
sold. This is less so in some areas where ‘the market’ is created outside of the
shop - such as in music (though choice is increasingly restricted here). It is more
so when there is a chain, and especially if that chain becomes vertically
integrated toward the production process.
If we see retail as part of distribution then an open, diverse, responsive,
heterogeneous retail sector is a crucial component of a vibrant local cultural
sector. Given the competition from out-of-town shopping centres this means
emphasising ‘quality’ and/or ‘alternative’ ends of the market. What cities can
provide are outlets for goods which have a higher symbolic value as
‘fashionable’ or ‘up-market’; or as ‘alternative’, ‘trendy’, ‘metropolitan’ etc. In
this context other sites of cultural consumption - galleries, theatres, clubs, bars
etc. - work symbiotically with the retail sector. So to does the overall ‘feel’ and
image of the city, the quality of the public realm, and the sense of activity and
innovation.
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The LSE report’s inclusion of night-clubs under exchange begs a number of
questions. How are they distinct from those activities listed later in the LSE
report under ‘derived consumption and tourism’ - eating places, bars, hotels?
Why are they not listed with theatres, concert halls etc.? Be that as it may, the
larger aspect raised here is that sites of exchange are often sites of consumption;
and they are also sites of complex social activity. It does not help our
understanding of the evening economy, or the DJ circuit, or urban lifestyles, or
even the music industry to place night clubs under ‘sites of exchange of rights to
consume’, unless it be the drugs market.
The point is clearer looking at ‘libraries, museums and art galleries’. It seems
perverse to separate them from theatres and concert halls - presumably because
they only show product not (re)produce it. These too are sites of consumption
and social activity; they can also be considered resources, infrastructure, points
of distribution, even sophisticated marketing devices.
5ii e)  Consumption
Consumption in classical economics is the final act of a chain starting in
primary production - it is about the ‘destruction in use’; a commodity is
‘consumed’ i.e. destroyed. Cultural consumption still has this sense - the object
is taken out of the circulation of commodities, it no longer is an object of
economic exchange (though it has potential value). However, as bearers of
meaning, as symbolic goods, the act of ‘consumption’ of cultural commodities
is more than a simple economic act. It involves a transmission of meaning, it
involves complex social communication, and can involve moments of group and
personal identification which both respond to and transcend the ‘intention’
embedded in the cultural commodity. An act of cultural consumption can thus
overflow any immediate economic value, and indeed can actually cost money -
hence the provision of subsidised cultural consumption by local and national
governments.
If we accept cultural consumption as a complex set of personal and group
activities involving meaning, communication and identification then we are
brought to the key point of many objections to the term ‘cultural industries’ -
that this reduces to an economic transaction what should be, or is, an extra
economic activity. Without getting too drawn into this we would argue that the
question would be better understood if we did not talk of market vs. non-market.
Rather than ‘the market’, which is an economic abstraction, we should talk of
different types of market for cultural goods. This is essential in any cultural
industries strategy - to look at how these different markets are operating with
respect to the needs of the local population.
Instead of ‘the market’ we should think of ‘the market place’, which is a much
more diverse and participative activity or series of activities. The ‘market place’
traditionally was a site of economic exchange and consumption fully integrated
within the wider social and cultural life of the city. As such it was legally,
socially and culturally regulated in a range of formal and informal ways. The
city as a cultural market place, or series of market places, is a much more
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complex object and it is by no means self-contained, open as it is to a global
flow of commodities, ideas, images, sounds and information. However, it must
be the function of cultural policy to attempt to regulate, attenuate or even take
advantage of this situation.
Two issues arise for a cultural industries strategy from this recognition of
cultural consumption as a set of complex participative social and personal
activities.
i) 
 
What is the local cultural market place like for local people? To what extent
does it reflect our objectives of diversity, accessibility, freedom of expression
- and of sustainability? This is as much a question of retail units as it is
subsidised ‘high’ culture. It is as much about access to the city centre and the
commodification of public space and sites of consumption as it is about
access to markets for local production. It is as much about education and
‘cultural competence’ as it is about the diverse needs of different cultures,
lifestyles, and age groups in the city. Cultural consumption is about what
Franco Bianchini calls ‘cultural planning’.
 
 
ii) 
 
Cultural consumption forms the basis of an active and vibrant city culture,
from which stems a creative and innovative cultural production sector. The
market place for cultural consumption is an absolutely vital element of the
infrastructure of cultural production. Local markets for local cultural
production is only part of this - the essential is a context for the transmission,
exchange and transformation of ideas, images, sounds, meaning. It is in these
melting pots, where cultural flows from outside are received, interpreted,
transformed and sent out again that marks a creative cultural city. This is a
milieu of innovation.
Cultural consumption - in a flexible and diverse market place where the
local and global are received, mixed and commented upon - is an active
consumption - whether of pop music or avant garde theatre - and one
which prompts active cultural production.
5iii The Comedia Model
The above discussion would point to the need to look at the cultural sector on its
own terms rather than importing other industrial models. In the mid-80s
Comedia working around the GLC and later as cultural consultants, developed a
model that aimed to understand the different aspects of the cultural industries
through a form of value-chain.
The model is well known and involves 5 distinct levels or spheres:
Beginnings - ideas generation capacity - creativity/training
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Production - people, resources and productive capacity to transform ideas into
marketable products - producers, editors, engineers as well as equipment
Circulation - impresarios, managers, agents and agencies, distributors and
wholesalers or middle persons, packagers and assemblers of product - also
catalogues, directories archives, stock inventories, media outlets
Delivery mechanisms - platforms to allow cultural product to be consumed -
theatres, cinemas, book shops, concert halls, TV channels, magazines,
museums, record shops.
Audience and reception - the extent to which local publics are aware of this
creative activity through word of mouth, publications and media in general.
This is a useful model and allows for a first step in a cultural industries audit
and strategy. As such it has underpinned much of the strategic thinking behind
cultural industries strategies in many British and some Continental cities.
Its limitations lie in its essentially descriptive nature - it needs to be pushed a lot
further before it can be used as a basis for strategic intervention. In general we
would make four sets of points; about a) overlap; b) where profits go; c) creative
decisions; and d) links to non-cultural industries.
5iii a) The Sequential Model
Although useful as the basis of a mapping exercise of audit the model tends to
give the impression of a sequential process in which ideas are turned into
product and then packaged, circulated, delivered and consumed. This sequential
process seems to involve a series of distinct operations and organisations. More
particularly, it seems to place ‘ideas generation’ at the beginning of the process
and as a distinct set of activities.
The process is more complex than that. Beginnings and Production are very
closely linked in the cultural industries where ‘an idea’ only makes sense within
a established production context. The song, script, design etc. being taken to a
‘producer’ who will realise it still happens - but more frequently the idea is
already conceived as a potential product and its full conversion is a collaborative
project involving a range of actors in which its form and content can undergo
quite far-ranging transformations. The cultural producers in this study are
mostly involved in both ideas and production. This differs from sector to sector.
A film or TV programme will be more collaborative than a book; a CD will be
more collaborative than commissioned composition; a graphic design will be
more collaborative than a canvas etc. However, even in the traditionally
separated worlds of authorship and performance, this performance is much more
than simple ‘reproduction’.
The essential point here is that although it is the cultural aspect of the product
that creates the value, this cultural value does not (necessarily) rest exclusively
with the generator of the ‘original idea’, even if this person or persons can be
clearly identified. ‘Production’ of the cultural commodity is a crucial part of the
creation of the cultural value of that commodity.
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This is of course currently part of the tangled debate around intellectual property
rights. Nevertheless, the legal definition of the ‘idea originator’ need not divert
us from the collaborative and creative nature of the production of the cultural
commodity, this will be discussed further in iii) below. The point here is that in
reality there are no neat divisions between ‘ideas’ and ‘production’ in the way
this model makes out, and strategic intervention has to take this into account.
We can make a similar point with regard to Production and Circulation. It
should be clear from the previous sections in this chapter that the divisions
between these are increasingly ambiguous. There are a number of reasons for
this:
i) 
 
Access to distribution (i.e. circulation) is about access to markets and thus is
much more closely integrated with the process of production. If production
involves advances or large investment then a distribution deal is crucial
(record and book advances, production costs in broadcast media and film are
set against future sales, which depend on these deals). Part of any design idea
in advance of commission is to secure if not a market then access to that
market though a distributor.
ii) 
 
Increasingly those who control distribution become involved financially in
the production companies (vertical integration). Again this differs between
sectors but the distribution companies who control access to markets,
although the distribution deal (fashion, furniture, periodicals, some graphic
design, some computer games etc.), through direct financial control (music
recording, film, some TV), or a commissioning process (broadcast media)
have a very strong role in the process of deciding what gets produced.
iii) 
 
With digital technologies production and distribution undergo further
overlap. In some cases on-line distribution is now bringing back control of
distribution to producers. In other areas - and with the growth of convergent
media - control of format, platform and carrier give ever more power to large
distribution companies.
This leads on to a relationship between Circulation and Delivery - ‘platforms
to allow cultural product to be consumed’. The ‘platforms’ are increasingly
linked to distribution companies. They are also dependent on retail chains,
which themselves are a form of distribution (above section 5vi).
Audience and Reception is wrapped up in the diversity and openness of these
platforms - in the differentiated market places within which cultural
consumption takes place. But it is also clear that there is a direct relationship in
local sectors between this ‘reception’ and the generation of ideas. We argued
above that a thriving cultural scene is crucial for cultural production. We can
push this further: the ‘beginnings’, that stirring of first ideas and ambitions
happens amongst audiences. All musicians start off as fans. All authors start off
as readers. This is where the new ideas come from.
(With new technologies this loop between consumption and production can be
quicker, with musicians producing pieces in their bedroom from digital sounds
picked up by simple midi systems. The Internet provides for instant on-line
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publication. However, the films and shows and books that we buy are not made
in bedrooms. Few such records are bought).
To sum up:
i) 
 
There is not a series of sequential activities undertaken by different
organisations in any fixed sense. The activities increasingly interpenetrate.
This is not just about overlap but about dynamic shifts in the relation of
creation, distribution, information and control.
ii) 
 
We should not see the ‘original idea’ as distinct and prior to other operations,
especially ‘production’. ‘Ideas’ emerge within a whole context of production,
distribution, technology and audience/reception. That is why thriving cultural
sectors produce lots of ideas - because they create the potential and the
context for the realisation of ideas. In this sense the LSE report is right in
pointing to an integrated sectoral approach.
iii) 
 
A thriving cultural scene can stimulate ideas and ambitions, but these
become effective only within a sector which has the potential to realise these
ideas, otherwise, the talent disappears taking the ideas with them.
5iii b)  The Value Chain
The Comedia model is not really a value chain. It does not indicate where the
profit is retained or by what mechanisms. More importantly, it does not
acknowledge the power of the distribution companies within this chain - with
the organisation of distribution and control of access to markets. It is access to
this distribution which is crucial. Original producers may be the source of value
but do not necessarily retain the profits - this tends to be when linked to
distribution and exploitation of rights and property. Ultimately, the model does
not deal with the vertical integration of the different elements of the chain and
their insertion within a global structure.
We noted above the fragmentation of production and the integration of
distribution (section 5iv). Cultural policy has long intervened at the level of
audience and reception - taking on ‘uneconomic’ cultural provision. It has only
recently begun to intervene in commercial provision, to ensure diversity and
openness. Cultural industries strategies have begun to work with commercial
production.
The biggest challenge for city based strategies is dealing with distribution,
with obtaining access to markets.
5iii c)  Cultural Intermediaries
We said above that the Comedia model can give the impression that ‘ideas’ are
chronologically and organisationally prior to production, and that these ‘ideas’
are the unique source of the value of the product. We argued that it is much
more complex and that value is created in the process of production, which
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includes significant shaping of the content of the product. We are not making a
philosophical point here but emphasising the collaborative nature of production.
This collaborative involvement does not end with ‘production’. The whole
process of deciding what is to be promoted, what is to be given distribution (or
accepted for distribution), how it is to be marketed - ultimately what is to
become a product and how that product is to be shaped for the audience - this
involves a complex process of mediation. Those involved in this mediation are
themselves audiences, fans; they try to keep in touch with new ideas, with the
scene etc. They are, as much as the producers, involved in the creation of tastes.
They are what Pierre Bourdieu has called cultural intermediaries.
These intermediaries, different in different sectors, are crucial within a local
sector. They do deals, they put people in touch, they seek out and circulate ideas
and trends, they lobby out-of-touch bosses, they oil the wheels. They do have a
great influence on what comes through the cultural industries; it is linked to
particular life styles, preferences and prejudices; they are an essential part of the
cultural negotiation and management of innovation and change; they are
gatekeepers who also promote entrants.
This group are a key indication of a thriving sector. When they begin to leave
the sector is in trouble. On a wider level this is true of a city. These are an
essential part of the infrastructure. Paris was not the centre of painting because
painters went there to talk to each other; it was the centre of an art market, and
ideas market and a centre of pleasures and spectacles, of sociability and
excitement.
They are like the big organisations because they can do deals and get things
done; they are like the ‘creatives’ because they are structure grazers too, happy
to move between organisations and activities. They are crucial to the ecology of
the cultural sector. Once they go the production chain begins to break down.
This is to further confirm the role of the city in any cultural industries strategy.
5iii d)  Non-cultural industries
We have mentioned the role of the city as essential infrastructure before. This
can be seen in a diverse and open cultural consumption (widely defined); it is
about the critical mass of creative ideas, producers, intermediaries etc. This also
covers the wider linkages of the sector. We have seen the relationship between
cultural industries in manufacture - a policy should begin to make these
connections and a sense of a creative city can act as lead here. But we also saw
that 40% of those with cultural occupations operated outside the cultural
industries. The DCMS estimate this nationwide at a massive 450,000. We
estimated that this could be around 20,000 for the north west and add another 7-
8,000 to the City Pride total (Section 3v).
We do not know the connections between the those in the cultural industries and
those with cultural occupations in the non-cultural industries. What is certain is
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that these partake of similar circuits of ideas, consumption, information - and
this, the cultural market place of the city, is crucial to these. A promotion of the
city will involve these people too. And in trying to spread creativity, using the
cultural industries as catalysts of creativity these people - designers and
creatives of many sorts - are a crucial cultural intermediary. Promoting design
industries is also about promoting the designers in other industries.
5iv The Creative City
What the above sections should make clear is that a sectoral approach to the
cultural industries needs to recognise that they are both global and local. They
are inserted into global production and distribution; they also operate within the
global flow of signs, images and ideas. But they also rely on local networks,
clusters, infrastructures, and exchanges. The city is the place where these
local/global connections are made. A sectoral approach thus needs to recognise
the symbiotic relationship between cultural producers and the city.
This relationship between global/local, sector/city is an active relationship, as
we have tried to indicate above. One of the limitations of many city-based
cultural industry strategies is the emphasis on ‘retaining’ or ‘attracting’ talent,
infrastructure and services with no sense of wider global connections or the
delivery implications for the city itself.
From our point of view here, notions of the ‘Creative City’ attempt to stress
both the burgeoning creativity manifested by local cultural industries, and the
ability of cities to respond creatively to the challenge this cultural sector poses.
It is useful here to look at the Comedia model for local cultural industry
economies, which was used to assess the local strength/weaknesses and provide
a basic timeline to guide strategic intervention. (The text has been slightly
edited).
The Comedia Scale of 1-10
1 Basic activity, minimal support service. No public visibility of cultural
form. Submerged activity, amateur and part-time. No public sector
encouragement.
2/3 Beginnings of local industry and self-consciousness by those that constitute
the  sector. Some visibility, some public sector encouragement, no strategy.
Some local entrepreneurs with low level central contacts. No division of
labour. Some production and exhibition facilities. Local aspirations. High
leakage of talent.
4 More pressure for recognition. Higher quality facilities. Bigger market for
local services. More venues and entrepreneurial activity. ‘Take-off’ level.
Leakage of talent balanced and beginning to reverse.
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5/6 A level of autonomy has been achieved, aspirations can be met locally.
Support infrastructures within city. Connections to Europe and USA
gaining credibility. Evidence of success attracting inward movers. Co-
ordinated public activity. Leakage of talent reversed.
7/8 Recognition of importance of industry locally. Creatives can meet most
aspirations locally. Support structures across 5 spheres. City can make
credible foreign links without going through London. Creatives live and
work in the area. Wealth retained in the area through production, post-
production, management and administrative services. Location attractive of
talent, but still lacks a few high level resources to fulfil its potential.
9 Known nationally and internationally for its cultural activity. Attractor of
talent and skill. Nearly all facilities, nearly self-sufficient. Headquarters of
important media/cultural companies and has most value-added services.
10 Virtually self-sufficient place for cultural industry - attractor of leaked
talent and location for self reinforcing creation of value-added. Has high-
level facilities and international flagships. Is a centre for strategic decision
making. Competes on an international level.
Again, this has been a useful tool in allowing towns and cities to make an
assessment of their competitive position, but there are some problems.
5iv a) Retaining Local Talent
This incremental model has a tendency to see the local area as self-contained.
The ‘retention of talent’ often means ‘home grown’ talent. This is a worthy
objective but a key ambition of creative talent is to leave the home town - this is
something policy has little chance of changing. This ‘local talent’ is often seen
as being about local identity, but localities are now open to global flows of
signs, symbols and cultures. This is true of pop music, the latest books and
films, touring theatres, music theatres, symphony orchestras etc. There is only a
limited sense in which ‘local talent’ is a ‘local culture’. In fact the first stirrings
of ‘local scenes’ are less to do with embryonic cultural industries but about
consumption and networks of consumption. It is from these that any local scene
emerges. It may well be that the first steps are about trying to create more
diverse and active cultural provision, cultural consumption, cultural education
rather than ‘retaining productive talent’.
5iv b) Constraints
The main problem with the model is that whilst it allows an evaluation of a
town or city’s actual position and strength, it seems to suggest that it is possible
to move up this scale in an incremental and controllable manner - that a cultural
industries strategy is about filling in these gaps as we move upwards along the
scale. However, the nature and position of the town or city may not allow it to
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move very far up this scale; and whilst it does so other cities may be attempting
to do exactly the same. That is to say, there are very real constraints on the
ability of localities to move up and, moreover, they will be attempting to do so
in a very competitive environment.
The constraints can be geographical - a rural setting, a legacy of industrial
decline, a location far from a big city, a location next to a big city, nearness to a
big university town, absence of transport links, etc. There are limitations of size
- a small town may be able to maintain a relatively small industry which has to
rely on services elsewhere. They may be too late - a nearby town or city has
developed an infrastructure with which they cannot compete. There are
limitations of size in that a town cannot offer the metropolitan lifestyle of the
big city. There are limits of aesthetics and cultural capital - a city can be ugly
and uninviting, or it can be uncool, boring, uninspiring etc. There are trends - at
one point London can be the place to be, the next it may be the regions.
5iv c) Limits
Further up the scale the emphasis on self-sufficiency is fine if it is about local
services. But three caveats have to be made. Firstly, these cities are inserted
within global cultural flows which means that ‘talent’ will be retained only in
equilibrium - it is a case of people coming and going rather than ‘home grown’
talent remaining here. In many cases of course, this ‘local talent’ is mostly made
up of university students choosing to remain in the place where they studied.
Secondly, these cities are situated in a global market place with powerful
players. The ability to grow a local cultural industries sector beyond a certain
level is dependent on decisions taken elsewhere and global tendencies outside
their control. Thirdly, there is the inertia of place. In order for one place to begin
to move up the scale another place has to move down (at least relatively). When
we get towards the top end of the scale that has to mean one location losing out
to another. At this level this does not happen often or quickly - competitive
cities are flexible and responsive and protective of their position. Neither can
location and networks be so easily transferred.
5iv d) Global Players
In the case of England how do we deal with the problem of London, a global
city 200 miles away? London is not just a national but a global capital. To what
extent is it realistic to talk of Level 10? Indeed, in many areas of the cultural
industries the share of business going to these global centres is increasing. Even
if we rule out Level 10 (a global centre) the move upwards from Level 7 is not
incremental but extremely competitive. It is exponential.
The strategies that would have to be in place to deliver such a competitive
strategy do not register on the Comedia scale. It would demand a higher
level of corporate involvement and delivery than a  simple ‘cultural
industries’ strategy - it is about a rethink of the city and what it should be.
It is this that is the challenge for Manchester.
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5v e) The Creative City
As Comedia (Landry and Bainchini) make clear in their book The Creative City,
the challenge presented by the cultural industries is, in many ways, a challenge
to rethink the future of the city itself. In a situation of global competition, where
natural advantages (such as nearness to transport and raw materials) gives way
to advantages of knowledge and communication, cities have to be proactive,
intentional, capable of learning and responding to change in a flexible and
effective manner. Cities need to develop new strengths, new industries - but key
to this is to develop new strengths and skills within themselves. The creative
city is then not just about promoting creative industries but the city itself
becoming creative.
The new creative cities emphasise innovation, lateral thinking, rapid
communication of ideas. This can apply to science and technology, traditional
manufacture, ecological initiatives (recycling etc.), the health service - and the
delivery of its core services such as cleaning, information, education etc.
But the cultural industries pose a particular challenge. Learning to deal with this
sector - fragmented, micro, networked, flexible, creative, mobile - is part of a
more general learning experience. Dealing with this industry is about developing
new tools, new relations, a new flexibility and responsiveness of delivery. It is
ultimately part of a new mode of local governance, a new contract with ‘the
governed’.
In the end, this is the key to a cultural sector strategy for the next
millennium.
5vi Conclusions
The relationship between manufacture and the cultural industries is not given at
local/regional level; such a relationship needs to be established for each locality.
The establishment of such a relationship is a crucial element of a local/regional
strategy.
The cultural industries are not amenable to standard industrial models. Existing
models need to take account of the dynamic and complex nature of the sector.
There is a growing  relationship between the cultural sector and design-led
manufacture. Cultural industries can be seen as setting the pace for other
industries.
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The cultural industries are both local and global. They operate within local
infrastructures of consumption, ideas and production; but markets, industry and
ideas are inserted also within global structures.
Cultural industries are drawn to the city; in this sense cultural production
strategies must of necessity plug into wider cultural, social and educational
policies - the holistic approach known as ‘cultural planning’.
Whilst existing models allow a general assessment of the competitive position
of cities, more dynamic models are needed for strategies aimed at improving
this position in the face of strong competition. At the more competitive end,
incremental approaches have to give way to a more proactive, flexible and
integrated strategic vision.
This is the challenge for Manchester as a creative city.
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6  Employment in the Cultural Sector
6i Employment Characteristics
In the previous chapters we have looked at aggregate employment figures and
structural definitions and dynamics of the sector. In this chapter we will look in
more detail as the nature and conditions of cultural sector employment. We will
emphasise the role of freelancers and micro businesses here, which make up the
majority of employment in the sector,s and in some sub-sectors the vast
majority.
In the following section we have used Cultural Trends 25: Employment in the
Cultural Sector, based on the Labour Force Survey, 1993, 1994.
Basic Demographics
 Cultural Sector (CS) employs men and women in roughly equal proportions
(men 55%; women 45%) - reflecting national proportions of the
economically active. There is an over-representation of women in museums,
libraries and archives (67%) and under-representation in artistic occupations
(33%).
 
 In terms of age 22% in films under 25; 7% in visual, literary and performing
arts. In film 6% over 50 but 28% in visual, literary and performing arts, 30%
in museums, libraries and archives.
 
 CS relatively highly educated. 31% educated to degree level, further 12%
passed through other forms of higher education. In economy as a whole
shares are 13% and 9%. 76% librarians had HE; radio and TV 47% HE.
 
 11% had qualifications below O level or none.
 
 Nature of Employment Relationships
 
 34% with a main job in the Cultural Sector (CS) self-employed. Compares to
15% in economy as a whole.
 
 
2% in museums, theatres and libraries
 
28% in films
 
67% in visual, literary and performing arts.
 
 Where the job is a second job, self-employment is 65%
 
 Jobs often seasonal/short-term. Of employees (not self-employed) in CS 13%
are in such jobs - twice total average.
 
 
23% in radio and TV
 
19% in museums, libraries and archives
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4% in publishing
 
 Self-employed work can also be seasonal or commission based. This can be
counted as temporary. 40% of CS with a main job are either self-employed or
in temporary job.
 
 
36% films
 
37% radio and TV
 
70% visual, literary and performing arts
 
 Only 50% second jobs are ‘regular’.
 
 Part-time work widespread but not higher than economy as a whole. 24% are
part-time.
 
 
15% in radio and TV; publishing
 
42% in museums, libraries and archives
 
 Nature of Employer
 
 
68% work in private sector
 
25% work in public sector
 
6% work in voluntary sector
 
 Private sector employment highest in films (96%); visual, literary and
performing arts (85%); lowest in museums, libraries and archives (34%).
94% of latter public sector. 20% of visual, literary and performing arts in
voluntary sector.
 
 45% private sector are self-employed.
 20% public sector are on temporary contracts.
 
 Employment Stability
 
 74% of those with main jobs in CS working for same organisation 1993 and
1994. Difference between employees and self-employed minimal. One in five
had been in present job for under a year; a third had been in job for 10 or
more years.
 
 
18% under 1 year
 
32% 1-5 years
 
19% 5-10 years
 
32% 10 years and over
 
 
Longest were in museums, libraries and archives; shortest in films.
 
 Switches in status between self-employment and dependent employment less
than expected. Of people who were employees 1994 86% were employees
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year previously. Of those self-employed 1994 77% had been self-employed
year previously, only 5 % had been employees.
 
 Inflows into self-employment came, to a greater extent, from unemployment.
12% of self-employed  unemployed one year previously; 9% dependent
employees not working one year previously.
 
 Unemployment
 
 Unemployment rate for CS 11%. Whole economy rate 1994 9.5%.
 
 
3% publishing
 
12% radio and TV
 
13% film; visual, literary and performing arts
 
23% actors, entertainers, stage managers, producers and directors
 
 Including those who were either not currently available or did not want work
figure rises to 16% - share of people without work higher than economy as a
whole.
 
 Unemployment duration could be quite long. Amongst those who wanted to
work were 42% without a job for less than a year and 42% without a job for
more than 2 years.
 
 Earnings
 
 
‘Because of the high level of self-employment in the sector, it is difficult to
obtain a satisfactory picture of earnings and income from the work. There are,
however, indications of a wider than average dispersion in earnings amongst
employees in some occupations. Insofar as unemployment levels for some
occupations are high, it cannot be presumed that living standards are always
high. Indeed, a considerable number of people from the sector are likely to be
living on benefit and a considerable number have to take up non-cultural
occupations to maintain themselves’(94).
 
 Manchester Figures
 
 
Our research in Manchester indicates self-employment in the sector at 29.7% of
all those employed (taking out education, architecture, advertising and press).
This is slightly under the national average of 34%. Self-employment in the
cultural sector nationally has risen by 81% (53% in the economy as a whole -
ACE Report 1981-1991).
 
 
If self-employment is grouped with micro businesses (under 10) the figure rises
to 37%. If we add SMEs (our definition: 10-20) we get a figure of 58.5%. This
is against the figure of 33.6% for large enterprises (over 50). CT25 gives a
figure of 56% for those working on their own or in workplaces of less than 25.
In this sense Manchester is generally in line with the national average.
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6ii Employment Conditions in the Cultural Sector
 
 
The above account, which broadly agrees with the findings of the ACE report,
gives a picture of the cultural sector based on the standard definition and the
standard statistical gathering sources. We do not have to go through the
limitations of these again, but we would emphasise the real lack of knowledge
in this area, especially in the self-employed and informal sectors. A number of
things stand out.
 
 
It is clear that what is happening in the cultural sector is part of the emergence
of a whole new set of labour market and working conditions. These link to the
emergence of ‘post-fordism’ or ‘flexible specialisation’ with a shift away from
long-term, full-time employment to short-term contracts, sub-contracting and
freelancing. Of course, one of the key contemporary political issues is about the
nature of this ‘flexibility’. Without getting into this it is clear that there are
positive and negative elements. On the one hand, greater flexibility can mean
increased competitiveness, responsiveness, creative innovation etc. along with
more job satisfaction and individual autonomy. On the other flexibility can be
interpreted as precariousness, where lack of security leads to greater
exploitation/labour discipline, stress and anxiety, self-exploitation and
overwork. These two sides are often set in the context of a polarised or
segmented society, with core workers enjoying highly paid employment and job
security, together with a more precarious contract based workforce, and an
excluded third of long-term unemployed and low-skill, low-wage workers.
 
 
The cultural sector does not escape these contradictions. It is, and has been for a
long time, flexible - it is creative, innovative, multi-skilled etc. It is also
characterised by low wages, short-term contracts and unemployment. It
encourages self-determination and fulfilment, but it can also been seen as
demanding long hours, stressful periods of overwork and sometimes sheer
drudgery sweetened with the promise of future glamour. There are also wide
differences in earnings with successful businesses or employees earning at high
levels but with many earning as little as £10,000 or even £5,000 per annum
(Ruth Towse (1996) The Economics of Artists’ Labour Markets; Scottish Arts
Council (1995) A Socio-economic Survey of Artists in Scotland)
 
 
However, precarious/flexible it might be but as Andy Feist (co-author of the
ACE report) argued in a paper given to a conference on Culture and
Employment in Linz, July 1998 - ‘cultural employment is risky but all
employment is now risky, and thus cultural employment has become relatively
less risky!’.
 
 How should we characterise the sector?
 
 
In many ways the cultural sector could be seen as ‘post-fordist’ avant la lettre.
However, it should also be recognised that it too is undergoing rapid and far-
reaching change. We saw above (Chapter 4) that traditional definitions of the
cultural sector are increasingly outdated. Technological changes above all are
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making strict definitions very difficult. The SIC/SOC based analyses do not
really help us understand the constant changing of job descriptions, art form
categories, the shifting labour market patterns, skills/needs gaps etc. This is
complicated by the shift to self-employment and new patterns of full-time/part-
time work.
 
 
The sector is heterogeneous, so it is difficult to generalise, but with self-
employment and micro-businesses on the increase at a faster rate than the rest of
the economy, with a relatively young workforce (33% are 20-34 as opposed to
26% in the rest of workforce - ACE) involved in main and secondary jobs, we
do have a picture emerging, especially at the ‘original production’ end (see
Chapter 4).
 
 
Andy Feist (above) made the following points - about ‘artists’ rather than
‘ancillary workers’ but we can take this to mean ‘cultural producers’ for the
moment. In a situation where jobs are precarious and un- and under-employment
can keep income low, cultural producers need to diversify, be flexible, do
different jobs, building up a portfolio of skills to defer risks. This applies to the
‘main’ cultural activity as well as ‘secondary’ non-cultural jobs.
 
 
We have seen there is a high incidence of second jobs. Non-cultural jobs may or
may not be a ‘main job’ in terms of time and money. There is evidence of high
levels of employment in the ‘night-time economy’ of cultural producers in early
career stages (though in the cultural sector this can be quite extended)1. The new
city centre leisure and culture economies certainly represent new scope for such
employment - especially within the new design-led establishment. This source
of labour is often under-utilised by the management (in chain leisure groups
especially) and completely ignored by training targeted at ‘catering’ and ‘tourist
services’.
 
 
Whatever the situation, many of those who consider themselves primarily as
cultural producers, ‘creatives’, artists etc. have to be able to deal with the need
to get non-cultural jobs in order to survive.
 
 
 
6iii The New Cultural Entrepreneurs
 
 
The increase in cultural sector employment generally has led to the emergence
of a whole generation of new cultural entrepreneurs - self-employed, freelancers,
multiple jobbers, micro-business etc. These make up the new cultural sector.
They need to have management and technology skills along side their creative
talents. They are often creators, producers, retailers, small business people all at
the same time. They look to a range of work opportunities to spread the risk.
They are adept at using networks and seeing new markets. They move across the
                                                          
 
1
 See S Purvis ‘The New Pop Cultural Fashion Designers’ in O’Connor and Wynne (eds) From the
Margins to the Centre: Cultural production in the Postmodern City, Arena 1996; For New York
restaurants and the artist labour market see S. Zukin The Culture of Cities, Ch.5, Blackwell 1995;
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boundaries between cultural and non-cultural sectors. They are very
geographically mobile and increasingly feminised2.
 
 
The finding of CT25 also indicate that despite such ‘flexible’ work patterns only
1 in 5 were had been in their job for less than 1 year, and 51% had been in their
job for over 5 years. This indicates a certain level of success in negotiating this
flexible labour market.
 
 
The CT25 findings also indicate the relative lack of movement between self-
employment and dependent employment. It would appear to be incorrect to see
self-employment as a step to dependent employment. There are clearly two
distinct employment circuits and people choosing self-employment seem to be
making life choices.
 
 
Unemployment is clearly a threat. It is unequally distributed as we have seen -
rising to nearly a quarter amongst ‘actors, entertainers, stage managers,
producers and directors’. This is related to seasonal variations. The CT25
figures also show that though the unemployment rate is just above the average
(11% compared to 9%) if we include those not actively looking or unavailable
for work this rises to 16%. The figures also tell us that unemployment can be
protracted. However, we simply do not have the research that would tell us the
basis of this unemployment - whether chosen or enforced, nor do we know how
it links to the informal economy.
 
 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that unemployment is used flexibly by the cultural
sector. In the early stages of a career it often makes more sense to draw benefit,
do voluntary work in the cultural sector and devote free time to ‘product
development’. Thus CT25 tells us that 38% of arts festivals in the UK were run
entirely by volunteers3. In the ‘visual, literary and performing arts’, and ‘radio
and TV’ some 65% of units used volunteers in 1994, though half said these
made up only 10% of staffing. CT25 estimates ‘the annual input of volunteers to
the sector could be as much as 5 million hours’4.
 
 
In Transaction Tracking5, an in-depth study of 23 sole practitioners, the authors
found that the gestation period of new cultural businesses was quite long, often
going back a number of years. These early stages of product development before
fully setting up as sole traders is often linked to these long periods of
unemployment. Rather than necessarily seeing unemployment as a threat to the
sector it could also be seen as a vital period of research, product development
and skills acquisition through involvement in voluntary and informal activities.
 
                                                          
 
2
 This paragraph draws on the paper presented by Andy Feist to the Culture and Employment
conference organised under the Austrian presidency, DGV and X in Linz, July 1998
 
3
 p. 94 quoting Rolfe, H (1992) Arts Festivals in the UK, London: PSI
 
4
 p. 94 based on Martin, M. (1994) The Use of Volunteers by Arts Organisations, London, Martin
Hamblin Research.
 
5
 Clarke, D. and Owens, P. (1996) Transaction Tracking: A Research Project on the Economic Lives of
Practitioners in the Cultural Sector, DCA Ltd. For Chapter Arts, Cardiff.
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This is the key issue behind the debates around the New Deal and the cultural
sector - that unemployment can be vital to early development of new cultural
entrepreneurs. This was also the case with Enterprise Allowance, which
provided a major contribution to the development of a cultural business and
entrepreneurial culture in the UK. We return to this below.
 
 
6iv Learning Culture
 
 
If unemployment plays its part, education is crucial to the sector, but exactly
how is not entirely clear. We saw CT25 give a figure of 31% of the sector
(cultural occupations and non-cultural occupations in the cultural industries)
educated to degree level, and a further 12% passed through other forms of
higher education: this gives a total of 43%.  In the economy as a whole shares
are 13% and 9% (total 22%). Only 11% had qualifications below O-Level or
none at all.
 
 
The ACE report gives us more details. 58% of those with cultural occupations
have a higher degree; this goes down to 29% in the cultural industries. If we
note that those in ‘authors, music composers and other account artists not
elsewhere specified’ (41%), ‘radio and TV services, theatres etc.’(35%) have
higher qualifications compared to 11% of those employed in the manufacture of
‘gramophone records and pre-recorded tapes’, we can see some (very) general
divisions between those ‘cultural’ and ‘non-cultural’ educational backgrounds.
 
 
However, of those with cultural occupations only 18% had higher artistic
qualifications. (The groups most likely to hold higher qualifications in creative
arts were ‘artists, commercial artists, graphic designers’ [35%], ‘clothing
designers’ [32%], ‘musicians’ [31%] and ‘industrial designers’ [30%]). In the
cultural industries only 8% have higher artistic qualifications. The highest, 23%,
were ‘authors, composers, and other account artists not specified elsewhere’. Of
those with higher artistic qualifications those with art and design are most
common (65%).
 
 
What conclusions can we draw from this?
 
 
6iv a) Further Research
 
 
The ACE report urges caution because certain elements are hidden by the census
structure, thus PGCEs are classed as second level (i.e. not higher) and take these
out of the higher education figures. Indeed, all further degrees hide first degrees.
The definition of higher level degree is narrow - it excluded higher/degree level
training in the arts (and elsewhere). The emergence of further education
involvement in the cultural industries will not show up either. As the ACE
report says:
 
 
‘The apparently low proportions of individuals without formal higher
qualifications does not necessarily indicate that they had not undergone
training or lacked qualifications but that they had trained outside the higher
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education sector or had studied for qualifications not included in the census
analysis.’ (iv)
 
 
Further research is definitely needed here.
 
 
 
6iv b) HE Qualifications
 
 
It is clear that HE qualifications are on the increase within the sector, and in
some sub-sectors these might be increasingly necessary to career advancement.
Thus of those in cultural occupations with higher artistic qualifications 77%
were aged between 20 and 34 (the exception is musicians, more evenly spread).
We do not know enough about the role of higher artistic qualifications in the
cultural industries to say if this is to do with increasing necessity of such
qualifications or the increasing take-up of higher education in general and the
popularity of creative arts subjects.
 
 
What is certain is that amongst those with cultural occupations the role of higher
education is crucial. In 1991 it was 58%. Given the massive weighting to the 20-
34 age group, and the wider take up of HE, then we could expect this to be
higher in 1999. A conservative estimate would be two thirds.
 
 
6iv c) Further and Other Education
 
 
Where does the other third come from? If some is accounted for by an older age
group, then others come into it from either FE or directly post-school. We do
not know the figures for FE educated cultural occupations. CT25 suggested that
only 11% in the cultural industries have ‘O’ levels or less - given the differential
between cultural occupations and cultural industries in qualification terms, then
we would suggest this figure is much lower for cultural occupations. So maybe
27% of those in cultural occupations are post ‘A’ level, FE or have some other
qualification. We do not know enough about this group. Are they on the
decline? Will they turn to FE or HE? How far have they relied on industry
training?
 
 
6iv d) Vocational HE Training
 
 
What the figures do show clearly however is that artistic training6 is certainly
not a prerequisite for a cultural occupation, only 1 in 5 possess such. In the
cultural industries this is under 1 in 10. This varies between groups, but no
occupational group goes over one third with such qualifications. Thus higher
education is important but ‘creative arts’ education less so.
 
 “ [I took] Interactive media design at the [Manchester]
Poly.(...) The course wasn’t originally set up as an interactive
media course, it was kind of you solved educational problems using
                                                          
 
6
 Defined by ACE report: ‘art and design’, ‘drama’, ‘music’, and ‘combinations with art and design,
drama and music’.
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whatever technology you wanted to....it wasn’t necessarily
educational in terms of schools it was if you had a group of people
who wanted to know this then you had to come up with a solution.
So I tailored it to new media and by the time I left I’d studied quite
a bit and did my dissertation on it which was like ten years ago,
twelve years ago… I was probably one of the first designers to
come out of college with that sort of background as opposed to a
graphics background or technical background.” 7
 
 
 
There could be two readings of this. Firstly, there is a failure of such courses to
engage with the realities of careers in the sector; not selling themselves, not
encouraging graduates to go into cultural occupations, or not seen as giving the
skills necessary in such careers. Secondly, that the attraction of the cultural
industries is wider than specific ‘artistic skills’, that it is more to do with
lifestyle, with a wider cultural orientation that is given by HE but not necessarily
by the creative arts departments within them.
 
 
Research under taken by MIPC on independent fashion designers (a group with
the highest levels of ‘higher artistic education’) in Manchester found that 50%
had no formal training within clothing design, textiles etc. - though more had
HE qualifications. What was crucial in their career entry was a commitment and
enthusiasm for clothing design, and a close relationship to the relevant
consumer or lifestyle groups, especially those associated with the ‘club’ or
‘street scene’. This immersion in particular consumption groups, lifestyles,
scenes etc. is absolutely crucial to the cultural sector, as we have seen in Chapter
58. We will come back to this.
 
 
6iv e) ‘Education’ and ‘Training’
 
 
This throws light on the periodic debate between ‘education’ and ‘training’. It is
clear that the ability to work within a cultural sector demanding creativity,
entreprenuerialism, flexibility, multi-skilling, career portfolio building etc.
derives from a wider or deeper capacity than that acquisition of specific skills
represented by ‘training’. This capacity seems to be partly acquired through
participation in education. It is a personal capacity which we could, following
Pierre Bourdeiu9, call cultural capital. That is, the acquisition of a particular set
of knowledges, understandings and behaviours which allows the person to
operate in the cultural field with a certain expertise.
 
 
This cultural capital is not just about formal knowledge transmitted by
education, it is about a way of acting, a way of understanding, a way of
conceiving one’s self-identity. This sense of identity, linked to a cultural
capacity, a cultural capital, can also be called a habitus - a way of thinking and
acting which is ‘learned’ though not necessarily conscious or codified.
                                                          
 
7
 MIPC interview within ERSC research project, ‘Cultural Industries and the City’.
 
8
 See S. Purvis above.  See also L. Crewe and J. Beaverstock, ‘Fashioning the City: Cultures of
Consumption in Contemporary Urban Spaces’, Geoforum, vol. 29, No.3, pp-287-308, 1998
 
9
 P. Bourdieu, Distinction, Routledge, London, 1984.
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The ability to deal in cultural knowledge, to manage the flexible and
fragmented, to construct a career across a number of jobs, to be self-reflexive -
this is the habitus of the new cultural entrepreneurs and it is acquired through
formal and informal learning systems, of which ‘training’ is the least important
(see below).
 
 
In this sense Andy Feist is wrong to separate ‘artists’ from ancillary workers,
because the cultural competence necessary to operate in this sector is part of the
wider culture or habitus of the sector and goes beyond simply ‘the artists’. This
is clearest in that group of players who move between consumption groups,
innovative producers, agencies and institutions and who are crucial to the
operation of the sector - that is, the cultural intermediaries (see Chapter 5),
another term coined by Bourdieu10.
 
 
6iv f) Non-cultural Occupations in the Cultural Sector
 
 
The statistics above indicate that the cultural industries, which include those
with non-cultural occupations, are much less qualified than if we take those with
cultural occupations exclusively. To some extent this is obvious. Thus,
according to CT25, although librarians are the most educated group (76% HE)
‘museums, libraries and archives’ have the highest concentration of those with
‘O’ levels or less (20%). If 43% of those in the cultural industries have some
form of higher education only 11% have this in the manufacture of ‘gramophone
records and tapes’.
 
 
What we do not know about is the relationship between the relatively low and
the relatively high qualified in the cultural industries. There are some clear
demarcations (such as ancillary staff in museums etc.) but others are less clear.
Though the statistics for musicians gives a very high percentage with HE
qualifications this is certainly not the case for pop musicians, and it does not
appear to be the case within the music industry. The same applies to film, TV,
radio, fashion design. That is, the cultural industries do use many non-qualified
personnel and many of these do gain career advancement. We do not know the
full extent of this. But it points to two things; firstly, the ‘learning on the job’
nature of much in the industry (see below) and the importance of ‘culture of the
cultural industries’, the initiation into the habitus, the behaviour and outlook of
the sector. Secondly, it points to a potential role for FE especially in targeting
those in the cultural industries who may have entered the sector unqualified and
now want/need to gain some skills or even accreditation. The implications of
this for learning strategies are discussed below.
 
 
6v Working Practices in the Cultural Sector
 
                                                          
 
10
 Ibid. See also O’Connor and Wynne, ‘Left Loafing’; and S. Purvis, ‘The interchangeable roles of the
producer, consumer and cultural intermediary. The new ‘pop’ fashion designer’, both in O’Connor and
Wynne (Eds.) From the Margins to the Centre, Arena, Ashgate, 1996. Cf. L. Crewe and J. Beaverstock,
op.cit.
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 ‘So you are aware just through lifestyle that you can separate yourself… Its
a constant process of renewal and essentially, its a cliché, you’re only as
good as your last promotion…It’s very fickle, its very liquid, it moves on. If
you rest on your laurels and don’t progress and slightly stay ahead [you’re
in trouble]. You have to be obsessed about what’s going on everywhere and
be original and leading.’11
 
 
The cultural sector mixes money and value, making money and making sense.
They have an emotional investment in the product and a need/desire to sell it.
This involves an insider’s knowledge of the cultural circuit, often couched in
terms of ‘intuition’, ‘hunch’, ‘feeling’ and thus difficult to codify or express in
straight business terms. They also have to manage the business, managerial,
administrative elements of this cultural production. That is they deal in a
mixture of symbolic and cognitive knowledge.
 
 
It is here that we see the cutting edge nature of these cultural businesses. The
use of the term ‘creative industry’ and the association of these businesses with a
‘creativity’ which is somehow to be spread or encouraged in other ‘straight
businesses is somewhat misleading. ‘Creativity’ can be applied to a range of
other businesses, services, activities which have nothing to do with culture or
symbolic knowledge. A new production system, a new aeroplane design, a new
city cleaning service can all be ‘creative’. Obviously the need for lateral
thinking, going back to basics, thinking the unthinkable etc. are often associated
with ‘artistic’ practice - though this is mostly a particular avant garde or
modernist image of the ‘radical artist’.
 
 
However, where the cultural sector leads is in the risks they have to take with
the development of a new product. In this sector economic value is dependent
on cultural value. The new product is based on a symbolic knowledge often
expressed as intuition - it can’t be fully demonstrated or codified. The product
will only have value in the future, if it takes its place in a future cultural field.
As such this intuitive symbolic knowledge is very risky; it demands a
commitment derived from a belief in ones self and ones hunch or vision
(another linkage to radical art practice). It is gambling on the future value of a
product in a very volatile and fast moving symbolic circuit. It is sticking your
neck out and riding on self-belief.
 
 
This is the habitus of the cultural producers, and it is sustained by a cultural
capital acquired in education and through the informal networks and circuits of
the cultural field. It is in this sense that the cultural sector is cutting edge - in
dealing with symbolic value in a risky, volatile and future orientated market this
sector leads the way for others. This new ‘network economy’ is described at its
most intense by Kevin Kelly of Wired and it fits well the way in which cultural
production takes place.
 
                                                          
 
11
 Interview from ESRC project on cultural entrepreneurs and innovative mileux in Manchester, part of
ESRC’s Cities: Competitiveness and Cohesion programme.
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 ‘The new rules governing this global restructuring revolve
around several axes. First, wealth in this new regime flows
directly from innovation, not optimisation; that is, wealth is not
gained by perfecting the known, but by imperfectly seizing the
unknown. Second, the ideal environment for cultivating the
unknown is to nurture the supreme agility and nimbleness of
networks. Third, the domestication of the unknown inevitably
means abandoning the highly successful known - undoing the
perfected. And last , in the thickening web of the Network
Economy, the cycle of “find, nurture and destroy” happens faster
and more intensely than ever before’.12
 
 
These cultural producers tend to be linked to the market not exclusively through
research but also through intuition and market identification - they respond to
larger shifts in lifestyle and the construction of identity through consumption.
They link in their habitus, their business practices, their cultural capital that
coming together of culture and industry which we saw in Chapter 5. We can
express this through a schematic diagram contrasting fordist/mainstream
industry with post-fordist/cultural industries13.
 
 Business Area  Cultural Producers
 Postfordist/Postmodern
 Traditional Business organisations
 Fordist/Modern
 Market  The market is understood as subjective
and volatile, linked to both mind and
body, is defined by the ephemeral, the
cultural and the symbolic. Cultural
producers understand the  market
through informal networks, the ‘story’.
 
 
 
 Marketing is adaptive, intuitive,
reflexive, unstructured, informal and
symbolic
 The market is understood as objective
and the consumption strategies of
consumer linked to the rational and the
mind i.e. intentional. Business
organisations are distinct and outside
of the market and they understand it
through formalised, quantitative
market research methods.
 
 Marketing is strategic, objective and
uses the tools of the marketing mix in a
structured and formal way
 Product and
Production
 Design intensive, aesthetic, cultural
and symbolic. Individualistic and
embedded in the market.
 
 
 Production strategies demonstrate
flexible specialisation to accommodate
volatile markets
 Formula design and linked to market
research findings. Multiplicity of
product linked to main design theme.
Piloted and then developed.
 
 Uniformity of production strategies
linked to regularised markets eg
seasonal fashion industry
 Lifestyle and the
work/leisure
distinction
 Cultural producers do not necessarily
see the work/leisure distinction. They
are often seen as cultural
intermediaries who become a focus for
those attempting to creating identity
through lifestyle
 Business organisations marketing a
leisure activity rather than an identity
forming lifestyle option. Not a leader
of change but responsive to change.
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 K. Kelly, ‘New Rules for the Network Economy’ in Wired, September, 1997
 
13
 The following diagram was developed by Carlo Raffo within a two year ESRC research programme
led by MIPC on Creative Entrepreneurs and innovative mileux in the city, conducted as part of the
ESRC Cities: Competitiveness and Cohesion Programme.
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 Business goals and
Business success
 Linked to lifestyle and the cultural.
Business success not primarily  viewed
as profit by at the cutting edge of
change and development in the
particular cultural sphere
 Profit and margins
 Achievement of performance
indicators
 Growth and market share.
 People and
Management Styles
 Recruitment - informal and from same
cultural milieu.
 Contracts - informal and fragmented.
 Management style – participative,
stakeholder, pluralistic, de-centred,
empowering
 Recruitment - formal and from a
variety of labour markets.
 Contracts - Formal and often short-
term.
 Management style - hierarchical,
centralised, authority and power, a
unitary perspective.
 Business
knowledge and
Business learning
 Business knowledge acquired through
experience and networks. The
knowledge is subjective and
contextual, cultural and embedded to
the local. It is fluid and multi-
disciplinary.
 
 Business learning of cultural producers
demonstrates a constructivist
perspective on learning.
 Business knowledge acquired  putting
orthodox business theory into practice.
Business knowledge is based on
research and is objective and global.
 
 
 
 Business learning is viewed as
competencies that need mastering.
 
 
 
6vi Business Size and Business Growth
 
 
As we saw the cultural sector is characterised by a predominance of SMEs,
MSEs and self-employed. As we also saw, this micro/fragmented,
flexible/precarious sector is structurally linked to large scale commissioning and
distribution companies (see Chapter 5). This is a sector set to grow in
importance.
 
 
A common characteristic of these businesses is that their small or micro nature
is often chosen as optimum. The standard business growth cycle does not apply
here. Many businesses do not want to grow beyond a certain number. This has a
number of reasons; the desire to remain creative and flexible, a wish to take
risks, to remain ‘out there’; the difficulties imposed by managing an increased
workforce (‘7 is heaven; 8 is hell’ stated one respondent); the problems of
labour legislation and dealing with hiring and firing, are a few. Many very
successful businesses stay small. These businesses have been described as
‘bonsai’ businesses.
 
 
It is difficult to generalise about business development in the cultural sector as a
whole. This depends on the nature of the sub-sector and the type of market. It is
important to distinguish between growth in profits and employment creation.
The two do not automatically coincide. Some firms have a long gestation and
growth period; others have ‘a hit’ such as a record, a design, a computer game
and can go global very rapidly. They can also fail very rapidly as new products
do not repeat initial success.
 
 
Business failure in the cultural sector can be quite high - and yet the sector
provides relatively stable long-term employment patterns. That is, entrepreneurs
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tend to survive across the failure of particular ventures and businesses. In
standard business terms this is a problem - hence the difficulties in getting
finance and support grants faced by the sector. However, from another point of
view it can be seen as a process of learning and experimentation. In Silicon
Valley ‘failure’ is seen in this way. The key point here is the ability of the wider
sector or network to deal with this volatile process in a way that learns the
lessons and minimises damage to the individual. The difference between Silicon
Valley and the Boston/MIT cluster is the presence of flexible informal networks
and a supportive culture in the former which allows precisely this to happen.
 
 
We would argue that business size and growth needs to be placed in this wider
context of the network.
 
 
It has been noted by some that there is an increasing separation between
struggling businesses and those that have begun to make it; that the difficulty is
getting on the first rung of the ladder. It is at this new start stage that many argue
support is most needed. However, whilst new businesses do need this support
our research suggest it would be wrong to limit the scope of support and
intervention to this part of the sector. There is a need to help businesses across
the whole development spectrum. Again, it is the mix of businesses in the
networks and clusters that provide the context for this support.
 
 
6vii Networks
 
 
a) Trust
 
 
Cultural businesses look to establish relations of trust with their
employees/partners and collaborating firms. Though relations of trust between
business clusters is nothing new (we could go back to the ‘Marshallian’
industrial districts of the 19th Century) there are certainly new conditions within
which trust must be established.
 
 
The cultural sector is fragmented, flexible and volatile. The cultural sector is
about individual autonomy, self-belief and going out on a limb. It is a risky
business. But it also about building new relations of trust. However, this trust is
to be created in the absence of the old established community structures. Trust is
not given but has to be created - what Giddens calls ‘active trust’ - sustained
dynamically and energetically. It cannot be simply ‘read off’ class or social
status. The new metropolitan cultures are too fluid and complex for this. Active
trust (as with the other business practice shifts given in the table above) is now
established often on an ‘opening out’ of the self to the other, a process of mutual
narrative and emotional disclosure. Trust, in other words, if increasingly
generated through ‘all the underpinning taste and styles, modes of feeling, styles
of understanding - including self-understanding - and presentation of identity
which are involved in ‘lifestyle construction’’14.
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That is, relations of trust are established through the informal networks within
which the cultural sector operates. These relations of trust are increased when
located within a cluster, a place based network.
 
 
 
b) Cultural Quarters/Districts
 
 
The cultural industries are embedded within the local infrastructure of
institutions, agencies, suppliers, service providers etc. They are also embedded
in the social and cultural networks of people, ideas and energies which are
amongst the major competitive assets of cities.
 
 
Networks take spatial form around galleries, or shops, or bars, or restaurants.
They are strengthened by physical clustering, as in the Northern Quarter, or
Hulme, or Knott Mill. They are about personal support and inspiration but also
about particular pieces of information and know-how. There are formal and
informal networks, the latter sometimes more useful than the former.
 
 
Here we can mention the crucial role of areas of the city which act as cultural
quarters. ‘Cultural quarters’ have been one of the key policy tools in the support
for cultural industries. They range from relatively dense clusters of visitor based
cultural institutions (galleries, venues etc.), to areas of ‘up-market’
consumption, to areas of cultural production and business. Most are made up of
different mixes of all three. They have been welcomed as providing ‘critical
mass’ and synergy, and criticised for being top down and leading to
‘gentrification’. We will say something more about this later under urban
regeneration.
 
 
However, the ‘cultural quarters’ we are referring to here are those more organic
areas which attract cultural businesses almost by accident. They have also been
referred to as ‘city fringe’. They tend to be areas on the edge of the city centre
characterised by older industrial buildings now in marginal usage. This is
different in different cities and in different countries15. Manchester has had two
very different such areas, Hulme (which was more linked to ‘unlettable’ public
housing) and the Northern Quarter. Smaller areas such as Knott Mill are more
investment led. Other areas in Ancoats, or Salford are as yet undeveloped.
 
 
Networks of cultural producers are vital for the success of this sector, they act as
incubators for new economic activity.
 
 
Networks allow both old and new businesses to survive and grow. They allow
‘propositional’16 businesses to gain access to the market and a community of
like minded others. Access to these networks are not automatic nor does access
necessarily lead to the establishment of 'successful' business ventures. What they
                                                          
 
15
 For European Cities see MIPC’s ICISS project. Details on MIPC website. For more detail on Hulme
see MIPC report ‘Hulme Cultural Industries Strategy’ prepared for Hulme Regeneration, 1997. For
details on the Northern Quarter see MIPC report ‘Culture and the Northern Quarter’, 1995. See also
Northern Quarter website  <www.nqn.org.uk>
 
16
 That is, those risky business guided by intuition and self-belief (see above).
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do is open up possibilities. Without access to these informal social and
professional contacts it is difficult if not impossible to break into that particular
economy. There is often no other obvious first port of call.
 
 
Many propositional businesses stay precisely that. Many of these new
businesses fail, others may develop into something more concrete, become
established and possibly move on to other areas of the city. Networks sustain the
flow of ideas and (possibly) fruitful collaboration within a specific geographical
location or across a wider area. Networks establish links within the rest of the
city and beyond. They allow innovation and thrive on the localised
accumulation of knowledge, skills and ideas that are transmitted by these
networks. It is only through these, often informal, networks that we can  refer to
the function of the city fringe area as a ‘zone of innovation’.
 
 
c) Respondents’ Views of Networks in Manchester
 
 
These networks, whether based around areas or city wide around sub-sectors,
were felt to be essential, but fragile.
 
 
‘Its all about networking. All the work I get I get from the people I know or
the people they know. You just hear about things and put yourself about a
bit. All the bands used to meet in the White Lion, all the artists tend to keep
to the Salutation. Its all very informal, almost accidental. The trouble now is
that there's no focus. It’s all too dispersed. It’s gone flat.’
 
 
Thus whilst networking was perceived to be generally strong in the sector there
was a sense that its full potential was not being realised. Barriers included:
 
 lack of networking infrastructure to meet the diverse needs of the sector
 lack of partnership culture
 jealousy and suspicion inhibiting collaborative working
 
 
Our interviews suggest that networking support and development was an area
within which intervention could play a major role. Support for the networking
infrastructure would encourage exchange, partnerships and communication and
add to its self-awareness and knowledge of itself as a sector.
 
 ‘ We've tried to formalise a network but no one has the time to organise it;
everyone is too busy. Of course a network would help the area, it would give
us a structure from which to work, to market to promote the area and the
people here. But we need resources or someone who's job it is to do it.
People would respond but it needs someone to take the lead.’17
 
 Interventions suggested by respondents:
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 These last two quotes were taken from the ‘Hulme Cultural Industries Strategy’, MIPC/Hulme
Regeneration, 1997.
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 Development of networking skills
 Enhance communications and partnership working
 Maximising efficiency through collaboration
 Common language for business interfacing
 Development of coherent networking and business support infrastructure
We can make a number of points here:
i) These informal networks are as essential a part of the ‘critical infrastructure’
as that sustained by larger institutions. These institutions, especially
educational, need to recognise this and begin to accommodate their needs.
ii) The informal sub-sector networks need to be supported. A small amount of
such support can go a long way. Small grants, administrative support, shared
office space are all ways in which these networks can be supported. The
capacity building initiatives in each subsector need to support networks as a
priority.
iii)The area based networks such as Hulme, Knott Mill, Northern Quarter,
Ancoats need to be supported where necessary and appropriate. In terms of
size of area and access to resources we would single out Hulme and the
Northern Quarter as key, but very different, cultural clusters. In terms of
number of businesses, geographical size, strategic importance and potential
development opportunities the Northern Quarter is by far the most important
cluster. It also has the most developed networks and representative body. The
existence of such an area with a well motivated, articulate and well
connected body would be a major asset to any city wanting to develop the
cultural sector. Manchester has yet to learn what to do with it.
iv)These networks need to be supported by new information and
communications technologies - see next section.
v) As we have seen networks are crucial in training and business support. New
businesses learn by ‘common-sense’ - which actually means a whole range of
cultural, lifestyle, social and economic understandings not formally taught
but acquired through a range of different contacts. This is directly linked to
the role of networks and the embedded knowledge of the city which is one of
the main sources of strength for the cultural sector in Manchester.
This has important consequences for training delivery, placement sourcing,
mentoring and recruitment. The role of business support sessions and
seminars in creating and stimulating network was also mentioned by
respondents. Some pointed out that the networking with others during and
after the sessions was the most positive outcome of business training events!
vi)Networks are about the creation of social capital. One of the strengths of the
cultural sector is its ability to develop this social capital within cities. It is for
this reason that, unlike other ‘footloose’ professionals moving through a
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globalised economy, the cultural sector tends to create a sense of (local) place
and to do so in a way that enhances local identity. Indeed, the cultural sector
more than many others tends to take a stake in this local identity and
identification (see Design below). It is in this sense that the cultural sector
can feed in so profitably to urban regeneration and city marketing strategies.
vii) This tendency of the cultural sector to generate social capital and to identify
with local place also has a social impact. A high level of cultural sector usage
of an area tends to mean an increasing responsibility for that area. Extensive
anecdotal evidence points to the impact of the cultural sector on the level of
‘care’ for an area. This has been highlighted in terms of urban regeneration,
where it has also been described negatively as leading to gentrification
(‘artists are the storm troopers of gentrification’).18
What has been less emphasised as the links between the cultural sector and
other social groups. Evidence suggests that a high presence of the cultural
sector has a positive social impact on the area. In Manchester the Northern
Quarter is a prime example. Here the cultural sector sits in relative harmony
with the voluntary sector (over 40 such agencies in the area) and the residents
in the area. The NQ Association deals as much with ‘social problems’ as it
does ‘cultural’. Cultural animation and public art in the area always has an
explicit social dimension - if only because if fully part of the area it has to
reflect the problems of the area. The NQ is a good example of the potential of
cultural clusters to act as interface between excluded areas (such as Miles
Platting) and the ‘up-market’ zones of the city centre.
viii) Dealing with networks, as with many other aspects of the cultural sector,
also demands a new approach to the governance of the sector. Any
intervention or strategy for the cultural sector has to deal with the formal and
informal networks of the sector. It cannot impose solutions (even if it felt it
had these). It cannot operate top down as with older forms of economic
intervention. Working with networks can be difficult, confusing and time-
consuming, but intervention will not succeed without so doing.
6viii New Media Networks
‘... economic activity involving processing and adding value to knowledge
now dominate the economies of western cities as never before ... this has
been made possible by the capabilities that telematics bring for processing,
storing and controlling vast flows of electronic information ...  industrial
cities have been transformed into ‘post-industrial’ or ‘information’ cities,
dominated by consumption industries and the processing and circulation of
knowledge and symbolic goods rather than physical goods.’19
                                                          
18
 Described best in S. Zukin (1989)[1982] Loft Living: Culture and Capital in Urban Change, 2nd ed.
New brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press; S. Zukin (1995) The Culture of Cities, Oxford,
Blackwell; See also O’Connor and Wynne (1997) ‘Left Loafing’ in O’Connor and Wynne (eds.) From
the Margins to the Centre, Ashgate, Arena
19
 Graham and Marvin (1996) Telecommunications and the City, p.33-34
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‘The industrial age is giving way, at least in the developed countries, to the
post-industrial: telecommunications, cheap computer power, the information
superhighway ... All this is transforming our cities ...The raw material of this
new economy is citizens and their knowledge, creativity and initiative. Art
and science will be the lifeblood of these knowledge-based cities, and the key
to further wealth.’20
The above quotes indicates that the convergence of ‘art and science’, of culture
and technology, is crucial to the future economic well-being of the city. This
convergence may be the essence of a new ‘information society’. Creative
technology, such as multimedia and the Internet, provide a new basis for
economic and cultural production and consumption - a new framework for
‘society’ and ‘culture’ to be expressed within. Despite predictions that these
informational and technological forces could undermine the city, many
contemporary theorists see the city as not only surviving these shifts, but as the
primary social and cultural unit expressing these changes. In particular, they
argue that European cities in particular are well-placed to breach the gap caused
by the withering nation-states, essentially by building international networks of
cities, recapturing their history as semi-autonomous bodies through strong city
governments. This potential to build on history as a trading city as a key node in
city networks applies to Manchester as much as anywhere.
These networks are now thriving most obviously in new media like the Internet.
The Internet really began to collide with popular culture due to the development
of the World Wide Web over the last three years. The web introduced an new
architecture - i.e. the system of hyperlinks between websites based on linked
images or text - and gave a new ability to present relatively complex multimedia
elements (graphics and sound) within a potentially global system. The
equipment necessary to access and contribute to the networks began to be
relatively affordable, and crucially key components, such as personal computers
and creative software, were already being used by the cultural industries21 .
‘Like television wasn’t radio with pictures, the Net isn’t magazines with
buttons - or worse, video-on-demand. Instead, this is a new medium
demanding new thinking, new content. Today’s events mirror television’s
arrival as a mass medium in 1948. Global networks are connecting people
with captivating words, pictures, sounds, and ideas from around the world.
Online communities are beginning to find their voices. Passive entertainment
is passé. Through interactivity, people do not talk back to machines - they
connect to each other.’22
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 Richard Rogers, Reith Lectures 1995
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 Some details on the Internet: Use of the Internet has been doubling each year since 1981. Between
1991 and 1995 the number of host computers (which users connect to reach the Internet) grew from
nearly half a million to six and a half million. Of these approximately 300,000 (4 percent) are in the
UK. The current growth rate is half a million new hosts per month world wide.Most of the Internet
growth is in the commercial sector. There are now well over one million different websites
22
 Wired magazine
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The advantages of using the Internet can apply to many business sectors. Many
theorists have identified how contemporary information and communication
technologies have enabled more flexible forms of organisation, particularly
small to medium-sized enterprises (or SMEs) in city economies, which are seen
as more responsive to the modern industrial culture of contracting out and
flexible specialisation. This indicates that SMEs in the information sector may
be well-placed to capitalise on these industrial shifts, due to their ability to work
in networks of large and small companies, using advanced information and
communication technologies. These networks of small-scale companies could
be a driving force in the future economy of Manchester if the right structures are
deployed in the not too distant future. Tying these general advantages for
informational work to those of the cultural industries in particular indicates why
developments such as the Internet could be crucial for the area.
As we have seen above the cultural sector is essentially based around networks
of information. If the cultural industries are about symbolic production, these
are closely linked to informational goods. It comes as no surprise then to
discover that the cultural industries have a sophisticated grasp of information
technology. If the future of high-quality work shifts to symbolic production, and
if the city wants to stimulate digital media work, then we would assert that
building on this tradition of symbolic production in the cultural sector may
prove more worthwhile than trying to conjure this work out of nothing.
On a more cautionary note, it has been argued that these technological forces
can be divisive and debilitating for cities. ICTs may be enjoyed by elites within
cities, whether in business districts or suburbs, due to the cost of technology and
training. As a consequence, many feel that without access to both the technology
and culture to tap into and contribute to these informational flows, certain
districts within cities will become disenfranchised and segregated.  A housing or
jobs ghetto could evolve into an electronic ghetto.
Crucially there must be access to the tools and facility for production of digital
media as well as consumption. The necessity for some kind of intervention in
the development of digital culture is echoed in much European work addressing
the key notion of universal access. Some theorists have done work stating that
networked technologies are fundamentally different to other technologies and
that market forces alone will not result in the appropriate spread of access.
Networking
The use of the Internet and other communications technologies to support
cultural industries networks and networking is at present very under developed.
Cultural institutions, agencies and groups have web sites and some run mailing
lists. There are larger mail groups and web site information services in some
cultural quarters and run by agencies such as North West Arts Board (in
development). The Northern Quarter Network attempted to use web sites,
Internet training and targeted training courses to enhance existing networks
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through on-line networking techniques23. The Cultural Industries Development
Service is currently developing an information strategy.
There are some general areas where information and communication
technologies can support the cultural sector.
i) 
 
Web sites, e mail groups and interactive data bases can deliver information
and advice to the cultural sector.
ii) 
 
Web sites with interactive and e commerce facilities can sell the
products/services of small cultural businesses.
iii) 
 
Interactive web site based databases allow the cultural sector to
communication between themselves rather than through a central information
filter. Databases allow on-line searches for products/skills/services and active
communication between businesses and individuals.
iv) 
 
At a more ambitious level sophisticated information management services
open up opportunities for a fragmented cultural sector to respond to the needs
of larger non-cultural sectors. So large furniture or clothing companies have
an increasing demand for design which is set to grow enormously as CAD
and CNC technologies allow extremely small, even on-off, production runs,
at prices previously reserved for mass production. An information strategy
would eventually have to look at the efficient networking of design (and
other) sub-sectors to compete and deliver for such a market. That is; to link a
complex, disparate sub-sector to the quick turnover of demand from large
contractors/suppliers.
Here we must remember:
a) 
 
the importance of trust - virtual networks need some degree of embodiment
in real networks, especially in collaborative ventures. The more these virtual
networks are underpinned by real networks the better;
b) 
 
access to new technology training and facilities is crucial. Manchester claims
a leadership in new creative technologies and social access schemes for such
technologies - but in the creative sector it lacks even a simple access centre.
There is no body concerned with an overall cultural sector information
strategy - though CIDS should step into this role.
6ix Funding and Finance
6ix a) Problems
In terms of finance and funding systems our respondents indicated the sector
had a number of problems including:
 Under capitalisation/under-funding
 Lack of funding for workshop/studio/office space
 Weak, insecure financial base of many companies/organisations
 Threat to public funding for arts/culture
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 See MIPC, ‘Networking for Business Advantage’, ESF-ADAPT final report, Feb. 1999
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 Arts funding regimes militating against co-operation between artists/cultural
producers
 
 Interventions suggested by respondents:
 
 Start-up grants for new enterprises [NB. new welfare to work]
 Specialised and targeted grant and loan schemes
 Investment funds
 Capital funds to support premises/equipment acquisition
 An integrated funding culture
 Channel existing funding frameworks to meet diverse needs of the sector
 
 
The above points to a number of different areas and types of problems. The
majority of cultural businesses mentioned finance at some point, as could be
expected. However, this was very rarely about grants or subsidy. Those
individuals and businesses who did target public sector funding, whilst certainly
in favour of increasing funding recognised the existing realities and were
concerned to emphasise funding arrangement and the barriers these tended to
create.
 
 
6ix b) Access to Finance
 
 
Many of the problems are common to all small businesses - cash flow, lack of
forward planning, creditor difficulties, tax (especially VAT) problems etc. But
the cultural sector faced particular difficulties in gaining access to finance from
banks. This stood out clearly in the last report into the cultural sector in
Manchester in 198924. Cultural businesses lack credibility amongst mainstream
business support and finance agencies. This can be about appearance, perceived
lifestyles, culture seen as ‘flakey’ or not about ‘real business’ etc. But at bottom
it concerned those working practices we pointed to above. They do not fit the
standard model for business knowledge, product development, personnel
management, business growth, investment rationale etc. Many business don’t
bother going to banks and try to raise it through family and friends.
 
 
The most vulnerable are new businesses - these have very little access to funds,
which is one of the reasons they gravitate towards networks of other producers.
They learn the financial as well as the cultural ropes (see next section). But also
missing out are those relatively successful companies (maybe in business over 3
years, with a bit of reputation) who need to expand in to new markets, the size
of operations or new product lines. These too have difficulties in accessing
finance.
 
 
Again, this is a similar problem across small businesses - venture capital in the
UK is very difficult to come by and one of the reasons for the fact that high
levels of creativity do not translate into successful companies. What is true at
the national scale is true at the local.
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Part of any cultural sector strategy must be to raise the profile of the sector
amongst financial institutions. This may then provide a platform to begin to
broker some pilot schemes, or simply monitor the performance of key cultural
sector clients.
 
 
There are also other financial tools in consideration. There are a number of
product development schemes being set up at present. In Liverpool the ACID
(Arts and Cultural Industries Development) fund has a long track record in small
product development grants. This would need to be examined in detail for the
Manchester situation. ACME (Arts, Culture, Media, Enterprise) in Merseyside
has also begun to finance product development, but are looking to be more
proactive and give bigger grants. Northern Arts has begun a new
product/business start up scheme. Kirkless Media centre and Huddersfield
Creative Town have new media product support schemes. In Manchester ERDF
funding was used to target new product development for Manchester Festival
based activities. Of course, the one of the most significant such schemes is the
Prince’s Youth Business Trust, which has invested quite significantly in new
cultural businesses. This report has not been able to investigate the performance
of all these schemes in any detail - but this research needs to be done as a matter
of urgency. More details can be found in the FOCI report on cultural industries
support initiatives25.
 
 
6ix c) Non-Cultural Funding Possibilities
 
 
A recent paper by Robert Devereux presented to the Creative Industries Task
Force, July 1998 looked at current government initiatives in the area of access to
finance, business support and the fiscal environment to determine which were
relevant to the cultural industries. It is worth quoting a summary report of that
paper. It highlighted:
 
 A review of finance for SMEs by the DTI to identify market and gaps in
provision. The review will analyse how best the DTI can facilitate access to
finance for SMEs. The evaluation of the Small Firms Guarantee Scheme and
research of Mutual Guarantee Schemes will feed into the review.
 
 Small Firms Loan Guarantee Scheme: current evaluation to test whether
the programme has promoted finance to small firms that would not otherwise
have received it. It will test validity of rationale and public benefit. CITF to
ensure needs of creative industries considered.
 
 Equity-Venture capital: ‘It is felt that venture capital is only likely to be
appropriate for those companies within the creative industries seeking larger
amounts of equity capital, which reflects the situation in other sectors.
Difficulties may also arise because of a lack of understanding and
communication between venture capitalists and the creative industries’.
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 Report produced by MIPC for Forum on Creative Industries (FOCI) and Government Office
Yorkshire and the Humber. Researched by Dr. Tom Fleming and co-financed by ESF-ADAPT.
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 Equity - Business angels: Figures 1196/7 show £19 million invested by 373
business angles in 192 UK companies. This is seen as only the ‘tip of the
iceberg’. The government is encouraging business angel finance. There are
now 43 ‘sources of business angel finance’. Government now working with
banks and others to encourage further co-operation between business angel
networks. DTI has sponsored investment forums In Electronics industry
demonstrating the possibility of initiatives on sector lines. ‘There was some
concern about the low level of understanding amongst the creative industries
about the role of business angels and how they were approached’. It was
recommended ‘to organise a seminar bringing together venture capitalists,
business angels, business links and representatives from the creative
industries to improve relationships and understanding between finance
providers, business support organisations and the creative industries’.
 
 Tax Incentives for investment in trading companies: Enterprise
Investment Scheme and Venture Capital Trust administered by the Inland
revenue to offer tax incentives to individuals investing in small unlisted
trading companies. Many creative industry companies have raised finance
through these schemes. Recommendation: ‘To consider whether there are any
issues specific to the creative industries that limit their use of these schemes
and make them known to the Inland Revenue’.
 
 Corporate venturing: after initial enquiries by the Small Firms minister,
Barbara Roche, further research is being undertaken by the CBI and Nat West
Bank on the effect of corporate ventures and alliances on the smaller partner.
Recommendation: ‘to await the outcome of the research and consider ways of
encouraging corporate venturing and alliances in the creative industries’.
 
 Business Support: Business Link financial advice and services tailored to
the individual needs of clients. Likely to be increasing specialisation and
collaboration in the delivery of such services. Likely that Centres of
Expertise in the Business Link network will evolve. ‘Support for the creative
industries as a whole or in a particular sector could be another area of
specialisation, particularly with Business link partnerships where there is a
concentration of cultural industries. In developing the concept of Centres of
Expertise, the Regional Development Agencies have a key strategic role. In
those regions where there is a concentration or cluster of creative industries
then RDAs may well wish to attune business support services to reflect the
importance of particular sectors to the region’s economy and competitiveness
strategies’.
 
 
All of the above developments and recommendations need to be followed and
examined very closely. The last element especially warrants very early approach
by CIDS or the Cultural Strategy Steering group. It is also clear that any
research on the impact of cultural industries financial support services should
cross reference to the above schemes and other non-cultural schemes and
sources of finance that have been/could be used by the cultural sector.
 
 
6ix c) Community Funding Programmes
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Note should also be taken of other sources of finance often linked to community
development programmes. A recent Press release from the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation to publicise research by the New Economics Foundation described a
number of these funding types/sources:
 
 Credit Unions: there are more than 700 with 400,000 members
 Community Loan funds: often charitable institutions providing start-up
capital for community regeneration initiatives. 11 existing funds of more than
£74 million. Levered in commercial capital at the rate of 1:10.
 Micro-finance funds: providing small loans for locally based entrepreneurs.
PYBT is the largest charging borrowers close to market rates without
collateral or equity arrangements.
 Mutual Guarantee Societies: formal associations of SMEs who pool their
savings in banks to offer collective guarantees, enabling more borrowing and
better rates.
 Social banks: for profit financial services targeted at social or environmental
objectives.
 
 
It should be noted here that there is a strong similarity between the economic
situation of cultural and these ‘community businesses’. They both are under-
capitalised and find finance difficult to access. Many community businesses also
share the personal commitment and emotional involvement which characterises
the cultural sector. Many cultural businesses are community businesses. It
should therefore come as no surprise that there is growing evidence to suggest
that in certain situation networks of community and cultural businesses over-lap
to a significant degree. In the Northern Quarter, in Moss Side and Hulme, for
example, there are clear indications that this is happening. Many in the network
of 40 voluntary agencies in the Northern Quarter could be seen to move between
these two sectors. Thus this latter form of finance should be seen as equally
viable forms of finance as the more directly ‘economic’ programmes listed by
the CITF above.
 
 
6ix d) Arts Funding
 
 
Other issues raised concern the arts funding system. There was a sense that the
available grants could be given much more flexibly in terms of applications,
monitoring and the categories they were used for. This details of this question
are beyond the scope of this report but a general point can be made.
 
 
Part of the debate about arts funding concerns the opposition between ‘funding’
and ‘investment’. This of course hides a whole debate about the value of the arts
and whether and on what basis public funds should be used. However, it is clear
that if the arts funding system is to engage with the creative industries then the
direct grant system has to be rethought as either investment and/or the buying of
services. That is, agencies such as North West Arts Board has to fully take on
board the economic reality of the way in which their clients and potential clients
make their living, and that both grants and purchase of services, even on ‘pure’
artistic criteria, are economic acts with economic consequences.
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6x Equal Opportunities
 
 
Cultural industries offer scope to operate as a sector where equality of
employment opportunity can be meaningfully realised for constituencies
traditionally marginalised from the labour market.
 
 Women in the Cultural Industries
 
 
An over-concern with training and projects to get women into sectors where
they are traditionally heavily under-represented (science, engineering,
construction) misses the opportunity to promote women’s entry into
occupations such as the cultural sector, where women can work effectively.
Because of the ‘newness’ of the cultural industries and their centring on
innovation and creativity this sector is not necessarily hindered by traditional,
patriarchal values which dominate more established industries and sectors. This
is a sector in women’s skills as creatives, adept multi-skillers and team workers
can flourish.   In the words of Pat Wise, an Australian writer on women in
cultural industries;
 
 
‘women play a VERY major role in sustaining the arts and cultural
industries as practitioners, administrators, voluntary workers and
consumers/audience... and demonstrate varied and flexible work patterns
and career paths, moving between contexts and arrays of employment, often
in order to sustain their arts practice.’
 
 
However, despite this women ordinarily earn significantly less than men and
are also vertically and horizontally disadvantaged in many sectors of the
cultural industries. This is particularly the case within the music and
multimedia industries.
 
 
The information about the specific employment issues affecting women
working in the cultural industries sector is currently fairly limited and there is a
lack of in-depth research about gender issues. CT25 found 45% of those
employed in the cultural sector were women. But the ACE report revealed that,
though women’s representation in the cultural sector was growing, only 1 third
of those with cultural occupations were women - which suggests (though we
have to be careful) that women are over represented in non-cultural occupations
within the cultural industries. Women with cultural occupations were four
times as likely to work part-time and were half as likely to be self employed as
men.
 
 
The ACE report also marked variations existed in the age and sex profile of
different occupations (1997:ii) Thus although the numbers of women in cultural
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industries had risen in most cultural industries sectors they had actually fallen
with respect to music.
 
 
MIPC is currently engaged in a two year research project, part funded by ESF-
NOW. CIREN26 is centrally concerned with developing an understanding of
women’s existing position in Manchester’s cultural industries and in depth
interviews are being conducted with 60 women in cultural industries about their
career histories and aspirations, training and other career development needs. In
particular this project is focusing on music and multimedia as this is the sector
where women currently encounter the greatest barriers in terms of access and
career progression. Networking, dissemination and evaluation events are also a
central part of the project in order to provide spaces for the target groups to
network, debate and actively inform the project.
 
 
The research makes a central point that ‘equal opportunities’ should not focus
on absolute similarity. It will focus more on the difference women can make to
the production of culture - as two researchers into women in cultural industries
based in Australia argue:
 
 
‘we want to recognise women’s skills and achievements in their own right
and look at how women’s working lives can be improved without having men
as the benchmark. We should see women as a distinctive and diversified
group, with identifiable needs, interests and capacities rather than as one
characterised by disadvantage and deficit.27’
 
 
Research shows that there are a range of structural and cultural inhibitors to
women’s ability to participate in cultural production and consumption on the
same terms as men. Much of what constitutes Manchester’s cultural industries
are micro businesses and SMEs - there is an abundance of material highlighting
the increased problems women face in accessing capital for business start up.
 
 
Research findings for CIREN to date indicate the following:
 
 Women are involved in a diverse range of occupations across the cultural
industries but are most active in arts administration, fashion design and
fashion retail and are least active in music and multimedia.
 
 Arts administration, fashion design and retail have become culturally
gendered as ‘women’s occupations’ - these tend to be accorded less status
and value than masculinised cultural industries especially music and
multimedia.
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 Cultural Industries research Employment Now is a two year research project part financed by ESF-
NOW led by Dr. Katie Milestone at MIPC. This project builds on a previous ESF-NOW project
MUWIC (Multimedia for Women in the Creative Industries) which ran 1995-97.
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 G. Swanson and P. Wise, Going for Broke: Women’s Participation in the Arts and Cultural
Industries, Key Centre for Culture and Media Policy, Brisbane (1998) p.35
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 In the areas where women are heavily under represented (music and
multimedia) barriers to entry and career progression are high despite
women’s aspirations and abilities.
 
 Women don’t want to be singled out because of their gender but also
recognise that cultural changes and practical measures need to be
implemented to truly achieve ‘equal opportunities’.
 
 Although women encounter sexism at work they are reluctant to publicly
articulate this for fear of being further marginalised.
 
 Women have less access to networks of power and decision making.
 
 The child care issues that affect women's employment are no different in
cultural industries and impact on women’s ability to participate in work.
 
 Cultural industries blur work and leisure - women’ need equal access to
leisure time to be able to do this.
 
 The lack of formal qualifications and recognised career milestones in the
cultural industries means that women taking career breaks to have children
have increased difficulty in re-entering the labour market because they have
no formal way of ‘proving’ their previous achievements and experiences.
 
 
However in addition to the above, we recognise that many of the problems
women in cultural industries face are endemic to the industry and not solely
gender related - these would include training issues, business support and
advice and security.
 
 
We recommend that any research about cultural industries should be
centrally concerned with issues of gender (and also class, age and race).
These should not just be tacked on as an afterthought and policies should
be audited for their impact on women. Collection of data should be framed
in such a way that information about gender is centrally incorporated. The
cultural industries is a sector in which the production of symbolic value
and culture is central and in which it is important to allow greater
diversity. An over dominance of white males in cultural production and
consumption  may perpetuate a homogeneity which further inhibits the
participation of a diverse range of groups and individuals.
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 7  Training in the Cultural sector
 
 
7i Training Needs?
 
 
The enhanced profile of the cultural industries as a growth sector has seen a
growing emphasis on the training needs of the sector. As with other areas there
is still little real knowledge about these needs. The problem is certainly to do
with lack of research, but there are other elements at work. Training needs
research tends to be commissioned by agencies concerned to supply this
training. This is not to suggest that research is somehow ‘fixed’ to prove such
need. It is rather that research into need is conducted using models derived from
older industrial and training conceptions. These focus on fixed ‘career paths’,
well defined jobs with clearly designated skills, and an industry which will look
to outside provision to make good any identified ‘skills gap’.
 
 
On this basis  a lot of research has been concerned with this ‘skills gap’ and the
relevant training and development agencies have developed courses to plug
these gaps. But the question is more complex than that.
 
 
Firstly, claims have been made as to the inability of the industry to deliver
training. This has been raised most frequently in the audio-visual sector where
industry change, driven by new technologies, new markets, re-structuring, out-
sourcing, deregulation etc. is producing both employment fragility and a rapid
shifting skills demand. Many claim that this situation has undermined the ability
of even the BBC to provide in-house training. In a study of the European Audio-
visual sector Andy Pratt argues that the absence of such training is chronic in the
SME/MSE sector (40% of Europe's audio-visual workforce is freelance!).
‘Increasingly, training is falling by the wayside. Many organisations are
trading on a legacy. Individuals are now responsible for their own training.
This poses the question as to where the workers of the future audio-visual sector
will come from’28.
 
 
The problem for the larger companies however is not exclusively down to
financial resources. One of the major problems for companies like the BBC is
that in-house training as conceived in the past is both too expensive and
increasingly inappropriate. The corporate delivery of training tended to be
linked to fixed jobs and clearly defined skills. But jobs are no longer so clear
cut, skills are increasingly hybrid and skills/knowledge is evolving at a rate too
quick for large corporate bodies to respond. The shift to out-sourcing is not
simply to do with ‘deregulation’; the proliferation of new more accessible
technologies, new channels, new forms of distribution ran parallel to new
cultures of production - entrepreneurial, flexible, creative, more autonomous
and self-employed (see above). The delivery of training within such fragmented
clusters becomes doubly difficult - not just problems of delivery but a whole
new way of learning and adapting which goes beyond old models of corporate,
‘in-house’ training.
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 Andy Pratt, (1997), Employment in  the European audio-visual Industry for DGV.
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The Manchester TEC report into the broadcast media industry in the north
west29 is instructive in this regard. The report found that 20% of freelancers had
never received formal training. A further 36% have received no training in the
last 5 years. 96% of freelancers spent nothing on training in the last year (1997).
 
 
However, 73% claimed they are keeping up to date with new developments in
the industry. Only 47% currently have a training need (of these 65%
craft/technical need; 36% IT need; 26% money, marketing needs; 9% personal
skills training). Some comments also stand out:
 
 ‘However, relatively few freelancers had made a connection between
digitalisation and technological change and the need for training and up-
skilling’.
 ‘The biggest barrier to craft training was cost whilst the biggest barrier to any
other form of training was time and pressure of work. This suggests that
freelancers can find time for training that has a direct impact on their ability
to do their job’.
 ‘Training needs to be flexible enough to fit in with freelancers work
patterns’.
 Freelancers…stressed the need for training to be practical and hands on’. (all
page 13)
 
 
What stands out here is that freelancers are learning on their own, through
informal networks and/or on the job itself.
 
 
7ii Doing it for Themselves?
 
 
This research confirms a widespread feeling from within the cultural sector -
that you learn whilst doing the work, in situation, in context. As a respondent
said, ‘we don’t need formal training, we function through a hive mentality’.
 
 
This is also confirmed through ESRC financed research conducted by MIPC on
cultural entrepreneurs in Manchester. They saw HE education as crucial to their
development, but they were very sceptical of training. They tended to value HE
as an opportunity for self-directed learning within a supportive context, rather
than the directed acquisition of particular skills.
 
 “I haven’t had any formal training, I include my postgraduate time
in this and I did do a PGCE, but I didn’t regard that as formal….I
did that for other reasons (…) so I haven’t had any formal training
at all…I learn by watching what’s going on, I think that’s fairly
typical of the people you’re interested in [cultural MSEs], most of
them have no formal [training], I mean if I want to learn a
language I’d get a book I don’t go and sign up, because my lifestyle
- even though I’ve got a young family now - my lifestyle’s too
chaotic to sign up for anything.” [Interviewee 5, Web Designer]
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 Media Channels: The Impact of Change, Manchester TEC, December 1998.
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They learned on the job, through ‘mentors’ and through informal networks.
 
 ’[From] work experience, I learnt a hell of a lot about pattern
cutting and a lot about garment development and shape
development. I learnt a lot about the structure of garments. I made
a lot of contacts in Manchester because the people I was working
with weren’t from college, they were older than me they knew a
lotof people: a met a lot of people doing fashion shows and things
like that and basically made a lot of contacts in clothing and
related industries in Manchester. And then when I started my work
placement I realised how much I could learn from him in relation
to how much I wasn’t learning at college’’ [Interviewee 35,
Fashion Designer]
 
 
These reasons relate to the habitus and working practices of the cultural sector
as discussed in Chapter 6. However, there are some reasons specific to the way
training is delivered.
 
 
i) The question of time; as with many SMEs time taken out of work costs money
and any training has to fit in with the particular timetables of that sector.
 
 
ii) There is the problem of the perceived quality of training30. This research
found a widespread feeling that training and support agencies had no idea about
the cultural sector.
 
 ‘’The people who were giving you business advice, they said [we’re] people
who’ve ran their own businesses, they know what it is to run a business, but
people don’t know what it is to run a creative business and we’d have an
accountant telling us -when we were desperate to open up before
Christmas- that no, we [couldn’t] because we hadn’t got a good enough
business plan, it would take a lot of work to get the plan together. But we
were saying Christmas is the fashion industry, you can make all your
money for the year. if we don’t get in now…. and, you know when it’s
something like that you don’t really want people, interfering with your
creativity [Interviewee 43, Fashion Designer].
 
 ‘[These advisors] aren’t business people …I know more than the people in
there. […] They just wanted you to sign the piece of paper. They didn’t
have a clue… they don’t know and they haven’t got the time and ability to
focus on a client…they’re civil servants, that’s all they are and unless
you’re very lucky, it’s a lottery’  [Interviewee 37, IT Director].
 
 
These comments are widespread. There was also a deep distrust of the motives
of training and advice organisations which will take a lot of work breaking
down (see below).
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for Business Advantage, part financed by ESF-ADAPT, final report Feb. 1999
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iii) But this question of time and quality are part of a deeper problem about
training and training organisations. The way in which training is delivered is
often very off-putting. Formal business knowledge and even formal technology
skills are provided in a way which can undermine the confidence and the
personal experience of the ‘trainee’. Courses operate outside of the trainees
work place and present codified knowledge which is at odds with the concrete
experience of the trainee31. As we have seen, many felt that formal training was
not appropriate. There is often no where else to get the skills but in context on
the job - because things are moving much faster than any training organisation
could cope with. This is the BBC problem - freelancers are often way in advance
of BBC personnel, both in their technical skills and in their creative
operationalisation of these skills.
 
 
Hence the comment about the ‘hive mentality’ - those in the sector may express
‘training needs’ when asked, but there is a strong tide of opinion of the cultural
sector that there are no training organisations out there who could really tell
them anything. This poses a great challenge to any business advice and support
strategy. That is the question of delivery is inextricably linked to the ability to
access very specific and high quality industry information.
 
 
These problems can be seen with respect to NVQs, the development of which
has become a major activity of many industry lead bodies and NTOs. However,
the cultural sector generally is either sceptical or ignorant of NVQs - no
practitioner mentioned them unprompted. This is born out by the Manchester
TEC research in the media industry:
 
 ‘Companies are generally unaware of NVQs. This is not surprising as there
are very few people in the media industry studying for NVQs. There is a
dearth of assessors in the region and training for assessors is being
conducted at the moment. NVQs need to be promoted. (4).
 
 
We would suggest the opposite conclusion; that the problem lies with NVQs
and the response should not be to spend money on promotion and training
assessors but to examine the relevance of NVQs and the formal training content
and delivery structure.
 
 
Respondents often stated that they felt NVQs and similar were being driven by
educational, training and industry bodies who did not have real industry links or
knowledge. It was also felt that the need for multi- and hybrid skills would
always outpace the ability of NVQs to keep up. There was also a feeling that
'common sense' and creativity was more important than any NVQ qualification
in taking on new staff.
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There are those that claim that NVQs can only be useful if they are closely
linked to industry needs. There has been a tendency to abuse the NVQ idea
through paper based validation, and maybe closer links with the industry and
industry associations can make a difference.
 
 
However, we would say that much more research has to be undertaken into the
whole learning framework of the cultural industries, rather than ‘skills needs’
waiting to be ‘plugged’. The current tendency of cultural industries support to be
driven by NVQ based accreditation could be extremely damaging and wasteful
of resources. Indeed there are serious questions about the ability of competence
based assessment to deal with the nature of learning, skills, career paths and
labour market structures in the cultural sector32.
 
 
7iii Business Skills and Support
 
 
7iii a) Lack of Business Skills
 
 ‘I’ve made huge mistakes along the way, but I always figured that
I could never ever have learnt what I have learnt by going
through formal business school or whatever…You just learn it as
you go along the way (…) it started out very small and it was
chugging along and then I think over two years I went from doing
virtually nothing to a turn over of nearly 150,000 a year, …I
made quite a few mistakes within that time… you go to
accountants and you trust advice that you get whether its good
advice or bad you don’t know because you know nothing…you
know…plenty of expensive mistakes on the way but that’s just
hard luck isn’t it?” [Interviewee 21, Fashion Designer]
 
 
Despite the problems with formal training and business support, as the above
indicates there are real needs in the sector. Lack of simple business skills sinks
many businesses with potential.
 
 
In terms of business skills respondents from the sector revealed a:
 
 Low skills base
 Lack of business and management skills
 Lack of market research/poor market knowledge
 Lack of project management skills
 Lack of financial management and fund-raising skills
 
 
Cultural sector businesses were seen to be product rather than market-orientated,
with a lack of, or disregard for, professional management. There was
insufficient promotion of product and poor strategic planning and
implementation. In the subsidised sector there was felt to be a lack of production
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Vocational Qualifications Framework, Vol. 8 No 2 1995;
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support, along with funding uncertainty, poor quality board management, and
little commercial knowledge.
 
 Interventions suggested by respondents:
 
 Supply chain management for micro-businesses
 Improvement of market research and knowledge, marketing and market
development
 Good quality advice/support for new businesses
 Small business support for business and organisational management
 Financial management development
 
 More general strategic interventions:
 
 Audience development
 Support for innovation and risk
 Support for developments led by 'innovative' companies/organisations
 Effective distribution mechanisms
 Creation of local 'critical mass'
 
 
7iii b) Higher and Further Education
 
 
For new start businesses there are severe problems in learning to integrate the
development of their cultural products with basic business management. Though
some in the sector believed you could only learn by doing there was also a sense
that some basic awareness and skills could have helped.
 
 ‘’For god sake don’t start me up on education. I’ll freely admit my
college days were a while ago and it was neither use nor ornament
in a business sense. There was just bugger all. The graphics course
that I went back to was slightly better because it was more
technically based, but in business terms, on how to survive in
business - very little help. Most of the nous has come through either
being fortunate, fate, or coming a cropper, learning things as you
go along’’ [Interviewee 33, Graphic designer]
 
 
 
We have seen how important HE sector is but coming out of this straight into
business causes enormous problems. There is a real lack of any business related
training at HE/FE/. Regarding HE/FE respondents noted:
 
 The lack of business and financial training;
 The lack of fit between academic and practical skills;
 The lag in technology training;
 The absence of adequate managerial skills.
 
 
Though it is also true that this is difficult to provide in the absence of real
experience. Many respondents talked more about giving a picture or trying to
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give a sense of the possibilities and the realities of business. In general it was
felt that the CI sector is changing in a way that the HE/FE sector was only just
beginning to come to terms with. The following represent some general
recommendations:
 
 There is a lack of any business or career awareness amongst new businesses
which suggests a need for some specific training for cultural businesses - but
these need to be carefully tailored and delivered. A new model is needed for
the integrated delivery of education and support by the HE/FE sector. Some
of this is furnished in the next section, but the establishment of an HE/FE
forum and further research should progress this.
 
 There are a number of cultural clusters (‘blisters’) around the Universities,
where teaching, postgraduate work, access to equipment and facilities -
especially new technology - have suggested the potential for targeting
services and support. These would need to be on a small, piloted scale in
order to develop and understand flexible provision possibilities in large
bureaucratic structures.
 
 There are clear possibilities for initiatives such as incubation units or half
way houses - especially new technology.
 
 All these initiatives need to be part of a fundamental shift to more flexible,
‘lifelong learning’ - not just learning after leaving HE/FE but based on an
understanding of non-linear learning needs. Cultural businesses need to
access different skills at different times, not necessarily following a set
learning path. As we saw above, cultural businesses are operating in a
volatile environment where both business success can come quickly bringing
new knowledge and skills demands; business failure can also see once
successful businesses go back into the support and learning structures. Non-
linear learning structures need to have multiple entry and exit points.
 
 The HE/FE sector needs to look closely at those ‘creative arts’ skills - what
are required for cultural businesses/careers? Much more research is need
here.
 
 The sector also needs to do some qualitative and quantitative tracking
amongst graduates.
 
 In general there is a need to move to a more strategic delivery:
 
 
- need a mapping of the HE/FE sector and its links with other trainers and
information providers
 
- needs real intelligence about the needs of the sector and the possibilities it
holds for them
 
 
7iii c) Mentoring and Informal Learning Frameworks
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The need for advice and support delivered in an appropriate and flexible manner
is demonstrated by the research conducted in support of the Cultural Industries
Development Service, where, based on a small survey of 25
individuals/organisations, the report calculated the time spent by providing this
informal support amounted to around 300 hours per week. The importance of
networks has been stressed throughout the report. Within these there are key
figures both for individual businesses and for the networks as a whole. In
informal networks structures the departure of one or two key individuals can
remove both key knowledge sources and network nodes. And the encounter
between a mentor and a business can be as random as it is crucial.
 
 
Rather than more formal structures respondents tended to feel that an informal
or semi-formal association with an expert, a mentor figure to help solve daily
needs would be useful.
 
 “…I think there’s one thing that’s missing in Manchester and
it’s like a mentor, a mentoring process, and that’s why I’ve
brought round me a lot of professional men, because I’ve
mentored from them, its so easy to get men on your side, just
flatter them …. These are people that are in their forties and
they’re extremely successful so they must have done something
right and unfortunately our local TECs are not a mentoring
system. Now the Institute of Directors is moving into
Manchester this year and I hope they fill that gap for
mentoring, because I haven’t got the energy to set a mentoring
club up, but that’s something I think SMEs need. Definitely.
[Interviewee 37, IT Director]
 
 ‘’There was a guy, marketing director, who was just so switched on
about how marketing worked, he had such a clear vision of it and
everything, and we said to him, we really admire you  and he just
gave us his time for nothing…like a mentor I suppose. For about
eight weeks, twice a week, he would just [talk]…spilled his head
out to us basically and he was in his late fifties and I think he just
thought yeah OK I’ve kind of passed it on now and he kick started a
whole sort of change [in the firm]’’ [Interviewee 17, Web
Designer]
 
 ‘’I think [marketing] is something for the last year we’ve
 known that we’ve got to do more seriously, actually finding
somebody to help us do it…It’s been by chance we found at a
conference this woman from another company;  she’s kind of quite
high profile she used to be a person for ad agencies in London she
knows how to aggressively target.... she doesn’t just know the
theory she’s put it into practice over and over again’’ [Interviewee
26, Web Designer]
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In similar vein some suggested that more formal training would be useful if
delivered flexibly and linked to the ‘on the job’ ethos of the sector. It is about
individual confidence building and inspiration.
 
 “…it’s less to do with people acquiring specific skills which
then benefit the organisation, more to do with individual
confidence, motivation and in our sort of business confidence
and motivation is very, very important…. Procedures and
systems….accounts systems you can learn that, but the nature
of the business is so specific its very difficult to find a kind of
curriculum that will help very much, people who have been
doing it for a long time are as expert as the next person….”
[Interviewee 12, Night-club manager]
 
 “Short courses and seminars are very good for our kind of
business because its very difficult to commit yourself to kind of
long-term evening study over long periods, its best to go for a
weekend (…) and you come away maybe not having learned a
great deal but maybe inspired…” [Interviewee 12, Night-club
manager]
 
 
Maybe this section could be summed up by the following quotation.
 
 
 “I think learning is actually a very delicate process, the
more I go on the more delicate I think it is. I’m really nervous
to put myself forward to be formally taught because I think
the most valuable sort of learning is quite a gentle back and
forward…and yes it is about mistake making, it is about
observation and a huge part of it is about reflective honesty.
If I’d have done that in a different way how would this have
reflected back? How would that have happened?… you
definitely learn by all the dramatic mistakes; [like] if we had
disciplined that person properly we wouldn’t be having to do
that dramatic sacking now. When we look at staffing issues
are the means as important as the ends? Is customer service
the most important thing that we do? Are we treating
everybody with the same respect throughout? All that,
because of who we are, we have to be a reflective
organisation to do with other things, it does help you to
learn. The more I go on the more I think reflection is actually
a very important element rather than rote learning if you
like.”
 
 
7iv Key Issues for Training and Business Skills
 
 
We have seen above the concerns about the quality of business advice. There
has been a lack of sector specific support in Manchester (and elsewhere!). There
are some examples of successful cultural sector business support and advice, but
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this has been under-funded and unable to provide the full extent of sub-sector
advice and support. The following key points represent the result of
collaboration between MIPC and Target Training in identifying barriers to
cultural industries training33.
 
 
7iv a) Provision
 
 
Despite a plethora of 'one off' courses available to cultural businesses in the city,
we suggest that there is a lack of sector specific training for the cultural
industries both across the city and indeed the region. The particular needs of
cultural businesses are still not being addressed by any one agency or even by
the sum of the training and support services in the area. As we have seen above,
the cultural sector has specific and unique training needs. Support and training
for the cultural industries cannot be 'bought in' from other sectors and
repackaged.
 
 
Any CI network for Manchester should not in our view attempt to become a
training delivery agency. Rather it should take on the role of 'sign-posting'
existing training opportunities in the area, for those in the area and to the wider
city. It is crucial that those running the CI Network should fully understand the
specific and complex needs of the cultural industries for just as their business
practice differs from that of the mainstream, so do their training needs.
 
 
The current deficiencies can be summarised as follows.
 
 There is an information black hole for training options. ‘What is needed is a
road map not another agency’.
 
 As with provision in the rest of the city, training is provided on an ad hoc
basis with no clear pathways for either those already in business or for those
wishing to build a career in the cultural sector.
 
 Training frequently addresses the needs of the provider, as a supplementary
funding stream, rather than the needs of the CI sector
 
 In addition, whilst there is some 'good' training on offer there is a singular
lack of quality control or accreditation for that training.
 
 There is a prioritising of technology training as if this were a panacea for
other deficiencies.
 
 There is little or no support for the 'dirty' end of the sector; for those involved
in environmental art, 3D design, community arts or indeed the artisan.
 
 All these deficiencies are compounded when applied to young people and
other socially excluded groups.
                                                          
 
33
 A fuller version was printed by MIPC as ‘Business Support and Training Qualifications in the
Cultural Sector’, October 1996.
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The funding, direction and provision of training for the CIs the city is far from
transparent with a great deal of confusion surrounding funding and funding
opportunities. With delivery agencies competing for diminishing funds from
differentiated sources, the willingness to publicly disclose 'privileged
information' is both understandable and frustrating. It is perhaps indicative of
the marginalisation of the CIs over the years that the level of transparency and
co-operation is limited and in effect leads to duplication and competition where
there should be co-ordination and co-operation. It is not the task of this report to
address the root cause of this deficiency other than to point to strategic measures
which might ameliorate some of the more long-term tensions in the local region.
 
 
Recommendations: There has to be a coherent, co-ordinated and transparent
approach to training and support. Gaps, duplication and over provision have to
be identified and eliminated. Minimum standards need to be set and clear
pathways through training need to be established. This needs to be done within a
strategic framework, such as that provided by CIDS.
 
 
7iv b) Industry Tradition and Negative Reinforcement
 
 
In an industry based so much on reputation and ‘who you know not what you
know’; where career development can be affected by opinion; with the media
tradition of ‘build them up to knock them down’; plus the tradition (in some
sectors) of exploitation - it is unsurprising that many practitioners are defensive.
 
This manifests itself in delegates’ reluctance to ask questions on courses and the
difficulty of identifying what help and support an individual may requires.
 
 
Many sectors are populated by untrained individuals who have graduated from
the ‘school of life/hard knocks’. The industry has a tradition of ‘paying your
dues’.  The industry plus its attendant media and audiences/markets glamorise
the ‘grand amateur’ and the ‘artist starving in a garret’. Cultural producers are
often ‘agents for social change’, and cultural activity is both portrayed and
perceived as ‘outside’ the ‘constraints’ of ‘corporate control’.
 
 
It is unsurprising that the concepts, frameworks and provision associated with
‘training’, ‘qualifications’, ‘professionalism’ and ‘quality control’ seem
anathema to many within the target group.
 
 
Until recently, the majority of academic education and the creation and
performance aspects of vocational training in the culture industry was designed
developed and delivered by those who may unwittingly reinforce the existing
negative perceptions about ‘taking care of business’.
 
 
Ironically, the power of ‘focused’ or ‘controlled’ creativity, or the ‘maturity’ of
artists was emphasised by many of those attending our courses or responding to
questions about training, education and experience. Such processes require time
and money.
 
 
Our research unearthed comments from artists describing the tradition of
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discouraging cultural producers from knowing or even talking about earning a
decent living as ‘cultural oppression’. It is also ironic that training and education
are as much to do with empowerment and control as anything else. History has
shown the opportunities for exploitation created by the ignorance of those
around whose work the whole industry revolves. Wealthy multinational
corporations feeding off bankrupt artists seems to be an enduring reality in the
Culture Industry, and often due to ignorance owing to lack of quality support
and information.
 
 
Poor quality control to date has fuelled industry cynicism about training and
education. Worse, the language and bureaucracy involved is often impenetrable
and alienating. There is a real need for qualified individuals to help interpret, de-
jargonise, and explain. Case studies and real life examples as part of programme
delivery are essential.
 
 
This is changing with the introduction of new frameworks and opportunities for
development.  Until it has, when properly trained and qualified individuals have
proven their worth, employers and third parties will not create opportunities for
employment or self employment for individuals with ‘qualifications’.
 
 
Until such opportunities are created, neither private nor public sector support
and investment in training and education will be forthcoming. Without such
support, only poor quality provision will be affordable - reinforcing and
perpetuating stereotypes and negative perceptions.
 
 
Recommendations :
 
 All trainers; tutors; assessors; verifiers; counsellors; mentors, etc. must be
trained as such and be credible amongst the target group.  Training for the
above roles as part of the sectors activities is essential.
 
 One to one counselling /pastoral support before (especially as part of TNA -
training needs analysis), during and after programme delivery is essential.
Any centre must provide cultural producers with adequate access to qualified
individuals within a structured programme of development.
 
 Awareness of the issues in order to attract support of every kind requires
planned promotion and publicity. Media coverage and debate should be
sought and encouraged once quality mechanisms for delivery are in place,
and sufficient lead times should be allowed for when attempting to recruit
trainees from the target group.
 
 
7iv c) Career Development and Progression
 
 
The fortunes of MSEs in general and cultural sector MSEs in particular are
volatile to say the least. Practitioners can be jettisoned from obscurity to
international fame - quite literally rags to riches - and back again in a
surprisingly short time period.
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This presents problems in the provision of training and education. It is ideal for
such provision if an individual can progress steadily from the lower to the
higher levels of competence and awards.
 
 
This is still the expectation, even though such progression may be at the
individual’s own pace: the essence of open learning and modular programmes or
qualifications. However, in the cultural sector, it may be necessary for an
individual to be rapidly ‘promoted’ in terms of levels of responsibility and
complexity of activities. There is a need for the provision of ‘non linear’
learning - to which the new technology in training and education is ideally
suited. Unfortunately, access to and understanding of expensive technology
presents yet another barrier.
 
 
It is misleading to talk of ‘careers’ within cultural sector MSEs when - as a
consequence of lifestyle decisions and personal objectives, an individual may
choose to develop a number of different sources of revenue.
 
 
Awareness of short and long-term income streams from both within and outside
of the Culture Industry is a major barrier. The attendant complications regarding
legal status, income taxation, National Insurance contributions, VAT, etc. can
often cause serious problems.
 
 
Recommendations :
 
 The development of modular programmes should allow for and facilitate
‘fast tracking’ as market forces dictate. There is excellent potential for
electronic publishing - both off-line and on-line to meet this requirement.
 
 However, one-to-one support via whatever relevant channels of
communication necessary. Telephone help lines, and the availability of one-
to-one sessions with qualified advisors/counsellors/mentors is recommended.
Professional confidentiality is crucial.
 
 Contact with individuals as they progress and hopefully become successful is
essential in order that the programmes delivered are continually updated and
assessed against the needs of the target group.
 
 Support is also an investment in the future as it is to be hoped that successful
practitioners will, in turn, act as guest speakers on and endorse future
programmes, as well as supply vital feedback or information for programme
development.
 
 A programme of interviews and questionnaires are recommended to be
developed in order to maximise this potential.
 
 Further research is necessary into sector specific income streams and
business support service requirements. This information may result from lead
body research and ‘occupational mapping’.
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 The results are recommended to be listed as opportunities for programme
module development and the reaction of the target group should be tested.
 
 The most popular income streams or routes to sustainable development may
then be used to prioritise programme development.
 
 
7iv d) Lifestyle Businesses, Personal Objectives and Flexible Provision
 
 
For many amongst the target group, personal objectives far outweigh traditional
business objectives. The younger the individual, or the fewer the
responsibilities, the more this is the case.
 
 
The creative individuals often simply want or have to be able to create. The act
of creation is a form of expression, and there may be no other motivation. When
asked about the creative process, individuals who took part in our research
talked of the importance of ‘soaking up’ experience and ‘provoking’ emotions
in order to create their work.
 
 
Further questioning revealed that this requires or is facilitated by travel;
personal space; privacy; mobility; change of environment; access to other
cultures; controlled conditions and the delegation of routine and predictable
activities.
 
 
All such objectives require resources: time; money; transport; premises;
equipment; materials; instruments; facilities; people and communications.  The
acquisition, generation and management of such resources are standard business
objectives and skills. Traditional programmes on self-employment do not place
sufficient emphasis on ‘job satisfaction’, personal enjoyment or objectives, and
serve to alienate many of our target group.
 
 
Another consequence of the lifestyle businesses is the hours kept by the target
group. This requires flexibility from training and education providers.
Traditional delivery - guided learning - is still the most popular and seemingly
the most effective, but it must take into account preferred times and days
determined by the availability of the target group.
 
 
Of equal importance are seasonal variations amongst a number of sectors within
the industry. Notable events - exhibitions; conferences; festivals; traditional
busy periods - all have considerable impact on programme attendance.
 
 
Recommendations:
 
 Develop modules which specifically address personal achievement issues. It
is our experience that clarification of specific personal objectives leads to the
development and ownership of realistic business objectives.
 
 This in turn leads to the opportunity to develop, own and implement a
practical and realistic business plan.  This should lead to the development of
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symbiotic relationships with financiers and promote all forms of investment
into the cultural sector.
 
 
 Modular programmes allow for seasonal variations and open learning
opportunities.
 
 
7iv e) The Informal Economy and Public Sector Support
 
 
The environment of negative reinforcement referred to above is sufficient for
many amongst the target group to be disinterested in and therefore woefully
unaware of the issues that may prevent them from developing realistic income
streams - all of which may be addressed by training and education.
 
 
However, the fact remains that there are few opportunities to experience and
learn in order to develop competence and generate income without joining ‘the
informal economy’. Such activity engenders a ‘Catch 22’ situation. Illegal
trading means that an individual is less likely to seek advice and support, and
more likely to avoid unpalatable information about ‘the consequences’.
 
 
Again, it is ironic that most fears are unfounded, and that plenty of legal
opportunities exist to set up and develop MSEs in the cultural sector. The
professional indemnity implications for professional advisors also play a part in
the construction of ‘barriers’ to accessing information.
 
 
The lack of success of cultural producers and practitioners via schemes such as
the Enterprise Allowance Scheme and the activities of financiers such as the
Prince’s Youth Business Trust in the 1980s in developing MSEs in the cultural
sector is easy to evidence. There is a strong argument that MSEs in the culture
industry need support in order to develop before being encouraged to become an
officially trading entity (a propositional business). Any such support needs to tie
in with the provision of services by the DSS and policies or schemes such as the
Jobseekers’ Allowance and the new Welfare to Work programmes.
 
 
It is obvious that such support is to be encouraged and taken advantage of.
Unfortunately there are very few individuals working within the system which
provide access to such support that understand the requirements of MSEs in the
cultural sector.
 
 
The net result is that individuals are encouraged to complete business plans they
do not believe in to be able to access finance - often before they either need it, or
before they are ready to begin trading. Lack of realistic business planning means
business failure, which results in a backlash from the relevant authorities
providing such support.
 
 
This was perhaps best illustrated by the total ban imposed on applicants working
within the cultural sector to the Enterprise Allowance Scheme some years ago.
 
 
Recommendations :
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 It is essential that a training accreditation agency does not give its
endorsement to organisations and individuals involved in the application
process for financial support from public funds unless they can prove their
quality control, eligibility and credibility.
 
 Any future programmes should facilitate input from representatives from the
Inland Revenue, DSS, sources of finance, etc. in order that all myths and
unnecessary worries are laid to rest.
 
 There may well have to be sectoral awareness-raising programmes for this
latter group, to convince them and other agencies seeking to have an input
into sector support, of the special requirements of the cultural sector.
 
 
7iv f) Networking Opportunities
 
 
Unlike other industries, worthwhile formal networking opportunities are limited.
Those who may provide useful input and contacts rarely have time. Those who
have time to organise and attend formal events rarely have sufficient knowledge
and experience
 
 
Recommendation: Formal networking opportunities - courses and events -
should be organised and include payments or incentives for credible guest
speaker involvement. All events to have a focus or defined theme.
 
 
7iv g) New Technology
 
 
The impact of new technology on the activities of MSEs is potentially
revolutionary. However, the majority of those in the target group have neither
the resources to acquire nor the skills to utilise it. This is especially true when
that target group is at the propositional stage without access either the resources
or networks, which may facilitate access.
 
 
There is a real danger that  programmes lose credibility if too much emphasis is
placed on new technology without foundation. Training and education plus the
facilities themselves need to be practical, accessible and available.
 
 
Recommendations: Develop modules enabling the practical usage of new
technology and the core skill development required, via facilities available
through the support network centres located within the geographical clusters -
the Northern Quarter and Hulme.
 
 
Case studies and credible guest speakers are recommended.
 
 
7v Credibility and Quality Control
 
 
i) Personnel
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Personnel involved in the development and delivery of programmes need to be
credible in what is certainly an important transition period for training and
education in the culture industry.
 
 
ii) Credibility
 
 
Credibility comes from knowledge and experience, and there are two areas
where this is required - in the sectors within the industry itself and in self-
employment.
 
 
iii) Role Models and Mentors
 
 
Role models are extremely important. Our research has indicated that definitions
of a credible ‘role model’ are linked to fame or recognition in their sector;
evidence of success - usually financial stability; longevity - ideally over five
consecutive years - and a requirement for an appropriate mix of individuals in
terms of gender, ethnic origin and sexuality.
 
 
iv) Reflexive Training Development
 
 
As the target group receiving support outgrow the need for it, it is important that
the support and information they received is not contradicted by their actual
experience, otherwise the reputation of the whole enterprise is undermined.
 
 
Recommendations:
 
 Training and continuing professional development programmes for relevant
personnel.
 
 The involvement of successful, respected practitioners; the industry trade
bodies representing the employers, employees and self-employed in the
industry; and informal but locally recognised networks of practitioners  - all
in the development and delivery of programmes.
 
 
7vi Programme Content
 
 
7vi a) Self Employment
 
 
There is a need to ensure that the target group are aware of and take ownership
of the realities of self-employment if they are to avoid predictable problems. The
following subjects and issues are recommended to be addressed and included:
 
 The need for proactive strategic planning to facilitate the ‘vision’ and achieve
personal objectives
 Financiers’ requirements; operations; policies; procedures and documentation
 The need to evidence personal achievement and abilities, and the
opportunities this creates
 Budgeting - personal; projects; resource; marketing and promotion
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 Employment legislation
 Legal status - implications and procedures ( incorporation; trading
partnerships; sole traderships; joint ventures; co-operatives)
 Interpersonal skills - negotiation; working with people
 Pricing and costing - assessing market value and costing labour /time
 Financial control - debtor and creditor; accounting and payment terms
 Record keeping - basic systems and legal requirements
 Use and liability of professionals
 Leases and rental of premises
 Intellectual property rights
 Up to date information regarding sources of support and finance available
 Need for objective evidence of and research into market trends and structure
 Sources of information and methods of research
 Current and foreseeable legislation
 Financial forecasting - trading; profit and loss; cash flow; sensitivity (best
and worst); break even - and analysis of performance against expectations
 Financial requirements - start up, working and investment capital
 Trading abroad - legislation; taxation; industry differentials
 Insurance - national and private
 Taxation - Inland Revenue; Customs and Excise; foreign withholding taxes
 
 
7vi b) Industry Specific
 
 
Subject matter varies from sector to sector, but common to all are:
 
 Intellectual property rights, and so on
 Accounting and payment
 Industry structure; roles of practitioners and industry ‘norms’
 Income streams
 Predictable contract terms and conditions
 Production, distribution, marketing and promotion
 Rights and obligations
 The impact of new technology
 The realities of creative control
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8 The Cultural Production Sector in Manchester
8i The Position of Manchester
In terms of employment Manchester (City Pride area) has Britain’s largest
cultural sector after London. Manchester itself has the highest percentage of the
workforce employed in the sector after London and Cardiff (see Table 9). Our
figures (see Chapter 3) show there are over 18,058 people employed in the
sector in the City Pride area (3.6% of workforce), 28,241 in Greater Manchester
(3%). We estimate total cultural sector employment (cultural industries plus
cultural workers in non-cultural industries) as 31,500 in the City Pride area (6%)
and 47,000 in Greater Manchester (4.9%).
Employment figures alone do not tell the whole story. They do not give a sense
of the past and future trajectory of the sector - its competitive position. But nor
to they give a full sense of the city’s status as a cultural city. The questions to be
asked are two-fold; what are the prospects for the maintenance and expansion of
the cultural sector in Manchester; to what extent can Manchester really claim to
be Britain’s second cultural city? As this report has tried to make clear, the two
questions are very closely related.
We asked our respondents about the relative competitive position of
Manchester. The sector is optimistic in general (see Sub-sectors), though the
subsidised sector were less so, which is worrying (see below). The majority of
our interviewees saw Manchester as the second city in terms of the cultural
sector in England. Opinions were divided about its status vis-à-vis Glasgow.
Most thought Leeds was much less of a cosmopolitan city.
In the cultural industries, drawn to creative centres, these views are a key
indicator of competitiveness. However, in order to judge competitiveness more
precisely we need comparative figures between cities and the national average,
as well as across time intervals in Manchester. Indicators would include
employment growth, turnover, business start-up, and some sense of a trade
balance in the city/region. These figures are currently not available. The
database generated by this study will go some way to rectifying this within
Manchester.
Our respondents were acutely aware that Manchester was not capitalising
on its potential. This was couched in terms that suggested a great fragility
in the sector. People felt there was a lot of energy and talent in the sector,
but that this could very quickly dissipate if this was not stabilised in some
way.
There were a number of levels to these doubts, some specific to the sub-sectors
(see below) and some specific to the fragile and volatile nature of cultural
employment, especially in the freelance, self-employed sector (see Chapter 6).
However, three key points stood out.
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i) 
 
London appears to have been a much stronger attractor in the last 3-5 years
than it had been previously. This was certainly the case in the music industry
and in the broadcast media sector. The industry infrastructure in both these
were seen to be increasingly concentrated in the capital. Some of the reasons
for this can be found in structural changes (mostly in broadcast media, partly
in music) and in changing trends and scenes (pop music, visual arts). It is
also clear that to some extent the cultural image of cities has a natural ebb
and flo, with London currently experiencing a high.
 
ii) 
 
It was also felt that the customer base in Manchester and the north west was
very under developed compared to the south east. A widespread notion was
of a lag/gap between the ambitions of the creative sector (especially in all
aspects of design) and the audience/customer base. This was sometimes put
down to lack of spending power in the region and sometimes down to ‘the
provincialism of Alderley Edge’. There was a sense of a gap/lag between the
metropolitan centre and the rest of the north west. This can be interpreted in a
number of ways: a) it can be seen as a growing cultural production sector
becoming more conscious of the current limits of its market; b) it can be seen
as reflecting on the cultural sector’s admitted weakness in marketing itself; c)
it can also be seen as testifying to the potential of the sector to expand.
 
iii) 
 
This leads on to the universal opinion that Manchester was not capitalising
on its full potential. In this sense ‘Manchester’ meant both the city and the
city authorities. It was felt that without some action the sector in the city
would become much more fragile and begin to dissipate and lose its critical
mass. The sector felt that the city and other local agencies were in a good
position to help the sector through a combination of direct and indirect
means. However, they were also clear that any direct intervention needed to
be carefully targetted and done in close conjunction with the cultural sector.
Finally, for most of the respondents the growth potential of the sector was
intimately bound up with the image and the whole feel of the city. For many,
when asked about the sort of strategic intervention and support they envisaged,
the issue was not about direct support or subsidy to themselves, it was about
‘recognition’ for the sector. This was not (entirely) about pats on the back; it
was a demand for an explicit recognition of the role of culture and cultural
production in the life and the future prospects of the city. There was a clear
feeling that though the city had begun to get it right in terms of the built
environment (see urban regeneration) they had very much missed the
contribution of the cultural industries: the talent, energy, profile and wealth they
created or could create for the city.
To return to the question of can Manchester really claim to be Britain’s
second city - for the sector the answer lies ultimately in the wider cultural
life, the soft infrastructure of the city, the circulation of ideas and creativity,
its energy and vision. Without that statistics ring hollow, and will soon no
longer be true even statistically.
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8ii Art and Culture
Our research was about cultural production as an economic activity, but as we
stressed above, the cultural sector is about the mixing of culture and economics,
making money and making meaning, dealing in the currency of ideas, signs,
sounds, and images. As such it emerges out of a much wider element of culture
which concerns human development and understanding more generally. This
wider culture has its formal and informal, institutional and popular underpinning
which we cannot discuss here. In terms of a more specific definition of culture
as a series of activities and products whose primary intent is to carry meaning
then the subsidised sector has an important bearing on the cultural industries
sector.
A vibrant local cultural scene can act as a key attraction for businesses and
individuals. But many of our respondents indicated that at its best it sets into
motion a play of ideas and images which feed into the human cultural
infrastructure of the city. This is difficult to measure, but our respondents
indicated that certain exhibitions and performances have acted as 'R&D' for their
own businesses. Indeed, the linkage between 'avant garde' or experimental art
and the commercial sector is now a cliché and operates within increasingly rapid
cycles.
It should be said that at present the reputation of Manchester as a centre of the
'arts' has fallen away. The absence of a creative powerhouse in the subsidised
sector is difficult to quantify, but the example of London with its thriving 'arts'
and cultural industries scene should be instructive (see section on Performing
Arts below).
The arts sector is key to the local ‘critical infrastructure’ of ideas; as such it
stands at a potential nexus of the global and the local.
Global: ‘reputation’ is exported very rapidly and is a crucial component of the
wider profile of the city. The global cultural flow is very powerful but also
difficult to enter. We can see local and regional institutional reputations as alpha
and beta particles, heavy and big with a material presence but not travelling very
far. Cultural reputations are like gamma rays - once past the escape velocity they
travel very far and very fast. These cultural circuits are very real and reputations
cannot be manufactured. Going beyond any particular city negatives reputation
make a mockery of extravagant claims for the cultural status of cities by local
boosterists. This circuit can also value things that go unnoticed by the local
authorities. These global circuits underpin a city’s cultural capital; if a city
wants to compete at this level then it must take account of those cultural
circuits. A city cannot make claims to European cultural capital status and
appoint third-rate architects or encourage third-rate cultural programming.
Local: on the other hand this ‘critical infrastructure’ is about bringing these
cultural flows to the city and allowing an active engagement with them. This
critical infrastructure is about an open, diverse and participatory cultural scene,
which is crucial to the cultural production of the city (see Chapter 5).
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Those involved in this sector, from the struggling artists to the programmers and
directors, are themselves part of a global flow of personnel. Cultural exchanges,
international exhibitions/performances and transnational co-operations are now
widespread - especially in the European Community context. These happen
alongside the very high employment mobility of cultural workers. Whether
formal appointments or extended periods of residence in the informal sector,
cultural producers, intermediaries and managers are now much more aware of
the European and global context than ever before.
These global flows of ideas and personnel within and without Manchester mean
that if the city is to compete culturally on a wider European or global scale then
it has to take note of the these cultural circuits underpinning the reputation and
profile of a city. The cultural sector in Manchester overwhelmingly feel that the
city has not yet fully taken this on board.
Subsidised/Non-Subsidised
Cultural industries debates have often polarised these two elements of the
sector. But subsidised/non-subsidised does not directly map onto market/non-
market production, neither does experimental versus mass, nor art versus
commerce.
The subsidised sector (in which we have to include the BBC, a major global
media player) has long been forced to supplement its income by sponsorship,
retail, advertising, merchandising and so on. It has been forced to become much
more professional in terms of marketing and business management, and to
prioritise audience development both to raise gate receipts and to justify its
subsidy in the face of charges of 'elitism' or 'irrelevance'.
As many studies have pointed out since Meyerscough, the subsidised sector is
relatively labour intensive and employs large numbers of staff in cultural and
non-cultural occupations. It also provides work for freelancers and companies
who are completely without direct subsidy - set and costume designers, graphic
design and musicians, graphic designers, sound and lighting - and capital
Lottery bids have helped stimulate the local construction industry.
This report does not directly address the subsidised sector. Much of its
recommendations are in terms of the general cultural sector and/or at the sub-
sectoral level. It was felt that the particular issue of the allocation of subsidy was
outside the purview of this report. However, in the light of our interviews we
would make three points.
Firstly, there was no strong polarisation between subsidised and commercial -
except perhaps in the music business where the issue is at present rather fraught.
There was a sense of the need to subsidise certain areas of the sector and a sense
that other areas should not be subsidised. When asked about possible public
intervention subsidy was often explicitly ruled out (though they said they would
take the money if offered!) The non-subsidised sector tended to be proud of
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their success in terms of the market, seeing it as a harder but more satisfying
judge than a funding panel. They were very wary of the development of a
parallel subsidised sector operating in competition with the commercial sector.
Secondly, our interviews across all sectors provide a sense that the arts funding
system is rather confused (and confusing). It was felt that the arts funding
agencies should address the issue of culture as an industry if only to clearly
define its remit with regards to 'art', 'quality', 'innovation' etc. At present the
lines between the two are rather fudged, doing neither element a service.
Thirdly, the interviews also indicated that subsidised culture is an important
factor in the non-subsidised sector. It is seen as a source of talent, ideas, images
and inspirations which form an essential part of a local cultural infrastructure.
Sometimes this is direct 'R&D' - such as graphic or 3D designers visiting the
City Art Gallery and the Cornerhouse. Sometimes it is a sense of being part of a
vibrant scene - ‘I hardly use the theatres or concert hall, but I like the fact that
they are there’. All of the more commercial sectors, whilst not wanting to
supplant the subsidised sector, wanted more recognition of their role in the
production of local culture and would like to see more interaction between the
two sectors.
8iii Critical Infrastructure
The creative industries are rooted at the local level - it is in this complex local
‘ecosystem’ that talent, creativity and ambition are nurtured and grow. But to be
successful a local industry needs to be plugged into wider circuits of exchange
and communication: where global flows of images, sounds, information and
symbols are picked up, reworked and sent out again with a distinct stamp, to
reach new local and global markets.
The key to a thriving cultural sector is the ability of the formal and informal
institutions and infrastructures of colleges, networks, business support units, arts
organisations, managed workspaces, cultural clusters, community groups, cafes,
galleries etc. - to provide a local context for the growth of an ultimately global
industry. Whilst difficult to measure it is this ability to be local and global at
once that Manchester signally possesses; this is a cultural capacity embedded in
the networks and circuits of the local city. It is as crucial a factor of
competitiveness as transport infrastructure and other fixed assets.
This is called the critical infrastructure. This is where the cultural intermediaries
as well as producers, educational institutions, newspapers, the arts infrastructure
and the diversity and quality of life in the city count. A cultural industries
strategy has  to link with these wider cultural planning issues as well as bringing
to bear specific interventions.
Higher Education Sector
Manchester has a large educational sector with four major universities (Victoria,
Metropolitan, UMIST, Salford). These are not just important for the students
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they bring to the city (see Graduate Leakage below), nor for the employment
opportunities or access to facilities they provide for certain (especially new)
cultural businesses. They are crucial to the cultural life of the city as important
nodes in the circulation of ideas, of debates, of critical reflection, of radical
thinking on the edges of direct policy.
The linkages between the university sector and city authorities are absolutely
crucial to the ability of cities to respond to the global challenges which face
them. The presence of a university sector in a city does not by itself guarantee
this. Indeed, in a related study of eight European cities this linkage is both
underdeveloped but very much a policy issue. Manchester lies towards the
bottom of such a scale. At the top of the ‘league’ in Helsinki there are highly
developed policy-academic links, involving think-tank like organisations with
individuals seconded both from the City and academia. In Berlin these links are
normal, especially in cultural policy.
In the cultural sector this separation of city and academia is less pronounced,
despite problems (see education and training); but the linkages are mostly made
at the level of students/ex-students and isolated individuals. In a few cases
whole departments are more engaged (for example Music at Salford;
Environmental Interpretation, MMU) along with some research institutes.
Having said this, Appendix 2 gives an indication of the number and range of
‘arts education’ in Manchester, and many of these connections persist beyond
the immediate period of the degree or qualification (see Chapter 6).
But Manchester’s cultural policy is marked by the persistent absence of any
links to academia. The fault is not one any one side (or rather on both); but this
is a serious waste of ideas, talent and critical reflection. Again, Helsinki has
embarked upon a long-term (up to eight years) project to research and pilot
expertise transfer, training, business support and marketing services for the
cultural industries sector. This includes seven universities, the Ministries of
Labour and Education, the City Cultural Board and the local and regional
authority. This is the strategic level to which Manchester should aspire (see
below).
It should also be noted that the HE establishments are major cultural players in
their own right. They own and run major art galleries, theatres, concert halls as
well as performing groups and exhibitions. In the making of the post-war
‘culture of consensus’ it was natural that the universities should provide a major
part of the infrastructure as well as a source of critical appraisal and selection.
Paradoxically, the point at which culture-led urban policy began to move more
centre stage in the mid-1980s, coincided with an attack on the credibility and
legitimacy of the ‘academy’ and the withdrawal from any association with
‘judging the cannon’ by the universities themselves. In the absence of sources of
judgement and established models, city councils found themselves turning to
consultancies to provide such. Cultural policy and cultural industries policy in
the UK over the last decade has been developed almost entirely outside
academia. Only recently has this begun to change, and the enthusiastic response
to the recent HE/FE workshop presentation is encouraging in this respect. If the
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universities remain disengaged it will be to the detriment of both themselves and
the cultural sector.
Newspapers
The link between cities and newspapers goes back at least two hundred years: no
self-respecting city could be without a newspaper. Cities claiming national
significance had nationally significant newspapers. Manchester’s 30 year period
of political, financial and industrial dominance was marked by a newspaper
which provided the cultural and intellectual basis for ‘Manchesterism’ as Marx
called it, economic liberalism as it was known here. The disappearance of the
Guardian to London was a severe blow to the critical infrastructure and
intellectual reputation of the city.
This is a common problem in Britain (and the USA) where the press is left
entirely to the free market and thus follows the logic of ownership
concentration. In Britain concentration of ownership also means centralisation
of production, in London. In many other European cities local newspapers
receive subsidies; in others they are subject to regulation. The absence of a
national daily is a serious shortcoming in comparison with other European
regional capitals.
This situation is exacerbated by the persistent low quality of the Manchester
Evening News. The ‘tabloid’ nature of the MEN means that Manchester is
deprived of a serious local newspaper. This may be as much to do with the
reality of the market in a tabloid dominated sector as it is with any penchant for
populism on behalf of the editorial team; but nevertheless, this is a serious
weakness for the claims of Manchester to be a regional capital and city of
culture.
Manchester’s listing magazine, City Life, is the longest running and most
successful (Edinburgh-Glasgow; Bristol-Bath have equivalents) of its kind,
linked to a long history of alternative journalism in Manchester. Its circulation is
however very low (12,000) for a city the size of Manchester, not helped by the
publication of GO by the MEN, which bought City Life some years ago. As
such it has been unable to sustain the level of investigative and critical
journalism of its earlier years or of City Limits and Time Out in London.
TV and Radio
The existence of two major broadcasters in the city give its claims an enormous
boost and cannot be underestimated: these too are crucial for regional capitals.
They are much more difficult to attract than newspapers however, but their
importance is always recognised. Barcelona is making a great bid for media
production; Berlin will begin to compete with Nordheim-Westphalia for media
presence now it has become capital. Helsinki, Milan, Toulouse, Goteborg,
Rotterdam have all placed the broadcast media as central to their city economic
plans.
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This makes the gradual shift of the local companies to London very worrying,
and the seeming lack of response by the city equally so; not just because of the
damage done to the reputation and cultural economy of the city if they do go but
also because of what it says about how this city understands the function of
media in the city economies of the 21st century.
At a more local level the persistence of local programming by both companies is
to be welcomed. The introduction of cable has increased the possibilities of
local TV but so far very little has been done in this area outside Salford’s plans
for Student TV.
Conclusions
In the 1960s the intersecting worlds of culture, business and politics met within
a critical infrastructure made up of  the Manchester Guardian, the Halle
Orchestra, the university, the big theatres and galleries, the new television
companies. Many of these have since disappeared, others no longer provide that
central organising role. The nature of new cultural products and producers, the
massive growth in cultural consumption, globalisation and the shifting
boundaries of ‘elite’ and ‘popular’ culture - these have radically changed the
basis of the critical infrastructure.
A strategy for Manchester has to think seriously about what new structures are
emerging and who is or is not occupying them - are we currently involved in a
generational change or has the communication between culture, business and
politics ruptured? That is, how does the cultural sector relate to the new
economic and political realities of regenerated Manchester? The signs are
positive - the sector sees itself increasingly drawn into the ‘civic’ structures of
the city - but they also suggest that it needs to go much further.
8iv London
London is far and away the largest centre for the cultural industries, representing
around 40% of total employment in the sector. It is a global centre; not just a
large capital like Milan, or Frankfurt, or Berlin, or even maybe Paris. It is one of
the five global cities. Through its vast cultural infrastructure, its location for our
centralised national press and broadcast media, and the sheer concentration of
decision-makers London occupies a position of economic and cultural
dominance.
If cultural industries are drawn to clusters and place-based networks, then it is
only logical that they will derive most benefit from being in London. Here the
cultural infrastructure of buildings, institutions and agencies is at its most
developed; it enables a rapid circulation of ideas and information, a ‘hive
mentality’ of great creative heat. Taking new media as an example, 9 out of 10
top new media companies are in London. Whilst production is devolving to
micro businesses, evidence shows that these businesses like to cluster not just
with themselves but near the large global headquarter companies.
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We can ask ‘how can Manchester compete?’ but a powerful argument suggests
that London’s global status is a national asset, that it should be promoted and
encouraged. Any sense of ‘devolution’ in this sense would be destructive and
shift business not to the regions but to other global cities. The idea that the
regions could develop the CI sector on any but a peripheral, second division
scale is, they would argue, ludicrous. For many in London the regions represent
an ‘opting out’, a settling for the quiet life in localised markets. What the
regions do best, they argue, is develop creative talent which comes to London to
make it.
The bad news for local cultural industries is that there is a global city on our
doorstep. The good news is that there is a global city on our doorsteps. In other
words we have to look at it as an opportunity. Local strategies are not about
autarchy but flexibility and complimentarity.
The two are not necessarily opposed. What are the links between London and
Manchester and how can they be enhanced. It is often seen as talent
disappearing, or ‘leakage’. But very few areas can hope to retain local talent
indefinitely as some sort of endorsement of local identity and attractiveness. The
situation is much more complex and dynamic. Firstly, if the big names go then
local strategies can aim to retain them long enough to generate some investment
in local services - this must be worked for, not expected.
Secondly, ‘leaving’ does not have to be complete. There is a lot of to-ing and
fro-ing within the cultural sector. They do not necessarily sever all links. So
Mick Hucknall does not live in Manchester anymore - but he has many
connections and commitments to the city. He makes links with the city,
promotes it even though he is not there. The same could be said about various
actors who remain connected to local theatres or university towns etc. The much
despised professional Northerners, or Scots, or Scousers may in fact be amongst
the best regional ambassadors.
We often talk about London ignoring the regions - how do we make it easy?
Where is the first port of call, the one-stop shop? For example, Mick Hucknall
recently spoke of village and community halls for music. Where would he go to
if he wanted to do this locally?
What about transport links? Do we make it easy for people to move between
London and Manchester? A recent initiative saw the introduction of a clubbers
special - where cheap tickets were available between London and Leeds if travel
was after 9 from London and before 9 or after 12 from Leeds. Local hotels also
offered clubber specials with 3pm check-outs and brunch. Where is that for
theatres, festivals, events in the city?
Many outside London travel to London or use London-based services: they also
use services elsewhere. Do we really know what services could be marketed
outside the region; do we know what could be marketed in London?
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But cultural businesses make all sort of decisions about location and where they
buy their services, but in the end the attractiveness of place is related to the
sense of creative excitement, of a scene, of something happening. Without this
cultural industries strategies have little chance of developing much beyond a
local market. This is about cultural policy - about the cultural infrastructure,
about a critical infrastructure of ideas, exchange, consumption, events etc.
Losing this edge does more damage than not having a useful Business Link.
And one of the threats to cultural industries at the moment is this uncoupling of
the ‘culture’ from the ‘business’ - they are not developed by the uncritical
introduction of a economic language into cultural policy, to give it some
backbone, as it were. They are developed within a creative, reflexive, learning
city - responding to the soft-infrastructure of the creative city.
Similarly, local identity is not fixed or given - they are now shot through with
global signs and images; identities constructed on a multiple basis through
diverse cultures mixing local and global in unpredictable ways. There are no ‘off
the peg’ structures for local identities, at least not as far as the cultural industries
are concerned. So identity should not be about retention but attraction; about
linkage; about diversity, about openness. It is on this that future economic
strength rests.
AJP Taylor once wrote about Manchester being the one city that could hold its
head up to London and say we have a different way of living and a different way
of thinking. Those days of such distinct local cultures have gone - it would be
romantic to think otherwise. But the principle is worth saving. London needs an
outside: although global it is often closed to the rest of the UK. It is a creative
powerhouse but cannot think of itself as a city; it cannot reflect on itself.
London needs an alternative, a challenge, a different way of thinking; it needs a
creative feed that does not just mean taking in talent but taking in ideas from
outside. This would be a real competitiveness strategy. But in order for that to
happen we need to start to have these ideas; the services; to make links, provide
information, create ease of access. To make an offer it can’t refuse.
8v How the Sector Sees Itself
8v a) Strengths
A range of individuals across public and private sectors were asked what they
considered to be the strengths of the cultural sector in Manchester.
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Sector Characteristics
Adaptable Flexible
Resilient Creative
Multi-skilled Experienced/Skilled individuals
Enterprising Collaborative
Motivated Vibrant
Innovative Rich in intellectual capital
Entrepreneurial Committed individuals
Diverse
The sector in Manchester revealed:
 Tendencies to co-operative working
 Effective networking
 Creative management
 Flexible organisational structures
 
 
It was also felt that the sector had ‘low skills entry’ and offered ‘broad, varied
and creative employment opportunities’.
 
 
Across the sector there was a strong feeling about the contribution of the sector
to the city as a whole. The cultural sector:
 
 Contributed to the local economy (GDP, VAT, funding leverage,
employment, diverse assets)
 Added value to local tourism by increasing activities on offer
 Provided value-added to the city environment
 Contributed to urban animation
 Helped make the city marketable, proving unique selling points and a strong
brand image -'Made in Manchester'.
 Contributed strongly to urban regeneration as a whole, adding value to
regeneration and economic development initiatives, getting involved in these
in a positive and creative manner, and able to work constructively with
agencies delivering non-cultural objectives.
 
 
8v b) Problems
 
 
Employment in the sector was often characterised by:
 
 Low pay
 Predominance of unpaid work
 Insecurity of employment
 Insufficient provision of appropriate training
 Lack of career progression routes/structure
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Income levels across all sub-sectors can be low, especially in the early career
stages, though this can persist throughout a career (and necessitating 'second'
jobs). Employment conditions are volatile and getting more so: part-time, short-
term contracts are now endemic in sectors once insulated (such as broadcasting);
the much hyped music industry is as hard and difficult as ever.
 
 
8v c) Sector Cohesion and Awareness
 
 
One of the central problems for the sector is precisely its lack, or late
recognition, of itself as a sector. This has historical roots in its arts background
(self-consciously opposed to industry) or in its dismissal by mainstream
industrial and policy bodies as marginal and unsound. There was a tendency to
see the sector as insular, fragmented and invisible to development agencies.
 
 
 
 
 Sector Characteristics
 
 
‘Preciousness’ of attitude
 
Inward looking and insular
 
Fragmented and disparate
 
Narrow focus/lack of focus
 
Inequality
 
Invisibility (leading to difficulties in defining development needs)
 
Lack of business organisation in the sector
 
Sector subject to fluctuations
 
 
 
 
This lack of self-awareness as a sector also means it lacks real knowledge about
itself. Most sub-sectors have very good trade magazines and some organisations
which provide detailed knowledge and analysis of markets. Some sub-sectors
use this information and have more fluid internal communication than others
(design would be strong on industry knowledge; popular music would be weak).
It is not knowledge about product that is lacking but knowledge about industry
trends and opportunities - and how the sector as a whole fits into the bigger
picture of economic development.
 
 
Thus, at a time of hybrid- and multi-skilling, technological and distributional
convergence and rising profile, the sector as a whole has little self-awareness
(though this is increasing) and even less real knowledge about itself. It is thus
not just hard for policy makers to map but difficult for those in the industry to
give a full picture of the sector's overall requirements. It is a fragmented,
volatile sector undergoing some very large scale changes - which increases the
need for sectoral knowledge but at the same time undermines its ability to
resource and deliver such intelligence gathering.
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8v d) Recognition
 
 
But this is not just a lack of knowledge of itself - it is also about recognition and
links to local economic and other policy makers. This sense of  (lack of)
recognition came out very strongly in the interviews. In terms of the local
authority and the wider city they noted:
 
 Lack of recognition
 Poor structural relationship with MCC
 Poor strategic planning and management by policy makers
 Insufficient co-ordination of resources
 Limited influence in corridors of power
 Poor perception and understanding of the sector by the private sector
 Poor perceptions of the sector by socially/economically excluded groups
 
 
Asked about the strategic relationship of the sector to the local authority many
felt that they did not have a voice, either culture or 'the industry' was not taken
seriously. More particularly, many felt the lack of an industry body or an
advocacy group.
 
 
There was a feeling that the level of knowledge in the public agencies and the
fragmented and under-represented nature of the sector meant that there were not
presently the resources to tackle long-term strategies. There was a weakness in
communication within and without the sector which led to a lack of basic input
factors to support advanced ideas, skills and strategies in the sector.
 
 
This shaded into the question of the cultural infrastructure as a whole, the city as
resource. For some it was the circulation and recognition of ideas at this level
that fuelled creativity and innovation. ‘We don't necessarily want art on display
at the airport; we want articles about culture in Manchester in the in flight
magazines’ (Visual artist).
 
 Interventions suggested by respondents:
 
 Effective advocacy
 Establish sector lobbying body - lobby local and national government
 Increase visibility, profile and influence of the sector
 Increase recognition of sector by key players e.g. MCC
 Build political alliances
 City Pride/corporate approach to implementation of CPS
 Develop dialogue and relevance of working with tourism and inward
investment strategies
 Demonstrate value-added to all
 Celebrate regional, national and international significance
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8vi Markets
Where are the markets for the cultural industries in Manchester? This is a
complex question and each sub-sector is different in its target market.
a) 
 
The subsidised sector - theatres, museums, galleries, concert halls, music
theatre etc. - has a local base and is concerned to extend to a local catchment
area. These can be extended to touring, festivals, recording and broadcasting,
some of which can bring in extra money. This sector is also aimed at the
cultural tourism market, which is potentially huge, as part of one of the
fastest growing and largest industries in Europe, and one which is particularly
under-developed in the north west.
 
b) 
 
The music industry (of which the Halle and BBC are part but which cannot
be said to have really broken into the very lucrative classical music recording
market) has a potentially global market. Although there are local markets that
are crucial at the early stage, a thriving music industry in Manchester means
selling product globally - or at least on a European scale. As we argue in the
sub-sector chapter, a local music industry is plugged into a global industry
centred (in this case) on London. The task is to keep the service infrastructure
here. The market for these services is mainly north west - and as such has
both the potential to expand and is threatened by London and other
competition.
 
c) 
 
The broadcast media sector, like the music sector, does have local markets, in
radio and local TV stations. But it too needs European and global markets to
move beyond a second/third level city. The presence of two major
broadcasters is crucial in this, both in themselves and for the clusters they
attract. Again, there are possibilities to extend the markets for production and
post-production services - but this is extremely competitive and threatened
not just by London but by other centres in Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield etc.
This is discussed more in the relevant section below.
 
d) 
 
The possibilities for new media production and services are enormous. On
the one hand they do provide opportunities to access global markets, the
provision of services - Internet services, marketing, on-line distribution etc.
seem at present to follow existing cultural clusters. It should not be surprising
to find that Manchester has one of the biggest new digital media sectors.
However, the possibilities for linkages with music, with design, publishing
and broadcasting make this a potentially massive industry - and as such will
be discussed separately below.
e) It is the design sector - graphics, furniture, interiors, 3-D, textiles, fashion,
contemporary crafts, along with some industrial design - which has most to
gain by developing its local market and from expanding beyond it. We could
also include architecture, advertising and marketing services within this. We
do not have the full picture at the moment.
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Manchester’s design sector certainly services a north west market. It
competes for many northern markets with Leeds. Many of our respondents
had clients all over the UK and many abroad. There are national and
international companies operative in Manchester. Manchester fashion
certainly has a national profile in the 'club' or 'youth' market', and generally
has a potential for wider trading. But this depends on access to distribution
networks.
There are some strong contemporary craft companies operating nationally
and internationally, but despite national and local opportunities (crafts export
15% of product annually) the north west lies towards the bottom of the table
in this respect.
This picture of markets is complicated by the movement of freelancers and
micro-businesses: there is a high degree of mobility within the UK. Though
resident in Manchester many in the sector have extensive contacts with
individuals and companies in London, doing business with them or for them. In
industries such as music and broadcasting this is almost inevitable. Evidence
from these interviews, from previous work (Transaction Tracking) and from a
series of qualitative interviews with cultural entrepreneurs in Manchester by
MIPC34, it is clear that these national and European contacts are well developed
- and by no means restricted to the larger, more successful companies.
A full, detailed picture of this was beyond the scope of this study - no reliable
figures were found. This information will be difficult to track and each sub-
sector will have its different structures. This work needs to be done using the
database generated by our research.
What is clear is that a there is a thriving cultural production sector here
across the sector but that it is performing well below its potential.
The ability to expand the market beyond the north west and/or retain the
wealth generated by successful local talent will be the key challenge for a
cultural production strategy.
The problem is at different levels.
a) Individual businesses see marketing as a major weakness across the cultural
sector.
b) Distribution networks are vital to target new markets; but it is here that the
industry generally is dominated by large businesses - and where a lot of the
profit is to be made. One of the key concerns of the Spectrum report is that
whilst the UK provides the talent it is the 'global players who control the
rights and distribution mechanisms [who] inevitably win the game'. These
big players can 'cherry-pick talent nurtured here'. Similar sentiments have
been expressed about the relationship between Manchester and London. This
                                                          
34
 ESRC project: Cultural Industries in the City
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is clearly the case in the audio-visual, music recording and computer games
sectors.
c) Links to manufacture are underdeveloped (see Chapter 4)
d) It is also important to emphasise that cultural industries involve production
and supply chains which include occupations not classed as 'cultural'. These
have traditionally been fairly clearly demarcated. New technologies are
making these linkages very fluid. [T]he emerging industries such as multi-
media and games are heavily reliant upon technical, artistic and
'producer/director/manager' skills. If not convergence then certainly cross-
occupational working is likely to be important in supporting these new
industries. (Andy Pratt). As such there is a need for much greater knowledge
of supply chains, new skills requirements, and how to access new markets.
This has to be done at the level of the individual business (see below) but
also by strategic intelligence agencies.
e) It is about maximising the reputation of the sector(s) as a whole, showcasing
and marketing local talent and products. This, it was felt, was a key potential
function of any cultural production strategy.
8vii Overall Picture of Cultural Entrepreneurs
As a way of concluding this section it may be worth listing the interim
conclusions from the qualitative interviews with cultural entrepreneurs in
Manchester.
The interviews have pointed to:
 The incubator effect of local higher education
 Manchester Culture as an initial attractor for students/entrepreneurs
 The importance of spotting cultural niche markets
 Disenchantment with formal business training support
 Ambivalence towards city council and cultural policy makers
 Low levels of formal business training undertaken
 Situated and grounded learning-by-doing predominates
 Significant degrees of lifestyle/work crossover
 The importance of risk and trust in networking practices
 The importance of local networking
 Different ambitions and priorities between ‘old’ and ‘new’ entrepreneurs
 A more aggressive and ‘business-like’ attitude amongst new entrepreneurs
 Consolidation and expansion into national and global networks/alliances of
successful firms
 The continued and increasing prominence of cultural industries within formal
networks and civic events.
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8viiiUrban Regeneration
 
 
The built infrastructure of the city is a crucial part of the symbolic economy.
Respondents were all enthused by the transformation of Manchester over the
last 10 years. There is no doubt that this has contributed to the growth and
confidence of the CI sector in the same period.   However, attention has to be
paid to the balance between building-led regeneration and the support for the
'soft infrastructure' of people.
 
 
Flagship developments are a crucial contribution to the cultural infrastructure in
terms of employment, showing new product and generating ideas and debate.
London's strength rests heavily on its cultural institutions. However, it is also
clear that culture cannot be an 'add-on' to property development; the specific
dynamics and economy of the cultural sector need to be taken account of
otherwise it generates cynicism and white elephants.
 
 
It is also very clear that at certain points the needs of property developers to
increase land value (and therefore rent value) is in direct conflict with the needs
of the cultural sector. Temple Bar, SoHo, Covent Garden etc. all show signs of
development stress. It may be that increased rental value is the main priority -
but a CI strategy needs to look at affordable rent, flexible letting and space
conducive to the activities and requirements of the sector. The Northern Quarter
works well in this context but the service it provides to the CI sector could be
easily disrupted by too heavy-handed development.
 
 Workspace
 
 
The role of cheap, flexible managed workspaces in the stimulation of the
cultural sector in Manchester has been underestimated. New Mount Street,
Ducie House, Object studios and other visual artist and craft workspaces - these
all formed part of a valuable infrastructure for an emergent sector. This sector is
more mature and diversified now, but the need for managed workspace in very
high. Managed workspaces are more flexible, they allow networking and
synergy, they can focus support and information exchange. Moreover, they are
one way of overcoming the tendency of rents to rise in areas occupied by
cultural producers.
 
 
The association of cultural businesses with raising the profile of an area, making
it ‘trendy’ and ‘emergent’ has been known since the experience of SoHo in New
York. There is no doubt that property developers use the cultural sector to
improve a profile and reap the benefits as these businesses are forced to move
on. In the last two years there has been increased interest by mainstream
property developers in culture industry managed workspaces. It is here that
ERDF, English Partnership or other public funds needs to be used very carefully
in order to set a benchmark for purely commercial development.
 
 
That is, they must be of high quality; meet diverse needs for space and
clean/dirty usage; attract new start and mature businesses; integrate new
technology; have a management able to link with business support and
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training/education agencies; and generate free public space for networking
and some performance/exhibition/events.
 
 
The example of the Custard Factory is instructive. Whereas mainstream
commercial developments have created ‘private’ open spaces (bars, nightclubs,
retail), the Custard Factory allows a more flexible public space available to be
rented cheaply. This has generated more sustainable usage and has integrated the
development within the sector as a whole.
 
 
Managed workspace in Manchester is stuck at a ‘first generation’ level and
projects for new or up-graded developments looking for public support need to
be scrutinised for their role within a broader cultural industry strategy. The use
of cultural businesses to fill up low quality refurbishment should be
discouraged.
 
 
Public Space and Design
 
 
In the interviews for this research many expressed a concern for the quality of
the built environment and the public spaces of the city. There was a desire for
high quality, exiting, ‘landmark’ buildings and for more detailed care of the city
spaces and buildings.
 
 
The first expresses the sense of affinity between the cultural sector and the
image of the city as expressed in its buildings. For some sectors, design and
architecture the most obvious, there was a direct connection between this image
and their businesses. But in a general sense there was a connection between the
image, the excitement, the ‘trendiness’ and the profile of their own businesses.
This is discussed more fully in the Design section below. The sector was also
aware of the issue of ‘quality’ in new buildings. There were many comments
that, though in general the city regeneration was to be welcomed, there were
very few buildings that had national or international significance. There were
some buildings, such as those around the Bridgewater Hall, which were singled
out for the lack of any design quality or sense of the wider public space.
 
 
The second element is related to the first; that much of the redevelopment is
done with little care for the public space of the city or the existing built
environment. Whilst there are new and refurbished buildings the quality of
public space, the street furniture, public art, the pavements and traffic
management were seen as very poor. Market Street was often singled out, as
were the art features in St. Ann’s Square. If buildings need a higher design
quality so too does the approach to all elements of public space. In this context
we would point to the work of Liam Curtin, lead artist on the Tib St. public art
project as an example of best practice. Consultation and local knowledge has
allowed the articulation of  the contradictions and complexities of ‘the local
community’. Mixing past and present, local people and international artists, the
accessible, the hidden and the obscure has resulted in a project of growing
national significance.
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Both these elements, the need for high quality buildings and the care for public
spaces, point to the need for the inclusion of the cultural sector within the urban
regeneration process, and to see this process as part of the wider cultural
development of the city. This recognition of culture and the skills and
knowledge of the sector would certainly open up a new level of dialogue and
commitment within the city.
 
 
The New Cultural Infrastructure
 
 
Closely associated with urban regeneration is the growth of bars, cafes,
restaurants and nightclubs. The development of these paying public spaces have
been central to the positioning of Manchester and many other cities as
‘European’, exciting, forward-looking, etc. This will be discussed in more detail
under ‘New Cultural Infrastructure’ in Key Areas below. These developments
have been generally welcomed. They give profile to the city, provide new scope
for networking and have provided a crucial boost to the cultural infrastructure of
exhibitions and performance. Less acknowledged is the way in which they
provide employment opportunities for many working in the cultural sector (see
Chapter 6).
 
 
Attention should be drawn to the club scene, which has had a very damaged
reputation (and reality) through violence and gangs. This situation is of the
utmost seriousness if Manchester is to pursue its ambitions to be a city of
vibrant, creative culture.
 
 
Once again, attention should also be paid to the exclusionary aspect of the new
city centre. Concentrations of young people drinking is not representative of
open civic spaces. Problems faced in areas such as the Bigg Market, Newcastle,
Concert Square, Liverpool, and more worryingly, Temple Bar, Dublin point to
the need to think about extending the range of uses and users in the city centre.
 
 
Evidence certainly points to the sense of threat the city centre can provoke
amongst older people, ethnic minorities and women - recent research found
public spaces at night in Manchester ‘overwhelmingly male’ where only 29% of
users of the city at night were women35.
 
 
8ix Leakage of Graduates
 
 
Many of those interviewed were not from Manchester originally but came as
students. Manchester has a large concentration of students (around 56,000) and
they contribute enormously to the local economy as consumers generally, and
specifically as cultural consumers. But it is also clear from our interviews that
many stay on to be cultural producers in the city. The existence of a large HE/FE
sector in Manchester is a huge potential asset - not only bringing in students but
providing a knowledge infrastructure of expertise, buildings, equipment,
libraries and activities. Yet the relationship between the HE/FE campus and the
cultural industries sector is extremely tentative, though it is beginning to
                                                          
 
35
 Taylor, Evans and Frazier, (1996) A Tale of Two Cities, London, Routledge
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develop. Some of these issues are covered in the Training and Education
section, but it is essential that any cultural production sector look at the retention
of the new creative talent within Manchester.
 
 
Every year thousands of highly motivated creative people leave Manchester for
London and abroad. Respondents repeatedly said that many who did want to
stay had little encouragement to stay or information on how they could do so if
they wished. This is not just a problem of the educational establishment but also
of the support structures within the city. ‘There is nowhere to go for
information’ was a repeated comment. Previous research by MIPC of a
feasibility study for a cultural industries development service (April 1997) found
overwhelming support from new start businesses for a central information/sign-
posting service.
 
 
It was also clear that informal networks around events and programmes - such
as It’s Queer Up North, or The Annual Programme, or The Green Room - and
more placed-based - such as the Northern Quarter or Hulme - were crucial in
providing this information and were vital factors in preventing leakage amongst
graduates. The HE/FE sector already plays a role here, though mostly informally
and without full knowledge. Ex-graduates often move around the edge of the
educational infrastructure, using expertise, or equipment (sometimes very
‘informally’) as well as picking up some work here and there - especially in new
skills such as multimedia where the students often know more than the lecturers.
Indeed, skills shortage plus access to expensive technology is already creating
informal clusters of multimedia producers around universities such as Salford
and Manchester Metropolitan. This may also be happening in other sub-sectors,
but the universities (unlike City College and MANCAT) are only slowly
becoming aware of this clustering.
 
 
8x Schools
 
 
While the scope of this work did not allow for detailed appraisal of the linkages
between schools, education and cultural production, it is clear that, for many,
schools offer the first contact with the arts. It was predicted that the introduction
of LMS (local management of schools) would hit the arts particularly hard.
However, it is clear that many schools have maintained a strong commitment to
the arts supported by their local authorities. In the recent OFSTED inspection of
Manchester LEA the arts provision was judged 'excellent' with music
particularly mentioned.
 
 
Education provision is a crucial seedbed for nurturing interest, ideas and
aspirations in young people and developing future cultural producers as well as
consumers. The research found that many of the cultural organisations undertake
education initiatives as part of their remit as publicly funded organisations. This
includes 'hands on' work with schools - both pupils and, crucially, teachers - as
well as encouraging schools as audiences. Participation work is seen as vital in
encouraging and engaging a real understanding of the arts.
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Many of the organisations demonstrate a commitment to involving young
people in their work as part of a wider social awareness. Generally, the cultural
sector has a strong leaning towards notions of 'civic and public responsibility'
which is often put into practice through some form of education or community
involvement as discussed further in the section on Social Access and
Participation.
 
 
Education also provides an income stream to the sector; many respondents are
used by schools to support or enhance the Core Curriculum in the arts and in
other areas such as social or health issues,e.g. drugs awareness. It is clear that
education is a significant and expanding market for the creative industries.
 
 
Manchester and Tameside both have arts centres, which cater specifically for
schools including in-service support for teachers. With their facilities,
equipment and staff, these organisations are well placed to extend their
provision to the wider community. Recent informal reports from the Welfare to
Work advisers confirm the strong interest of young people in work in the
cultural sector and there is considerable potential to make links with existing
education arts provision and the cultural sector to support the Welfare to Work
programme.
 
 
In addition to the Creative Industries Task Force, the government has
established a cross-departmental group, the National Advisory Council on
Creativity and Cultural Education. This group is advising on the National
Curriculum across all subject areas but will also have a wider remit in relation to
cultural activity in schools.
 
 
The development of proposals for 'the sixth good cause' for Lottery money will
focus on 'out of school' initiatives which will offer significant further
opportunities for arts and creative activities.
 
 
8xi Ethnic Groups in the Cultural Industries
 
 
We have found very little local research in this area, which confirms a feeling
that ethnic minorities are marginalised in the cultural sector.
 
 
The ACE report based on the 1991 census found ethnic minorities formed 4% of
those with cultural occupations - as opposed to 5% in the overall population (as
declared in the census). ‘Thus the proportion of individuals with cultural
occupations from ethnic minority groups broadly reflects the ethnic make up of
the total workforce as a whole’. However, in Manchester there is a feeling of
lack of representation in the subsidised sector, with the closure of the Nia centre
a serious blow. There was a sense that ethnic minority cultural businesses had
similar problems with access to finance as they do with other businesses. In one
sense the cultural sector reflects wider problems for ethnic minorities, but is
exacerbated in this sphere because of claims for a relative openness of the
sector, and its close relationship to public funding, and thus political and legal
regulation.
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In terms of the cultural industries the picture is complex. On the one hand there
is a sense in which the sector provides great opportunities for the ethnic
minority sector; on the other that there is a tendency to marginalisation at work.
The extent of this and its explanation are beyond the scope of this study.
However, we can note that the music industry commonly comes in for this
criticism in general and in particular with regards to Manchester. There is a
sense that the profile of black music in Manchester has never been given full
credit locally, and that black musicians have had a much harder time in getting
recording deals. This is linked to the common feeling that clubs run and used by
Afro-Caribbean Mancunians are systematically excluded from the city centre.
 
 
The music sector merely raises the larger problems of ethnic minorities in
Manchester, which need to form part of a wider set of initiatives to address these
perceptions and the real issues which underlie them.
 
 
The recent ‘Arts Ambassadors’ scheme run by Arts About Manchester is a very
welcome move in this context, and at present is beginning to build a coalition
around which some very overdue research and policy development may take
place.
 
 
8xii Social Access and Participation
 
 
The cultural capacity of a city to respond to structural change is revealed in its
cultural sector - but its vulnerability and failures are reflected in high levels of
social disenfranchisement and alienation. Development agencies from the World
Bank to the EC and the new Government now see social exclusion as a drag on
economic investment and a waste of human resources. Social polarisation can
seriously undermine the glossy images presented by city marketers and be
deeply counter-productive.
 
 
Cultural activity provides a source of meaning, identity and empowerment to the
city as a whole, which feeds directly back into the local cultural sector. This is at
its clearest in the youth cultural end of the cultural sector but in terms of
audience development, use of public space and the contribution to the quality of
life in the city, the whole sector has a stake.
 
 
However, it was clear that much of the sector felt that their activities did have
social implications and potential to do more. Respondents felt that in general the
sector contributed to social cohesion by:
 
 Catering for a mass audience
 Having a strong community base
 Helping support integration
 Expressing spirit, enthusiasm and social aspirations
 Enhancing quality of life.
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Obviously some parts of the sector are more directly involved in social issues
than others. In the context of this the key area of interest is in the cultural
production sector as access to employment.
 
 
Some parts of the sector have low skills entry and represent a potential for first
entry into employment, acquisition of basic skills, learning social skills and
confidence, and stimulating creativity. The inverse of this is the low pay and
insecure conditions, which effect this end of the sector most especially.
However, the cultural sector does strongly attract younger people and thus
represents a key employment route within the sector and to jobs outside the
sector.
 
 
The use of cultural projects to build confidence and employment skills are now
increasingly common and research suggests that these can be very successful.
Manchester has numerous schools and unemployed schemes using culture to
provide a first contact with a range of skills and experiences. These schemes
should be seen as part of a wider investment in creativity in the city.
 
 
The sector also offers opportunities for New Deal schemes, although there are a
number of operational problems with these schemes in the cultural sector. These
mostly concern the inherent difficulties of small businesses offering placement
and training/mentoring facilities to young people. There was a strongly
expressed desire to do something in this area, a testimony to the sense of social
responsibility that many in the sector felt, but a recognition of the barriers to
their involvement. These included:
 
 Lack of knowledge of where to get information;
 Lack of adequate information provision for the sector potential from local
information sources;
 Fear of financial strain;
 Fear of contractual obligations;
 Anxiety over management time/responsibilities;
 Anxiety over quality control.
 
 
Targetted information linked to some basic training could overcome some of
these barriers.
 
 
Thus the cultural industries provide an unique medium for social skills
development, pathways to education and training as well as new business and
community enterprise. Participation in cultural projects integrates the
development of social and practical skills with self-expression, communication
and creativity. The CIs can:
 
 Contribute to economic activity in their own right and make an area more
attractive to business;
 Support key areas of social policy from education to social services;
 Offer an alternative route to training and development of organisational
capacity;
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 Value local identity and enable groups to represent themselves;
 Foster community relationships, active citizenship and social cohesion;
 Affect the ways things are seen, and help bridge social, racial and
geographical divisions;
 
 
 Contribute to imaginative problem-solving on an individual and community
level;

 
Offer new, flexible models of working which can be applied across
disciplines36.
                                                          
 
36
 The last bullet points are taken from F Matarasso and S Halls, (1996) The Art of Regeneration,
Comedia - summarised by Phil Wood for the FOCI seminar Huddersfield, February 1999.
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 SECTION TWO: STRATEGIC INTERVENTION
 
 9 A Cultural Production Strategy for Manchester
 
 
9i The Challenge
 
 
Manchester has the potential to be England's second cultural city. The
infrastructure - buildings, institutions, embedded knowledge, education - is in
place and so is the creative, cultural capital. There are a number of specific
weaknesses, which have been identified in the body of the report, but the major
task now is to build a broad coalition of industry, producers, education and
policy makers around a strategic orientation to the sector.
 
 Strengths
 
 City Pride area has 18,000 people (3.6%) employed in the CIs; estimated
total cultural employment 31,500 (6%). Respective Greater Manchester
figures 28,000 (3%) and 47,000 (4.9%)
 
 Second largest cultural industries sector in the UK
 
 Distinct profile as a ‘creative city’
 
 A mature ‘creative’ infrastructure
 
 One of the largest number of HE/FE establishments and student population
 
 A large local and regional urban ‘catchment’ area.
 
 
 Weaknesses
 
 City coming under increasing competition from London and other areas
(Leeds, Birmingham, Bristol)
 
 The sector is not realising its potential and becoming fragile
 
 Lack of involvement of HE sector
 
 Underdeveloped/uncoordinated support infrastructure
 
 Increasing divorce between ‘urban regeneration’ and ‘economic regeneration’
 
 Lack of links between cultural industries and manufacture/other sectors
 
 Underdeveloped ‘critical infrastructure’
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 Problems with the subsidised sector
 
 Problems with the image of the city - crime
 
 High levels of social exclusion
 
 
 
This report has stressed the strong economic contribution made by the creative
industries in terms of wealth creation and employment. We would also keenly
stress that this sector is very different from traditional industries. They deal in
value and values, signs and symbols; they are multi-skilled and fluid; they move
between niches and create hybrids; they are multi-national and they thrive on the
margins of economic activity; they mix up making money and making meaning.
The challenge of the creative industries is the challenge of a new form of
economic understanding - they are not 'catching up' with serious, mainstream
industries, they are setting the templates that these industries will follow.
 
 
This study is concerned with the cultural industries sector as a whole; however,
we laid special emphasis on those involved in the production of this culture -
those generating the ideas, products and content for the sector.
 
 Cultural producers are the central powerhouse of an innovative and creative
cultural sector.
 It is in content production that most new jobs are created in the industry.
 It is more feasible for cities to attempt to attract and retain cultural producers
as part of endogenous growth than to attract large-scale enterprises from
elsewhere.
 Support for cultural producers fits well with other areas of cultural policy
regarding access, participation, pathways to employment and education.
Many cultural businesses are suffering economic hardship. This economic
hardship is often seen as part of some 'artistic lifestyle' but in fact it reveals
seriously under-capitalised businesses operating within a fragmented business
infrastructure. As such it can have damaging results for the sector.
The challenge... is that our creative people are working away in
basements, attics, and cottage industries. They have little capital.
Consequently, they have no negotiating power. The global players who
control rights and distribution mechanisms inevitably win the game.
(Spectrum)
The way in which the UK provides the talent for global companies to reap the
profit can be related to the Manchester situation. We may produce world famous
musicians but neither they nor their record companies, agents, distributors,
accountants etc. are located in Manchester. ‘We have the talent but not the
infrastructure to support them’. (Spectrum)
9ii Understanding Strategy
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Intervention?
Intervention in the sector is frequently raised as an issue - it is felt that such
policy involvement would stifle and repel the cultural sector. This report has
shown that this is not the case - but that any intervention has to be carefully
thought through.
Global markets: whilst this report emphasises local production, the cultural
industries are part of a global industry in terms of the flow of ideas, the structure
of distribution and the organisation of consumption. Any strategy has to realise
that its interventions are constrained by the presence of global players, just as
the global market provides new market opportunities.
Intervening in complexity: any strategy must also recognise the complex and
fragmented ecosystem of the sector. There have been many unpredictable
outcomes - both positive and negative - of policy initiatives, and as cultural
industries move more into the purview of local authorities, the potential for
damage and failure inevitably grows. In this context we have to improve the
feedback and learning loop; to use pilots and good quality intelligence and
monitoring; to become a learning, creative city.
Limits of planning/direct intervention: this is part of a wider recognition of the
limits of planning. This sector above all is not amenable to the top down,
predictive model approach of traditional planning tools. Direct intervention in
this sense can be very destructive and alienating. Intervention has to work
carefully with the sector, looking to real communication, collaboration and long-
term partnerships. Any strategy must find ways of building the capacity of the
sector to become a credible and productive partner in such a strategy.
Limits of resources: we have to remember that as a global industry there are
limits to the resources any city will have to intervene at certain levels. Large-
scale film and TV projects can be prohibitively expensive. George Lucas’
catering budget is higher than that of the ERDF Action Plan. This demands a
strategy reliant on nudges, suggestion, careful development of existing activity
and strengths, close attention to the needs of partners in the process, building
goodwill etc. A strategy needs to deflect, adapt and use the dynamics of a sector,
which is ultimately beyond its control.
This is new attitude to intervention, which Manchester needs to learn if it is to
deal with this sector and, we would suggest, many other areas in the future. It
demands a new form of governance, a new relationship between public agencies
and the private and voluntary sectors37.
Corporate Delivery
                                                          
37
 Cf. A. Pratt (1997), ‘Production Values: from cultural industries to the governance of culture’, in
Environment and Planning A 29, 1911-1917
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The CI sector is not amenable to traditional economic development language
and techniques; direct ‘planning’ is not something to which we can turn. Local
initiatives have had to develop new tools, new understandings to begin to
support the sector. But essentially cultural industries initiatives need to think
strategically across existing policy boundaries.
A cultural industries policy intersects with a range of other policies - tourism
and place marketing; licensing; events and festivals; management of public
space; transport; retail etc. But first and foremost it needs to bring together
economic development and arts and cultural strategies. However, those
concerned with economic development tend to be ill-equipped to deal with the
cultural sector, just as those concerned with 'the arts' have little experience of
industry and economic development.
This mutual accommodation and learning will require a lot of creative thinking.
The retention and expansion of 'cultural capital' is a new and difficult policy
area. This is especially so in Manchester. Smaller towns and cities can add
incrementally to their cultural infrastructures. Manchester wants to be one of the
UK's leading cultural centres and vie with other European cities for global
attention. This ambition says a lot about Manchester - but it puts it in a very
competitive environment, especially with London.
A cultural industries strategy will ultimately look to this ‘corporate delivery’; in
reality the challenge is to become a learning city; proactive not simply
responsive; it needs to be intentional if it is to cope with the challenge of
developing Manchester’s cultural production sector in an increasingly
competitive environment. The challenge of London especially (see Chapter 8)
can only be met by such a creative structure for learning and acting.
9iii Cultural Industries Development Service
The Cultural Industries Development Service (CIDS) was the subject of a
feasibility study by MIPC/BOP in 1997. It has now received funding through
ERDF and other sources. The precise way in which CIDS develops will depend
on how other capacity building and industry training bodies, as well as business
service providers, evolve.
The need for information, for a central delivery point and point of call; the
contribution this would make to the different informal networks; and the
legitimation and support it would provide make CIDS an idea strongly
welcomed by the majority of our respondents.
The guiding vision is to create a body that can act as an interface between the
cultural sector and the local development infrastructure. CIDS is an attempt to
progress a support strategy through a responsiveness to sector needs rather than
to impose a top down solution. As such it has six main objectives.
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i) 
 
CIDS will act as an advocacy body, raising the profile of the sector within
and without the city. It will also act as a sector lead body, given the lack of
internal cohesion and self-awareness. As an identifiable lead body it will also
act as a first port of call for information about the sector.
 
ii) 
 
Building on this CIDS will begin to develop industry intelligence for the
sector. This is a process of identification of sources for existing information
as well as commissioning particular pieces of new research, base line studies,
evaluation and monitoring surveys, etc. Intelligence is not simply information
it is about understanding. A key role for CIDS will be to help build this
understanding, linked to known information sources and networks of key
experts, into something that can inform both its own actions and the wider
policy arena.
 
iii) 
 
CIDS will also be in a position to broker agreements and partnerships
between different elements of the sector, with other public agencies (not just
local), and with other sectors. Examples would include pressing for high
level agreements on loan schemes, or for regional specialism by the TEC, or
working with PYBT, DTI etc. on pilot support schemes and so on. CIDS
could act as intermediary between some of the sub-sectoral bodies and other
sectors in manufacturing or other services, or indeed, with other such
organisations nationally and internationally. The ability to deal directly with
other cities in Europe around the various research and other programmes
would also be a great advantage to the sector as a whole.
 
iv) 
 
Following from this brokerage function would be a remit to encourage and
develop networks and networking throughout the sector and between it and
others. We have indicated the importance of networks above (Chapter 6).
 
v) 
 
In order to function effectively the Cultural Production Strategy and CIDS
needs to build capacity within the sector - promoting sectoral identification
and awareness; bringing forward industry leaders; developing agencies and
networks capable of taking an active partnership role; improving internal
communication and intelligence; raising aspirations and ambitions;
encouraging initiative taking, etc.
 
vi) 
 
CIDS will need to develop its role in information sourcing and provision to
directly engage with the possibilities on new information and communication
technologies. This is discussed more below and is currently the subject of a
consultation exercise carried out by BOP and MIPC
9iv Strategic Links
i) 
 Cultural Policy and Planning: a cultural production strategy cannot be fully
effective unless it links to the wider agenda set by cultural policy - the arts,
arts education, cultural tourism, cultural consumption, community arts etc.
Nor can it be separate from what Franco Bianchini has called ‘cultural
planning’; that is, the approach to culture as a ‘whole way of life’. This
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means that transport; quality of the environment; open and accessible public
spaces; bars, restaurants; public information etc. - all these need to be
factored into an integrated cultural policy.
 
ii) 
 Social Agencies: strengthening the relationship between sustainable local
economic development and ‘social inclusion’ is becoming a principle aim of
local and regional policy. The cultural industries can play a direct role in this
relationship through the creation of employment. But cultural industries can
have a strong input into the creation of an inclusive local identity; they can
link to cultural projects aimed at social exclusion; and they can have a
significant role in local area regeneration projects.
 
iii) 
 Education: the links between the HE/FE sector and the cultural industries
needs to be brought out and developed. The Manchester City Pride area has
exceptional strength in training in creative and media subjects. This is a
strength that needs to be expressed through the marketing of the cultural
industries sector as a whole. The cultural industries is a growth sector and the
HE/FE sectors are major players in developing the skills to ensure that
growth and competitiveness are achieved.
A recent forum at which elements of this research were presented noted the
following:
 A high level of graduate employment in the sector, though not necessarily
in artistic or creative subjects.
 More information is needed on career paths and destinations - maybe
through sampling rather than comprehensive tracking.
 Multimedia technologies and trends on consumption are eroding the
distinction between areas of creative practice: this convergence is not
reflected in FE/HE provision.
 The sector is not motivated by qualifications: there is a need for a
framework of continuous professional development, but any intervention
needs to be appropriate, flexible and capable of responding to immediate
short term needs.
 Education provides opportunities for part-time employment which can be
important in personal development. The FE/HE sector in turn provides
opportunities for reflection and critical appraisal through visiting lecturers
and conferences.
 Cultural businesses do not tend to access mainstream resources for
business support or training, there is no agency or constituency addressing
the development needs of cultural industries businesses. There is a role for
the education sector to develop targeted provision, linked into the subject
based training.
 The FE and HE sectors are themselves key players in the cultural
infrastructure, through theatres, museums, art galleries, art centres and
engagement with festivals and events. There is an opportunity for the
education sector to become more closely engaged in the cultural life of the
city.
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The forum pointed to the following opportunities:
 
 There may be benefits in greater collaboration and partnership between
educational institutions to develop a regional framework for cultural and
media training.
 Creative and media subjects are attractive to young people. The attraction
of Manchester for young people and the strength in provision in these
areas will be significant influences on the student population.
 A regional Cultural Forum will be established alongside the RDA. There
is scope for educational representation on this.
Action Points included the following:
 The FE/HE sector needs to be involved in producing a strategy for the
cultural industries in the City Pride area, through representation in the
Cultural Production Advisory Group and through CIDS.
 Institutions need to identify elements that must be credible to the industry,
which means delivering a different model appropriate to the way the
sector operates.
 The short courses proposed by the CIDS Education and Training group is
a pragmatic start to a development that needs to be more innovative and
matches industry needs. FE/HE institutions could work in clusters to
develop and deliver such projects.
 Through CONTACT, HEIs could identify existing funding streams (e.g.
ERDF incubation projects, HERA) to support R&D in SMEs and with
freelance practitioners. Further research is needed to quantify current
provision in the FE/HE sector and track graduate employment.
 The FE/HE sector should seek representation on the regional forum to be
established by the DCMS to ensure that the education sector has a voice in
relation to the development of the cultural industries sector.
 There is a need for a champion to promote the cultural industries sector.
The Cultural Production Advisory Group would discuss how best to enlist
such and propose models based on the experience of other European
cities.
 An HE/FE forum should be established in Manchester to drive forward the
learning strand of the cultural production strategy. Its activities could
include audit and mapping; collaboration and partnership and regional
planning. Part-time staff, frequently practitioners in their own right, could
make a valuable contribution.
 FE/HE institutions will include a reference to the cultural industries and
the potential for growth in their institutional strategic plans and any
submissions to the RDA. The Regional Skills Forum could provide a
context for action.
iv) High Level Strategic Representation: The cultural sector needs to be
involved in the higher levels of policy and economic intelligence. This
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reflects their growing importance, their policy linkages and Manchester's
particular strength in this sector.
The cultural sector has valuable contribution to make across all four City
Pride themes: sustainable communities; international competitiveness and
local benefit; the regional centre; and Commonwealth Games. The document
recognises that ‘arts and culture’:
[C]ontribute increasingly to economic growth, employment and social
cohesion. The Partners also recognise the role that arts and culture plays in
generating sustainable communities. The richness and diversity of the
cultural life of the City Pride area is one of its greatest strengths - from
flagship regional theatre companies and venues, to bars, clubs and popular
culture. The partners will encourage the development of these strengths,
celebrating the artist and the community, and positioning Manchester as a
major European cultural centre38.
This is a welcome recognition of the contribution of the cultural sector. The
ongoing process of the cultural production strategy will aim to raise
awareness of the sector within the local authorities and other development
agencies.
Evidence from other cities across Europe points to the great difference to be
made in championing the sector and raising the profile beyond the region by
one or two key individuals. What Bob Scott did for the Olympics others have
done for the cultural sector. Glasgow has been very successful, but so has a
town such as Huddersfield.
Manchester NEEDS a cultural sector champion at the highest political
level.
9v Strategic Priorities
i) Profile/Recognition
There is an urgent need to raise the profile of the cultural sector within the city.
Apart from the high level strategic and capacity building initiatives there should
be a series of publications, seminars, launch events etc. and the identification of
PR and media possibilities. Marketing Manchester is now in a position to act as
a key partner. The position of Manchester as second cultural city and as a
natural home for the cultural industries needs to be publicised.
This recognition of the sector will enhance the image of the city and make an
essential contribution to raising self-awareness within the sector. Recognition
provides a much-needed sense of legitimisation amongst those businesses and
individuals who often work in demoralising, financially difficult and isolated
circumstances.
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 City Pride 2: Partnerships for a Successful Future, Manchester, 1997
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Enhanced recognition will make it easier for the intermediary and support
agencies to make links with the wider policy agenda in Manchester and beyond.
ii) Business Support Infrastructure
The establishment of CIDS within a wider strategic framework of the Cultural
Production Strategy (CPS) will allow the development of an integrated business
support service for the sector.
Intelligence: There is a need for general intelligence about the cultural sector as
a whole in order to provide the basis for policy linkages and strategic initiatives.
The CPS needs to bring together representatives from industry, education and
training, research and policy development. Such a body would both exchange
and generate information and research.  This process would have to be driven
and co-ordinated by an agency which took 'ownership' of sector development -
probably CIDS.
Capacity Building: At a sub-sectoral level there is a need for 'capacity building'
organisations able to identify sub-sector requirements in training, market
information, product development, network infrastructure, venture capital,
business support etc. The identification/development of such agencies should be
an organic process. These organisations should have strong industry
representation. Such organisations should provide a service to the sector itself -
which means not just identifying but delivering to their requirements, thereby
generating intelligence and services which SME/MSEs in the sector cannot
generate themselves.
Such organisations should also be able to market the sector as a whole both
within the UK and elsewhere. Trade shows, festivals and events like the
Commonwealth Games provide showcasing opportunities, which are beyond the
range of most small producers to take advantage of. Similarly, capacity-building
organisations should be able to provide an infrastructure to allow small
businesses to deal with orders and enquiries consequent on any joint marketing
ventures.
Financial Support: The various means of financial support needs to be explored
at a strategic level (see Chapter 6). Implementation of any such initiatives needs
to be carefully monitored. The caveats about intervening in complexity and the
unpredictable consequences of public finance within a market situation are most
applicable here. The role of venture capital, product development grants, new
business support, marketing grants etc. will be crucial but we do not have
sufficient intelligence about their effects. As such we recommend careful
piloting.
However, it is the banks and the larger scale financial institutions, which hold
the key here. It is here that an industry organisation can begin to assemble the
evidence and make the case for more flexible investment opportunities for the
cultural industries. This is a persistent complaint of the UK sector - from the
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smallest sole trader to larger players in the film industry. Public funding has a
role here in terms of leverage but the subsidised sector is at present ill-equipped
to make commercial decisions of this nature.
Business Support: The need for this is well demonstrated by our research.
However, there is a growing tendency for this to be delivered by those without
specific knowledge of the sector. All the evidence points to the need for a
particular understanding of the cultural sector needs even at the more generic
level of accounting, business plans etc. Sub-sector specific support needs to be
based on a strong and current knowledge of the needs of the sector. It needs to
bring in industry representatives. It needs to be delivered in a flexible manner. It
also needs to be sustainable in order to provide back up, updates and responses
to specific queries beyond the life of a particular course. Agencies such as CIDS
should develop a framework within which such business support can be quality
controlled (see Chapter 7).
iii) Marketing the Sector
Marketing has to lie at the heart of a cultural production strategy.
Tourism: The Cultural production strategy needs to place the marketing of the
sector firmly within the agenda of city image and tourism. The connections
between tourism and the cultural industries are very close but rarely recognised.
The major cultural institutions are obviously central to tourism strategies
(cultural tourism along with festivals is Europe’s fastest growing economic
sector) but the connection to infrastructure and activities generated by a cultural
industries sector need to be explored. The ‘new Cultural Infrastructure’ of bars,
cafes, restaurants and nightclubs needs to move away from a ‘catering’ and
‘service sector’ approach and towards the cultural industries.
Inward Investment: There is a need to identify and market the service
infrastructure within the City Pride area. There is a real lack of directories and
information for those wishing to buy or invest within the area. CIDS needs to
work with the sub-sector organisations, MIDAS and Marketing Manchester to
link both information and marketing strategies. This needs to go beyond the
large scale consumption orientated initiatives (Imperial War Museum etc.)
towards the more difficult (because smaller and less visible) cultural production
sector. There needs to be a clear portfolio of what attractions Manchester would
have as a location for such businesses. Gaps need to be identified as part of a
cultural production strategy, which can then form the basis of a proactive
targeting of specific types of businesses and services.
Expanding Horizons: The cultural sector needs to look beyond the local market
to national and international markets. Some small businesses have managed to
do this but this is a difficult area and has many pitfalls. Information and advice
provided or sign-posted by CIDS is vital here. The capacity for export marketing
and trading needs to be developed across all sub-sectors.
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There is also a role for joint marketing ventures. MIDAS and Marketing
Manchester should also look to build on their successes in Kuala Lumpa,
MIDEM, and other trade shows where they organised city-based stands for
small cultural businesses. The potential of these initiatives needs to be seriously
examined.
This expansion of horizons beyond local markets is a key element of the work of
the CPS - there need to be a series of seminars and courses carefully targeted
(see Chapter 7) aimed at developing this capacity across the sub-sectors.
iv)  Distribution and Manufacture
The growth of the cultural sector lies not only with creativity but with the ability
to gain access to distribution deals. Whilst this is closely related to marketing,
there is a need for intelligence about industry structures and proactive strategic
initiatives to gain access or target distribution channels. This is the role of the
strategic agencies. However, any such initiatives have to be confident of the
ability of the sector to deliver - and as such has to be closely linked to capacity
building initiatives.
In this building links with the manufacturing sector and identifying problems
with supply chains is crucial. The north west is still reliant on manufacture. The
‘new’ and the ‘old’ industries should not be opposed but made to work together.
This has been the secret of the successful regions of Milan, Lyon, Helsinki etc.
For sectors such as design, fashion/textiles, furniture etc. this is absolutely
crucial for sustainable economic growth in the region.
The cultural sector can provide high design and creative skill to a manufacture
still geared to price competition; the cultural sector relies on highly skilled,
flexible, and reliable manufacturing for its production, yet the two have very
underdeveloped links.
v) Information Technology
An information strategy for the cultural sector works on a number of levels. In
all of these new information and communication technologies (ICT) will make
their impact felt.
There is a need for information for the sector - advice, general and local
information, grants, intelligence etc. - and information about the sector linked to
marketing - directories, databases, profile building etc. Information
technologies, especially the Internet and world wide web are crucial here. This is
currently being developed within an information strategy study for CIDS. As
with training such information needs to be provided on a flexible, non-linear
basis.
Information technologies can enhance communication within the sector - a
database can act as a directory for services/sales but also as a point of contact for
collaborative ventures and intra-sector exchange. The facilitation of lateral
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communication is one of the most powerful elements of new ICT. As such the
role of cultural industries networks linked to access to new technology
equipment and training (such as the GO course at MMU), drop-in centres and
small facilitation teams are crucial.
ICT can enhance area-based networks and encourage technology take up,
marketing on the internet, e-commerce and, through a common brand (such as
the Northern Quarter) encourage joint ventures and shared marketing risks. The
Northern Quarter Network is one of the few experiments of this kind in
Manchester so far. These initiatives need to be extended to areas such as Hulme
and the wider regional centre.
Such initiatives also lead to the growth of new media business; they encourage
new product development as businesses become aware of new possibilities and
markets (in music and design especially). But it also helps expand horizons and
make business aware of more global possibilities.
The more ambitious vision concern is the use of new ICT to build links to the
manufacturing sector and the big distribution companies. If production is
becoming more fragmented (see Chapter 5) and distribution more concentrated
can new ICT enable the production sector to become more coherent? Can ICT
enable the production sector to take advantage of the possibilities opened up for
one-off designs to be sold as cheaply as mass produced goods? This will further
increase demand for content but demands a sophisticated information
management structure from the buyers/distributors. Local production clusters
can only take advantage of this if they too are linked into the communication
structure. This holds out enormous possibilities for the role of ICT in local
cultural industries development.
vi)  Networking
 
 
Informal networks and clusters are useful in targeting information, training and
support to the cultural sector - especially at the freelance and new start end. As
such support can be given to these networks through providing space, support to
local organisations (geographical like the NQ Association or sectoral like the
Craft and Design Forum), supporting events and exhibitions etc. There needs to
be a range of small, flexible grants with minimal administrative requirements to
allow flexible and fluid promotions and events. (These should be backed up
with infrastructure support by the capacity building organisations or CIDS).
 
 
There is also a need to encourage more formal industry networks. These cannot
just be conjured up, they take a close knowledge of the sector and its more
informal networks. However, such formal networks should be identified if a
strategy is to pursue the option of encouraging a capacity building organisation;
and the support for such networks should be a function of any such eventual
organisation.
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vii)  Critical/Creative Infrastructure
A cultural production strategy should not forget the links between economics
and culture. Support for the sector is about dealing with creativity and ideas as
much as it is about business and markets. The two elements have to be
integrated.
As such the role of the ‘arts’ and the ‘subsidised sector’ should not be ignored or
hived off into a different sphere. The dangers of this are already apparent in the
divisions between the DCMS - who are driving the ‘creative industries’ agenda -
and the Arts Council of England - who have withdrawn into an ‘art form’-
centred policy. It can also be found in the term ‘creative industries’, which avoid
using the term culture as ‘off-putting’ or not ‘economic’ - something which
repeats the traditional divisions between art and industry at the same time as
attempting to deny/overcome it. It is also found locally around the RDAs where
‘media’ is separated from culture; or media is linked to ‘entertainment’ and
‘leisure’ rather than culture. These divisions hamper a wider understanding and
strategy and do no good to either side of the equation.
A cultural production strategy thus has to look clearly at the role of the
subsidised sector and role of art - traditional and contemporary - within cultural
production. It has to look at culture as both commodified and non-commodified
consumption, as part of cultural development as well economic advantage. It
also has to look at the way in which these last two contribute to that critical
infrastructure of ideas, images and sounds, which make up the creative capital of
a city. Finally, it has to be aware of the ultimate linkage between the potential of
the cultural industries and the wider cultural capacity of the city. The
relationship between these two will be the ultimate test of a ‘creative city’.
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Key Intervention Areas
Introduction
In this section we have picked out six areas where intervention could be most
effective. It is not intended that those sectors which are not covered are in some
way peripheral, unimportant, redundant or unprofitable culturally or
commercially; nor that they should not figure in any cultural production
strategy.
In identifying these areas we were aware of those sub-sectors which were
primarily dependent on public funding. We have discussed the importance of
this sector above. However, it was felt that this Cultural Production Strategy
could and should not directly intervene either strategically or financially in the
core structure of the publicly funded sector. We have findings and strategic
comments on how this ‘public’ sector relates to the cultural sector as a whole,
and would wish to fully develop dialogue on how the public sector can enhance
and benefit from the other sectors. However, the following areas represent the
basis of complimentarity and further linkage rather than any direct intervention
in the areas given over to the statutory arts funding systems.
We do not want to make a divide between ‘public’ and ‘commercial’, each with
their own funding arrangements and responsible bodies. There are many areas
(including the commissioning and steering of this report) where these two areas
closely interweave. This report makes the argument for more - but more co-
ordinated - intervention by a range of agencies, including those concerned with
statutory or publicly funded culture.
However, we felt that any strategic intervention based around this study should
focus on areas beyond those dominated by the core-funded sector. The
performing arts, music and museum and galleries - all crucial to the sector as a
whole at local level were thus not taken as priority intervention areas by this
study. However, at the small, ‘entrepreneurial’, non-core funded end of these
sectors there is much that can be done to enhance linkages, creativity and
innovation across the whole sector. These have been picked out below.
We have not intended to reproduce those ‘art-form’ barriers, which have so
dogged the publicly funded system in an age of hybrid cultural forms. The
following six areas are less distinct sub-sectors than sub-sectoral groups. As
such they are fairly widely defined to reflect the interconnections, complexities,
hybridity and fluidity of the cultural sector as a whole. They are points of focus
not grounds for exclusion. If design, music and broadcast media are relatively
distinct foci, then digital media, festivals and events, and the ‘informal
infrastructure’ are about cross-over and convergence and thus open-ended by
definition.
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10  The Design Sector
10i Introduction
We have called this sub-sector ‘Design’. It is a large sector with quite distinct
elements within it. ‘Design’ is often described more narrowly as graphic,
interior, 3-D design, with elements of textile, fabric, ceramic and glass design.
These form an ambiguous zone shared with ‘Crafts’ and to some extent with
‘clothing design’, which itself is often placed separately as ‘fashion’ (or
fashion/textiles). ‘Clothing design’ and ‘fashion design’ are also ambiguous; but
the emphasis on being design-led is key here and acts as a rough guide to
distinguish these from the wider sector of ‘clothing and footwear manufacture’.
Crafts have links both to the subsidised art world (‘pure art’), to design (ideas-
led larger scale production), and to artisan skills derived from older luxury
goods, industrial and ‘arts and crafts’ traditions.
We argue below that this needs to be approached as one sector without glossing
over the distinct needs of these different levels or sections. In the following
discussions we sometimes talk about ‘design’ as the whole sub-sector and
‘design’ or ‘crafts’ or ‘fashion/textiles’ as elements within it. We have tried to
indicate where these different senses are being used.
10ii Definition
Design is a broad term which, perhaps more than any other of our sub-sector
headings, includes both specific industries and a generic activity - that of
‘designing’ a thing, a process, a strategy, an institution etc. ‘Design’ lies at the
centre of those shifts in the economy which have seen the knowledge and
symbolic elements of the production process become the major source of value.
As such ‘design’ can refer to technology, functionality, information and project
management systems, strategic marketing, market research etc. as much as it can
‘aesthetics’, ‘image’, ‘symbolic meaning’ and ‘culture’.
We were asked in the brief to address sub-sector issues and to consider
innovative approaches to the breakdown and grouping of sub-sector categories.
We found the demarcation between 'design', 'crafts' and 'fashion/textiles'
unhelpful. Whilst these areas have distinguishing elements which differentiate
them, in many respects there was a common set of dynamics operating across all
these sub-sectors. They all shared in the general problems of cultural businesses
as they do some of the general characteristics of the sector (see above).
However, they see themselves as part of a ‘design sector’, however amorphous
this may appear.
The root of this is the participation in a common ‘language’, a common field of
symbolic and cultural capital which is the source of their ideas, their design
ambitions and their ability to judge and compete with others in the field. This
now has a national or global context - the flow of images, trends, fashions, ideas
now overflow isolated local styles. Competition in design even at a local level is
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between businesses and clients with an unprecedented level of access to these
global ideas, whether from TV (usually adverts), magazines (ditto), high street
shops or travel. Design literacy is global and businesses have to compete as
such. This is as true of architects as it is with club-wear designers.
This increased flow, in both tempo and diversity, of design ideas is also
increasingly hybrid, cross-over. Interiors, graphics, products, clothes now feed
off each other, and, of course, off other media and forms.
The local has not disappeared, but it is more complex. There is a sense of a local
context in which global ideas are exchanged and ‘worked’. This context can be
one of business clusters, with competitors, collaborators, suppliers, distributors,
clients all forming the complex networks within which local production and
markets are formed. This can have an impact on ideas exchange; emulation and
inspiration (they can do it, so can I); information and the transfer of experience
(informal mentoring); the development of local design markets; easier access to
suppliers; improving links with the local business support infrastructure, and so
on (see above).
There is a stronger aspect of the local than the benefit of local clusters, networks
and production chains - that of an association with the city as such. A city can
have a cultural ‘capital’ or profile which is useful to a design sector. Milan,
Paris, New York, are names loaded with this cultural capital. A higher cultural
profile for the city can mean a higher profile for its cultural businesses - perhaps
nowhere more than in the design sector. The relationship between city and
design sector profile will be discussed below when looking at ‘Made in
Manchester’.
However, some areas of the sector are more integrated within these networks
and fields, and identify more directly with the city, than others. A lot of fashion
or graphic design may well relate to the pop music sector much more closely
than, say, product design or craft businesses. Some craft production, or interior
design will have no connection to a ‘Manchester’ identity, let alone to a
recognisable ‘Manchester style’.
10iii An Internally Diverse Group
Whilst there are tendencies pushing for cross-over and hybridisation there will
be continued differentiation between elements of this sub-sector group.
Diversity reflects different markets and processes - between one-off production,
client services, multiple runs, sub-contracting, artisan production etc. - and a
historical connection to wider industrial structures (as in fashion/textiles and
architecture).
a) Crafts
A major division with this sector has frequently been made between ‘design’
and ‘crafts’. Crafts can include a range of traditional trades (leather, ironwork
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etc.) and some more specialised trades such as restoration. It has a strong artisan
history, whether this be rooted in an ‘arts and craft’ revival of pre-industrial
traditions, or in the skilled worker trades of the industrial period. These are still
strong within crafts. Crafts also relate to a domestic handiwork tradition, which
has been taken up as a generic ‘home made’ brand by the food industry, and by
the tourist souvenir and fancy goods industries. This sector is one in which
small-scale production still persists, often around small outlets and events
related to the tourist trade and ‘leisure shopping’. Also crucial here are the 4,000
craft fairs per annum.
The term ‘contemporary crafts’ is used to refer to the more innovative and
creative end of this production. This also refers to a shift towards the cultural or
symbolic value of the product rather than the skilled labour time involved in its
production (though this is also reflected in the price, it is no longer the sole or
even primary determinant of value as in the craft and luxury goods economy of
the past).
This last has been confirmed by the merging of the Crafts Council with the Arts
Council. The Comprehensive Spending Review argues that : ‘The division
between the two Councils, has led to a structure which cannot easily respond to
new and developing technologies and art forms’. The government want a body
‘which should be seen to embrace a wide spectrum of the arts and break down
artificial barriers within art forms, for example between the contemporary visual
artists, and the crafts and applied arts’. The links to design are also stressed in
the emphasis on different funding sources and markets. It should ‘take
appropriate account…of the scope for collaborative working between the
commercial, subsidised and amateur sectors. In taking on a greater role in the
visual and applied arts the new body would be expected to play a role in the
encouragement of good design, although there is no proposal for it to take over
the business orientated work for which the Design Council is responsible’.
The relationship between the Arts Council and the Design Council is not our
concern here. However, we would argue that in terms of a local cultural
production strategy it is not be useful to separate these functions or areas of
responsibility. There are different needs across the sector but we would argue
strongly for an integrated approach rather than one that could result in
reinforcing divisions between (applied) art and design, or crafts and design, or
artisan production and design.
b)  Fashion and Clothing/Textile Design
Clothing/textile design has, as opposed to the artisan roots of crafts, had a long
industrial history in the north-west. The region has museums, design/pattern
collections, educational establishments, large historic firms and institutions,
which reflect the depth of expertise, skills and global networks which once
made this industry a world leader. This is not the place to address the rapid
collapse of this sector - it reflects global competition, inertia and lack of
innovation, damaging restructuring in the 60s and competitive strategies based
on price rather than quality or design. This last was underlined by the 1991
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Centre for Employment Research (CER) study. It is confirmed by other
academic studies of the industry.
The industry does still have a base but it has lost its reputation and its global
competitiveness at the high value-added end of the market. The CER study
picked out two areas where innovation and competitiveness were high - youth
fashion and sports wear. The two are design intensive, both in terms of style and
use of materials. The links between these two sectors, and their links to local
design cultures and consumption habits (is Manchester a capital of street style?)
are still unclear.
What is clear is that if the clothing/textile sector is to develop it needs to look to
innovation in materials and to the development of new high quality skills in
manufacture. These are crucial, but are redundant without a strong emphasis on
design. Anyone doubting this has only to look to the northern areas of Italy -
especially Emilia-Romagna and Venetia. The restructuring of their textile
industry, which took place in the 1970s, was the opposite to that of the UK.  It
emphasised networks of small firms organised collaboratively in ‘industrial
districts’ linked by ties of history, family, church (in some cases), trades
unionism and co-operatives, and (in some cases) the Communist Party. These
were all crucial but they would not have been enough without the new emphasis
on design.
This is not the place to discuss this in detail but this example, often used as a
model for cultural clusters and districts, is probably better as a model for how
modern design, and an awareness of the function of design, managed to work
along the production chain to the very grassroots of the industry. This is now
being attempted in the Lombardi region for furniture design - driven by the high
profile of high-end interior design in Milan - and the food industry, another
traditional sector looking to modernise its design and marketing skills.
The situation in the north west is one of a large number of educational
establishments with very underdeveloped local industry links. The largest of
these, Manchester Metropolitan University, separates fashion and textile design
from clothing/textile design and manufacture in a classic reflection of the
traditional failure of British industry. Research has shown how the innovative
fashion sector has very few links with the traditional or existing clothing/textile
sector. There is currently no partnership organisation, which is driving a sectoral
development strategy in the region, unlike Nottingham and the Midlands which
are seriously pushing in this area.
The industry has a profile of being old fashioned and derelict at a time when
‘designer fashion’ has never had a higher profile nationally and has never been
more accessible in the high street. The local designers are highly creative and
some are very successful - but these successful firms are very much about
treading lone paths against the odds. There are no strong formal and informal
networks in Manchester, certainly not linking designers with the rest of the
sector. Successful local firms are trading nationally and globally because that is
now the way in which the industry is structured. What they ask for, in line with
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much of the design group as a whole, is recognition and promotion of local
talent as a way of marketing the local sector nationally and developing local
distribution and local markets.
c) Architecture
Architecture is part of the design group but again has a particular history. It has
an established professional basis, has control of entrance and standards to an
extent unrivalled by any other sector outside classical music (theatre has to use
the trades union regulation style of Equity). As such it is very organised in terms
of  associations and networks, lobbying and advocacy, representation on funding
and prize giving bodies, educational standards and strategies; and it is well
plugged in to the general circulation of cultural ideas. Architecture is also linked
to the civil engineering and planning professions; it is linked to the construction
industry and to the property development and real estate sectors. Although
architecture has been squeezed by a number of these other elements in recent
years (‘design and build’ being one such) they are still powerful players within
these industries.
As such architecture, much more than other areas of design, has occupied an
intersection of ‘culture’ and ‘industry’ for a long time - a least since its
conversion to ‘modernism’ in the ‘50s. Manchester has a strong architecture
sector. It has some nationally renowned figures and a strong sense of collective
local identity - recently reinforced by the development of the Cube Gallery.
They have been able to participate as a group in debates around urban
regeneration, urban design and public space; they have taken the lead in more
general cultural and design coalitions. If a cultural production strategy is to
relate to the city - as it must - then the architecture sector, which may not need
its direct help as much as others, should be seen as key ally in local coalition-
building around such a strategy.
10ivMeasurement
SIC statistics for cultural industries do not cover this sector directly (see above).
Designers would work in many of the SIC listed cultural industries, they may be
under ‘artistic, literary and creation activities’ and in the publishing and printing
industries, but they do not show as a separate category. Given the importance of
design this is a severe weakness of the SIC codes.
A more accurate picture emerges in the SOC breakdown. The ACE report (1991
Census of Population) gives a figure for industrial designers as 11,600; clothing
designers as 8,100; and ‘artists, commercial artists and graphic designers’ as
93,200. The ACE report aggregated ‘Art and Design’ (architects, artists,
commercial artists, graphic designers, industrial designers, clothing designers,
musical instrument makers, and piano tuners) and got a figure of 152,000.
The Design Council gives employment figures as 173,000 in manufacturing and
41,000 in design consultancies. We do not know how the Design Council got its
figures. It seems likely that the figure for designers in manufacturing goes
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beyond the strict definition of ‘industrial designers, thus the figure could be
picking up clothing, graphic designers, commercial artists etc. who work in
industry. We do not know the extent to which the category ‘design consultancy’
includes graphic designers, commercial artists, etc.  Be that as it may, according
to the ACE report, ‘Art and Design’ make up 36% of all cultural occupations.
Their absence as a distinct SIC category is thus all the more striking.
Spectrum estimate that British manufacturing spent £12bn on product
development and design, and on design consultancies in 1995. This represents
2.6% of manufacturing turnover.
In the 1991 census the two fastest growing cultural occupations were 'clothing
designers' (8,100; 88% increase) and 'artists, commercial artists, graphic
designers' (93,200; 71%). These last were also the largest single group.
DTI figures give direct employment in 'Designer fashion' at c.1,000-1,500. Total
employment in apparel manufacture is about 220,000 (Spectrum).
The UK contemporary crafts industry has more than doubled its turnover in the
last 10 years to £425m; the number of businesses have increased by 22%;
average sole trader turnover was £33,000; exports were 15% of sales - ‘making
crafts a significant sector of the small business economy’ (Spectrum).
Employment is about 25,000 according to the Crafts Council. The ACE report
gives the figure for ‘self-employed craftspersons as 15,500.  Sales are estimated
to increase by 5% per year. It is made up of mostly small businesses and sole
traders, self-employed and unsubsidised (98% 1-2 people businesses [Crafts
Council]).
10v Manchester
In taking design as a category, it should be noted that we targeted businesses
whose primary concern was ‘design’; so we will have picked up industrial
design companies but not industrial designers working in a manufacturing
company. This reflects a general methodology of employment in the cultural
industries rather than total cultural sector employment discussed above.
Under ‘design’ in the database we included graphic design, textile design, craft,
fashion design, furniture/interior design, and 3-D and product design, along with
some printing services and independent retailers. This will include individuals
employed in these industries who do not have a cultural occupation. In some of
the clothing firms this will be quite high; in the design consultancies quite low.
‘Visual artists’ were given a separate category, though it is clear there was
increasing cross-over. Architects were also given a separate category.
It is clear that there is a growing overlap between multimedia, internet and
graphic design companies.
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Design made up a quarter of the cultural enterprises in the city, and accounted
for 12.8% of employment - around 2,400. The sector is characterised by a large
number of small businesses, especially in crafts (reflecting national
characteristics).
From our research it was clear that those involved in the design sector felt it was
thriving with a potential to grow more. Those in the fashion and crafts sector felt
it had potential but had not yet begun to capitalise on this.
10vi Responses from the Sector
There is a lot of creative talent in Manchester. In the design sector (3D, graphic,
interiors) there is a strong entrepreneurial drive and a critical mass of knowledge
and networks within which new businesses can set up. These new businesses are
looking beyond the local area in terms of ideas, suppliers and markets. As such
they represent a real dynamic sector within a nationally growing sector. There
are strong links to the music sector (together music and craft/design make up
50% of cultural enterprises) - though as much in terms of style and ideas as in
direct business. There are growing links to multimedia - web sites, computer
graphics, computer games, multimedia art - which can only grow in the future.
 ‘Design is a hot spot. Manchester is definitely the second city. It's buzzing’.
 ‘The time is absolutely right... The sector is absolutely positive about itself’.
 ‘After London, Manchester is the place most recognised for graphic design’.
 ‘Manchester offers great potential for work; more people are coming into the
business every year and there is still work around’.
 ‘Manchester's quest to become one of the 6 regional cities in Europe is by no
means as absurd as it was 10 years ago’.
 
 
The key weakness across the craft/design/fashion sector is the lack of links with
industry. This is not straightforward and it hampers local industry as well as the
design sector. A strategy should address both these elements.
 
 
The design sector (though this stands across the cultural sector as a whole) has
limited knowledge and experience of business practice. The HE/FE sector does
not provide this - it may have add-on business courses but this is not adequate to
the enormous shifts in the cultural economy touched on above. A design
business needs to be seen as an integrated whole, not a pure art activity with
business add-ons.
 
 
Design businesses frequently emphasise product rather than marketing. This can
also mean an emphasis on 'one-off' rather than large-scale production, which
relates not just to an 'arts' mentality but also to lack of knowledge about
suppliers and sub-contractors, about packaging and distribution services, etc.
The move to this also brings problems with finance and cash flow, and a shift in
business practice to product development - the whole planning process should
be as much part of 'design' as the specific product itself.
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The traditional separation between 'culture' and 'industry' is still operative in
Manchester and is a drag on both sectors. The cultural sector has much to learn
from other business sectors and its isolation does cut it off from a wealth of
knowledge and experience. The separation restricts the design market (they have
to look outside the region to expand markets) and  restricts the competitiveness
of local industry.
 
 
The fashion design sector is weakest in this respect. It looks more to design and
music rather than the existing textile industry. This, despite some success
stories, is in decline due precisely to its failure to foreground design and quality
manufacture (CER Report 1992). The fashion design sector thus does not
benefit from a local textile tradition, except through the presence of local HE/FE
institutions and local sources of high quality information (though often difficult
to access) such as the Textile Institute.
 
 
Craft tends to be geared to very small businesses, one-off or limited production
runs, and is closely linked to tourism through fairs, festivals, open workshops
and specialist retail. Small-scale production of high quality objects is
encouraged by the arts subsidy system. Other small-scale production feeds
directly into the tourist industry, within which it is often buried. However, some
of our respondents felt that the division between craft and design was
disappearing and/or was unhelpful, and that ‘Design’ should be an all-inclusive
category.
 
 
The design sector are very clear about the contribution their services could make
to local industry and  see opportunities in Manchester - both to expand their
markets by selling their services and to sell the idea of design to industry (and
thus to sell the services of the design sector at a generic level).
 
 
There was a strongly expressed wish to give identity to the sector, to raise its
profile within the city, bring business and the sector together, showcase local
design businesses, and to market the design sector nationally and internationally.
 
 
It was felt that this could be done by creating a development agency for the
sector. All those interviewed felt the 'some sort of LDI' was crucial for the
sector. This agency would have to have a local, physical presence both as
network focus and as symbol/flagship. ‘There is no promotion of design, no
identity for the sector’.
 
 
Respondents felt the need for:
 
 Detailed information (many remembered 'The Specialist' magazine with
information on sub-contractors and service providers etc.)
 Communication within the sector - ‘no doubt the talent is there and the
business - but there's a need to co-ordinate’
 Championing of available local skills - ‘many commissioning agencies don't
have the confidence to buy locally’
 Showcasing/endorsement - for industry and commissioning agencies. ‘Public
agencies need educating about design as well’.
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The sector also felt that their role in the city should be recognised more. Some
saw themselves as brokers between culture and commerce - ‘Graphic design is
one of the few cultural industries which links 'normal' commerce and culture -
lifestyle and art’.
 
 
Across design there was a sense of how the sector could contribute to the wider
cultural sector and city - ‘Manchester has such a wealth of creative talent -
design can link it all together, market it’.
 
 
In return they wanted support: ‘The sector will blossom, we just need a
celebration of what's going on’. ‘Manchester Festival could celebrate the cross-
over of art and business - a celebration of creative industries’.
 
 
10vii Design and Industry
 
 
‘Design’ is a point of contact and interaction between the cultural industries and
other industries - a conduit between the two. Our environment, our everyday life
in a ‘post-natural’ world is made up of commercially produced commodities;
and these commodities have an ever-increasing symbolic, positional and cultural
element. We frequently buy labels and brands less for their intrinsic material
quality and more for their role in constructing identity, status, position, etc.
 
 
This has led to the claims for not just a collapse of the division between high
and low culture but also of that division between ‘culture’ and ‘everyday life’.
This report cannot go into this, but there are some clear points deriving from
this. In a feedback note Nick Johnson, in referring to ‘Made in Manchester’,
wrote: ‘I think the sooner we can move away from the notion of the cultural
sector and move towards the seamless integration of culture in the way of life of
the City the better. The Made in Manchester idea would go some way to
achieving this integration, marrying Kellogg’s Cornflakes with influences as
deep rooted as the graphic language of the Manchester music scene’.
 
 
In a certain sense most of the people involved in design (and many involved in
cultural production generally) would agree with this statement. There is a need
to make a link between those with the creative skills needed in design and the
wider life of the city. However, abandoning the notion of the cultural sector is
not necessarily the best way to do this. The notion of the cultural sector is
necessary in the measurement, analysis and clear targeting of a distinct group of
related activities concerned with cultural goods and services. The purpose of
identifying a ‘design sector’ is not to isolate it but to link those with creative
design skills to the wider economic life of the city, in manufacturing,
construction, city marketing, public space etc.
 
,
 
‘Good design’ has both an aesthetic and functional element; it involves the
application of creativity, research, experimentation, experience and technical
know-how; it has a mix of technology, aesthetics, information, marketing and
project planning. However, a line can be drawn between ‘design’ as a generic
activity and design as a particular addition of a symbolic or cultural dimension
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to the product. Designers and design companies have been included in our
definition of the cultural sector to the extent to which their activities involve a
particular aesthetic, symbolic or cultural input as their primary source of value.
 
 
Design as used here emphasises not the functionality of a product but its
aesthetic appeal. So for us, design is mostly focused on product image,
marketing and consumption - the areas in which the symbolic and cultural
aspects are central. In Nick Johnson’s example above we are talking about
design links between Manchester music and packaging/marketing rather than
the shape of the Cornflake: the emphasis being on client services rather than
product design.
 
 
In other industries this aesthetic level goes deeper into product design - cars
being the classic example (with vacuums - Dyson - and computers - iMac to
follow!). Design is now at the very heart of cutting edge industrial production:
Design-intensive firms and industries are faster growing, more profitable, and
more successful in export markets (Design Council). Whilst some areas of
industrial design are extremely specialised and beyond the scope of this study,
the input of the design sector in terms of product design and styling is a key
growth area. However, we have not attempted to identify designers, especially
industrial designers, who work in non-cultural industries. Such a task would be
necessary for a full strategic understanding of the design industry.
 
 
This is an area of advocacy (Design Council) and is a large scale and deep-
seated problem for British industry as a whole. It is in this context that high
level initiatives such as a local ‘Design Institute’ can operate; to raise awareness
of design, to raise the profile of the sector and to encourage networking and
advocacy at city and regional levels.
 
 
At a more ‘hands-on’ level, realistic intervention could take the form of
supporting new product design(ers); showcasing ideas; setting up design
competitions such as envisaged in Bolton where industrial/commercial problems
are offered up for creative solutions by the cultural industries sector. This would
involve a full exploration and development of the actual and potential link
between the design sector and industry.
 
 Made in Manchester is a slightly different approach. It could embrace the above,
but it seems more targeted at raising the profile of local design(ers) and ‘selling’
them to local industry. Made in Manchester rests on the notion that selling the
sector is uniquely about selling the identity of the city. Profile acquired in design
for music, fashion, new building etc. could be used as powerful images by local
business, to the mutual benefit of both (‘wrapping up the sub-cultural appeal of
the city within a business message’). ‘In all Marketing Manchester’s research of
perceptions of the city it suggests that Manchester is seen as pragmatic city with
an edge. Its culture has given us that edge yet the mainstream agencies (such as
MM) with an opportunity to influence this perception positively still seem
unable to capture the essence of the city and so influence its cultural production’
[Nick Johnson].
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Whatever we may think of the specific shortcomings of  ‘Made in Manchester’,
the general point is clear: the design industry does gain added value from being
a sector associated with both a city and its cultural profile, and a strategy to
strengthen both the sector and the profile has a clear economic impact - on the
design businesses and (hopefully) the ‘mainstream’ businesses that learn the
language and benefits of design.
 
 
However, the extent to which the profile of the design sector in Manchester
should be directly associated with any one particular style, or image of the city
(as tended to happen with
 Made in Manchester) is questionable, as is the ‘brand
name’ itself. Firstly, the design sector in Manchester is diverse and thriving and
may not entirely, if at all, identify with a particular aspect of the city. A high
profile (‘cultural capital’) for the city was seen as beneficial but not necessarily
a particular style. Whilst popular music did act as a major cultural driver in the
late ‘80s and early ‘90s it may not remain so - Made in Manchester would have
to open up its catchment beyond the design spin-off of the music sector or that
era. The cultural circuit for design is increasingly global and ‘sub-cultural’ style
is only one of its tributaries. Secondly, the brand ‘Made in Manchester’ may not
be the best way of marketing the sector - it may sound too parochial. There are
‘Made in Bradford’ and ‘Made in Hackney’ and possibly other campaigns.
There are no Made in London or Made in Milan campaigns. A marketing
campaign for a sector as large and diverse as Manchester’s needs a more subtle
and developed approach, one that reflects locality without directly referring to it
or restricting its content.
 
 
10viii Recommendations
 
 
The key elements in any strategy are:
 
 Developing sector awareness and knowledge
 Raising the profile/advocacy
 Developing new local markets
 Developing new national/international markets
 Making links to other industries
 Providing information and advice services
 Preventing graduate leakage through new start support
 Linking with the educational establishment in developing entrepreneurial and
creative talent
Some of this will be provided, at least in the first instance, by CIDS. However,
we would recommend the development of a specific agency charged with the
development of a sector strategy. We would also strongly recommend a building
focus for this agency - not just an office but a presence. Cube is intended to
provide a focus for a much more well organised architecture sector; ‘design’
needs a similar focus for exhibitions, debates, networking, seminars etc. It
should act as a focus for the sector - able to engage in constructive dialogue with
national design agencies and other cultural bodies. It should be a first point of
contact for not only media, but also for industry, enquiries.
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It needs to be a flagship with a strong local identity and a clear sense of purpose.
Its task should be to push forward on all of the above priorities as well as deliver
the more detailed day-to-day activities:
1.
 
Provide specialist information for the sector including - suppliers and sub-
contractors; other practitioners; exports; trade fairs, exhibitions, shows; new
business support grants; training and education.
 
2.
 
Provide this information in on-line form (link to design bank).
 
3.
 
Provide a range of specialist advice including new business opportunities and
start-up; post-start up expansion; obtaining, delivering and following up
commissions; product development and business planning.
 
4.
 
Work with other agencies and identify further funds for financial support for
product development, capital equipment and marketing initiatives for the
sector - developing models such as ACID, LDI etc.
 
5.
 
Provide marketing support for the sector such as: advice; developing industry
links; identify target exhibitions and shows; work with others to develop
showcasing events in Manchester; work with MM and Midas to showcase the
sector internationally.
 
6.
 
Provide events for industry and sector in terms of seminars, networking
opportunities, workshops.
 
7.
 
Encourage and explore funding opportunities for small-scale collective
events, shows and other initiatives.
 
8.
 
Encourage network activities for smaller sub-groups within the sector.
A key question in this context must be fashion/textiles. It can come under the remit of
such a design agency, but industry and educational linkage will demand a quite
specific and distinct strand. The task may well be to represent the design end of
fashion/textiles whilst identifying (possibly in conjunction with CIDS) an agency or
partnership who can begin to elaborate a distinct strategic initiative. At present this
does not seem to be progressing.
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11 Popular Music
11i ‘Classical’ and ‘Popular’
The term ‘popular music’ is open to a number of interpretations, but it is
primarily used as a way of differentiating publicly subsidised from non-publicly
subsidised music making. In general terms this means separating ‘classical
music’ and ‘opera’ from ‘the rest’. These terms are, of course, imprecise. They
do not take account of divisions within the funded sector, such as ‘early music’,
or ‘contemporary music’ etc. Nor do they take account of ‘jazz’ or ‘ethnic’ or
‘world’ or ‘crossover’ music that also receive public funding. However, at least
80% of Arts Council, Regional Arts Board and Local Authority spending on
music goes to the classical and opera sector.
The term ‘popular’ is not just negative (non-classical/non-subsidised) but also
loosely responds to the very clear audience separation between classical/opera
and other musics. This separation is relatively recent - in the last 30 years.
Before then there was a relatively clear gradation or spectrum of music making
(however funded) rather than a clear break. The reasons for this are beyond the
scope of this study but relate to the emergence of  Afro-American music as a
distinct music language and world and to the increasing separation between the
standard classical repertoire and ‘contemporary’ or ‘modern’ classical music.
The division between ‘popular’ and ‘classical’ has increased, and increases the
more ‘contemporary’ the latter gets. This is not the case in the visual or
performing arts where ‘contemporary’ is not necessarily an audience barrier and
there is a clear linkage between the ‘subsidised’ and the ‘avant garde’ and the
more mainstream, commercial worlds. This is most apparent in the visual arts.
A study of the Manchester Expressionist Festival revealed a high level of
audience cross over between visual arts, cinema, performance and more
‘popular’ forms such as cabaret and café-bar attendance. The exception was
‘expressionist’ music.
The growth in cultural consumption has been accompanied by the breaking
down of older hierarchies of ‘high and low’, ‘avant garde’ and ‘mainstream’.
The cultural dominant in this consumption is about individual choice - mix and
match - from a self-consciously eclectic range of sources: some claim we are
‘cultural omnivores’ ready to consume avant garde art and popular culture,
dance and football, Shakespeare and soap-operas. Whatever the full validity of
this it is clear that there is a breaking down of boundaries and hierarchies within
cultural consumption - and the least affected is ‘classical music’.
This consumption gap is reflected/reinforced by the separate ‘eco-system’
within which classical music operates. Music education in the UK is of very
high quality at the top end, very competitive and capable of producing world
class performers. At this top end however, it tends to operate as a separate
world. Careers are structured around eventual employment within a subsidised
system, which at its top end, can be very well rewarded. Not all trained musician
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get such jobs; only a few get to the top, but education and career structures are
geared to this top end.
Manchester has a strong classical music profile. It has two nationally renowned
education institutions - Chethams School and the RNCM. It has two resident
Orchestras - Halle and BBC Philharmonic - and a full range of other smaller
ensembles (including the student groups). It has a major venue in the
Bridgewater Hall; a powerful production and touring venue in the RNCM and
with the forthcoming Lowry Centre, a viable location for touring opera. All of
this goes to make for a healthy music life in the city.
It is also the case that classical music can give a profile to a city out of all
proportion to its actual audience. Classical music has always been successful in
securing corporate sponsorship. Many large firms have a close relationship with
the local orchestra. A music festival can be a major tourist attraction, just as a
strong musical profile can form a strategic plank for an image strategy
regardless of whether people then attend a concert.
Nevertheless, both from the point of view of cultural consumption and
production classical music tends to operate as a relatively distinct world. This
finally impacts on the ‘critical infrastructure’: that network of ideas,
competition, collaboration and cross-fertilisation which ultimately sustains a
vibrant cultural production strategy. Classical music, with its huge reservoir of
skills, creative talent, educational infrastructure, venues, finance and
programming experience, is failing to engage fully with the wider cultural life of
the city.
This is certainly not ‘the fault’ of any one organisation; to a large extent it is a
structural problem. Nevertheless, there are areas in which the linkages can begin
to be made.
There is no doubt that the audience for non-mainstream ‘popular’ music exists.
To some extent the music links between the two worlds are healthier than at any
time in the past 30 years. Developments in popular music (digital production;
ambient; world; ethnic hybrid etc.) and contemporary classical (minimalism; re-
emergence of tonal music; contemporary opera/music theatre) are making this
possible.
In order to overcome this there is a need for new imaginative programming
which may have to break from the emphasis on ‘purity’ of performance - which
is not ‘serious musicians’ playing ‘pops’ but a shift in emphasis from a central
concern of  Western art music in the last 200 years. This involves a willingness
to mix performances with non-classical performers, non-classical music and in
non-classical spaces. This last is crucial. Audience divisions are closely mapped
on the spaces in which culture is consumed. However open and accessible,
however ‘popular’ the repertoire, for many the Bridgewater Hall is a space to
which one does not go.
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The potential is there for a linkage - but this is more than ‘audience’
development, or ‘outreach’, the intention of which is to bring back people to the
auditorium. This is a legitimate aim certainly, but it is also about linking the
classical world to the cultural dynamics and ideas of other musical worlds, from
which they also have a lot to learn. ‘Audience development’ needs to be a
rethink of the cultural position and direction of the classical music world in
relation to the cultures, the people, the spaces and the ideas that are present,
flowing around them rather than through them.
11ii Popular Music
The recognition of the music industry as a major source of employment and
wealth creation has come rather late. Its combination of high visibility and
strong economic profile saw it spear-head the ‘cool Britannia’ thrust by New
Labour in its shift of attention towards the cultural industries.
 The Music industry is second only to the US in terms of exports - which
trebled between 1985-93.
 
 UK is 4th largest market in the world. The BPI estimates that UK artists share
of the world music market was 18% in 1993. UK sales have been growing at
a 10% Compound Annual Growth Rate for 10 years.
 
 The BPI estimate 1996 UK industry revenues at £3.4bn. with 12-13%
invested in artists and repertoire.
 
 The BPI and British Invisibles estimate net earnings for the music industry as
£571 million in 1993. Gross earnings divide between £799 million invisibles
(Royalties) and £359 million visibles (CDs, cassettes, records).
 
 The Value of Music report puts the UK consumer market (consumer, private
corporate and public sector) at £2.6bn.
 
 The value of the sector to the UK economy was estimated around £2.5bn,
including earning generated overseas. Compare water supply (£2.4bn 1994),
organic and inorganic chemicals (£2.1bn), electronic components (£1.7bn),
ship building (£1.6bn).
 
 The same report puts employment at 115,163. It notes, ‘However, part-time
working is high amongst musicians and other sectors of the industry and at
least 160,000 individuals were actively involved in the creation and
distribution of music’.
 
 Of the 115,163 full-time jobs 43,100 were musicians, and the remaining
72,100 were in other occupations.
 
 
The music industry is a global industry and one in which the UK is a major
player, both in terms of ownership and artistic production. Forecasts for
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worldwide growth and for the position of the UK industry within this are varied,
but there are clear signs that industry growth may be slowing down or
contracting - not least because of the levelling off of CD sales, with their
attendant ‘back catalogues’.
 
 
In a recent report compiled by CEFRAC, Dave Laing (The Value of Music) and
Stuart Worthington (International Managers Forum) argue: ‘In the popular
music sector the most important sector of new employment is probably music
itself, which has seen a surge of new ‘genres’ of different sections of the
population, outside the ‘established’ music industry. Today, house music,
techno, dance music etc. are industries having a distinct network of record
companies, clubs, DJs, and producers, which have created a significant number
of employees’.
 
 
It is also clear that the traditional structures of the music industry, based on the
bands playing and getting signed to a record company who then distribute and
market the record - this, whilst still important is likely to change under the
impact of (i) new recording/production techniques which undermine the
centrality of live playing (AandR people often go straight to the studio rather
than the gig, though this brings its own problems when the band ‘goes live’) and
(ii) new means of distribution and marketing brought on by the possibilities of
digital distribution opened up by new communication technologies. The industry
is in flux.
 
 
11iii  Definition
 
 
For measurement purposes the Value of Music report defined the music industry
as:
 
 Live performance
 Recording and manufacture
 Retailing and distribution of recordings
 Composition and exploitation of musical works
 Manufacture, retailing and distribution of musical instruments
 Promotion, management and other agency-related activities
 Education and training
 
 
The report identifies areas peripheral to it, but which have a mutually dependent
relationship:
 
 Radio, television and film, and advertising
 Music press
 Merchandising
 Dance sector (ranging from ballet to mobile discotheques to raves)
 The manufacture of audio hardware.
The music industry worldwide is dominated by five music companies - Sony,
EMI, Polygram, Time Warner, Bertlesman. It has a high degree of vertical
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integration - the majors dominate recording (through a complex association with
‘independent’ labels) and publishing.
Retailing is increasingly dominated by the big chains such as HMV and Virgin,
and are expected to play a much bigger role within the industry through a
control of the variety and numbers of recordings held on display.
If we leave aside musical instrument manufacture and education and training the
three core services provided by the music industry are:
i) 
 
live performances;
ii) 
 
the production and sale of recordings;
iii) 
 
the administration of copyright in compositions and recordings.
i) Performance
‘In the popular music sector an artist will be represented, usually exclusively, by
an agent. The agent will aim to match musicians with suitable venues for their
performances, or alternatively, assign a promoter to organise and publicise the
performance…. The promoter will be responsible for hiring the venue and
providing all the necessary ancillary equipment for the concert (the lighting
team and the public address system). The artist will sometimes provide extra
musicians for concerts, a sound engineer and a road crew to set up the
equipment. Hence both promoter and artists are involved in payments to
ancillary staff for the undertaking of performance’. The agreement is between
promoter and agent. How the payments are divided up is of course a story as
long as the history of popular music itself or, as the report put it: ‘Exactly how
the financial agreement is framed will depend on the extent to which the
financial risk of the performance is to be shared’.(Value of Music, Ch.2)
ii) Recordings
The contract between recording company and artist will usually identify the
company as owner of the recording; the artist receives income in the form of a
royalty calculated as a proportion of the Published Price to Dealer (PPD) of
every recording sold. The level of royalty is set through negotiation but may be
above 20% for established high earning stars. The record company pays for the
recording which is charged to the artist’s account to be recouped from royalties,.
Artists will receive a cash advance against royalties.
iii) Copyright
For copyright a mechanical royalty is paid by the record company via the
MCPS. royalties are then distributed to the copyright owner (usually the music
publisher). They pass this on to the composer/lyricist’s previously agreed share
of mechanical royalties.
[Cf: The Value of Music, Chapter 2]
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11iv Manchester Music Industry
Manchester has had several periods when its musicians have experienced
national and international success and the city has had a vibrant music scene.
These include the 1960s, with bands like Herman’s Hermits being among the
first to succeed in the United States;  the mid 1970s, with pop acts such as 10CC
and Barclay James Harvest; late 1970s punk, when bands such as the Buzzcocks
were followed by the influential Joy Division and Manchester began to acquire a
music industry infrastructure; early 1980s and success for bands such as New
Order and The Smiths; late 1980s, perhaps the most well-known period, with
the emergence Acid House in 1988, quickly followed by the Madchester scene
early 1990s and chart success for Take That, Simply Red and Oasis; and the late
1990s and the emergence of what has been termed the ‘new Manchester dance
underground’.
Music (popular and classical) makes up one quarter of all database entries, and
8.8% of employment - just under 1,800 jobs. This is a serious under-estimation.
If we take the Value for Music figures (excluding education, musical
instruments and retail) then this is only 2.4% of the national total. Even
accounting for the domination of London, this is low. The major category -
‘Live performance pop and rock’ (which includes 4,000 recording industry jobs
and 11,000 non-musicians) - gives a national figure of 42,000. This gives
Manchester 4% of total. We suspect this figure is much higher.
The music sector is notoriously difficult to pick up, not just from statistics but
from local lists and registers. Even if registered this does not necessarily mean
full time jobs - or even jobs that are paid at all! The Value of Music has the
following breakdown:
Full-Time Part-Time FTE
Aspiring Rock and Pop 5,000 60,000 20,000
Specialist Genre 2,000 8,000 4,000
Professional Band Members 5,000 5,000 7,000
Sucessful Rock and Pop 4,000 5,000 7,000
Total 16,000 73,000 35,000
The figures of 100 bands in Milton Keynes (pop.120,000); 1,000 bands in
Merseyside (pop.1.48 million); 1,140 active individuals in music in
Leicestershire; Martin Isherwood’s estimation of 2,000 bands in the Manchester
area - all these point to a depth of musical activity where between 0.1 and 0.3
percent of the population fall into the category of aspiring rock and pop
performers.
There is simply not enough knowledge about the local industry in the
Manchester region. There are no adequate directories as in Liverpool or in
Sheffield and there has never been a dedicated quantitative and qualitative study
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of the sector. Thus we do not have an adequate picture of employment and
quasi-employment in this sector. However, there is a lot of informal knowledge
about the sector, which needs to be tapped in any strategy for the sector.
Despite this it is clear that popular music is a key sector in Manchester. This is
not a finding based on database entries but on the views of those inside and
outside the sector, both here and elsewhere. It is viewed as England’s second
music industry capital. It gives Manchester one of its strongest sources of
images as a vibrant, contemporary, creative, cutting edge city. Popular music
also represents a major reference point for other sub-sectors - fashion, graphic
design, multimedia being the most obvious.
It is far behind London and the informed view is that Manchester has declined
as an alternative industry pole. This is reflected in the difficulties being
experienced by all sectors of the music infrastructure - recording studios,
venues, record companies.
What Manchester does have is an abundance of talent. A strategy for popular
music is about developing that talent and retaining, as far as possible, the direct
and indirect financial and cultural benefits for the local city.
Pop musicians can make a lot of money if they get the right deal and the right
product. But the majority are living at a fairly marginal level. The infrastructure
of services and facilities, as well as the musicians, labels, management etc. all
make up a local industry capable of generating employment and wealth.
11v Music Scene vs. Music Industry
Many local authorities, beginning with Sheffield in the mid-80s, have sought to
develop music industry strategies. These have a number of difficulties but a key
problem is the very use of the term ‘industry’ in the first place. To many people
involved in music making calling them an ‘industry’ often generates a lot of
opposition. To some extent this is due to the large amateur element in music,
ranging from operatic societies and choirs, to jazz players, cover bands etc. on
the edge of the freelance sector. Also, many musicians resent their activity being
seen as generating pure commodities  for record company exploitation. This is a
strong feeling in local music scenes and one that can not be ignored in local
strategies. It is here that the friction between what is (compared to other ‘art
forms’) a mass participatory activity and a financially and, it has to be said,
culturally powerful (in good and bad senses) music industry is at its highest.
But the real problem is that at the local level ‘industry’ involves on the one hand
a very commercial sector who are increasingly dependent on large companies
located in London, and on the other a large number of musicians and performers
who want to make it and are willing to put up with a lot of hardship in order to
do so.
The existence of under-paid artists all attempting to create a sustainable income
is common across all sectors, but it is much more prevalent in the music sector.
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This reflects its enormous current cultural power and the relative ‘low skills’
level of entry. But it also reflects the structure of the music industry which is
driven by the search for new talent in a context where 80% of artists’ releases
are one-offs. In other words, it is massively R&D intensive, with income
derived from a relatively small number of high-earning products. This
combination of large demand for artists with an even larger number of willing
applicants explains much about the particular dynamics of the music industry -
especially at local level.
Unlike classical Hollywood where studios would recruit from applicants who
have intensively trained (both mind and body) record companies are taking a
risk on the commercial success of a product that in most cases has been
developed by the artists themselves. There are ‘artificial’ groups and performers
‘constructed’ by the company from a formula, but generally the record
companies are looking for some level of existing ‘product’ which they can then
refine and market. This is a competitive and often cruel world where
commercial opportunities and the development of personal expression, skills
and identity are inextricably mixed.
It is for this reason that there is a lot of conflict and resentment between ‘the
industry’ and ‘the local scene’ - even though the distinctions are hazy and one
can be in different camps at different times and in different places. In terms of
the local ‘scene’ the ‘industry’ is an exploiter of talent which the scene
produces; it relies on this talent, makes money on it, and never gives a penny
back to the scene which produced it. The music industry sees things rather
differently.
When it comes to ‘music industry’ policies at a local level, there will always be
conflict between this diverse local scene in which music making takes place and
those elements which represent the more directly commercial aspects of the
industry  - the means by which musicians hope to get a recording contract and to
make money through the exploitation of copyright and royalties rather than
performance - which tends only to make money for ‘big’ (i.e. already
successful) musicians.
Supporting the ‘Scene’
The problem then becomes how to reconcile policies aimed at local popular
music making in its various forms and policies aimed at developing the local
music industry. Three things should be noted:
i) Because popular music has never been subsidised its infrastructure has
been overwhelmingly commercial - even where it did benefit from subsidy
(Student Unions; Enterprise Allowance) it was within the framework of
the music industry. Any intervention in the form of public
investment/subsidy has to take account of the existing structures and
businesses in the industry.
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ii) It should be remembered that one of the key drivers is the desire to ‘make
it’ in the music business; on this basis many musicians persist in
struggling through music industry structures. Public intervention is often
distrusted because its structures and indices of success are seen as not
those of the music business. ‘Municipal’ recording studios, ‘council run
venues’ etc. are seen as potentially boring, supporting bands who can’t
make it in the business and a drain on taxpayers money when it can be
done perfectly well commercially.
iii) It has been suggested that popular music deserves at least some of the
subsidy that has been given to the traditional ‘elitist’ art forms. The
arguments are difficult to counter, when faced with the bill for the Royal
Opera House. The problem is the basis on which this funding system
would work. There are a number of interventions around education and
social participation that could benefit fairly straightforwardly from
subsidy. There are ‘industry’ interventions, which we discuss below. But
the problem with using the direct subsidy model to sustain a local music
scene is not primarily displacement or indeed the links with the ‘council’
or some other ‘political’ body which might interfere with the programme.
The problem is how the bands or musicians are chosen - how would a
subsidised venue be programmed? Who would choose? On what basis?
This applies to new bands (who is choosing from the great number of
bands out there - or do we expect the private venues to make a first cut?)
and to more established bands (are they ones who have made it
commercially - are there any other mechanisms or grounds of
judgement?).
If we were to look to experimentation, crossover, hybrid forms, then we
are moving away from popular music to a different value circuit, linked to
‘art’ (however welcome/unwelcome this might be).
iv) Local scenes may be about playing locally but they are linked to a global
circuit of sounds, signs and images. These are carried by a commercial
music industry. These scenes are rarely about a ‘local identity’ in any
obvious sense. A vibrant local scene has people coming from elsewhere
and going elsewhere. Any programming at the local level has to be aware
of this global scale if it is not to become parochial and ultimately
‘unpopular’. This involves some relationship - financial and evaluative -
with the music industry.
The dilemma with policies aiming at scenes divorced from the music industry
context is that historically much of the vibrancy, the dynamism, the
experimentation and the music that has changed people’s lives has come
through the inter-penetration of ‘art’ and ‘commerce’. There is no ‘pre-
commercial’ music scene out there; it is always/already in some relationship to
the music industry and music as a commodity.
There is also a very strong ‘Darwinian’ belief, even in the more oppositional
sections of the music industry, that talent, with hard work and dedication, will
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eventually come out. The structures of the music industry are set up to find that
talent. Steve Redmond, editor of Music Week:
‘I don’t think there are any great stars out there who don’t get discovered.
There are millions and millions of pounds that are out there chasing so little
talent that I think the chances of people escaping are minimal. It’s the free
market that determines those things, without appearing totally Thatcherite. If
you look what's happened in Manchester and the number of bars there are and
stuff, that's basically down to the fact that, as far as I can tell, that there were
loads of cheap buildings around that people could move into and set up with
fairly low entry-cost and that lead to a lot of other things happening. It wasn’t
down to the local authority saying, ‘This is what we must do.’’ [Interview with
Adam Brown].
This attitude to local authority intervention is a crucial issue in any strategy
(discussed below). It is clear that any attempt to support a local scene must be
very clear about the limits of its ambitions. We would suggest that attention is
paid to the local infrastructure and its ability to service a local scene and link it
to the wider music industry.
The Local Music Industry
The notion of a local 'music industry' is slightly misleading. Dominated by
London the industry operates as a national/global entity. However strong the
local infrastructure, it is the majors in London who will continue to control
distribution (where the money is) in the foreseeable future.
This makes the creation of a local music industry fraught with difficulties. The
problem is not simply the creation of an infrastructure of facilities and services -
the problem is also to make this local infrastructure credible and competitive in
the face of a London dominated scene. That is, on the whole talent does not
disappear (and hence take business with them) because of specific gaps in the
local technical/service infrastructure (though specific leakage may take place
here), but because it does not seem as plugged in to the scene as its London
equivalent.
This relates to the other problem with local music industry policies - that the
most visible part of local success - the successful musician - is the one least
likely to remain local. This is often described as ‘leakage of talent’ - which it is,
but not something that many cities outside London can realistically hope to
‘retain’. Indeed, Manchester is one of  two or three cities that could do, and even
then it is struggling. On the other hand, successful local musicians/bands/DJs
emerge out of (though in some cases they create it) a scene which is
strengthened by their success. They spawn imitators in musical terms, but they
leave a trail of possibility and potential, which can stimulate a whole new wave
of musicians.
In more successful cases they leave behind an infrastructure - of record
companies, ‘industry contacts’, studio entrepreneurs, promoters, journalists and
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a whole range of people who are plugged in to the industry in some way. This
infrastructure becomes more powerful if the successful bands actually promote a
local scene as such. These can be short-lived or part of a more sustainable
profile but they are very effective. Liverpool; Austin, Texas; Nashville; Detroit;
Manchester; Seattle; Bristol - all these are very different and have evolved in
different ways, but all point to the crucial role of place in the retention of a
scene and a profile for the scene even though the major talents leave.
This in fact is the strength of Manchester. It is one of the few cities in the UK
which has a service/technical infrastructure with the credibility to challenge
London. This does not mean it will somehow rival its dominance, but that it can
carve out a viable niche by which it can hang on to talent and the services which
support this.
This credibility could be called 'critical mass' but it is really an industry sub-
network with a strong attachment to the local area. It is a source of ideas,
inspiration, knowledge, role models, access etc. This scene/industry sub-
network is a very powerful thing for Manchester, as difficult to lose overnight as
it is to gain. It is this element that Liverpool, Sheffield and Glasgow have all
tried to encourage but which do not rival Manchester.
Paradoxically this makes it a very difficult sector in which to intervene. An
almost universal sentiment in the industry is the notion the councils should have
nothing to do directly with the industry. Tony Wilson famously opposes any
direct intervention in the form of grants, municipal recording studios etc. The
reason is that the credibility of the local scene relies on its credibility at the
national (London)/global level - and this relies on its success in the 'free market'.
The ability to achieve success at this level is a complex mix of luck, low
cunning and talent. The ability to mix these and negotiate the music business is
part of what the scene is able to transmit through its networks. This knowledge
cannot be acquired by city councils (obviously) or by intermediary agencies - if
the latter could do it they would be commercially successful themselves.
The point of intervention is not to attempt to rectify the iniquities or take on
some 'London establishment', but by supporting and developing the local
industry to help the talent here (musicians, managers, other service providers)
and to strengthen the local scene as far as possible.
We would also draw attention to the fact that pop music is not simply about
bands and live venues. Dance music and clubs are now central to the industry.
These are typically passed over in local music strategies - but it is here that
access to cheap technology and some specific skills training can be very useful.
This includes such as club lighting and new communication technologies.
11vi Developing a Music Policy in Manchester
Manchester has been very laissez-faire in its approach. There have been some
experiments in community studios (Fallover, Abraham Moss) but little direct
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intervention. We would highlight four elements here that have been significant,
though not about direct intervention.
i) 
 
The music industry is broadly supportive of the regeneration of the city
centre and its transformation into a lively leisure space.
ii) 
 
In The City (supported by the city) has had a significant impact on the local
music industry in Manchester. It is a key element in the retention of industry
credibility for Manchester.
iii) 
 
The emergence of the Northern Quarter as a music industry cluster has been
important over the last 5/6 years.
iv) 
 
The development of managed workspace has also been crucial in providing
low cost, short-term accommodation. This is likely to increase in importance
as rent levels in the city centre continue to rise.
The attitude of the music business to intervention is at present in flux. The
following give a representation of the sort of attitudes involved.
DJ Dave Haslam:
‘Historically we’ve done without it [council intervention].... You know,
Madchester happened anyway.  Madchester would have happened anyway.
Those guys knew what they were doing. You know, it developed out of a
record shop. It developed out of some guys who listened to records in the
early 1980s and wanted to open a record shop. They never needed Council
stuff... In Manchester, as I’ve said, it’s to do with making the best out of a
bad job, and if the Buzzcocks and New Order and the Smiths, and the
Haçienda, and the Boardwalk and whoever else can rise out of nothing, then
anybody else can.’ [Interview with AB]
However, for others in the Manchester music industry, and perhaps a younger
generation of music businesses, a greater role and greater assistance is desired.
Dave Walker is co-owner of Fat City Records one of the most influential dance
sector businesses in Manchester at the present time:
‘I think there probably is an argument that the local authority as it stands
probably know very little about the music industry, but there's no reason why
they couldn't get to know, and actually employ somebody who does know...  if
they just had someone in the council who was offering advice to people, who
you could go and see. With us, we've set up a record label purely through
trial and error, and that's an expensive way of doing it because you know,
you make mistakes and you pay for them, and if there was somebody that you
could go and see and cut out some of those things and take some of the short
cuts, it would be easier. I think there's a role for some kind of body within
Manchester particularly to support the whole thing.  And I think in the end it
would be very difficult for that to be privately funded’. [Interview with AB]39
                                                          
39
 The interviews by Adam Brown were conducted under an ESRC funded project by MIPC and the
Institute for Popular Music at Liverpool University, The Music Industry, Music Policy and Local
Economic Development, final report November 1998
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The evidence assembled for this report suggests there is a clear need for a
specific piece of research on the music industry in Manchester. This section of
the report has outlined some key issues - but more knowledge is needed.
11vii Strategic Objectives
The following sections are more detailed than some others, reflecting the
relatively untested territory of investing in the music industry. As the above
section makes clear, our emphasis is on developing a local support infrastructure
to allow local talent to develop and thrive, whilst at the same time linking it to
the wider music industry.
Any strategy needs to be developed in close conjunction with the local industry.
In the light of the above we have to be aware of the tensions and conflicts within
this - there is no unitary voice for the sector: this has to be created organically.
Experience from Liverpool, where a local music industry development
association has been set up, suggests that this will take some time but that a
workable and productive degree of unanimity is possible.
The key element is the ability to drive and co-ordinate the various initiatives
which are emerging from a number of sources. The objectives of any music
industry policy should be made clear.
We would suggest that they are:
 To maximise the opportunities for local musicians to develop their talent and
to progress their careers in the music industry;
 To maintain and develop the music infrastructure locally with a view to
protecting/creating jobs and retaining talent and a vibrant local scene;
 To develop new market opportunities for the local music industry to sustain
and expand their businesses whilst remaining in the local area for as long as
possible.
 To maximise the creative potential of the music industry for the benefit of the
whole cultural sector and the wider profile of Manchester.
 To promote a diverse and high quality local musical scene for the benefit of
local audiences and tourists.
 
 
11viii CIDS and the Music Industry
 
 
For reasons stated above, we would not recommend the creation or
identification of a 'lead' or 'representative' industry body. We need to create an
open industry forum, open to the diverse and fluid local networks.
 
 
Professional information should be identified and sourced by CIDS. This should
include:
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 sourcing specialist industry business advisors;
 the sign-posting of training (or sub-contracting/sourcing of delivery);
 the co-ordination of New Deal programmes;
 the bench-marking or quality control of training and advice programmes.
 
 
Other agencies/individuals should be brought in to this - especially the delivery
of network events/seminars etc. Maybe specialist programmes such as touring,
festivals/large events, telematics etc. could be sourced elsewhere.
 
 
The key to all this is industry links and a closeness to what the local
scene/practitioners require. CIDS should also look to the following areas as part
of a general cultural production strategy.
 
 a) Developing Local Talent
 
 
In line with the emphasis on local cultural production the focus has been on the
development of talent and improving its chances of success. It is also hoped that
Manchester can develop an infrastructure of facilities and a vibrant local scene
that can lead to new employment possibilities and the retention of talent as far
as possible.
 
 
The development of local talent is crucial. Key areas are:
 
 Develop new schools projects
 Identify opportunities around music and social exclusion
 Encourage local piloting of New Deal delivery for popular music
 Pilot co-ordinated training, including NVQs/Modern Apprenticeships
 Provide specialist business support
 
 
 
As with other sectors generic and tailored training and business support is
crucial; so to are the links with New Deal schemes and project to target social
exclusion. Popular music can play a key role in these latter.
 
 
In all these it should be remembered that training/advice cannot guarantee jobs
and success. They can maximise talent; they can make sure individuals and
companies do not fail for the wrong reasons (lack of basic business skills etc.);
they can provide a source of self-confidence and transferable skills; they can
provide meaningful activities which contribute to personal development - they
cannot guarantee long-term employment in the music business.
 
 b) Information Services
 
 
The above need to be built upon by:
 
 Providing specialist information collation and provision for the sector (e.g.
music industry directory and database)
 |Marketing of local services
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 Providing industry networking opportunities in the form of celebrity
seminars, industry events (cf. In the City), workshops.
 
 
 
 c) Communications and Network Development
 
 
At present the most effective channel of communication for artists to meet other
artists is via notice boards at a small number of retail outlets or by tagging along
to the sporadic and informal gatherings of managers which take place under the
banner of the IMF in Manchester.  Such meetings are meant to be a closed shop
(for managers) as are the equally sporadic and informal gatherings of local
promoters.
 
 
Therefore, any projects which provide facilities for developing relationships,
exchanging views and subjective information (obvious examples being mini
conferences; regular meetings; web sites; magazines; etc.) are worthy of serious
consideration.
 
 
 d) New Technology
 
 
The impact of new digital technologies on the music business will change it
drastically over the next few years. The impact is on production - with many
musicians making it without ever playing live (with consequent skills gaps later
in their career!); on distribution (new recording formats; music on-line) but also
on marketing - through the Internet, sound files, www. The crossover between
the music industry and the new digital industries is at present growing faster
than anyone can map it. The connection is also cultural - and it goes both ways
between music and the digital industries/cyberculture.
 
 
As Jim McClellan wrote in The Observer: ‘the crucial influence on UK
cyberculture is dance music… [T]he key symbols are not the internet, MUDs or
java-generated web pages favoured by West coast wireheads, but the ad hoc
networks created by party organisers and independent record labels, or jungle
DJs’ use of computer programmes to morph breakbeats into dense rhythmic
soundscapes. ‘Things are focused on music as opposed to the internet here…in
the US things seem to be corporate-led. Whereas here it’s coming from the
street. In that sense it’s much more interactive and rapid response than in
America.’
 
 
There are some clear needs here:
 
 A mapping/snapshot of opportunities/possibilities for the music business
represented by digital technologies;
 A seminar programme aimed at raising awareness of these possibilities;
 A training programme aimed at skills gaps and maximising these potentials;
 A piloting of new marketing and distribution techniques.
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These need to be closely mapped to initiatives and strategies developed under
‘digital media’.
 
 
 
 e) Managed Workspace
 
 
The development of 23 New Mount Street, Beehive Mills and Ducie House (the
latter a private development) were important in stabilising the local music
infrastructure. The provision, through public and private partnerships, of cheap,
short-term leases on office and workshop space seem particularly attractive to
cultural businesses, and especially the music industry. A local owner argues that
such spaces lend themselves to small music businesses:
 
 ‘there are things about music in that it involves a range of others, it is not
just making music but it involves design and recording and there’s a lot  that
is going out into other sectors... and also in the sense that it is a quite social
business ... so there is much more interaction with people in that sense.’
[Interview with AB]
 
 
There are indications that managed workspace is in demand. This is growing in
importance with respect to Manchester’s cultural sector. The success of the
Northern Quarter in attracting investment was in large part due to its promotion
as a ‘creative quarter’. This has resulted in a rapid escalation of rents in the area
and this will be dealt with below, but one of the ways in which this situation can
be stabilised is the development of managed workspace as private concerns with
public funding and responsibilities. A proposal in Salford for a music-led
workspace development with related facilities, needs to be explored in this
context.
 
 f) Night-time Economy
 
 
In this research, and in other research into the music industry in the City Pride
area there is one issue which, at present cannot be over-stated - this is the issue
of organised crime. The music industry welcomed the 24-Hour City initiative -
though there is a feeling that it has gone off the boil. Experiments with relaxed
licensing laws - as at the Manchester Festival in 1993 and during Euro ‘96 -
have not been translated into a more strategic 24-hour city policy. The related
problems of transport and on-street security/violence persist.
 
 
But it is organised crime which is sending alarm bells ringing throughout the
sector, from punters to providers. A number of clubs - including the flagship
Hacienda, Ducie House’s Home night-club (and very recently, Sankeys Soap) -
have been forced out of business due to pressure from organised crime, control
of doormen and magistrates and police unable or unwilling to regulate the sector
more effectively. When asked about council intervention this is one area of
unanimous agreement; and it is one which may well turn out to be key to a
music strategy in the short/medium term and to the councils credibility within
the sector in the long-term.
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11ix Key Areas of Possible Intervention
 
 
With these points in mind the following represent a series of key issues and
areas for exploration which could form the basis of a music industry strategy.
 
 a) Rehearsal Facilities
 
 
Local respected rehearsal facilities such as those at Beehive Mill seem to have
long waiting lists. Many existing and ex-local musicians seem to have taken
advantage of funding such as the Prince’s Youth Business Trust (PYBT) money
to open up and run rehearsal studios as a business enterprise to meet the demand
for adequate and well-run facilities. Facilities just outside Manchester seem
equally stretched.  One studio in Stockport claims to have over 500 bands on its
list and one in Bolton claims to have 400. Post Oasis we are seeing a large
number of teenage bands emerging having spent their own or their parents'
money on instruments and seemingly able to pay small amounts of money for
proper rehearsal facilities.
 
 
Evidence suggests that there is scope for another run-down property to be
converted and run by one organisation as multiple rehearsal studio facilities.
However this may cause displacement amongst existing small providers of such
facilities.
 
 
It may be far better to provide development money for existing providers to
further refurbish and expand what in many cases are poor quality facilities
(inadequate soundproofing, etc.).
 
 b) Recording Studios
 
 
Recording studios are an important part of the Manchester music industry
infrastructure. Many are struggling for two reasons: either performers at start up
level are unprepared or unable to pay commercial rates or the studio facilities
are inadequate to meet the requirements of performers who are further on in the
development of their careers.
 
 
For financially disadvantaged artists at development level, there is a strong
argument to provide funds for recording (and manufacturing copies on the
appropriate format - cassette, vinyl or CD) demonstration recordings. At
present, the only option for such artists at start up level is to take advantage of
the £250 sum available for 'test marketing' from the PYBT. These grants are not
always available.
 
 
Funds for demonstration recordings can be offered as a contribution only
towards the total costs, and following standard industry practice can be offered
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on a recoupable (but non-returnable basis, i.e. to be repaid from future earnings.
This should discourage time-wasters).
 
 
Again, there is a need for a review by and guidance from an advisor or panel as
to the point or objective of such a demo. How and why is the artist going to
make use of it?
 
 
The vast majority of recording facilities cater for demo recording level
requirements. Manchester is lacking a mid-range studio (24-track digital with
large live room; ample outboard equipment and offering lock outs not hourly
rates). Suite 16 in Rochdale is the nearest geographically, apart from Peter
Waterman's Church.  Excellent for remixing, the studio seems to be targetted
more towards dance music and may not offer facilities for a larger, more
traditional live band.
 
 
A studio such as Nottingham's Square Centre may be a model.  It is our
understanding that this facility was pump-primed by public sector finance and is
now gaining block bookings from London-based record and production
companies. Ideally such a studio in Manchester would not only provide for local
talent but attract artists from outside the area.
 
 
Any project which applies for a contribution towards the required investment to
set up such facilities should be taken seriously.
 
 c) Showcase Gigs
 
 
Manchester does not need another local band showcase night.  However there is
undoubtedly an argument for ethical showcasing i.e. whereby performers are
paid for their performance or at least have ability to learn from their
performance.  There is currently a high level of discontent with the 'pay to play'
policy in local venues.
 
 
Local promoters across the country have had a very tough time for some years.
The ticket deals they offer may be the only way they can survive.  Unfortunately
this has meant that once industry respected showcased events which did indeed
attract regular A and R interest have suffered from becoming too commonplace
and lacking quality control.
 
 
There is, ironically, room again for the important function of a true showcase for
selected local talent to be held as often as the availability of such talent allows,
in order to attract serious A and R interest from London.
 
 
Currently many performers are still of the opinion that all local venues provide
is a route to a 'proper' showcase in London.  This is unfair on the local
promoters who had the idea of showcase events in local venues and ironically
results in bands playing London dates which do not expose them to the industry
as they might expect.
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Therefore any project or initiative which does not displace or works with local
promoters to provide an opportunity for such (ethical) showcasing is to be
encouraged.
 
 d) Developing Performance Opportunities
 
 
Many performers and their management who are at the development stage are in
a Catch 22 situation.  They do not know how and where to find gigs to play in
order to simply learn their craft as performers in front of an audience.  Their
only option seems to be to promote events themselves (for which they need an
audience), or to persuade local promoters to put them on one of the regular
weekly showcase nights run at several venues in the City Centre (for which,
again, they need to bring a minimum audience with them or risk upsetting
promoters and jeopardising their chances of future bookings).
 
 
Therefore any project or initiative which either works with local promoters (or
colleges etc.) and/or provides an opportunity to play prior to acquiring a fan base
or without having to rely on friends, neighbours, work colleagues and family
members as a ready made audience is to be encouraged.
 
 e) Events
 
 
There have been a number of successful 'festival type' events held in and around
the area over the past few years (Castlefield, Northern Quarter etc.) which have
been part-funded by the public sector to complement or match private sector
sponsorship.
 
 
Such events are certainly to be encouraged especially if they provide the
opportunity for artists and performers in the development stage of their careers
to perform in front of an audience. As their reputation and professionalism
grows they stand a better chance of becoming a regular calendar fixture
attracting increasing amounts of private sector sponsorship/inward investment
and becoming increasingly less reliant on the public purse.
 
 
Applications for funding for such events should clearly demonstrate an
understanding of and an aim to achieve such objectives.
 
 f) Tour Support for Development Acts
 
 
In some genres of music such as jazz and classical music, the Arts Council
makes funds available and a live circuit of venues exists to nurture and develop
young talent.
 
 
Performers on the cabaret or cover versions circuit can easily plug in to a
network of agents, promoters and venues in order to at least cover the costs of
touring and performing if not to earn a very healthy living.
 
 
In the field of original popular music the industry infrastructure is undergoing
some difficulties. Performers are able to play gigs in the region via local band
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nights at local venues as often as they like for as long as they can enable local
promoters to earn a living by pulling in an audience. Local promoters are wise to
adopt the practice of ensuring that performers help them generate an audience
and agree to sign contracts which prevent them from playing rival local venues
too soon before or after gigs that they have booked.
 
 
However, unless the promoters, venues or performers (with or without
management or representation) are plugged in to networks to enable performers
to play outside of the region then such practice does indeed threaten the
infrastructure of the region's live circuit.
 
 
Performers who do not have such opportunities inevitably play to a dwindling
local audience which threatens their relationship with local promoters.  Equally
damaging is the danger of playing local venues too often for too long (such is
the nature of the industry that it is easy to make the assumption that the reason a
band or a DJ is still playing the same venues six months later is that they are not
good enough to go beyond this stage).
 
 
The lack of success in performers 'breaking out' of the local circuit begins to
reflect on the local showcase nights and increases cynicism about playing there.
The problem is that unless they are paid adequately to perform, performers at
the development stage are faced with the prospect of going into debt to be able
to afford the travel, subsistence, accommodation and equipment hire costs
involved in playing outside the region. Once again, promoters outside the region
are reluctant to book 'foreign' acts unless they can be assured of generating
sufficient audience numbers.
 
 
Two potential solutions exist to meet these problems:
 
 
Firstly, any project or initiative which makes use of national contacts or
networks whereby performers can enter into reciprocal arrangements with other
performers to either guarantee support slots on their gigs or 'swap' travelling
audiences are to be encouraged.
 
 
Secondly, as such projects still do not address the problem of financing such
activity it may be that funding opportunities could be made available to those
disadvantaged performers who can neither afford to fund their own tour activity
nor at this stage attract record company tour support finance. Such funding may
be made available not only direct to performers, but also (and perhaps more
wisely) to their management or independent record label, if they exist or are
already involved.
 
 
If such funding were to be developed then it is recommended to adopt the
standard industry practice of offering recoupable tour support - i.e. any tours
which make a profit must repay the money.  Alternatively such money could be
recouped from the artist's future earnings over a defined period of time (once
such earnings exceed an agreed threshold as per student loans).
 
 g) Funding for 'Development'
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Artists or performers with career aspirations without any knowledge or
understanding of the industry will select very obvious purchases if given public
sector finance to spend as they wish (rehearsal time; demonstration recordings
with copies for both promotional purposes and for sale at gigs; money to cover
the costs of gigs or tours; perhaps purchasing a vehicle; photographs and stage
clothes, etc.)
 
 
Those with knowledgeable or experienced management are encouraged to
develop a strategy and plan with basic milestones and objectives.  The key to
career development is not just what to spend money on but also when and
crucially, why.
 
 
Therefore any applications by performers for development money should
contain and demonstrate clearly defined objectives or reasons for activity which
anyone working within the industry would recognise and respect. Those without
representation require advice and guidance by specialist advisers or mentors in
order to produce a credible application in the same way that inexperienced
individuals require support to produce a credible business plan to submit for
enterprise funding.
 
 
It is essential at this point to highlight the fact that the application of
development money may differ widely from one genre of music to another.  For
example a traditional four-piece pop band may want to spend it as mentioned
above whereas a dance (music) artist or a composer may wish to purchase
additional computer hardware or software to create a marketable viable product.
 
 
Therefore any applications for development monies from artists may again need
specialist advice and guidance prior to evaluation and assessment by a qualified
panel or group of individuals.
 
 
It is also essential not to displace development monies from traditional industry
sources such as record companies and publishing companies, as this sets a
dangerous precedent which results in reliance on public sector funds replacing
private sector finance (and the private sector can certainly afford it). (We have
already seen this happen with publishing companies now adopting the role of
undertaking development deals and development funding for performers, an
area which used to be the role and province of the record companies).
 
 
However, what about the artists who have tried and have not been offered
industry support who are convinced that they can make it by adopting the DIY
route? (either in the short-term, with the objective with assigning or licensing
their work with larger companies or in the long-term with the aim of remaining
self-employed at a relatively low level).
 
 
Before acting any scheme has to assess whether ERDF or other funding may
duplicate, or worse displace, existing sources of finance such as Prince's Trust
bursaries or Prince's Youth Business Trust test marketing grants. PYBT loans
and bursaries; existing TEC and local authority support for enterprise (e.g. New
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Business Support or the Manchester Business Package) together with
commercial bank loans or overdrafts which exist to support new business
enterprises and provide development money. Lottery funding via the Regional
Arts Boards will hopefully provide funding for arts projects without regard to
career or infrastructure development objectives.
 
 
However, there may be a role for development money to be accessed from
ERDF sources, given that other sources can be very volatile in their support for
music industry businesses.
 
 
It may be useful to revisit the standard music industry practice to make all
development monies available recoupable against the future earnings of the
cultural producers to whom they are awarded. There are a number of
mechanisms or models available such as the student loan system; royalty
overrides on future product releases or staged repayments from industry
advances.
 
 
Any funds to be made available should be a contribution to a 'basket' of finance,
which should include the applicants own funds and contributions or matched
funding from other sources where available or applicable.
 
 h) Eligibility Criteria for Applicant Organisations
 
 
Where applicants for funding are not actual artists or cultural producers but
facilitators hoping to enable cultural producers to develop their potential, it is
essential to establish strict eligibility criteria for them to be considered for
public sector funds.
 
 
It is recommended that any enabling organisations are either not-for-profit
limited companies by guarantee or have charity status to avoid public sector
funds lining the pockets of individuals.
 
 
It is also strongly recommended that such organisations have strong, established
and proven links with a structured network within and beyond the region. This
is a prerequisite if the cultural producers who stand to benefit from the activities
of such organisations are to be given a realistic opportunity to develop real
opportunities to develop a national or international profile.
 
 
Again, any applications for project funding must be accompanied by the sort of
detail that a sound business plan should contain (clear objectives; outcomes,
cash flow projections, etc.) to be worthy of consideration.
 
 
To this end, again there is a need for industry specialist advice to help
individuals or organisations to develop their applications. We must not fall into
the classic trap of preventing sound applications being submitted purely because
the applicant doesn't understand how to apply.
 
 
It is also recommended to ensure that projects are always in the context of developing
the industry infrastructure. Where larger amounts of money are applied for, it is
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recommended that it be provided in tranches based on achieving agreed performance
targets (to mirror the standard industry practice of advances and options) with one-to-
one specialist support.
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12 Digital Media
 
 
12i Background
 
 
Digital media/multimedia is difficult to describe as a distinct sub-sector. If the
cultural sector as a whole has fuzzy edges then the multimedia sector is one of
the fuzzier areas of this sector. There is a frequent lack of clarity of precisely
what is meant here.
 
 
It can mean amongst others:
 
 New products made possible through the digitalisation of images, sounds and
text - computer games, educational software, new hybrid art forms etc.
 New forms of communication through the application of computing
technology to communication technology - Internet, www.
 New forms of distribution through ISDN, cable, phone lines.
 A convergence between content distributors - phone companies, record
companies, TV and radio - cable, terrestrial and satellite.
 New ways of doing old tasks - such as in TV, in recording etc.
 
 
It is clear that the linkage of communication technologies and computing
will transform many areas of existing cultural sector practice. It is also
clear that this linkage is at the heart of the development of the knowledge-
based industries of the future. The cultural industries and the knowledge
industries are both dependent on a wider cultural capacity of the city; they
will tend to overlap just as much as aesthetics and technology will.
 
 
Much excitement and interest is now focused on the convergence between the
cultural industries and advanced ICTs. This is seen as perhaps the key market for
Europe and European cities by the European Commission (hence the flurry of
funding programmes in this area), and increasingly by British national and city
governments. Within these new global markets, the English language is a
considerable advantage (it is the most common language on the Internet) as is
the influential, thriving British popular culture. New markets in this area include
the functions of design, production, training and support, consultancy,
marketing, retail and consumption based around:
 
 Internet: production (website designers), support (Internet training) and
consumption (Internet access spaces);
 Intranet (Internet protocol-based networks within companies);
 Cable-networks based on Internet or other protocols;
 Video games and other informational products based on new digital storage
forms such as CD-ROM, and the forthcoming DVD (which has eight times
the capacity of CD-ROM).
 
 
It will open up new markets and opportunities for the existing sectoral players as
well as bring in sectors not previously considered part of the cultural industries
(such as telephone companies).
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Software production as part of the cultural production sector can cover anything
from Internet applications, through to design packages, web broadcasting, and
educational multimedia systems.  It will also involve a closer linkage of
technical and creative skills, not just through the need for hybrid skills, but also
through the emergence of hybrid production teams needing new forms of
creative management.
 
 
It will bring new industries such as computer games, which have become a
global concern. Spectrum estimates UK employment at around 60-80,000.
Britain is renowned for its innovation and the quality of its games, with British-
developed software titles accounting for about 35-40% of world sales - but
about half of those titles are published by foreign companies. The north west
has a good reputation and Manchester’s Ocean Software is a renowned industry
name.
 
 
 
These areas can be used to support other cultural industry activities. For
example, website designers working with graphic designers and clubs to create
new cultural products. The convergence in multimedia often embodies the
convergence between multi-skilled operators from previously disparate trades.
ICTs often act as the ‘glue’ which binds graphic designers to record labels, or
fashion designers to film makers, journalists with publishers, and so on.
 
 
As we noted earlier, networks of small companies are seen as the appropriate
business form to work in these markets, particularly those working in creative
and cultural industries.
 
 
12ii Key Messages for the Sector
 
 
The key messages from the various elements of this area of the cultural
production sector were:
 
 It operates in a volatile situation driven by rapidly shifting markets and
evolving technologies;
 There is no audit/overview of multimedia production in Manchester;
 There is a confusing number of agencies with overlapping remits/concerns,
partly the result of the hybrid nature of the sector, partly through strategic
confusion;
 There is no audit/overview of skills needs or training provision in the area;
 There is a confusing mix of hype and reality surrounding the sector;
 The relation between the ‘creative/cultural’ and the ‘technical’ segments is
not at all clear;
 There is no audit/overview of technology provision/access in the area;
 
 
Any multimedia strategy for the cultural sector has to spell out clearly its object.
So for example:
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 The encouragement of experimentation in hybrid art forms does not
automatically lead to new product development;
 Support for Internet and web companies does not necessarily help media
freelancers respond to technical change in the broadcast media sector;
 Encouraging computer games companies may not necessarily have much to
do with the promotion of educational multimedia;
 Supplying websites to cultural businesses may not have any impact on local
electronic networking.
 
 
At present it is extremely difficult to predict how the different elements are
going to develop, or what skills and support will be required. Nevertheless clear
objectives and target sectors need to be spelt out.
 
 
It is also clear from interviews within the sector that the fluid and open nature of
the definition of 'multimedia' has meant that a number of agencies have begun to
address it as part of their remit. This can stretch from those concerned with new
technical applications to those concerned with digital art. Technology support
agencies have now targeted cultural businesses as potential clients.
 
 
Manchester has attempted to position itself as a lead city in the field of
telematics. This has raised expectations on the city to deliver. If it is to do so
there is a need for a coherent and co-ordinated approach to delivery. A clear
message is that the current structure of intermediary support agencies is
confusing and that funding/grants structures are not linked to long-term
sustainability.
 
 
CIDS should try and bring the different partners together (NWFTC; MTTP;
National Computing Centre; IDEA; private sector) and establish a cultural
sector strategy within the broader multimedia/telematics/ICT strategies.
 
 
12iii  Strategic Objectives
 
 
The object of such strategies could be broken down as follows:
 
 Support for new and existing internet/web design businesses as part of a
general CI support strategy (with relevant specialist advice)
 Targeted training for specific sub-sectors to re-skill existing workforce
(primarily broadcast media) - in close conjunction with industry bodies;
 Targeted dissemination and follow-up skills programme for new digital
applications leading to new products - this in music industry, graphic design,
photography. This should not duplicate trade/technology fairs (which should
be advertised and encouraged to visit locally) but look to specific possibilities
of technology transfer across sectors. This would demand high level industry
intelligence, working with specialist business advisors and industry
forum/networks.
 Pilot project for marketing SMEs through internet and www - including joint
marketing initiatives, virtual chamber of commerce, on-line directories,
electronic commerce.
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 Pilot project for cultural industries network(s) at city wide level through
internet (CIDS)
 Support for initiatives in 'digital art' where this is linked to
events/festivals/collective initiatives;
 Audit of basic technology training/skills in cultural sector and encouragement
of access to technology training at generic cultural sector level.
 Audit of high level technology access and training
 Feasibility for wired workspace targeted at cultural sector
 Feasibility for wired local areas targeting cultural sector - Smithfield site in
NQ?
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 13 Broadcast Media
 
 
This section will not be as detailed as the previous sections. As a major area of
cultural and employment policy concern there is an abundance of knowledge
and analyses to which we cannot hope to do justice here. The emphasis here will
be in defining the broad lines of local development and suggesting ways in
which we can go forward.
 
 
13i A Note on Film
 
 
This section concentrates on the broadcast media sector but we felt it important
to say something about film.
 
 
Manchester has a long history of independent film production, but at present this
is a dormant sector. The British film industry is experiencing growth, with the
number of films produced or co-produced rising from 24 films in 1981 to 78 in
1995, and an increase in production expenditure of 240%.
 
 
In the north west, Liverpool has taken a lead both in the promotion of the city as
a film venue and as a centre of independent production. Investment has seen a
rise of some energetic agencies concerned with film, some of whom are looking
to develop a regional basis.
 
 
Manchester has the Cornerhouse, the UK’s largest regional film theatre. Under
new management and looking to make building improvements, this has the
potential to develop its flagship role.
 
 
Manchester has growing strengths in independent film festivals and events.
Mavericks; the Kino programmes of films and ‘shorts’; the National Film
Theatre tours - these represent a real potential for the viewing of new and
independent film in Manchester. NWAB has set up an Exhibition Projects and
Developments scheme which contributes to this.
 
 
However, there is a sense that independent film and video production has a low
profile in the city.
 
 There are national programmes run by the Arts Council and financed by the
Lottery (Film Project Development Scheme; The Film Programme; the
Greenlight fund; Film Production Franchising Scheme) as well as the Lottery
Capital Project and the A4E programme.
 
 At regional level there is the North West Film Commission.
 
 There is a now a Film Office in Manchester, but it is very under-resourced.
 
 NWAB has established the North West Film and Video Producers
Development scheme. A grant of £30,000 has been allocated for 1998/9 for
delivery. The scheme is intended to support the development of writer
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producers in the region. The objectives are to provide cultural independent
producers and writer producers in the NWAB region with:
 
 Access to expertise in project development and executive production;
 High quality advice to enable access to co-production and finance;
 Marketing expertise to secure distribution and exhibition;
 Introductions to the regional, national and international film and
television industry;
 Up-to-date information on commissioning and co-finance opportunities
available in the region, UK and Europe;
 High quality advice on creative and business development;
 Advice on contractual, legal and financial matters such as copyrights,
VAT, Health and Safety.
 
 
These provide a basis from which to develop film production. However, we
would stress that some of the points made below about the high level of
investment required; the key role of creative talent; and the need for an active,
high profile flagship agency; apply to film.
 
 
At present there are low levels of investment. These are not likely to be obtained
through public finance, though there is a leverage and partnership-building role.
There needs to be an emphasis on the development of creative talent. This is
discussed below.
 
 
There is also a role for a City Pride based flagship agency. This should work
with the regional NWFC but there is a need for an agency which can implement
the sort of programme developed by NWAB Producer’s Development Scheme.
It should:
 
 Raise the profile and act as an advocate for the sector;
 Act as an industry intelligence broker;
 Act as a network focus for local creative talent;
 Link to the activities of CIDS in the provision of information;
 Link to the activities of Skillset, Metier, BECTU and the Training and
Enterprise Councils;
 Link to the activities of the Film Office;
 
 
 
13ii Broadcast Media - Policy and Employment Context
 
 
The ‘broadcast media’ is here understood in its traditional definition as TV and
radio. It is sometimes included within the ‘audio-visual’ sector, expanded to
include film, video and new digital media. We uncoupled film and video from
this sector, but we will have something to say about links to digital media.
 
 
Unlike popular music the broadcast media has been a central concern of national
cultural policy since the first days of Lord Reith. The framework of European
broadcasting was set within national boundaries, firmly linked to politico-
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cultural agendas until the 1980s when satellite broadcasting, commercial
pressures, deregulation and new technologies have created a more fluid, volatile
and uncertain sector. It is less amenable to the politico-cultural agendas of
national governments; it has more channels and ‘choice’; but it stands much
more open to competition from global (mainly US) competition.
 
 
The cultural (or politico-cultural) policy aspect of this sector will not be
discussed here.
 
 
The broadcast media has also been seen as a major growth area in terms of
employment.
 
 
As a growth industry it has been identified as a priority by the EC, devoting a
whole programme - MEDIA - to its development. Recent EC concerns with
employment and culture have again focused on this area. A recent draft
Commission Green Paper defined the two key growth areas in the cultural sector
as live performance related to festivals, and the audio-visual industry.
 
 
A report conducted by the London School of Economics for DG V suggested
that whilst there was a growth in outputs and channels these did not necessarily
mean increased employment; indeed, new technologies were threatening
employment. The report also suggested that there was a general shift to short-
term contracts and the growth of a freelance pool, which was making
sustainable employment and structured careers increasingly difficult. It also
highlighted the impact of deregulation on training - with in-house training
seriously curtailed by both the public and commercial sector. Finally, it
suggested that the largest growth in employment opportunities was likely to be
in content production. This echoes all the findings at national level.
 
 
Research conducted by Skillset in 1993/4 into national employment patterns and
training needs in the broadcast, film and video sector, concentrating on the
freelance workforce, set crafts and radio identified the following:
 
 The overlapping nature of the television, film and video industry based on a
composite of sub-sectors which converge
 Predominance of freelancers working in production, technical and post-
production areas (estimated at 28,000)
 13,000 permanent staff employed on contracts of one year or more by
companies across the industry
 15,000 working on a freelance or short contract basis
 Broadcasters the largest employers of freelancers
 Availability of a large pool of skilled labour, with few companies
experiencing skills shortages
 An above average reliance on middle-aged workforce especially in the craft
sector
 An apparent decline in training received by freelancers from their first job
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 Those starting work directly as freelancers of small independent companies
develop their skills haphazardly, with no set training period followed by ‘on
the job’ training
 Reliance by the industry on a wide range of highly skilled, specialised
occupations working in production, technical and post-production areas.
Many of these skills are unique to the industry.
13iii Measurement
At a national  level the ACE report gives a figure of 83,300 employed in ‘Radio
and TV services, Theatres etc.’ or 21% of all cultural industries employment.
The LSE report gives the figure of 74,500 (not picking up the self-employed
crucial in this sector) - an increase of 4.7% 1984-91. (Cultural Trends 25 gives a
figure of 60,000 - presumably through a different calculation of full-time/part-
time job ratios).
Manchester TEC figures for Radio and TV Services, based on CE, give the
following figures:
CE
1991/95
Manchester TEC
 Area
Grtr.
 Manchester
North
West
GB
1991 2072 2092 2141 2620 48,916
1995 1562 1723 1797 2416 48,009
Our figures give a total of 3,700 for the film/media sector, or 19.7% of total
cultural industries employment. The percentage fits with the national profile
(21%). The City Pride total represents around 4.5% of the national total.
The TEC figures, based on CE did not pick up the self-employment - which is
high in this sector. However, our figures include film and video companies and
individuals.
The TEC figures clearly indicate two things:
1.
 
That employment in the sector locally has declined between 1991-95 - on
these figures by one sixth. We need to be careful with these figures (given the
caveats about the self-employed/freelance sector - we cannot cross-check
decline against ours. At the very least we would say that employment in the
sector locally is not growing at particularly high rates.
 
2.
 
That the TEC/City Pride area accounts for 75% of all north west employment
in radio and TV. The Manchester area accounts for 90% of this total.
There is no doubt that Manchester is by far the regional leader in the
broadcast media sector - a fact that puts the absence of a Manchester-based
media sector lead body in a serious light.
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13iv The Sector in Manchester
The main strength of the City Pride area is clearly the existence of two national
broadcasting stations with the networks and clusters of services which
support/surround them. There is a close, almost symbiotic relationship between
the large and small.
Manchester is the largest regional centre for television and film production in
the UK; there are over 400 companies operating in the region (Manchester
TEC); some of these are reasonably sized production companies (Action Time,
Barraclough Carry)
A recent TEC report suggested the industry is made up of a small number of
large companies and a large number of small companies. Our research indicates
that two thirds of the sector are employed by large enterprises (over 50
employees).
The TEC report suggested that the industry was generally vibrant, but in
transition and facing a number of challenges, including:
 Major organisational changes in the BBC, impacting on employment
patterns, commissioning policy and training;
 Imminent digitalisation with predicted impact on workload and working
practices;
 Impact of other technological changes on working practices;
 Massive growth in the number of freelancers operating in the industry.
 
 
Key issues for the sector included:
 
 The emergence of global markets - with the focus shifting to London (based
services);
 TV is becoming more centralised (on London) and is likely to continue in
this;
 Changed work patterns within established parts of the sector have impacted
on processes in the wider audio-visual sector;
 Cost-cutting and impact of new technology led to loss of employment in the
sector;
 The BBC commissioning process has introduced an internal market resulting
in more freelance and short-term contracts;
 The BBC has become a global company with departments/divisions which
work independently, only coming together when needed.
 
 
The study also found:
 
 Small companies have more difficulty in securing work
 Digitalisation and technological change are major challenges facing the
industry but there is no consensus about likely impact
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 Lack of planning and budgeting for training and the majority of companies
do not consider themselves to have training needs
 Changed working patterns within the industry with increased use of
freelancers and emphasis on multi-skilling
 Networking opportunities welcomed by companies
 Awareness of NVQs and increased awareness of Modern Apprenticeships
needed
 
 
13v A Media Strategy for Manchester
 
 
There are serious challenges to the position of Manchester. The threat comes
from London. De-regulation and the shift to the commissioning system
pioneered by Channel 4 was at first welcomed as a golden opportunity for non-
metropolitan centres to attract and develop freelance production. The opposite
has happened. Manchester could have survived and profited from the shift to
commissioning. This was compounded by the deregulation of the commercial
sector - opening up the regional franchises to more fierce competition;
encouraging mergers and driving the regional companies towards the more
global distribution systems centred on London. Granada’s regional base is now
weakened. The emergence of London as a global media centre was confirmed by
the rise of satellite broadcasting and the deregulation of the global (read
European) airwaves. It has inevitably drawn the specialist services, production
companies and control centres of the distribution companies towards it,
resulting in unprecedented levels of concentration. The final element was the
new ‘internal deregulation’ of the BBC. Whilst a clear commitment to regional
broadcasting still remains, the corporation is now much more centralised in its
commissioning functions. It makes it more difficult to sustain a local
infrastructure of services and talent when decision-making functions seem to be
moving to London.
 
 
The threat is also increasingly from other cities. Birmingham has begun to
emerge as a possible second media city - and has just commissioned a media
strategy. Leeds is also beginning to grow its media economy, with Yorkshire TV
developing a strong regional niche.
 
 
Manchester has never had to develop strong industry bodies. The opposite is the
case in Liverpool where industry expertise within intermediary and capacity
building bodies is now well developed. This is the reason why Liverpool-based
organisations have led bids for regional and Manchester focused strategies.
There is a need to link such expertise with the industry strength and experience
in Manchester.
 
 
13vi A Leadership Body
 
 
Manchester needs a media sector strategy. It is a clear regional leader yet it
has not had a high-level media strategy exercise since 1990. Things have
changed enormously since then.
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There is no sense of a strong voice for the sector, no advocacy body or active
partnership organisation. The partnerships that have emerged are centred mainly
on training issues and are driven by ERDF money. There is clearly a need for
these initiatives - as all reports show training is dropping out of the deregulated
industry. There are two problems with these initiatives as they stand.
 
 
Firstly, whilst welcome, training initiatives are not strong enough to carry a
media strategy for Manchester as a major media city. They may work in smaller
centres but if Manchester is to retain its second city status then there has to be
much more than this.
 
 
Secondly, the agencies involved in the current Media North West Action Plan
are for the most part not Manchester based. This is not about city chauvinism.
There are very good reasons why a regional based strategy should be attempted,
and these agencies are trying to develop a regional role. But a regional strategy
cannot be led by agencies without strong roots in the city that has 90% of all the
region’s media employment. If Manchester loses its position it will be the region
as a whole that suffers.
 
 
A strategic approach to the sector has to engage with the whole sector and with
the cultural production sector as a whole. Attempts to make distinctions between
‘cultural industries’ and ‘entertainment’ or between ‘cultural industries’ and
‘creative industries’ in the context of media strategies are seriously misplaced
and will result in the dilution of any strategic initiatives.
 
 
It is not clear which organisations are in place to take a lead in developing this
media strategy. The partnership around the Media North West Action Plan
needs to develop in the context of a wider media and cultural strategy. To build
the coalition to effectively develop a strategy demands that the relationship
between the MNW partnership, NWAB, Manchester City Council and CIDS
needs to be clarified. At present they are moving in separate spheres.
 
 
What would a local strategy look like?
 
 
13vii Strategic Issues
 
 
a) Training
 
 
This is a key issue as all research has shown.
 
 
The Media NW plan has two training objectives: (i) ‘Identifying skill needs and
establishing human resource strategies; and (ii) ‘Providing customised training
solutions to support these strategies’. It is unclear as yet what these needs are
and how they are to be addressed. We suggest that further research has to be
conducted in this area.
 
 
We would also suggest that the identification of skills needs should be
uncoupled from any direct linkage with NVQ development. The reasons for this
have been stated above.
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There is also a lack of clarity about how the HE/FE sector links in to the media
sector. The frequent attack on ‘media studies’ being useless for careers in the
media is a red herring. What technical, business and creative skills are needed
for media a career and how these are, or are not, being provided?
 
 
b) Advice
 
 
Specialist business advice for the SMEs in the media sector is an objective of
the MNW Action Plan. There are three issues to be addressed here. (i) how is
this advice to be sourced; (ii) how is it to be delivered; (iii) how does it relate to
the specialist business advice delivered and sign-posted through CIDS. These
are serious questions for any integrated strategy. Evidence from other sectors
indicates that business advice beyond the generic level demands extensive and
current knowledge of the sector in question. This is not just a question of
‘specialists’, though identifying ‘specialists’ is not an easy task. If specialist
advice is to work on a sustainable and strategic manner it must (i) develop
sourcing links with the local industry and (ii) it must link this structure to the
wider development of industry intelligence for the strategic sector body.
 
 
The development of these last two elements would best be done in
complimentarity with the work of CIDS.
 
.
 
c) Support Structures
 
 
The NWM Action Plan has an objective to ‘sustain and create market
opportunities for SMEs’. As support it adds ‘Evidence in Merseyside has
demonstrated that an integrated structure of support services targeted at the
SME structure can generate an increase in total sector turnover of 10% per year’.
It is not clear of what this ‘integrated structure of support services consists’ or to
what extent this is lacking in Manchester.
 
 
Based on the training, advice and support structure objectives the MNW Action
Plan intends to assist the SME sector to:
 
 Maintain and improve its competitiveness;
 Penetrate new and niche markets;
 Establish collaborative networks, clusters and strategic partnerships;
 Promote its products and services to the global market;
 Grow through the development and retention of talent;
 Identify and meet future skills needs.
This is welcome but there is no indication as to how this is going to be achieved.
The crucial point is that there is no strategic framework for the
operationalisation of these objectives. Nor is there adequate linkage between
training, advice and creating ‘market opportunities’ and the extremely ambitious
nature of the above list of intentions.
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The model for an ‘integrated structure of support services’ has yet to be
developed for the Manchester or indeed north west media industry. There is
little evidence from other cities in the country as to how this might be effected.
We would repeat our view that evidence suggests that training and advice
structures alone cannot form the basis of a strategy for a major media centre
such as Manchester.
d) Creative Infrastructure
More than any other sector we have to recognise the limits of intervention by
local authorities in the media sector. This is a sector where the catering bill for
Star Wars is bigger than most local production development budgets for the
whole city. Infrastructure development on any but the most basic level is beyond
the scope of most local authorities. Facilities that would influence industry
location or production decisions are very expensive and are commercially risky.
The most viable area of intervention has to be the creative talent - and in this the
MNW action plan is entirely correct. But the retention of talent goes way
beyond the question of training and advice. Media is becoming globalised and
centralised. How can a local scene compete with London as a global centre? The
local scene needs ideas, networks, skills and a sense of being plugged in - but
this sector is more dominated by the larger companies in the production (rather
than distribution) stages than is music. It is difficult to make a film in your
bedroom. Part of the answer lies in the profile of Manchester itself and the
image/vibrancy of the local scene - within which the wider cultural scene and
built environment/facilities are key.
But the BBC and Granada remain crucial. The big companies need to be
approached at a high level in a similar vein to the Airport.  They are frequently
confused by the range of agencies which approach them or with which they have
to deal. They require a single port of call, which has to be highly informed, with
a high political profile beyond 'culture' and looking to the regional centre
strategy as a whole.
There is need for a strategic body or partnership, with a clear strategic
framework; a high profile leadership role; and a robust level of industry
intelligence.
a) 
 Radio
The role of radio in local media strategies is often overlooked. It is one of the
fastest growing advertising media and has long made a low profile but
profoundly important contribution to the local cultural infrastructure. There are
signs that investment in radio is growing, mirroring the enhanced profile of
some national stations. Indications suggest that local radio is set to increase
advertising revenue and investment with the explosion of new radio franchises
consequent on increased deregulation.
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Local radio also provides opportunities for skills development. Many figures in
the media began in radio and many still move between radio and TV production.
These transferable skills linked to a low cost medium represent a perfect
opportunity for training and access projects. The possibilities of radio for
community development and training has been well highlighted by the
experiments in the Northern Quarter (Radio Space), and by the spin-off
initiative, financed by Eastside SRB and others, Radio Regen, launched in
February 1999.
The possibilities of radio for skills development, community development,
social access, employment, and the circulation of ideas and information make it
a unique low cost opportunity for local cultural production strategies. To
separate it from a wider media strategy would be a mistake.
f) Industry Intelligence
The media sector is awash with industry intelligence. Academic journals, trade
periodicals and papers, high-level seminars, high-level gossip, media analysts
and consultants - a lot of people paid to know what is going on in the industry.
These sources are also available to SMEs in the sector and form a central plank
in their business decisions and operations. This is similar to what happens in
other sectors to different degrees.
It would seem futile to duplicate these information sources and set up a parallel
layer of publicly funded agencies delivering sub-standard intelligence, second
rate training and non-professional information services. Such intelligence has to
be linked closely to industry sources and a mechanism/partnership to achieve
this would be central to any serious strategy.
It would also seem counter-productive to have an intelligence service that
somehow second-guesses the industry. Manchester has a wealth of knowledge
and experience. The problem is firstly, how to tap this; and , secondly, to what
purpose is this intelligence to be put. This is where a local media strategy comes
in. Unlike straight industry intelligence it is focused on the complex local links
and benefits for both city and industry. This too will form part of existing local
knowledge but it is not the task of the BBC or Granada or the SME sector to
elaborate or act upon this knowledge. This has to be the task of a proactive local
sector body charged with the development of the sector within a local city
context. It is on this clear basis that it can approach the industry to learn and
respond, but also to provide a strategic framework within which industry needs
and city responses can be clearly articulated.
This flexible, intelligent partnership has to be in place if Manchester is fully to
respond to the threat posed by current changes in the structure and technology of
the industry. There are new opportunities in content production for multiplying
channels and formats. There are new opportunities to link at a distance to the
global market at our doorstep. London is a threat if we see it from an autarchic
perspective - it can be an opportunity if we explore the possibilities of such a
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major global centre 200 miles away. What are these possibilities? How can
Manchester take advantage of them?
In this the regional perspective is central - but Manchester’s leading role has to
be recognised. This means a strategy has to build visibility and credibility within
the industry here - within the local media networks and at a high political level.
The plans for Regional Development Agencies are at present unclear in their
details but they present opportunities for a regional approach. The RDAs will
have responsibility for regional economic plans; take a lead on EU structural
funds; co-ordinate inward investment; market the region as a business location;
and contribute to a range of education, tourism and cultural programmes. But we
have to remember that at present cultural industries policies are city policies -
and the link between cities and regions is by no means clear.
If regional government does develop then the clearest source of opportunity lies
with a legislative devolution of broadcasting to the regions in conjunction with
the decentralisation of Lottery funding to the Regional Arts Boards. The tension
between the BBC and (in this case) Granada’s global ambitions, and the
legislative requirements for regional programmes mean that the legislative
reversal of centralisation will be a long-term issue; but a regional media strategy
linked to the regional ability to spend Lottery money calls out for a full regional
media strategy.
A number of comments from a range of sources, regarding Manchester and
other regional centres have made one clear point, difficult to quantify but strong
nevertheless. That is that the one thing that will prevent further erosion of the
Manchester media base is the existence of creative talent in the city. Andy
Pratt’s report on the European audio-visual industry confirms that content
production is one of the few growth areas for employment. The explosion of
channels and formats has made content production all the more in demand.
Manchester has these creative individuals in abundance. They need training and
business advice of course - though delivered in an intelligent and flexible
manner. But the key is to create roots to the big production companies - how are
writing skills developed; how is talent introduced to the local media networks.
This is not the music industry where AandR people are geared to following
street rumours to watch a band play in a toilet: how is talent grown and
developed in the industry and how can this be enhanced? The producer
development scheme is the beginning of this but it needs to be linked to a wider
strategy.
One suggestion has been for a media managed workspace, involving media
companies as in Sheffield’s Workstation, but having flexible facilities for script
production work - basic space offered on a short-term, project based lease. This
is infrastructure development targeted at local talent rather than expensive
inward investment.
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Creative talent also responds to the wider cultural feel and profile (capital) of
the city. The ‘critical infrastructure’ discussed above, the dynamic circulation of
ideas and possibilities which marks a creative, culturally active city, does exist
in Manchester. It is under threat but ultimately it is the thing that will keep the
media sector in the city.
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14 New Cultural Infrastructure
14i Introduction
This last priority is less a sub-sector than a cross-thematic grouping. It
emphasises all that we have said about the role of the city in the promotion of
the cultural industries sector. By new cultural infrastructure we refer to:
 The organisation of events outside standard venues;
 The cross-programming of art forms venue (traditional and non-traditional)
within festivals;
 The programming of events, performances, installations and exhibition in the
semi-public spaces of the bars, cafes, and restaurants;
 The promotion of a diverse and open consumption of and in public spaces -
especially in the evening and night time;
 The promotion of independent retail outlets of a ‘cultural’ nature.
 
 
This seems a long and eclectic list but it is a programme to enliven the city and
provide that vibrant infrastructure essential to the cultural industries and the
promotion of the city from within. It is also about employment.
 
 
14ii Performing Arts
 
 
This sub-sector includes all aspects of drama and theatre, dance, and other forms
of performance. The linkages between areas proved so strong that separating
them by art form or by patterns of consumption (for example in a theatre, in a
tent or in an open public space) weakens the sector as a whole. On the other
hand, there are clearly separate issues which relate to particular areas such as
dance and where possible these are identified below. This sub-sector is closely
related to Festivals and Events.
 
 
Many of the observations regarding the 'subsidised/commercial' and the 'high
art/low art' debate, which have been made in previous sections, apply equally
forcibly here. While certain institutions or organisations have specialisms or,
programmes which reflect a particular kind of provision, the ideas and skills
exchange between them is very high. The divisions are often determined by age
and income as much as by aesthetics so, for example, the age of workers
associated with the Green Room is generally younger on average than that of the
Royal Exchange although there is evidence that even these traditional
assumptions are blurring. Certainly this is true of the cultural producers and to
some degree audiences.
 
 
However, a serious divide remains, partly cultural and aesthetic - traditional
theatre is firmly based on text while other forms are more diverse in their use of
art forms - and partly funding driven - the large building spaces have a much
more established history and relationship with funding bodies and could also
argue the need for the upkeep and maintenance of these important civic, as well
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as cultural, spaces. There is a national concern about the decline in audiences for
traditional or classical work particularly as these theatres continue to require
substantial investment from funding bodies.
 
 
In Manchester, as elsewhere, there is a perception that the more exciting work is
being produced by the ‘alternative’ event led organisations rather than by the
more established theatres although the opening of the studio space at the Royal
Exchange and the re-opening of the Contact Theatre may reinvigorate the
standard repertory organisations in the city.
 
 
What does remain strongly the case is the degree of direct employment
crossover there is with other sub sectors notably television and radio - actors,
writers, designers, technicians, administrative staff, etc. Equally, there is
considerable cross over into other industrial sectors - retailers use theatre
designers for their shop designs, the motor industry uses theatre lighting people
for their car launches, advertisers use actors for voice-overs.
 
 
This sector also provides substantial levels of direct and indirect employment to
other sectors.  There are a number of  'trades' directly associated with
performance such as costume/clothes designers and makers, or lighting and
sound suppliers.  Indirect employment includes transport, restaurant and bar
trade (often of course part of the venue complement), printing, etc. A striking
example of the indirect employment and economic returns is City of Drama
which proved signally successful in tourism - 1994 saw the largest number of
tourists ever recorded in Manchester and figures have since gradually declined.
 
 
Having the largest concentration of theatre buildings outside London,
Manchester has a strong national reputation and skill base for theatre and drama.
This includes:
 
 Subsidised repertory theatres - the Royal Exchange, the Library and Contact
 Several major touring houses run by the Apollo group on a commercial basis;
of particular note is the Palace Theatre and the Opera House
 A number of smaller venues which programme touring work including the
Green Room, the RNCM and the Dance House
 
 
This is complemented by a changing network of other provision including:
 
 A strong education and training infrastructure for the performing arts at both
FE and HE level
 A range of small companies from the long established and to the new and
emerging - street theatre, performance poetry, dance, puppetry, drama groups
 North west Playwrights
 Some support services including actors agencies
 
 
In addition, and closely related to this provision, is a strong and distinctive set of
festival and events initiatives.  Of particular note are Streets Ahead run by
Manchester International Arts (MIA) and It's Queer Up North. These both
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promote local artists alongside national and international artists and there is no
doubt that their presence in the area is hugely beneficial to local artists as well
as to the image and 'place-pride' of the city, and to the HE and FE sectors.  The
small 'alternative' companies which include the street theatre organisations, The
Whalley Range All Stars and Avanti Display, and the puppet company Doo Cot,
all tour abroad extensively but their profile in the city is still comparatively low.
Indeed, it is this 'alternative' sector of the city which promotes new writing,
multicultural and experimental performance which is most vulnerable and
significantly under-funded in comparison to the larger venues and producing
companies.
 
 
Despite the numerical and individual strengths of certain organisations there is a
general sense of despondency. The City of Drama year in 1994 demonstrated the
potential of collaborative working although it is generally felt that this was
never fully realised and the benefits to local organisations both then and as a
legacy have been less than satisfactory.  The 'National Theatre of the North'
sobriquet has passed from the Royal Exchange to West Yorkshire Playhouse in
Leeds with their daring programming and headline grabbing initiatives - Ben
Elton (originally at Manchester University), Ian McKellen (from Bolton).
 
 
Despite national and international recognition, IQUN and MIA continue to
struggle on a financial knife-edge; IQUN had a turnover of over £300k for the
1998 as against core revenue funding for the same period of under £60,000 and
the festival played to almost 30,000 people of which 52% are Manchester
residents, with a significant percentage from beyond the region. Professional
dance performance continues to be very weak - there is no major dance
company either of size or prestige and indeed, dance appears to be stronger in
Cheshire and Blackpool than in Manchester.
 
 
Networks across the sub-sector are still under-developed despite good initiatives
such as the Manchester International Theatre Consortium, which sought to meet
the audience interest in international companies, which the City of Drama event
had seeded. This network has lost some momentum due to lack of funding and
to some extent lack of ownership.  The closure of the Nia Centre in Hulme was
a further blow although its role as a 'safe house' for Afro-Caribbean work was
never entirely realised particularly with regard to stimulating work by
Manchester's black communities. A review of the needs of black artists and
audiences is under way and the results of this should reflect the real and
potential strength of this community as 'creatives' in a range of performance
work.
 
 
There are, however, some optimistic pointers. Both the Royal Exchange and
Contact have received sizeable awards, as has the Lowry, and the power of the
Lottery may produce a similar regeneration in image, audiences and confidence
that the Bridgewater Hall effected for music or indeed as the West Yorkshire
Playhouse's new building has generated in Leeds. Dance promotions and
audiences at the RNCM (much the best dance venue in the region) and the
Dance House are growing and Dance In Greater Manchester - DiGM, the
county's dance agency - is developing new initiatives as a result of its Arts
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Lottery A4E award.  The AGMA bid for the Streets Ahead countywide festival
has recently been short-listed for a sizeable Millennium Award.
 
 
The Apollo Group owns and programmes both the main touring venues, the
Palace Theatre and the Opera House and it is here that the major national dance
and opera companies perform. The venues are less satisfactory for contemporary
dance and for drama performance and the need for a middle scale touring house
has long been recognised by the city. The opening of the Lowry may provide
increased opportunities for these kind of companies to visit and it seems likely
to divert existing visiting companies from the Apollo theatres. The
consequences of this are difficult to assess.
 
 
Both the Manchester universities have higher education courses in drama,
performance and related theatre arts, as does the Arden School of Theatre based
at City College.  The FE sector in the City Pride area has considerably increased
its provision of performance arts related courses sometimes linked with local
networks and producers though in general there is a lack of contact between
education and the creative industries as is observed elsewhere in this report.
 
 
Both the BBC and Granada recruit local actors for television and radio work but
the concentration of work is still in London. The rise of the British film industry
has intensified this drift southward. Thus the patterns of production in the
Cultural Infrastructure sub-sector is heavily dependent on venues on the one
hand and producer/promoters on the other. Because of the financial insecurity of
these organisations, there is no doubt that this has stultified growth and stability
for local creatives in this sub-sector.
 
 
The importance and potential locally, regionally and nationally of this sub sector
is considerable but it will not be fully realised unless there is greater cross
working through networks and joint initiatives. It is through the recognition of
the 'common cause', the shared agenda, that new and exciting ventures can be
achieved and thus justify and maintain current levels of investment in the major
cultural institutions on the one hand, and improve the financial security of the
festivals and events-led groups on the other.
 
 
Most importantly, this rich vein of creative enterprise should be used to enhance
civic and public life through, for example, initiatives with the retail sector,
through adding distinctiveness to existing non-arts festivals and events, and in
the major celebrations such as the Millennium and the Commonwealth Games.
This will include linkages with other sub sectors and with education and
training.
 
 
It is therefore suggested that:
 
 The Events Commission within Manchester City Council should work
closely with this sub sector to encourage joint initiatives to raise the profile
and promote synergy, linked to key cultural and other civic events and to the
recommendations in the Strategic Review of Cultural Events and Festivals
(Cliodhna Mulhern, October 1997)
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 NWAB should develop a strategic focus for Manchester in recognition of the
strength of the sub-sector and its concentration in Manchester including
addressing how to retain local opportunities for employment
 The funders (City Council, AGMA and NWAB) should consider the fragile
'alternative' parts of the sub-sector in order to ensure their survival and
growth and to maintain their audience appeal and leverage from other sources
 The re-launch of the Royal Exchange and Contact Theatres should be seen as
an opportunity to promote new activity linked with education and festivals to
promote the strength of the sector within and beyond Manchester.
 
 
14iii Events and Festivals
 
 
This is a cross-sectoral theme.
 
 
The cultural industries sector responds to the feel of the city, its ability to project
a vibrant metropolitan atmosphere. The role of events and festivals is crucial in
establishing this: look at festivals and cultural industries crossover. These events
can feed into the cultural sector in ways difficult to measure but which are
clearly attested to by our respondents.
 
 
Festivals are a growing area, with one-off events, installations, and temporary
public art events.  All these bring together a range of skills, art forms, networks,
collectives and individuals. They feed into tourism, animation of the retail
centre, provide new opportunities in new public spaces for artists and operate as
power networking opportunities for those involved.
 
 
These events also help to bring in the cultural sector and make them feel part of
the city. They can also stimulate new cultural production. However, this can
very quickly lead to a sense of abuse - when festivals proclaim the involvement
of the cultural sector but cannot pay them.
 
 
There is a clear need for small, flexible grants to allow groups to organise events
and exhibitions both in relation to the larger and stand-alone events. The
funding for these is limited and available from diverse sources. It is often
demanding in terms of administration, monitoring etc.
 
 
We recommend the use of ERDF/ESF/other as small scale, flexible grants with
quick turnaround for such activities. These should come with some
administrative support (if required), tailored to the needs of small/new groups.
 
 
Grants should be linked to seminars/training on basic events management. This
should be sourced via CIDS using experienced practitioners rather than any
formal NVQ-based courses. These latter, if available should be sign-posted.
 
 
CIDS could provide information and contacts on how to organise events in
public. This would include lists of officers/locations/regulations etc.
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This priority should be linked to Marketing Manchester's services. A specific
cultural framework should be explored with MM, in terms of cultural tourism
drawing on these alternative, small-scale activities - linking them with a youth
tourism strand (see VI).
 
 
This priority should also be linked with the feasibility of having a small scale
sponsorship service linked to either CIDS or MM which could be approached
for advice, information and contact as well as coordinating/controlling client
approach. This service would also be proactive in developing small scale
sponsorship clients.
 
 
14iv The Informal Infrastructure
 
 
Shops, cafes, bars, restaurants, clubs: people watching, people meeting; the
construction of lifestyle identity through consumption; postmodern flaneurs -
whatever we call it these are as essential an indicator of a lively city as the large
cultural institutions. For many they are more important. They represent to the
visitor the possibility to glimpse, to briefly touch the lives of the city they visit;
they are a major cultural experience, whether or not there is art in the bar. For
the locals they are the infrastructure of networks, of ideas, of employment, of
the first exhibit or DJ set. They are central to the quality of life and a stimulus to
cultural production. They are used to impress visitors and clients; they mark out
the symbolic territories of city life. Where you have your launch and who is
invited are part of the very nature of city living. Cities that are ugly and
uninviting can make up for it with the quality of their shops, cafes, bars,
restaurants and clubs. If Manchester needs a model it need look only to Milan.
 
 
These elements are crucial to cultural strategies:
 
 They represent a key indicator and image of a vibrant city capable of
retaining a healthy cultural sector scene
 They are increasingly overlapping and linking to cultural events and
programmes
 They employ a growing number of cultural producers in the form of artists,
DJs, graphic designers, promoters, furniture makers. Clubs like Cream are
major components of a local scene (which makes the demise of the Hacienda
much more important than its impact on employment or turnover)
 Cafe bars and shops are giving artists their public showing in a city lacking
gallery space
 New shops are operating as new commercial outlets for fashion designers,
small record labels and furniture makers
 Cafes/restaurants are a major provider of supplementary income for the
cultural sector
 Youth cultural tourism is a growing market along with that of the night-time
economy itself.
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For all these reasons this sector should be included in a cultural production
strategy rather than be seen as an add-on. It is an infrastructure as essential as
recording or live music venues.
14v Visual Arts
The importance of the visual arts is frequently overlooked within cultural
industry studies. The low level of earnings across the sector, the orientation
toward artistic product rather than business and marketing, and the difficulties
of defining the visual arts in straight employment terms – all these tend to place
them at the ‘traditional art’ end of the cultural industry spectrum. However, this
is to ignore the very real contribution they make to the local cultural and critical
infrastructure of ideas and experience. Despite their ‘individualistic’ image they
are to be found at the very heart of many cultural networks in the city – often the
most articulate and intelligent.
We have argued above that the separation of ‘art’ from the cultural industries
would be damaging to both. The role of the ‘arts’ within the CI sector is
something that needs to be addressed in earnest by both arts and cultural
industries agencies. This is hardly being done at all but needs to be placed
centrality to the national agenda for the future development of the sector.
We have not identified the visual arts as a distinct area of intervention, but this
research has indicated how far they are part of the production of ideas (R&D?),
insights and energies which feed into the wider sector as innovation and
experimentation. If visual artists feel they have no home in the city this will
damage those more commercial sector of design, digital media, broadcast media
etc. which thrive both professionally and socially within a city rich in visual
artistic creativity and literacy. It is impossible to under estimate this.
In this particular context the visual arts have been an essential bedrock of the
shift of cafes, bars, restaurants, shops and even clubs towards a more explicitly
culture or design led strategy. The display of visual art is one of the key (and
cheapest) markers of a space as ‘cultural’ – and artists in the city have benefited.
Visual artists have long been involved in events and festivals, whether as
suppliers of product or active participants. Recently visual art led events and
installations have been amongst the most exciting and innovative initiatives in
the whole cultural sector. The networks and organisations have been crucial in
supporting and retaining new talent in the city. This is particularly true around
the visual art/digital media hybrid.
Three key recommendations need to be made.
i) The networks and organisations such as The Annual Programme, or Idea
need to be supported in what they do, as providing a key service to new
artists.
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ii) There needs to be much greater linkage between the ‘formal’ and
‘informal’ visual art sectors, recognising the real innovative energy of the
latter (in the same way as with performing arts above).
iii) The question of premises for working artists, who need cheap ‘dirty’
spaces is now reaching crisis point. With the immanent closure of two
long-standing workspaces under the impact of the city centre
accommodation boom, Manchester is in danger of loosing a ‘low profile’
but absolutely central element of its infrastructure.
There is evidence to suggest a new market for art in Manchester. This market is
linked to the wider growth of the ‘designer’ marker, though not reducible to it.
There is a real need to market the visual art sector in Manchester as a whole –
this less a question of art buying schemes (such as done by NWAB) as raising
the overall profile of the visual arts within the wider cultural profile, branding
and strategy for Manchester.
14vi Strategic Intervention
Recognition: Recognition is a first step - both in terms of their contribution to
the city and because they are closely linked to the cultural sector rather than to
'outsiders'. At present they contribute as much to the image of Manchester as
much of the subsidised sector.
Recognition also allows them more confidence to bid for events/collaboration/
network grants. Clusters of these businesses - most noticeably in the NQ -
frequently work together on joint events and promotions. They are highly
professional and with access to financial and administrative resources are
capable of working with MM and Midas to showcase the range of creativity and
innovative businesses in Manchester - especially around 'youth culture' with
which Manchester is frequently associated.
The Night-time Economy: The theme also allows the cultural production strategy
to address the night-time economy debate. A strategy here has to link with a
wide range of agencies (transport, licensing, police etc.) but it is the cultural
sector which should take the lead in pushing this debate on - because it is this
sector that stands to gain most directly from its success.
MM should, through its cultural remit, look to the enhancement and
mobilisation of the marketing of this sector and with CIDS, retail service etc.
look to encourage collaborative networks and initiatives (ERDF).
Training: This theme also links to TEC retail service and ideas for training for
cafe/restaurant staff as part of the tourism development initiative. These two
initiatives should recognise the cultural element of these business and that they
may not (as argued for the rest of the sector) conform to mainstream ideas of
customer services. Creativity and innovation have to be encouraged as well as
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generic customer relations’ skills. The same would apply to alternative/specialist
retail.
Cultural Strategy: these diverse activities and areas need to be seen as an
integral part of a wider cultural and cultural industries strategies, operating at
the point of intersection with city marketing, tourism and inward investment.
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15 Monitoring and Evaluation
15.i Learning Loops
The strategy set out in this document and taken up by the City Pride partners and
associate agencies is an ambitious and long term vision for a cultural sector
which will become increasingly important for the city over the next decade. This
strategy has been and will be informed by research such as this document; by
workshops, seminars and meetings; by formal and informal networks of
exchange of knowledge and experience; and a more general shift in
understanding and support within the city as a whole.
All strategies need to be constantly revisited and updated in the light of
experience; a learning loop is essential for such a strategy. In order for this
learning experience to be fully effective there needs to be both learning
structures – identifiable means whereby knowledge and experience can be
interpreted and assessed – and monitoring and evaluation structure – clear
methods and means of collecting this knowledge and experience.
Learning tructures: there is a need to promote understanding and support for the
objectives of the strategy within the wider policy sphere (high level strategic
support and horizontal strategic links to other policy spheres); and to promote
this within the industry itself (recognition, promoting industry leaders,
information strategy).
15.ii The Role of Cultural Industries in Local Cultural Strategies
Key to the success of these will be the Cultural Production Steering Group
(CPSG), in association with those organisations closely involved in delivery
(Music Industry Network board, Designbank, CIDS board etc.). The CPSG was
charged with overseeing the first phase of the strategy, commissioning this
research and developing the ERDF bids and sub-sector agency set up; it is now
moving towards a more strategic role.
The CPSG would be made up of representatives from the City Pride partners
(especially cultural policy and economic development officers); HE and FE
sectors; agencies such as MIDAS and Marketing Manchester; training and
business support agencies; industry leaders, where possible, as well as the
Cultural Production Strategy delivery organisations mentioned above. The remit
would be to assess the progress of the cultural production strategy, to reflect on
its wider objectives and to inform the strategy of other relevant developments
within the City Pride area.
The primary objective of the CPSG should be to link as closely as possible to
the wider economic development strategy. However, at present there is a lack of
such a wider structure for co-ordinated strategy, though this may come with the
restructuring of the TEC. Whatever structures emerge the CPSG should seek
representation within in it order to promote the CI sector as an economic sector.
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In the absence of such a structure the CPSG should look to the MIDAS Officer
Group, which brings together economic development leaders. In this way each
local authority can be encouraged to build in the CI sector within their own
economic development strategies.
The CPSG should also look towards representation within the emergent regional
structures – the Regional Cultural Forum, Development Agency and Assembly.
The CPSG needs to be informed by regular updates, meetings and seminars with
the direct delivery agencies, by partner and associate agencies, and by industry
representatives. The programme of seminars and feedback workshops should be
organised fairly early on in the life of the CPSG.
The CPSG needs to be informed by academic and research agencies involved in
the field. This can be in the form of short reports/papers at meetings as well as
more formal presentations. This does not have to be commissioned research,
though some time may have to be paid for.
The CPSG will also need to commission pieces of research on specific subjects
as they emerge. Further research would include:
 Identification of markets for the local sector/sub-sectors – local, national and
international; trajectories of growth and decline.
 Cultural Industries and the property market – premises and workspaces.
 E-commerce for the cultural sector.
 The role of the arts within local cultural industry strategies.
 Private finance initiatives targeting the cultural industries.
 Cultural industries and financial structures (banks, venture capital, tax etc.).
15.iii Baseline Study and Monitoring
The above applies to the long-term development of the strategy. It is essential
that a core evaluation system be set up to monitor the progress of the strategy
against set objectives and to obtain a fuller understanding of its successes and
failures. The creation of a database as part of this research provides an important
tool for the evaluation process.
The database needs to be regularly updated. This updating can be used to
monitor business start up and failure in the area. It can also be used to update
employment figures. However, other sources need to be used – the Census of
Employment, Labour Force Survey, VAT registers, Business Pages etc.
This study has provided quantitative baseline information on sector
employment, relative business size and sub-sector employment distribution. The
database allows these to be monitored and timelines drawn up indicating longer-
term changes within the sector. This study, though using previous (limited)
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statistics, is only a snapshot. There is a need to understand the longer term sector
trajectories.
The existence of the database allows the establishment of a more detailed
quantitative study of the sector using questionnaires sent out to a representative
sample at regular intervals. These questionnaires should be made compatible as
far as possible with more recent baseline studies in Liverpool and Kirklees in
order to provide a comparative dimension. The information provided here would
be on business turnover, training needs and take up, size of business and
seasonal fluctuations; business growth and confidence; local sourcing; location
of markets; business support needs etc.
An initial questionnaire survey should be developed as a monitoring tool for
CIDS. This initial development work could be commissioned but the core
monitoring should be part of the activity of CIDS. The questionnaire results
would be fed back into a database to allow a long-term picture to emerge.
15iv Evaluation Framework
This study has used extensive qualitative interviews to obtain a more particular
sense of the sector as a whole and how these businesses operate within it. As we
clearly argued at the beginning, there is a need for an in-depth qualitative
understanding in order to make sense of the more general, statistical
measurement. This study has thus made it possible for the creation of a database
driven monitoring and evaluation process.
Part of the evaluation will be the on-going work of the CPSG but there is a need
for a more formal mechanism of evaluation. This should be based on a model or
framework using key indicators – sector confidence, predicted growth/ decline,
profile/ status, degree of sector internal awareness, level of networking, degree
of integration with other sub-sectors, relative importance within local/regional
context, take-up/impact of new technology etc.
This will involve both a collection of available objective indicators and a series
of regular and representative qualitative interviews with key individuals and
businesses. It is this qualitative feedback, within clear objective criteria, that is
crucial to the learning loop of the strategy.
Based on this research a framework is being developed which allows an
evaluation of the sector and the impact of the strategy against key indicators.
These indicators are to be drawn from the study (and other available research) in
such a way as to allow comparison between qualitative information and
interviews across a definite timeline. That is, the framework should allow an
analytical approach rather than a series of impressionistic snapshots. This
framework should relate to the key issues and strategic objectives as laid out in
this report: e.g. training, business support, business growth; markets;
recognition; networking etc.
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It is proposed that this evaluative framework is fully elaborated across a series
of sessions with the CPSG. In this way the steering group can begin to take
ownership of the research and strategy and begin the process of reflection
essential to the further implementation and development of the cultural
production strategy.
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Appendix 1 Methodology and Quantitative
Results
i Introduction
Between October 1997and April 1998 a major piece of quantitative research
aimed at identifying, counting and mapping the cultural sector in Manchester
was carried out. The objectives of this element of the project were to produce
reliable data on the extent of employment in the sector, its distribution between
different sub-sectors and the pattern of business organisation, i.e. the balance
between employers of different sizes. Secondly, the exercise created a database
of sector businesses and practitioners which will enable future strategic
interventions by the commissioning partners.
ii Assembling Data Sources
This work was undertaken by means of an “audit” of the sector. In essence, this
involved the collection together of all sources of information on cultural sector
companies and practitioners; mailing lists, arts and business directories, lists of
funded organisations, trade publications, memberships of organisations and
trade associations; and the sophistication of these sources by networking and
database checking within the known sector.
As a first step, 102 published sources of information were identified and
compiled, each holding listings of enterprises and practitioners. These data
sources were assembled into a ‘data log’ and allocated by sub-sector, across 12
sub-sectors, in the case of sub-sector specific lists. Data sources were
interrogated to establish their accuracy through observation of their method of
data collection, date of collection and upkeep. Notes regarding this level of
accuracy and any perceived gaps or duplications were made on each data source
for use in the later stages of the study.
iii Building the Database
As mentioned above, the database was designed to have two functions, to assist
with analysis of the scale and characteristics of the sector and to provide a
working database for future interventions in the sector by the commissioning
partners. Cultural Enterprise Service in Cardiff carried out a similar task in 1997
and has a sophisticated database of this type in use. The database developed for
the Manchester study was based on the Cultural Enterprise Service model,
running on Microsoft Access.
Once the database was established, all records of practitioners in the 102 data
sources were entered into new records on the main database. The database
record format called for a minimum of basic data to enable the analysis of the
sector set out in this study - essentially nature of business, size of business and
location. However, the record format also allows for substantial other data to be
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entered later when larger scale or sub-sector sampling can sophisticate the
database in use.
Having entered all base data into the database, a number of checking and
verification procedures were run to ensure its completeness and veracity. First,
the database was systematically checked for duplication of records, allowing for
the tendency for enterprises to be recorded by varying names in the original data
sources.
The database was random tested against the knowledge of the sector of the
research team, to gather a picture of its completeness. The exhaustive trawl of
original data sources was repaid by the very positive response of the database to
this test. Nevertheless, the completeness of the database was reinforced by direct
contact with the sector in a number of ways. Notices were placed in trade
publications and newsletters, particularly in sub-sectors or communities where
the formal registration of businesses might be expected to be less common. Face
to face interviews were held with a range of practitioners and organisations to
source data on particular sub-sectors or groups, for example ethnic minority and
disability arts groups.
The database was held under review, additions, deletions and revisions being
entered until analysis of the data began.
At the conclusion of this exercise, the database held 3,734 records, where each
record is either a business or a sole practitioner, in other words, we identified
3,734 enterprises at working the sector in the Manchester TEC area.
iv Analysis of the Database
In order to interrogate the database, a seventeen sheet master spreadsheet was
created on Lotus 1-2-3. The sheet essentially established a matrix of enterprise
size and sub-sector classification into which all data was fed.
As Diagram 1 shows, there were, at this stage, a number of categories of data.
All records had been successfully allocated to single sub-sectors. However,
there were enterprises of known size and others for which the original data
source and published material gave no size information.
Of the 3,734 records which were identified, 1,398 were known sole practitioners
with cultural occupations (Sector a on the diagram). Of the remaining 2,336
enterprises, direct telephone interviews were carried out to establish accurately
the employment pattern of 341 companies (Sector b on the diagram).
In total, therefore, known employment data existed for some 1739 (46.5%) of
the records (enterprises) on the database.
These enterprises with known employment data generated 10,041 known,
identified, jobs in the Manchester TEC area.
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The next task was to develop a complex method for the estimation of the
employment pattern among those enterprises which were known but for whom
no accurate employment data was gathered (Sector c on the diagram).
For each sub-sector a fact sheet was created which summarised database
information, listed major employers for whom data existed and those few major
employers for whom accurate data did not exist. The pattern of employment in
the sub-sector was also discussed following consultation with key figures in
each sub-sector - thus the preponderance of sole-practitioner employment in a
particular sub-sector could be brought to bear to generate realistic extrapolation
of jobs to enterprises with unknown job numbers.
Using this information weighted estimates were made of the average
employment generated by each of the enterprises for whom we did not have
complete data.
Overall, the results of this exercise demonstrated that known cultural sector
enterprises in the Manchester TEC area generate 18,058 direct jobs, providing
work for 3.56% of the working population.
A number of points should be noted about this analysis. First, all employment is
counted as one - no distinction is made between full-time and part-time jobs.
This is the standard methodology of such studies and allows direct comparison
with studies based on the Censuses of Population and Employment. However,
all sole practitioners and self-employed workers are counted once each only.
This estimate of18,058 jobs is likely to be an underestimate. Sectors d and e on
the diagram illustrate that there are highly likely to be other workers and
enterprises working in the sector who remained hidden from the research despite
the best efforts of the research team to make the collection of data
comprehensive. By definition nothing specific can be said about these potential
enterprises. The thoroughness of the data gathering and the way that the
database responded to checking by example lead us to believe that the number
of unknown enterprises will be small. Jobs in these enterprises might also tend
to be concealed because they work in the ‘twilight economy’. Nevertheless, it
should be noted that the cultural economy at its fullest probably generates more
than the 18,058 jobs estimated here in the 3,734 recorded enterprises on the
database.
V The Distribution of Cultural Sector Jobs in Manchester
a) Distribution by Enterprise Size
The distribution of jobs in the sector illustrates a number of interesting aspects
of the way the cultural industries work in the city. The first analysis possible
from the database, (Diagram 2) shows the distribution of enterprises by size. In
the first, unadjusted, chart large enterprises (more than 50 employees) dominate,
constituting 55% of all employment. Sole practitioners constitute fewer than
14% of the sector workforce.  Thus the balance of employment in the sector is
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tipped much more toward larger employers than is true nationally, where sole
practitioners constitute 34% of all jobs.
In the adjusted chart (Diagram 3), this is dealt with by the exclusion of a number
of sub-sectors - press, advertising, architecture, education, which are often
omitted from studies of the sector. If one excludes employment in these sub-
sectors from the data one arrives at the second chart - showing self-employment
at 29.7%.
Even adjusted in this way, the proportion of larger employers in the Manchester
cultural economy is substantial. This is in part a result of the regional capital
status of the city and in part due to the relative maturity and international
importance of a substantial number of creative enterprises in the city. This
balance has implications for the strategies which partners might undertake and
these are discussed in the body of the report.
b) Sub-sectoral Distribution
The distribution of employment across the 12 sub-sectors used in the study is
shown in Diagrams 4 and 5. Diagram 4 shows the distribution of enterprises
(database records) and Diagram 5 the distribution of employment.  The database
highlights the strength of authorship (including press), architecture and film and
media - all of which also tend to be clustered in larger enterprises. Perhaps most
striking is the strength of craft and design and music sub-sectors, offering very
substantial employment across many more, smaller, enterprises. Over half the
cultural enterprises in the city are engaged in either music or craft and design.
Again, the strategic implications of these balances are set out elsewhere in the
report.
Distribution of employment by enterprise size across the sub-sectors is shown in
Diagrams 6 and 7.
vi Extrapolation and Comparators
It is possible to extrapolate these employment figures to offer other insights into
the scale of the sector and to present comparisons with other sectors and other
places. These extrapolations and comparators are set out in Tables 1 and 2.
i) 
 
It is possible to extrapolate direct employment figures in a given economic
sector to show the secondary effect of this economic activity in supporting
jobs in other sectors. In order to do this with an accuracy specific to
Manchester would require a major input/output modelling exercise based on
specific data from cultural businesses in Manchester about the pattern of their
contracting practices and business expenditure. This is an expensive and
time-consuming task and was not within the remit of this study.
Nevertheless, taking a bundle of ‘multipliers’ which have been established by
studies elsewhere, it is possible to estimate that the sector is responsible for
more than 32,500jobs across the Manchester economy, or 6.41% of the
working population.
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ii) 
 
This study restricted itself to the Manchester TEC area. It is possible to
extrapolate to the Greater Manchester area, most reliably using the difference
between the ratios of cultural sector jobs to all jobs shown in recent analyses
of the Census of Employment (i.e. at a lower density in the Greater
Manchester area outside the TEC boundary). On this basis the sector shows
direct cultural sector employment of 28,241 jobs and, again taking the
indirect effect of the sector into account, an overall effect of 50,833 jobs in
the Greater Manchester area.
iii) 
 
Using simple productivity multipliers for cultural sector jobs established in
input/output studies elsewhere, one can estimate that the sector is responsible
for £627m of turnover per annum in the local economy.
iv) 
 
Comparison with other sectors in the city economy may be useful. The
cultural sector (employing 3.56% of the working population) is almost equal
to the construction industry (3.72%); compares favourably with hotel and
restaurant trades taken together (4.78%) and is significantly larger than, for
instance, all land transport (2.52%), post and telecommunications (2.47%).
The sector is twice the size of the entire motor trade, the chemical industries
and almost four times the size of the energy and water industries.
 
v) 
 
The sector compares favourably with other cities and regions. At 3.56%
employment in the sector in the TEC area outstrips the UK average of 2.3%
by 50%. Whilst a few cities register higher figures these are usually smaller
cities with a small number of disproportionately large employers (for instance
Cardiff at 4.3% has the national media companies of Wales). Figures for the
size of the sector in London vary from study to study but latest estimates put
the size of the sector in the capital at around 5%. Manchester’s productivity
in the cultural sector supports the clear conclusion that, whilst London
remains the principle centre of gravity for the sector, regional capitals such as
Manchester are dynamic contributors to the national cultural economy.
 
vi) 
 
Employment in the cultural industries across the European Union is very
marginally more than 2% of the working population. Manchester’s
significantly larger sector underlines the role of Manchester, and other
European regional capitals, in driving the international cultural economy.
 
vii) 
 
It is difficult to track public purse investment in the cultural sector from all
sources, there are also unresolved methodological questions such as the
treatment of BBC Licence Fee income. From this study one might estimate,
for guidance purposes only, that public investment represents something just
over 5% of all turnover in cultural sector enterprises in the city. This is not to
say that public investment is unimportant to the sector, as is discussed
elsewhere in the report, but to demonstrate that the sector has substantial
generative force beyond the amount committed by public agencies.
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Diagram 1
Schematic of known and unknown sector elements
Enterprise with
known employment
on database b)
Sole practitioners
and  known on
database a)
Enterprises with extrapolated
employment on database c)
Sole
Practitioners
unknown -
not on
database e)
Enterprises
unknown -
not on
database d)
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Appendix Two: Arts Education in the City Pride
Area
1 Providers of Education in Arts and Creative Media in the City
Pride Area
i. Universities
Universities in the City Pride area are: University of Manchester; Manchester
Metropolitan University; University of Salford; and University of Manchester
Institute of  Science and Technology (UMIST). The Open University also has a
regional office based in Chorlton, Manchester, and offers a broad range of
subjects at many different levels, available to adults through open and distance
learning. The University offers a comprehensive programme of short courses
and packs on subjects such as art, music, literature, as well as BA/BSc degree
programmes and professional updating courses.
ii. Colleges of Higher and Further Education
These include: Manchester College of Arts and Technology (MANCAT); City
College Manchester; North Trafford College; and Tameside College. These
colleges offer a wide range of arts and creative media courses, including a
variety of accredited vocational courses, many leading to recognised
qualifications e.g. GNVQ, NVQ, City & Guilds, BTECH, HNC and HND etc,
and others which are locally accredited by, for example, the Greater Manchester
Open College Federation.
iii. Conservatories and Specialist Establishments/Organisations
  (E.g. music colleges, art schools, Theatre In Education companies
In the City Pride area, these include Royal Northern College of Music;
Chethams School of Music etc.
iv. Independent and Private Institutions
    (E.g. dance and drama schools)
Examples of these include The Dance Emporium, Glenda Ann School of
Dancing, Starlight Stage and Dance School, etc.
v.  Adult Education, Evening Classes, Summer Schools and Workshops etc.
Local authority education departments, university continuing education
departments, colleges of higher and further education, community colleges,
community centres and libraries usually provide these. e.g. Manchester Adult
Education Services, Shena Simon College, College of the Third Age etc.
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vi. Individual and Private Tuition
(e.g. Tim Burton Guitar Tuition, Manchester School of Music, Linda Law
Music Studio, One Voice Music Brazilian Percussion etc.).
vii. Education Departments and Programmes of Arts/Cultural Institutions/
     Organisations
     (e.g. orchestras, theatre companies, voluntary sector and community
      organisations).   
Many of these companies and organisations receive public funding e.g. National
Lottery, Regional Arts Board, local authority funding or are supported by Trusts
and charities etc. to undertake educational, outreach and community-based
work. Most museums and galleries also run educational programmes for adults
and children. Examples of such companies or organisations in the City Pride
area include: Workers Education Association (WEA); Community Arts: North
West; Halle Concerts Society; City Art Gallery; Museum of Science and
Industry etc.
viii. Schools
For students under 16, arts subjects are taught as part of the National
Curriculum and may be pursued up to GCSE and A Level. Local Authority
Education Departments often incorporate music, dance and drama services
which are available to schools in the catchment area. Many primary and
secondary schools have also established their own arts societies and clubs which
are often run after school hours and at weekends, and organise holiday activities,
sometimes in conjunction with the local community.
2 Arts Education in the City Pride Area
i. The University of Manchester
Faculty of Arts
The Faculty of Arts offers more than 80 full-time undergraduate Honours degree
programmes. These include Single Honours; Joint Honours; and Combined
Honours, offering study in a wide range of subjects, including all the major arts
disciplines e.g. drama, music, dance etc., together with professional orientated
degrees in such subjects as Architecture and Landscape Studies.
Detailed Breakdown of Arts Honours Undergraduate Programmes, 1999
Entry.
The following course programmes are offered:-
3 year BA (Hons) Architecture followed by 2 year BArch, available on
completion of BA (Hons) or approved equivalent. Main subjects: design study,
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history, technology and humanities. This course carried exemption from the
RIBA and ARCUK Part 1 and Part 2 examinations.
3 year BA (Hons) History of Art and Architecture: European and North
American Art History from ancient world to the present day.
3 year BA (Hons) History of Modern Art
4 year History of Art and a Modern Language (French, German or Italian) a
joint degree with the School of Modern Languages.
3 year Art and Archaeology of the Ancient World: Material Culture of Europe
and the Mediterranean Region from third Millennium BC to the early Christian
period. Choice of Archaeology or History of Art emphasis.
3 year BA (Hons) Drama
3 year Drama and Screen Studies
3 year Drama with English
4 year English and Drama
3 year BA (Hons) English Language and Literature
3 year BA(Hons) English and American Literature
3 year MusB (Hons)Music
3 year BA (Hons) Music and Drama
Joint MusB and Grad Diploma of RNCM (4 years)
BA (Hons) Leisure Management (3 years)
In addition to the full-time undergraduate degree programmes, the University
offers part-time evening study opportunities in the Faculty of Arts in the History
of Art and Literary Studies.
The University also offers Graduate opportunities in the Graduate School in
Arts and the Graduate School in Education. These cover: Art Gallery and
Museum Studies; Drama; Media Studies; Urban Design and Regeneration; and
Media and Communication Studies, respectively.
The University also owns some of the key cultural resources in the City, which
are open to the public. These include The Whitworth Art Gallery, The
Manchester Museum and the Contact Theatre. The Whitworth Art Gallery is
famous for its collections of British drawings and watercolours of JMW Turner
and William Blake, and its textile and wallpaper collections. A programme of
temporary exhibitions complements the Gallery’s permanent collections.
Manchester Museum contains major national and international Natural History,
Geology, Archaeology, Egyptology, Ethnology, Coinage and Archery
collections, which are an important resource for student research, but are also
open to the public. The Contact Theatre is home to the professional Contact
Theatre Company, targetting in particularly, young people. It is currently
undergoing major refurbishment as a result of a successful National Lottery
award.
ii The Manchester Metropolitan University
The three faculties: Art and Design; Crewe and Alsager and Hollings provide
the majority of the University’s arts, creative media and technology courses,
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although multimedia and media technology courses are available in the Faculty
of Science and Engineering; course study and research opportunities in cultural
studies, popular and urban culture are available in the Faculty of Humanities and
Manchester Institute for Popular Culture, a specialist research institute within
the University; art and design education course provision is also available within
the Faculty of Community Studies.
Faculty of Art and Design
The Faculty of Art and Design is one of the largest providers of art and design
courses in Britain, offering a wide range of undergraduate Honours degree;
postgraduate diploma and degree programmes, as well as Foundation studies,
and research opportunities. Courses can be studied on a full-time, part-time or
Sandwich basis.
Breakdown of Undergraduate and Postgraduate Programmes offered in the
Faculty of Art and Design.
The following course programmes are available:-
Full-time BA (Hons) Theatre Arts (Acting)
Full-time BA (Hons) Design and Art Direction
BA (Hons) Graphic Design (Part-time)
Full-time BA (Hons) Illustration with Animation
Full-time BA (Hons) Photography
Full-time BA (Hons) Television Production - course awaiting approval
Full-time BA (Hons) Architecture
Bachelor of Architecture (Sandwich)
Full-time BA (Hons) Interactive Arts
Full-time BTEC Diploma Foundation Studies in Art and Design
MA Art as Environment (full-time or part-time) - a cross disciplinary course in
theory and practice.
PgDip/MA Communication Design (full-time or Part-time)
BA (Hons) Embroidery (full-time)
BA (Hons) Fashion (full-time)
BA (Hons) Textiles (Full-time)
PgDip/MA Textiles (Full-time or Part-time)
BA (Hons) History of Film, Photography and Graphic Media (Full-time or Part-
time)
BA (Hons) Fine Art (Full-time)
MA Fine Art (Full-time or Part-time): Principally 18 - 20th century art and
design.
Foundation Studies in Art and Design (Full-time)
BA (Hons) History of Art and Design (Full-time or Part-time)
MA History of Art and Design (part-time)
BA (Hons) Three Dimensional design (Full-time)
MA/PgDip Industrial Design (Full-time)
BA (Hons) Interior Design (Full-time)
MA/PgDip Interior Design (Full-time)
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BA (Hons) Landscape Architecture (Full-time)
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture (Full-time)
Research opportunities are also offered in the following areas:
Arts
History of Art and Design
Landscape Architecture
Textiles/Fashion
Three Dimensional Design
Architecture
Communication Media
Fine Art
Faculty of Science and Engineering
PgCert/PgDip/MSc Multimedia Systems (full-time or part-time) - course
awaiting approval.
BSc (Hons) Media Technology (Full-time of Sandwich)
Faculty of Humanities
Aesthetics within Diploma of Higher Education (Full-time or Part-time)
European Urban Cultures (Full-time)
Research opportunities are also offered in cultural studies.
Crewe and Alsager Faculty
Full-time BA(Hons) Contemporary Arts, includes Dance, Drama, Visual
Arts/Studies, Writing.
MA Contemporary Arts (full-time or part-time), includes Music
BA (Hons) Business with Leisure (full or part-time)
BA/BA (Hons) Business with Leisure (full-time plus part-time or full-time)
BTEC HND Business with Leisure (full-time)
BA/BSc (Hons) Joint Honours with Dance, Drama, Design and Technology,
Cultural Studies, Leisure Studies, Music, Visual Arts/Studies and Writing as
creative-industry related options (Full-time or part-time)
BA (Hons) Joint Honours (Full-time), includes music, visual arts/studies, and
writing.
Full-time BA (Hons) Joint Honours, dance, drama, cultural studies options.
BA (Hons) Contemporary Crafts (full-time)
Part-time MA Humanities and Applied Social Studies (by research) - cultural
studies option.
BSc (Hons) Design and Technology for Industry (Full-time or Part-time) -
course awaiting approval
Cert PS/Dip PS Art Education (Part-time)
BTEC HND Leisure and Environment (full-time) - course awaiting approval
BTEC HND Environmental and Leisure Studies (full-time)
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Environmental and Leisure Studies Foundation Stage (Full-time)
Cultural Studies within MA Humanities and Applied Social Studies (by
research) (Part-time)
PGCE Design and Technology (Full-time).
It is also possible for students to undertake individual project based courses in
Dance, dramas/Theatre, Music, Visual Arts and Writing, with an emphasis on
contemporary practices.
Research opportunities are also available in:
Arts
Contemporary Arts
Dance
Music
Visual Arts/Studies
Writing
Hollings Faculty
The Hollings Faculty offers educational provision in the areas of food, clothing
and hospitality management, including fashion design, marketing, catering,
nutrition, technology, retailing, consumerism, tourism and hotel management.
Only clothing and fashion design related courses are included in this summary.
BSc (Hons) Clothing (Management and Technology; Marketing and
Distribution; or Product Development) Sandwich
BA (Hons) Clothing Distance Learning
BSc (Hons) Clothing Engineering and Management (in association with
UMIST)
BTEC HND/BA (Hons) Clothing Design and Technology (full-time) course
awaiting approval
BA (Hon) Fashion Design with Technology Sandwich
MSc Clothing (Marketing and Distribution; or Advanced Manufacture)
Clothing (Product Development) full-time course awaiting approval
Research opportunities also available in: Clothing Technology/Marketing.
Faculty of Community Studies
PgDip/MA Art and Design Education (part-time)
iii. Royal Northern College of Music
The Royal Northern College of Music is a conservatory, which prepares
students for a professional career in music. In the academic year 1996/7, there
were over 570 students at the College. The College possesses its own
professional-staffed Opera Theatre and a modern concert hall. These facilities
are also used to present externally promoted events open to the public, including
professional music, dance, TV and theatre productions.
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The College comprises of six academic schools: Academic Studies;
Composition and Performance; Keyboard Studies; Strings; Vocal Studies; Wind
and Percussion. The College offers three types of undergraduate course: BMus
(Hons)/Grad. RNCM; BA (Music)/Grad. RNCM, and a joint course designed
for students with outstanding academic and practical ability, run in collaboration
with the Music Department of the University of Manchester. At postgraduate
level, students are able to study for Master of Music (MusM), a two year degree
course available in both performance and composition, awarded in affiliation
with the University of Manchester; Postgraduate Diploma in Advanced Studies
for performers and composers; and a Postgraduate Extension Courses, intended
for students who wish to develop their musical skills and experience but without
formal examination commitment. The course in tailor-made to individual
student’s needs. The Diploma in Professional Performance (PPRNCM), which
concentrates entirely on performance or composition and their attendant skills,
is suitable for students with exceptional ability and potential.  Undergraduate
students of exceptional quality may undertake the Diploma at the end of their
studies; the course is also available as a postgraduate option.
Detailed Breakdown of Music Programmes available at the RNCM
School of Academic Studies
Principal study available in: Academic Studies (inc. opportunities for theoretical
and practical study of Early Music).
School of Composition and Performance, incorporating the Opera
Department.
Principal study available in Composition, Conducting (postgraduate only).
School of Keyboard Studies
Principal study available in: Pianoforte, Organ, Harpsichord, Accompaniment.
School of Strings
Principal study available in: Violin, Viola, Violoncello, Double Bass, Guitar,
Harp.
School of Vocal Studies
Principal study available in voice.
School of Wind and Percussion
Principal study available in: Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Saxophone, Bassoon,
Trumpet, Horn, Trombone, Tuba, Cornet, Tenor Horn, Baritone, Euphonium,
Percussion and Timpani, Brass Band Direction (postgraduate only).
The Junior School at the RNCM is open to pupils of school age who show basic
musicality and potential to develop a career in music. It enables young
musicians to enjoy specialist study and music making; covering individual
performing skills, ensemble activity, aural training and theoretical study. The
Junior School has a wide catchment area, which extends throughout the North
of England and the Midlands.
RNCM established a Junior Strings Project in 1991. The Project, in
collaboration with Manchester Metropolitan University’s School of Education, a
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specialised PGCE course for music students wishing to learn to teach whilst
pursuing their principal instrumental study.
The course can be studied over one or two years.
The RNCM’s Promotions Department provides support for all student
performances and services events at the College by outside promoters.
iv City College Manchester
City College Manchester provides visual and performing arts training, with sties
in the north and south of Manchester, based at Crumpsall, Northenden,
Wythenshawe, and Didsbury. It aims to offer relevant, mainly vocational,
training in the arts, design and entertainment industries, at a broad range of
levels: A level, City & Guilds, BTEC National Certificate, Diploma, HNC,
HND, and Greater Manchester Open College Federation accredited courses and
Honours degrees. The College offers over 75 programmes covering over 18
disciplines. Some of the areas of study offered, such as Jazz, Arts Work in the
Community, are unique in the north west region.
Courses for 1996/8
City College offers a broad range of art and design courses at its Arden Centre
and Abraham Moss Centre sites. These include: arts access courses, art and
design courses from Foundation to advanced GNVQ level; acting; technical
theatre arts; performing arts (drama, music, Arts Work in the Community);
popular music; music technology; jazz musicianship and theory; multimedia;
ceramics; clothing; design crafts; fashion; graphic design; jewellery; media
communication and production; pattern cutting; photography; patchwork;
printmaking, soft furnishings; textiles; rock and pop; and sound recording.
Within the College, there is also The Arden School of Theatre, established in
association with the Royal Exchange Theatre. The College’s Abraham Moss
Centre also has drama/dance studios and access to a modern theatre. The School
of Music is equipped with two 16 track studios, keyboard and midi lab’s at
Arden Centre, and a 24 track studio complex at Abraham Moss Centre. The
Manchester School of Printing, part of the College, and based at Wythenshawe
provides practical training, supported by the British Printing Industries
Federation (BPIF).
Breakdown of Arts, Creative and Performing Arts Programmes 1996/8
The following course programmes are offered: -
A First Look At Art History
BTEC National Diploma in Art and Design (General)
BTEC Diploma Art and Design Foundation Studies
GNVQ Intermediate Art and Design
BTEC HNC and HND Arts work in the Community
BTEC National Diploma Audio Visual Design
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Ceramics accredited by Greater Manchester Open College Federation Levels 1,2
and 3.
BTEC National Diploma in Clothing
BTEC HNC and HND Design (Multimedia)
BTEC National Diploma Design Crafts (Ceramics)
BTEC HNC and HND Design Crafts
Diamond Grading
Fashion and Textiles
BTEC HND and HNC Graphic Design
BTEC National Certificate Graphic Design
BTEC National Diploma Graphic Design
Introduction to Vocational Jewellery
BTEC National Diploma Jewellery
Jewellery Craft
NVQ Level 2 Jewellery
GNVQ Media: Communication and Production
City & Guilds 923 Photography
NVQ Level 3 and 4 Photography
Print Workshop
Computing and Information Technology
City & Guilds Level 1 and 2 Desk Top Publishing
Greater Manchester Open College Federation accredited Internet Introduction.
World Wide Web Authoring
General Education
English and English Literature GCSE
English Language and Literature A Level
History of Art - A Level
Music Technology A Level, A/S Level
Print A Level
Introductory Magazine Journalism (Evening)
Performing Arts
BA (Hons) Acting Studies
BTECH HNC and HND Arts work in the Community
Drama - Introduction
Jazz Ensemble
Introductory and Intermediate Jazz Improvisation
Introductory and Intermediate Jazz Musicianship
Jazz Piano
BTECH HNC and HND Jazz Studies
Music Performance Introduction
BTEC HNC and HND Music Technology
BTEC National Certificate Music Technology
BTECH National Diploma Music Technology
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Music Technology Foundation
Music Technology Introduction
Performing Arts and Entertainment Industries
BTEC National Diploma Performing Arts
BTEC First Diploma Performing Arts
BTEC First National Diploma/Certificate Popular Music
BA (Hons) Technical Theatre Arts
Printing
The following courses are offered:-
NVQ Origination
City & Guilds 52*0 Origination
NVQ Print Commercial
NVQ Printing and Graphic Communication/Printing
The College also offers a range of evening, flexible and open learning
programmes in art and design, and computing and information technology,
which includes Desk top publishing and world wide web authoring.
v University of Salford
Department of Design and Creative Technology
The University’s Department of Design and Creative Technology offers
undergraduate and postgraduate courses in Design Studies; Product Design and
Development; Industrial Design and Product Realisation (the latter, in
conjunction with the Department of Aeronautical, Mechanical and
Manufacturing Engineering).
Course details are as follows:-
BA (Hons) Design Studies - 3 yrs. Full-time.
Department of Visual Culture
The following courses are offered.
BA (Hons) Visual Arts and Culture - 3 yrs. Full-time.
Foundation Studies (Art and Design) - 1 yr. Full-time.
Department of Design Practice
The following programmes are offered:-
BA (Hons) Graphic Design (Design Practice) - 3 yrs. full-time;
HND Graphic Design - two years full-time.
BA (Hons) Fashion Design (Design Practice) - 3 yrs. Full-time.
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HND Fashion Design - 2 yrs Full-time.
HND Fashion (Sportswear and Streetwear) - starting September 1998.
BA (Hons) Spatial/Interior Design (Design Practice) - 3 yrs. Full-time.
BSc (Hons) Product Design and Development - 3 yrs. Full-time.
Department of Media and Performance
The following courses are offered:-
BA (Hons) Television and Radio - 3 yrs. Full-time.
BA (Hons) Media, Language and Business - 4 yrs. Full-time.
HND Media Production - 2 yrs. Full-time.
BSc (Hons) Media Technology - 3 yrs. Full-time
BA (Hons) Performing Arts - 3 yrs. Full-time; 2 yrs. with appropriate HND.
BA (Hons) Media and Performance - 3 yrs. Full-time.
HND Media Performance - 2 yrs. Full-time.
HND Physical Theatre and Dance - 2 yrs. Full-time.
Department of Music
The following courses are offered:-
BA (Hons) Band Musicianship (3 years) - Full-time.
BA (Hons) Band Musicianship (4 years) - Full-time.
BSc (Hons) Music, Acoustics and Recording - 3 yrs. Full-time.
BA (Hons) Popular Music and Recording - 3 yrs. Full-time.
Department of English
BA (Hons) English and Cultural Studies - 3 yrs. Full-time.
Department of Sociology
BSc (Hons) Sociology and Cultural Studies - 3 yrs. Full-time.
The University also offers:
MA in Heritage Studies: A modular cross disciplinary courses involving both
theory and practice, can be studied up to three years part-time.
Design and Creative Technology Graduates, 1996/7
Course No. of Graduates.
BA  (Hons)  Design Studies 3yrs  27
BSc (Hons) Product Design and
Development 3yrs
29
MSc/PgDip Industrial Design    1
year modular
16
MSc Product Realisation new course
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modular
Source: Dr. Chris Rivlin, Head of Department, Department of Design and
Creative Technology, University of Salford.
The University’s Chapman Theatre and Gallery hosts many visiting  artists and
performers, as well as the University’s own theatre companies. The University’s
orchestra also uses Peel Hall for recitals and musical performances, including
those. The University also has several gallery spaces on campus, which exhibit
work by national and international artists. The Viewpoint Gallery, an innovative
photography gallery is also situated on campus.
vi Tameside College
Tameside College has three sites based in Ashton and Hyde, and offers a wide
range of arts and design, performing arts and media education and training
opportunities, including: GCSE and A Level; access to Higher Education
courses for mature students; a range of Higher level courses such as HND and
HNC; vocational courses from Foundation (level 1) to Advanced (level 4);
customised training courses for business and industry; Modern Apprenticeships,
careerships, and Youth Traineeships; many community-based courses and
access to further education for adults wishing to return to study after a break.
Many are offered on a part-time as well as a full-time basis.
The College also offers an extensive range of Leisure courses. Course subjects
on offer include: art and design; photography; fashion; fashion design and
technology; graphic communications; design crafts; contemporary media; art;
Desk Top Publishing; dressmaking; ceramics; painting; pattern drafting;
machine knitting; calligraphy; window and exhibition display; performing arts;
drama in the community; dance; media studies; theatre studies; venue operations
and administration; lighting, scenic and stage management.
Breakdown of Course Programmes, 1996-7
Art and Design
BTEC GNVQ Intermediate in Art and Design (1 Year).
BTEC GNVQ Advanced in Art and Design (2 Years)
BTEC Diploma in Foundation Studies in Art and Design (1 Year F/t or 2 Years
P/t)
BTEC National Diploma in Fashion (2 Years)
BTEC HND Photography (2 Years)
BTEC HND Graphic Communications (2 Years)
BTEC HND Fashion Design and Technology ( 2 Years)
BTEC HND Fine Art Contemporary Media ( 2 Years)
HND Design Crafts (2 Years)
Access to Higher Education Course in Art and Design ( 1 or 2 Years)
GCSEs and A Level Art (1 or 2 Years)
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Other Part-time courses leading to recognised qualifications e.g. BTEC, City &
Guilds or CENTRA, offered during the day, evening and at weekends.
Performing Arts and Media
BTEC 1ST Diploma in Performing Arts (1 Year)
BTEC National Diplomas in Performing Arts (2 Years)
BTEC HND in Drama in the Community (2 Years)
Advanced GNVQ in Media (2 Years)
Access to Higher Education Courses in Media Studies/Drama and Community (
1 Year)
A levels in Music, Media Studies and dance (2 Years)
GSCE in Media Studies
Evening Vocational Courses (1 year) in pop music performance; acting
techniques; jazz dance; guitar for advanced and beginners; and reading music.
NVQ in Venue Operations and Venue Administration ( 1 Year), also in Lighting
and Scenic and Stage Management.
The College also has its own Lottery-funded venue, the Courtyard Theatre,
situated on the Ashton Campus.
vii North Trafford College
North Trafford College offers a range of arts, design, creative studies and
general education courses at its Talbot Road Centre. Courses available for
1997/8 include:
Access to Higher Education for Adults
Access to Higher Education in Art and Design - one year course up to 16 hours
per week.
Art and Design
Art and Design GNVQ Intermediate - one year, Full-time. Modified version
available for adults wishing to study for fewer hours per week.
Art and Design GNVQ Advanced Art and Design - two years, Full-time.
BTEC National Diploma Design (Communications) - two years, Full-time.
BTEC First Diploma Fashion and Design
City & Guild 7261 DeskTop Publishing Level 1 (Apple Mac) - 1 half day or 1
evening per week, or Saturday mornings for 18 weeks.
C & G 7261 DeskTop Publishing Level 2 (Apple Mac) - 1 evening per week for
18 weeks.
Drawing and Painting CENTRA
Calligraphy CENTRA
City & Guilds Introductory Photography
City & Guilds Advanced Photography
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Computing and IT
Using the Internet - one evening or Saturday morning for 18 weeks.
Creative Studies
Access to Higher Education - Fashion up to 16 hours per week
Calligraphy CENTRA
City & Guilds Ceramics Skills Certificate 7802 - 3 hours per week for one year.
Fashion and Design: Start your own business - Up to 16 hours per week.
Cold Porcelain Flowers CENTRA
Drawing and Painting (Art and Craft Studies) CENTRA - 2 hours per week for
one year.
Dressmaking - Garment Craft Part 1 CENTRA 1070 - 2 hours per week for one
year.
Dressmaking - Garment Craft Part 2 CENTRA 1070 - 2 hours per week for one
year.
City & Guilds Certificate Fashion Skills 7802 - 3 hours per week for one year.
City & Guilds Fashion 7900 Pt. 1 Yrs. 1 and 2
Fashion Illustration CENTRA 1070 - 2.5 hours per week for two terms.
City & Guilds Certificate 7802 Interior Decor Skills - 3 hours per week for one
year.
Pattern Cutting CENTRA
City & Guilds 9231 Parts 1 and 2 Introductory Photography and Advanced
Photography, respectively. Part 1: 1 evening (2 hours) per week for 1 year; Part
2 1 evening per week for 2 years.
GCSE Pottery
City & Guilds Preparing Working Designs 7900 - 2 hours per week for one year.
City & Guilds Certificate Tailoring Skills 7802 - 3 hours per week for one year.
Pattern Cutting CENTRA 791 - 2 hours per week for 1 year. City & Guild Skills
Certificate 7802 in Soft Furnishing - 3 hours per week for one year.
City & Guild 790-09 Parts 1 and 2 Soft Furnishing - Both courses 2 hours
(evening) per week for 2 years.
Upholstery (non-examination class)
General Education
The College also offers courses in Drama Production; Beginners and level 2
Speech and Drama, accredited by the London Academy of Music and Dramatic
Art, for up to 16 hours a week, and on two evening per week.
A levels and GCSEs are also offered in Art.
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viii. Manchester Adult Education Services
Manchester City Council’s Adult Education Services offer a wide range of
adult-centred provision at 24 sites across Manchester city. Provision includes
GCSEs, vocational courses leading to a qualification and non-vocational
courses/classes. Subject areas, include: art, music, performance; painting and
drawing; music; speech and drama; Desktop Publishing; dressmaking, tailoring
and fashion; furniture and upholstery crafts; pottery, ceramics and needlecrafts.
ix. Other Education and Training
Provision currently offered by arts and cultural organisations, include:-
Cornerhouse
Writing Film Reviews
1/2 day practical session which aims to provide a starting point to writing about
and reviewing films. Provides basic skills in film reviewing. Led by Jim Burke,
City Life Theatre Editor and film Reviewer.
A Beginners Guide to the Contemporary Art Gallery
A practical afternoon workshop led by Art Historian, Deborah Riding, providing
the tools for looking at, and understanding contemporary art works.
An Introduction to Film Studies
An Informal evening seminar introducing the basics of film analysis, through
the examination of film styles, techniques and movements from Classical
Hollywood of the 40’s to European art cinema. Led by Ailsa Cox, Manchester
Metropolitan University.
x. WFA Media and Cultural Centre
WFA Media and Cultural Centre is based in Hulme/Old Trafford, and has 18
years experience of providing industry-standard media training. The Winter
Programme 1998, includes:-
 City & Guilds certificates and NVQ Level 2/3 in media (multimedia), television
and video competencies - emphasis on artistic/creative development and new
technologies;
 A range of software based intensive training, such as Introduction to the
Internet; Photoshop levels 1 and 2; Macromedia Director levels 1 and 2;
Introduction to video production and digital art; non linear editing - full
broadcast media.
High quality professional equipment is also available to hire.
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3. Numbers of HE/FE Arts Education Staff in City Pride Area
HE/FE INSTITUTION NO. OF STAFF
(INC. F/T and P/T)
NOTES
University of Manchester
Faculty of Arts 216
Includes all academic staff
paid on a teaching grade.
Teaching assistants are not
included.
Manchester
Metropolitan University
Faculty of Art and Design
Crewe and Alsager Faculty
Hollings Faculty
143
238
47.5 (46F/t; 3 P/t)
Does not include hourly paid
staff.
Does not include hourly paid
staff.
Only includes academic staff
teaching Fashion-related
subjects at Hollings.
University of Salford
Department of Design and
Creative Technology
Department of Visual
Culture
Department of Design
Practice.
7.6 F/t      5.8
P/t(FTE)
13.3 F/t    6.84 P/t
(FTE)
12.8 
 
F/t
12.9 
 
3.45P/t (FTE)
No figures available for
Departments of Media and
performance; and Music,
respectively.
RNCM 150 (tutorial staff -
majority also pursue
active careers as
professional
performers)
There are also 4 members of
Directorate; 9 admin staff;
and 5 Honoury Consultants,
employed at the College.
Manchester College of
Arts and Technology
(MANCAT)
63 Includes Full-time and Part-
time staff in the Department
of Arts and Creative Crafts.
Full-time/Part-time ratio,
roughly 0.5:0.5.
City College Manchester @30
@30
Full-time and pro rata
academic staff teaching art
and design (estimated).
Part-time staff (Estimated)
Tameside College Not available by
14.5.98
North Trafford College 2 F/t                      12
P/t
Estimated figure.
Sources: Richard Sealey, University of Manchester; Dave Roberts, Personnel
Department, Manchester Metropolitan University; Kelly Harper, Personnel
Department, Hollings Faculty, Manchester Metropolitan University; Royal
Northern College of Music, Prospectus for the year of entry 1998; Diane
Whitaker, Faculty Secretary, Faculty of Art and Design Technology, University
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of Salford, Moira Hope, Department Secretary, Department of Art and Creative
Crafts, MANCAT.
4 Student Numbers
Table 4a). Undergraduate and Postgraduate Students: by region of study
and domicile (1), 1995/6 (2)
Region of Domicile Region of Study
 %
Thousands
North West and
Merseyside
                                               (000s)
UK (3) 11.2                                         1537.3
North East   6.0                                             58.3
North West ( GOR) and Merseyside 61.7                                           160.4
Yorkshire and Humberside   8.5                                             98.9
East Midlands   7.2                                             92.6
West Midlands   6.6                                           118.3
Eastern   3.8                                           118.1
London   2.7                                           200.1
South East (GOR)   3.6                                           190.3
South West   3.5                                           104.7
England 12.8                                         1141.7
(1) Open University students excluded.
(2) 1994/5 for higher education students studying in further education
institutions in England.
(3) Includes HE students whose region of domicile in the UK was unknown.
Source: Regional Trends 32 1997 Edition, Office of National Statistics,
1997.
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Table 4b). Higher Education Students (1): by region of domicile and Subject,
1995/6
                                   P  e  r c e n t a g e s            &                       T h o u s a n d s
Region of
Domicile
Social
Sciences
Creative
Arts
Educatio
n
Multidisc
iplinary
Studies
Other
Courses
All HE
Students
(+=100%)
(Thousan
ds)
UK (2) 10.2 5.1 8.6 19.1 8.2 1553.3
North East 10.9 5.0 9.2 14.2 8.5 55.4
N. West
(GOR)
and
Myside.
10.2 4.6 9.8 18.0 7.8 153.0
N.West
(GOR)
10.1 4.9 9.8 17.2 7.8 120.1
Myside. 10.3 3.7 9.7 20.9 7.7 32.8
Yorksand
Humber
11.2 5.0 10.2 17.9 8.7 94.7
East
Midlands
10.2 5.5 9.1 22.3 7.1 95.4
West
Midlands
10.8 5.3 8.9 19.0 7.5 113.7
Eastern 9.6 5.7 8.6 24.0 7.8 118.2
London 12.5 5.7 6.7 17.8 7.7 203.2
South East
(GOR)
8.6 5.9 9.5 23.3 8.5 195.0
S. West 9.0 6.2 10.2 22.7 8.2 107.4
England
(3)
10.4 5.4 8.8 19.8 8.1 1233.4
(1) Open University students are included. For England, higher education
students studying in further education institutions are excluded.
(2) Includes higher education students whose region of domicile is the UK was
unknown.
(3) Includes higher education students who lived in England but whose specific
region of domicile was unknown.
Source: DFEE, quoted in Regional Trends 32, 1997 Edition.
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5 Student Destinations
Manchester Metropolitan University
Faculty of Art and Design, Department of Textiles/Fashion
Number of students graduating in 1997
Embroidery: 25
Fashion: 17
Textiles: 44
BA (Hons) Embroidery
The BA (Hons) Embroidery course has an excellent record of graduate employment.
All of the 1996 graduates are either employed, self-employed or are undertaking
postgraduate education, and a large number of 1997 graduates have already found
employment. Some examples of careers, awards and postgraduate study are as
follows:-
Some of the companies in which recent graduates have found employment, include:-
Wilcom (Embroidery Software Company); The Design Company; Hothouse
(Embroidery company); The Early Learning Centre; Briggs (embroidery company);
Osborne and Little, Debenhams.
Other graduates have taken up teaching work at: Stockport College of Art and
Technology; National College of Art and Design, Dublin; Tameside College of Art
and technology; Kelsall CP Cheshire; Beaver Road School, Didsbury.
Other student destinations/achievements include television; publishing; commissions;
awards; self-employment; artist in residences; exhibitions; local authority arts
department.
Royal Northern College of Music
                          RNCM   S T U D E N T   D E S T I N A T I O N S
(Percentages %) (1)
No. of
students
graduating
from music
courses,
1996/7 (2)
Further
study
Employme
nt in
performan
ce
Teaching Non-musical
occupation
Music
administrat
ion
Non-
employed/n
ot known
128 31.3 42.8 10.7 5.3 1.5 8.4
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(1) These are raw figures and the relatively high unemployment/not-known figure is
attributed in part to difficulties of tracking overseas students who leave the country.
(2) This includes students graduating from undergraduate degree and postgraduate
diploma/degree courses.
In overall terms, the figures show 6.0% of leavers in employment, 31.1% undertaking
further studies, and the balance of 8/4% unemployed or untraced at the time of the
census (3 December 1997).
Source: Dr. David Young, Academic Registrar, Royal Northern College of
Music, 5 January 1998.
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